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Preface

Microcirculation has long attracted scientists; first attempts to investigate microcirculation
reach as far as the seventeenth century and are connected with the discovery of light micro‐
scopy. Many researchers have since tried to unravel the mystery of mechanisms governing
the supply of tissues with nutrients and the removal of waste products.

Over the past decades, the knowledge on the physiology and pathophysiology of microcir‐
culation has expanded also due to evolvement of modern techniques, which enable in vivo
assessment of microcirculatory dynamics. Yet, the existing knowledge is far from optimal as
the microvascular network is very complex regarding its structure and functional organiza‐
tion.

Adequate tissue perfusion is a prerequisite for normal organ functioning. On the other
hand, tissue perfusion primarily depends on intact microcirculation and preserved vascular
tone regulation. It is well known that microvascular dysfunction in terms of deranged endo‐
thelial or smooth muscle function is one of the earliest events in the pathogenesis of many
cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, leading to an impairment of the corresponding or‐
gan. Compromised microcirculation could finally be detrimental for the whole organism.
Thus, understanding the normal organization and function and early detection of dysfunc‐
tional microcirculation are of crucial clinical importance. An early diagnosis and proper clin‐
ical interventions may thus considerably postpone the development of the disease.

However, microcirculation should not be regarded as independent entity but rather as a cir‐
cuit strongly coupled to events occurring at the cellular level in tissues on one side and to
systemic factors such as blood pressure and fluid balance on the other, which in turn encom‐
pass cardiovascular system as a whole. Thus, it must always be considered in a broader con‐
text taking into account an interdisciplinary approach. In this respect, the chapters in the
book usually refer to the system as a whole, stressing some important characteristics at the
cellular and molecular level up to clinical settings reflecting normal and pathological condi‐
tions.

Although a lot of studies are investigating the mechanisms of microvascular dynamics at the
molecular level, which could mainly be performed on animal models and isolated organs,
the situation in situ is far more complicated and could hardly be simulated on appropriate
models. In this respect, in vivo studies on humans are encouraged as they in fact reflect the
real situation and could strongly support the clinical work with patients. As such, newer
accomplished techniques are urgently needed that in conjunction with the clinical picture
would enable an early recognition of microvascular pathology and improvement in some
treatment strategies as well as assessing the outcomes.



Obviously, microcirculation is a complex and heterogenous network that includes many ele‐
ments interacting with each other. Concerning the complexity and a vast number of studies
that at the time are being conducted all over the world, it is obvious that the book cannot
cover all aspects of microcirculation but rather a small part of the spectrum. In this respect,
the book addresses some important facts and recent findings on the physiology and patho‐
physiology of microcirculation, each chapter focusing on a particular issue. The chapters in
the book are organized systematically, the first ones presenting some characteristics of coro‐
nary microcirculation, the skeletal muscles, and the newborn’s microcirculation, respective‐
ly. In addition, some molecular mechanisms of vascular tone regulation are presented,
followed by chapters, describing pathological conditions caused by dysfunctional microcir‐
culation. Finally, some clinical aspects are presented and potential therapeutic interventions
to treat microcirculatory dysfunction briefly outlined.

Scientists and researchers all over the globe contributed their interesting findings and specu‐
lations on the microcirculation and helped to unravel some puzzles in the complex microcir‐
culatory mosaic. I would like to express my many thanks to the authors for their invaluable
contribution and comprehensive overviews. Last but not least, I would also like to thank the
publishers for inviting me to be part of their team as an editor. My special gratitude goes to
the publishing process manager Ms. Andrea Korić who was always there to answer my
questions.

I hope that the book will be of help to medical and other public health providers in expand‐
ing their knowledge or finding some interesting references in the field of microcirculation as
it looks today.

Assistant Professor Helena Lenasi, MD, PhD,
University of Ljubljana,

Faculty of Medicine, Institute of Physiology,
Ljubljana, Slovenia
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Provisional chapter

Introductory Chapter: Microcirculation in Health and Disease

Helena Lenasi

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

Microcirculation is the terminal vascular network where the exchange of substances between
the blood and the tissues occurs. Usually, the term refers to functional unit comprising vessels
with a diameter of less than 100 μm, including arterioles, capillaries, and venules. Appropriate
vascularization of tissues and an intact microcirculatory bed are prerequisites for adequate
tissue perfusion and thus normal organ functioning. The unique feature of microcirculation is
its large area which in conjunction with low velocity of blood flow enables appropriate
conditions for the exchange of substances between the blood and the tissues. Another impor‐
tant issue is its adaptability either to acute changes of organ demands or to chronic changes in
its environment. These tasks are primarily accomplished by arterioles as the main targets and
effectors of vascular tone regulation including the vascular endothelium and smooth muscle
cells, as well as adjacent cells and humoral and nervous factors all playing in a fine orchestrated
concert. The principal characteristics of fluid and substances trafficking across the capillary
wall according to classical Fick and Starling principles and depending on the concentration
gradients of substances transported, on capillary permeability, and on hydrostatic and oncotic
pressures are described elsewhere.

1. Structural and functional organization: some general and special features

The  structural  organization  of  the  microcirculation  is  tightly  coupled  to  its  physiologic
function.  As organs serve different functions and have different metabolic demands,  the
microcirculatory networks differ among organs. The complexity and heterogeneity in blood
flow and metabolism in respect to one tissue as well as in different tissues have been confirmed
in animal experiments and in patients due to advanced imaging techniques.

The book starts with a comprehensive overview of the coronary microcirculation written by
Fonseca et al., thoroughly describing the characteristics of coronary microcirculation, from
anatomical and histological aspects to physiology with emphasis on the regulatory mecha‐

© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



nisms, and finally elucidating some pathophysiologic mechanisms in relation to systemic
cardiovascular diseases. Of interest is the impact of perycites to the regulation of microcircu‐
lation as pointed out in the chapter, as well as a rather neglected field of venous part of the
microcirculation [1]. The chapter specially focuses on the regulation of coronary microvascu‐
lature with the presentation of all known mechanisms that might be applied also to other
vascular beds, i.e., the myogenic control, the endothelial component, and the metabolic
regulation [2]. The latter presumably plays the most important role in the coronary microcir‐
culation due to constantly changing demands of the working heart muscle [3]. Additionally,
systemic factors such as the autonomic nervous system and humoral mediators are elucidated.
As diseases of the cardiovascular system nowadays represent the leading cause of morbidity
and mortality all over the world, the most frequent pathologies of the coronary vessels are
presented [4]. The heart vessels are very prone to structural remodeling, vascular rarefaction,
and perivascular fibrosis finally culminating in luminal obstruction what might be detrimental
for the patient; apart from macrocirculation, it is the microcirculation that is suggested to play
a key role in the coronary pathophysiology [5]. The impact of risk factors, oxidative stress and
inflammation, and the interplay between various regulatory mechanisms, all predisposing to
heart disease development are comprehensively exposed with a brief link to some metabolic
diseases.

The dependence of the cellular metabolism on tissue blood flow and vice versa is more
extensively described in the following chapter written by Kolka, which focuses on the
microcirculation of skeletal muscle and also proposes some therapeutic interventions in
targeting the skeletal muscle microcirculation to treat both vascular and metabolic diseases.
The skeletal muscle microcirculation is subjected to the greatest variations of blood flow and
nutrients breakdown during strenuous exercise as compared to resting conditions. During
resting conditions, only about 20% of capillaries are perfused: the blood flow is estimated to
amount 5–10 mL/min/100 g, compared up to 80–100 mL/min/100 g during exercise [6], pointing
to complex mechanisms of blood flow regulation. Worth to mention is the difficulty to estimate
these changes and microvascular dynamics at the capillary level with the available techniques.
In the chapter, an interesting scientific approach for the evaluation of substrate exchange in
the microenvironment of skeletal muscle is presented, namely, the lymph sampling [7, 8].
Taking into account great variations in the metabolic rate as well as the type and rate of
substrates metabolized regarding intensity and mode of exercise, it is compelling to speculate
that changes in blood flow will affect metabolism. In this respect, vasoactive compounds
affecting vascular tone and perfusion could also indirectly affect the metabolism. Insufficient
perfusion might in turn lead to deranged metabolic pathways making one more susceptible
to metabolic diseases, such as diabetes and obesity [9]. Interestingly, nitric oxide (NO) as a key
endothelial vasodilator also directly affects metabolism by competing with mitochondria for
oxygen and consequently inhibiting the oxidative phosphorylation and potentially switching
the metabolism to some other (anaerobic) pathways [10]. Apart from classical vasoactive
substances mainly released from the endothelium, many hormones are themselves vasoactive;
glucagon‐like peptide has been shown to increase capillary perfusion on acute basis and
angiogenesis on longer term, and considering this, might represent a potential therapeutic
target [11, 12]. In addition, some important interactions among vasoactive compounds and
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hormones have been elucidated in the chapter, such as the interference of angiotensin II (Ang)
and NO systems [8], and the prevention of endothelin‐induced vasoconstriction by insulin and
adiponectin [13, 14]. Insulin also directly affects capillary recruitment and at supraphysiologic
concentrations, it has been shown to increase blood flow in human skeletal muscles and skin
[15]. Capillary density has been directly correlated with insulin sensitivity thus strengthening
the hypothesis that capillary recruitment importantly contributes to insulin‐mediated glucose
uptake [16]. As exposed in the chapter of Kolka, an important question to be resolved is the
process of insulin trafficking across the endothelial barrier. At this place, a word should be
devoted to endothelial glycocalix, which presents an additional structural and functional
endothelial barrier that in turn affects the composition of the muscle interstitium and conse‐
quently the supply of nutrients to the cells. Glycocalix has thoroughly been investigated as a
potential therapeutic target [17].

2. The central role of endothelium in the regulation of vascular tone

Although endothelium also plays an important role in the processes of inflammation, hemo‐
stasis, and tissue repair, its prominent role in the physiological regulation of vascular tone
along with a vast number of endothelial vasoactive substances and their interactions are most
extensively exposed in the book. Accordingly, all endothelial mediators might represent a
potential therapeutic target as briefly pointed out in some chapters.

The importance of functionally intact endothelium is already obvious in the newborn as ex‐
posed in the chapter of Wright and Dyson. Apart from the involvement of the autonomic
nervous system and the sympathoadrenal activation at birth, substances released from en‐
dothelium importantly contribute to the delicate balance between vasodilators and vasocon‐
strictors which is a prerequisite for normal circulatory function. To list just a few,
isoprostanes and prostaglandins released in response to increased partial oxygen pressure
at birth play a major role in the closure of ductus arteriosus, thus enabling the transition to
the adult‐type circulation taking place at birth [18]. In preterm infants, this delicate balance
is disturbed in terms of enhanced vasodilation and diminished vasoconstriction rendering
them more susceptible to hypotension resulting in organ hypoperfusion and potentially ir‐
reversible end‐organ damage [19]. An interesting feature pointed out in the chapter is great‐
er susceptibility of male preterm newborns to developing potentially fatal hypotension,
which has been speculated to be due to increased levels of gaseous neurotransmitter hydro‐
gen sulfide (H2S) in males [20]. Accordingly, the assessment of urinary concentrations of thi‐
osulfate, a metabolite of H2S [20, 21] and normetanephrine, a measure of total body
sympathoadrenal activity [22], respectively, might predict the outcome. The impact of other
gaseous compounds is additionally described in the chapter, with the leading role of NO,
presumably involved in the regulation of basal vascular tone, and carbon monoxide (CO),
apparently playing a crucial regulatory role in the cerebral circulation during the transition
period [23, 24]. While most observations were deduced from animal studies or isolated
models, far more complex interplay takes part in humans in vivo. A lot of potential cross‐
talks and the influence of one mediator on the other one could merely be speculated, as ex‐
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posed in the chapter [23]. Their potential adaptive role and their impact in the neonatal
period are emphasized. Of interest, the interplay of NO, CO, and H2S differ in neonates and
in the adults, which in addition to the chapter of Wright and Dyson is also exposed in the
chapter of Fonseca et al. [25].

The role of NO as a key endothelial vasodilator has briefly been corroborated in the chapters
of Fonseca et al., Zupan, and Schier et al. Yet, other vasodilators presumably are even more
important at the level of microcirculation, the central role being played by the metabolites of
arachidonic acid (AA), extensively exposed in the chapter of Drenjančević et al. Three impor‐
tant pathways of AA metabolism are presented, including: the cyclooxygenase (COX) pathway,
the lipopxygenase (LOX) pathway, and the cytochrome (CYP) pathway. In the chapter, the
mostly investigated products of these metabolic pathways and their potential interactions at
the level of the vascular smooth muscle are thoroughly presented. Worth to emphasize is the
dual role of the above‐mentioned enzymes, namely, they catalyze the production of vasocon‐
strictors as well as vasodilators and it is their delicate balance that finally determines the proper
vascular tone. In many diseases, this fine balance is disturbed, such as in obesity, diabetes,
hypertension, and other metabolic and cardiovascular diseases. Of the CYP metabolites of AA,
epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs) have been implicated as endothelium‐derived hyperpolariz‐
ing factors (EDHF), contributing to proper vasodilation in the settings with reduced bioavail‐
ability of NO [26], such as in increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which
uncouple the endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS), and consequently augment additional
release of ROS from eNOS itself.

An interesting aspect is the nonenzymatic metabolism of AA, mainly mediated by ROS which
nowadays are widely recognized as mediators of cellular immunity, inflammation, and tissue
repair, and also indirectly affect vascular tone [27]. The impact of ROS as potential (noxious)
vascular messengers is also dealt with in some other chapters.

Additional interesting suggestion presented in the chapter of Drenjančević et al is potentially
positive contribution of Ang, which has usually been presented as a foe in the vascular
homeostasis. Contrary to the common accepted knowledge, they propose that sufficient levels
of Ang actually are essential for normal vascular function, as confirmed in the studies which
have demonstrated that a decrease in the circulating levels of Ang lead to impaired microvas‐
cular endothelial function [28]. As for Ang, Kolka additionally exposes its effect on blood vessel
permeability which indirectly also affects the tissue metabolism [29].

Yet, the effects of endothelial vasoactive compounds are not that straightforward, as there are
many interactions depending also on the vascular bed studied and being also tissue and species
specific.

The deranged interplay of endothelial mediators in the pathogenesis of various diseases of
modern era has long been implicated. As stated in the subsequent subheading, some chap‐
ters address the question of endothelial dysfunction as a hallmark of many diseases. More‐
over, the dysfunction of endothelium often precedes the clinical manifestation of the
disease.

Microcirculation Revisited - From Molecules to Clinical Practice4
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3. Dysfunctional microcirculation is a hallmark of many diseases

The importance of intact and functional microcirculation with preserved adaptability to meet
organ metabolic demands has long been appreciated. It has been confirmed in many inde‐
pendent studies that deranged microcirculation compromises normal organ function and
finally the organism as a whole. Either deranged vascular control in terms of deranged
autonomic nervous system as pointed out in the research chapter of Malan et al. as well as in
terms of endothelial dysfunction have been implicated. Increased sympathetic tone or
disturbed responsivity to adrenergic challenges might induce increased vasoconstrictor tone
finally leading to hypertension and inappropriate structural remodeling of the vessel wall.
Endothelial vasoconstrictors and increased oxidative stress also augment the vasoconstrictor
component causing ischemia and tissue failure on a larger time scale. Microvascular dysfunc‐
tion has been shown to be the primary event in the pathogenesis of many metabolic and
cardiovascular pathologies which is shortly mentioned in other chapters. On the other hand,
injury and inflammation subsequently trigger angiogenesis and structural adaptation that
have the potential of restitution, which takes part after say surgical procedures as pointed out
in the chapter of Schier et al. The potential to restitute ad integrum strongly depends on the
preoperative state of the microcirculation and on other known vascular risk factors such as
hypertension, smoking, diabetes, obesity, etc. [30]. Potential risk factors can partly be overcome
by changes in lifestyle and some interventions such as exercise. Moreover, the letter may
strongly affect the outcome of a therapeutic procedure as stressed in the chapter of Schier et
al. [31].

A good model of microvascular dysfunction potentially leading to impairment of the central
nervous system and causing high mortality and morbidity is leukoaraiosis. The term, poten‐
tially unfamiliar to broader medical public, denotes diffuse confluent changes in the cerebral
white matter often accidentally detected on neuroradiological imaging. Its prevalence in the
population aged between 50 and 75 years has been estimated to comprise up to 25% and, as
such, undoubtedly must be regarded as highly clinical significant in terms of predisposing to
various degrees of cognitive impairment, ischemic events, and stroke [32]. In his chapter,
Zupan thoroughly describes the pathogenesis of leukoaraiosis, which includes a spectrum of
factors, often apparently discordant, ranging from endothelial dysfunction to leaky blood‐
brain barrier on one side [33], to ischemia on the other [34], yet all causing chronic perfusion
impairment. Similar factors and causes could actually be applied also to other microcirculatory
networks. In his chapter, Zupan reports that the prevalence of leukoaraiosis is higher in the
Blacks than in the Whites. This might be connected to increased prevalence of hypertension in
the Blacks which has extensively been discussed also in the chapter of Malan et al. [35].
Interestingly, Malan et al. also showed a close link between depressive disorders and vascular
dysfunction of the retinal artery in terms of sympathoadrenal disbalance. The correlation was
significantly more pronounced in the Blacks compared to the Whites pointing out an important
role of ethical predisposition and genetic susceptibility on one side, but also risk factors on the
other side [36]. Interestingly, chronic depression has been related to attenuated cortisol levels
which would impact the synthesis of epinephrine [37], as proposed in the chapter of Malan et
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al. All these facts must be taken into account when designing the therapeutic strategies and a
proper follow‐up of patients.

Another interesting aspect of endothelial dysfunction addressed in the chapter of Drenjančecić
et al. is the impact of high salt diet on vascular function [38]; vascular pathologies linked to
increased salt intake undoubtedly represent a great burden of the civilized world. As already
stated, other aspects of endothelial dysfunction are extensively presented also in the chapters
of Fonseca et al. with emphasis on the involvement of coronary microcirculation in the
pathogenesis of cardiovascular events, and in the chapter of Kolka on skeletal muscle micro‐
circulation and its involvement in metabolic (obesity, diabetes) and cardiovascular diseases
(hypertension).

While those chapters mainly deal with mechanisms of endothelial dysfunction, more clinical
aspects in terms of the determination of microvascular and endothelial dysfunction are
illustrated in the chapters of Tamas‐Szora et al. and Todea et al. They present some potential
diagnostic tools for an early detection of microvascular dysfunction as well as for tracing the
outcome and the evaluation of the effectiveness of treatment.

4. In vivo applicability of some methods for clinical evaluation of
microcirculation

Modern techniques with relatively high spatial resolution have enabled a timely detection of
the disease, which is a prerequisite for an adequate treatment. Within the noninvasive imaging,
sound‐ and light‐based imaging techniques are able to provide high resolution and clinically
relevant information in assessing microcirculation.

Mostly applied optical imaging techniques for clinical evaluation of the microcirculation today
include (dynamic) capillaroscopy, confocal microscopy, two photon imaging, and stimulated
emission depletion microscopy for tracing superficial structures; optical coherence tomogra‐
phy, hyperspectral imaging, side stream dark field imaging, and incident dark field imaging
for assessing subsuperficial microvascular beds; and diffusion correlation spectroscopy,
functional near infrared spectroscopy, and photoacoustic tomography to assess deeper
structures [39]. Obviously, each technique is designed for determination of special microcir‐
culation network and its position regarding the depth of a tissue.

In spite of many methods available, in the book, only two noninvasive techniques are exten‐
sively presented, namely, the contrast enhanced ultra‐sonography (CEUS) and the laser
Doppler (LD) fluxmetry (LDF) in the chapters of Tamas‐Szora et al. and Todea et al., respec‐
tively. Their applicability in the assessment of vascular dearrangement in tumor evolvement,
angiogenesis, inflammation, and some other pathologies and in the assessment of dental
pathologies, respectively, is presented along with some advantages and disadvantage of both.
Both methods are based on optical and acoustic penetration of a tissue and exploit the Doppler
effect causing the frequency shift of illuminated light and sound, respectively, due to reflections
from moving particles, i.e., predominantly erythrocytes. Both chapters give insight into
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potential clinical applicability of CEUS and LDF for tracing microcirculation and emphasize
the need and importance of performing in vivo studies on humans.

In their chapter, Tamas‐Szora et al. comprehensively describe the principles governing CEUS
as well as some modifications and their various applicability, substantiated with representing
illustrative figures that accompany the text and enable a better perception of the method for
unfamiliar readers. CEUS has rendered itself a valuable clinical tool for assessing vasculari‐
zation in various tissues, specially parenchymal organs, such as liver [40], testicles, kidney [41],
and mammary glands [42]. Yet, the limitation inherent to all sonographic methods described
so far is that CEUS enables the discrimination of the vessels of size of around 100 μm and, in
this respect, does not accurately evaluate the proper “microcirculation” [43]. Nevertheless, it
is highly applicable in the clinical settings as it enables the detection of blood flow down to
velocities less than 2 cm/s, and the discrimination between inflammatory and degenerative
pathology as in musculoskeletal diseases [44]. In this regard, capillary perfusion could be
indirectly estimated, i.e., either increased perfusion in say inflammation or cessation of blood
flow in ischemic tissues.

To improve the CEUS technique, different contrasting agents that augment the signals under
observation might be applied; yet, they increase the diagnostic costs. The advantages of CEUS
over some other methods include repeatability, lack of harmful effects as in computer tomog‐
raphy (CT) caused by ionizing radiation, and high spatial and temporal resolution to list just
a few. Target‐specific structures might additionally be detected by combining the contrast
agent with specific antibodies.

LDF and its update, LD imaging [45] with its varieties remain the gold standard for clinical
evaluation of microcirculation as described in the chapter of Todea et al. In the chapter, some
results of authors’ own experiments evaluating the outcome of therapy in terms of microvac‐
sular function are exposed. LDF has proven to be an effective tool of choice to evaluate
microcirculation in the oral cavity, preferentially of the gingiva and dental pulp, respectively
[46, 47]. LD techniques enable assessment of tooth vitality after various procedures including
bleaching, tooth implants and prepared teeth, surgical intervention after trauma, as well as
tracing microcirculation following treatment of gingival disease, such as inflammation, and
gingival blood flow resolution after surgical procedures. Supposedly, LDF also enables to
evaluate the redistribution of blood flow through arteriovenous anastomoses that are a unique
feature of the cutaneous and mucous microcirculation.

5. Therapeutic interventions at the level of microcirculation: potential
role of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs)

Interventional studies have focused on various aspects of microvascular function, as already
outlined in the chapters of Fonseca et al., Kolka, Drenjančević et al., and Zupan. Many
vasoactive compounds might represent therapeutic targets, either by targeting their endothe‐
lial receptors or interfering with their synthesis by acting on the corresponding intracellular
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enzymes. In addition, interfering with the renin‐angiotensin‐aldosterone [48] system seems a
promising therapeutical intervention to treat vascular and associated metabolic diseases as
pointed out in the chapter of Kolka. The effects of phosphodiesterase inhibitors (Sildenafil and
Tadalafil), and thiazolidinediones on vascular function, capillary recruitment, and conse‐
quently metabolism have also been investigated, as exposed by Kolka. The potential interven‐
tion on the level of glycocalyx has already been mentioned [17]. An interesting target affecting
the metabolism of fat and increasing energy expenditure and angiogenesis might be brown
adipose tissue, as briefly exposed in the chapter of Kolka [49]. Moreover, the supplementation
of L‐arginine might ameliorate vascular complications in patients suffering from neurodege‐
nerative and vascular diseases as mentioned in the chapter of Zupan [50].

Apart from the above‐mentioned targets, endothelial progenitor cells have evolved over the
last few years as a promising new strategy for targeting microvascular and subsequently
organ dysfunction. Nowadays, many studies are being conducted on how the injection of
EPCs on the site of injury or damaged organ affects potential improvement of organ func‐
tion. Apart from acute adjustments, chronic adjustments in terms of increased angiogenesis
are crucial for tissue regeneration. Angiogenesis and vasculogenesis are key events in di‐
recting proper organ function, not only during fetal life, but also later in adulthood. EPCs
also play an important role in vascularization in pregnancy [51]. They are important com‐
ponent in tissue regeneration and, in this respect, might represent a potential therapeutic
niche. Thus, improvements of techniques to obtain sufficient number of EPCs from the pe‐
ripheral circulation, or from the bone marrow, proper harvesting and breeding are prereq‐
uisites for efficient therapy. Some important aspects of EPCs are presented in the chapter of
Nova‐Lamperti et al., where the crucial technical steps in obtaining and manipulating the
cells are presented as well as the results of some studies investigating the effects of therapy
with EPCs. Furthermore, the stimuli for migration, recruitment, and differentiation of stem
cells affecting angiogenesis in vivo are corroborated. Unfortunately, the potential of EPCs
for proper angiogenesis strongly depends on the clinical condition and risk factors of the
individuum. Namely, it has been shown that the number of EPCs conversely correlated
with cardiovascular risk factors, such as hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, smoking, dia‐
betes mellitus, and dyslipidemia. Moreover, lower numbers of EPCs as compared to
healthy ones have been shown in patients suffering from unstable angina, myocardial in‐
farction, as well as atherosclerosis, and erectile dysfunction, as described in the chapters of
Schier et al. and Nova‐Lamperti et al. On the other hand, some cytokines, hormones, drugs,
and physical activity increase the number and function of EPCs. In this respect, the impor‐
tance of physical activity could not be overemphasized. Some good and positive examples
are presented in the chapter of Schier et al. who have shown that even short lasting sub‐
maximal exercise performed preoperatively to assess the cardiopulmonary status of a pa‐
tient might significantly improve the outcome after major surgery in patients [31, 52]. In
this respect, regular exercise should be strongly encouraged in all groups of patients, let
alone in healthy populations in general practice. Clinical applicability of EPCs has already
been confirmed in many clinical trials, when ex vivo expanded EPCs were injected into the
damaged area of tissue, such as in the treatment of acute myocardial infarction [53], in the
recovery from deep venous thrombosis, in the recanalization of organized venous thrombi
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[54], in pulmonary arterial hypertension [55], in attenuation of peripheral artery disease
[56], and in liver regeneration [57]. Yet, the disadvantage of such therapy is a very low
number of EPCs in peripheral blood and relatively high costs of mobilization. Nevertheless,
EPCs seem to represent a promising future therapeutic approach for the treatment of “mod‐
ern era” diseases.

6. Conclusion

In the introductory chapter, I intended to briefly sum up the content of the book, exposing
some interesting features of separate chapters. Basic principles of the microvascular blood
flow and vascular tone regulation are briefly presented with endothelium playing a central
role. Today, researchers are focused on complex interactions of vasoactive compounds trying
to elucidate their potential interplays in health and disease, which would accomplish thera‐
peutic strategies. Prototypes of alternative therapeutic approach presented in the book
might be exercise as a type of self‐governed therapy on one side, and EPCs as a kind of com‐
plex hospital‐based therapy. As diseases of the cardiovascular system are the leading cause
of morbidity and mortality in modern world, additional efforts in establishing new diagnos‐
tic tools and efficient therapies are urgently needed. The authors have provided comprehen‐
sive overviews and opened up new challenging questions that I hope would be useful to
scientists involved in the microcirculation which remains an unlimited field of inspiration. A
lot has already been unrevealed, and the rest is yet to be discovered.
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Abstract

The heart is one of the most demanding organs of the human body. The high nutrient
and oxygen demands need to  be  met  through an adequate  vascularization of  the
myocardium. In fact, the myocardium vascular supply is achieved through an extensive
vascular network that includes larger arteries, also known as coronary arteries, smaller
arteries (arterioles) and capillaries. This set of arterioles and capillaries is known as
microcirculation. Coronary artery disease is usually associated with larger epicardial
coronary arteries. However, several studies have shown an important role of coronary
microvascular dysfunction. This review aimed to explore the (a) morphology, with
particular interest on the anatomical and histological aspects; (b) physiology, providing
an  insight  on  the  several  endothelium-dependent  and  endothelium-independent
regulatory mechanisms; and (c) pathophysiology of the cardiac microcirculation, with
a special focus on the changes in the regulatory mechanisms, on the atherogenesis and
on the correlation to the systemic cardiovascular disease.

Keywords: coronary microcirculation, coronary microvascular morphology, coronary
microvascular physiology, microcirculation regulatory mechanisms, coronary micro-
vascular dysfunction, coronary microvascular pathology

1. Introduction

The heart is one of the most demanding organs of the human body as it presents high demands
for nutrients and oxygen. These demands are physiologically met through an extensive and
unique vascular network, which is usually known as coronary circulation. The coronary circulation
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includes larger arteries, also known as coronary arteries, smaller vessels (with a diameter below
100 μm), such as arterioles, capillaries and venules, that together form the coronary microcir-
culation and larger epicardial veins [1].

Historically, the large epicardial arteries were considered the coronary circulation. Nowadays,
the scientific reports suggest the coronary circulation is characterized by an extreme complex-
ity in terms of morphology but also physiology. Moreover, the theory that the coronary
circulation involves the larger epicardial arteries is no longer acceptable given the extensive
vascular network present in the myocardium.

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is usually associated with larger epicardial coronary arteries.
However, previous studies have shown an important link between microcirculatory dysfunc-
tion and cardiovascular disease. In fact, pathological changes in smaller vessels have been
detected prior to clinical manifestations of cardiovascular disease [1]. Moreover, microcircu-
latory dysfunction may even be a risk indicator for metabolic syndrome and associated
cardiovascular disease [1, 2].

This review aimed to explore the (a) morphology, with particular interest on the anatomical
and histological aspects; (b) physiology, providing an insight on the several endothelium-
dependent and endothelium-independent regulatory mechanisms; and (c) pathophysiology
of the cardiac microcirculation, with a special focus on the changes in the regulatory mecha-
nisms, on the atherogenesis and on the correlation to the systemic cardiovascular disease.

2. Morphology and basic function

Based on the morphology and function, the coronary circulation involves several types of
vessels as follows (from the larger arteries to the largest veins): epicardial arteries or coronary
arteries, small arteries or intramural arteries, arterioles, capillaries, venules and epicardial
veins. These vessels may be grouped according to their size into (a) coronary macrocirculation,
referring to vessels with diameter higher than 100 μm (which includes the coronary arteries,
the intramural arteries and the epicardial veins) and (b) coronary microcirculation, for vessels
with a diameter lower than 100 μm, where the arterioles, capillaries and venules may be
included.

2.1. Arterioles

The arterioles are smaller arteries that originate from the intramural arteries and run parallel
to the myocardial fibres [3–5]. These vessels are characterized by a marked decrease in blood
pressure, contributing to the blood flow resistance, along their length and by an increasing
responsiveness to metabolites, for example hydrogen peroxide, adenosine, among others [3,
4, 6]. Therefore, arterioles represent the main metabolic regulation component of the myocar-
dial blood flow and aim at controlling the blood flow to the capillary network [3, 4, 7].

The anatomy of these vessels varies along their length: the proximal and middle portions tend
to present similar characteristics to the larger arteries, although with a thick tunica media
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[several layers of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs)], while the distal portions, also termed
terminal or precapillary arterioles, may present a thinner tunica media (one to two layers of
VSMCs) or not even present any VSMC layer, which is replaced by small unique cells that will
be explored in the following subsection, the pericytes (Figure 1) [8]. Moreover, the internal
elastic membrane, in the tunica intima, may not be present [6]. The tunica adventitia is usually
thinner in these vessels [6].

Figure 1. Vascular network and capillary neurovascular unit. As presented in the figure, the larger arteries (with a
well-defined smooth muscle layer that may vary in size) present morphological differences to the capillaries, which do
not present smooth muscle layer, being substituted by pericytes. The capillary neurovascular unit then includes the
endothelium, basal lamina and pericytes, which are surrounded by neuron terminals. Moreover, the vascular network
also includes other cell types, such as fibroblasts, collateral blood vessels, among others. Adapted from Zhang et al. [9]
and prepared using Servier Medical Art (http://www.servier.com/).

2.2. Capillaries

The connection between the arterial and the venous systems is fundamentally achieved by a
capillary network placed amid the arterioles and the venules (Figure 1).

The capillaries, with a diameter lower than 10 μm (average of 5.7 μm), are microscopic vessels
that present numerous anastomotic loops (connections between the arterial and the venous
systems), playing a crucial role in the exchange of nutrients and oxygen between the blood
and the myocardium [5]. The capillary density may average up to 3500/mm2 in the healthy
myocardium and seems to vary from the subendocardium, which presents a higher oxygen-
transport, to the subepicardium [5, 10, 11].

These vessels present structural differences to other vessels as the wall is essentially composed
of two layers: an inner layer, the endothelium, and its basal lamina (Figure 1) [6]. In the inner
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layer, the endothelial cell junctions may be smaller, forming intercellular clefts, or larger,
creating intercellular gaps.

According to their morphology, capillaries may be classified into three main categories: (a)
continuous capillaries, (b) fenestrated capillaries and (c) discontinuous capillaries [6]. In the
coronary microcirculation, the continuous capillaries are the most prevalent type. These vessels
are commonly found in muscle, lung and central nervous system and are characterized by the
presence of numerous pinocytotic vesicles and the absence of fenestrations [6]. These fenes-
trations, present in the fenestrated capillaries, are microscopic pores (80–100 nm in diameter)
that allow the rapid diffusion of smaller molecules or proteins, which is particularly important
in some tissues, such as the intestine and endocrine glands [6]. The discontinuous capillaries,
also known as sinusoidal capillaries or sinusoids, present a higher diameter than other capillaries
as well as an irregular shape and may be found in the liver, among other tissues [6].

Embedded in the basal membrane of capillaries, between the endothelium and the parenchy-
ma, small contractile cells called pericytes may be found (Figure 1) [12, 13].

Pericytes may vary morphologically and physiologically depending on the vascular bed and
on the position in the vascular bed itself [13]. Nevertheless, they generally extend processes
along and around capillaries [12, 13]. In the central nervous system and kidneys, pericytes play
an important role in angiogenesis, regulation of the endothelium, among other functions [12,
13]. These cells seem to be particularly relevant in the central nervous system where the
regional blood flow regulation is of crucial importance [13]. These pericytes may also present
contractile properties [12, 13]. Several proteins have been suggested to confer contractility to
pericytes, such as α-smooth muscle actin and tropomyosin [13]. However, previous studies
suggest that the contractile mechanisms differ from the VSMCs [13].

Although the role of pericytes in coronary physiology is not yet fully understood, the high
number of these cells in cardiac capillaries and the similar characteristics to the central nervous
system pericytes indicates these cells may play an important role in the regulation of the vessel
diameter as well as permeability [12].

In the capillary network, other structures may be found such as capillary sinuses, which consist
of reservoir-like spaces that could behave as micropumps [8].

2.3. Venules

After the exchange of nutrients and oxygen at the capillary level, the deoxygenated blood,
containing metabolic products, proceeds to the venules, which present numerous intercom-
munications, through confluence of capillaries and postcapillary vessels [5]. Although the
coronary circulation has been extensively studied over the years, little is known about the
intramural venous system. Nevertheless, previous studies have suggested a larger venous
network comparatively to the arterial network in the myocardium [5]. In fact, the existence of
two veins per artery has been suggested [5].

The venules usually present a diameter ranging from 10 to 50 μm and similar anatomical
characteristics to the arterioles [8]. The proximal venules, that is postcapillary venules, usually
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exhibit only two layers: an inner layer, the endothelium and an outer layer, the basal membrane
[6, 8]. The endothelium of the venules seems to be highly responsive to vasoactive agents,
namely histamine and 5-hydroxytryptamine, commonly known as serotonin [6]. As well as in
terminal arterioles and capillaries, pericytes may also be found in the venular wall in a partic-
ularly higher extent than in arterioles or capillaries [6, 8].

The distal venules are morphologically different relatively to the postcapillary venules, as they
may present a thin tunica media (one to two layers of VSMCs) and a thin tunica adventitia on
the outer side of the vessel [6]. The absence of pericytes is a key characteristic of these distal
venules [6]. These venules initially course parallel to the muscle fibres, accompanying the
arterioles and capillaries, then changing their position and configuration to meet the larger
coronary veins [5].

2.4. Special circulatory considerations

2.4.1. Arteriovenous shunts

In healthy conditions, the myocardial blood supply is fundamentally provided through the
normal coronary circulation. However, in the presence of cardiac disease, such as chronic
cardiac disease or regional ischemic injuries, the myocardial perfusion may be compromised
[4, 5]. Compensatory circulatory communications named arteriovenous anastomoses or shunts
seem to play a key role in the preservation of the myocardial perfusion in these situations [4,
5, 14]. This collateral circulation links directly the arteries or arterioles to the veins or venules,
bypassing the capillary bed [14]. The arteriole of these shunts frequently presents morpho-
logical particularities: a thicker tunica media with a higher content in VSMCs, a more developed
tunica adventitia, forming a capsule of connective tissue, abundant innervation and are frequently
coiled [6].

2.4.2. Heart chamber-coronary circulation direct communication

The direct communication between the heart chamber and the coronary circulation is generally
referred to Thebesian vessels [5]. These vessels were first described by Thebesius in 1708 [15]
and involve the communication between the heart chamber and the capillaries and venules,
referring to a venular connection [5, 16, 17]. These veins usually present a diameter of 200–
400 μm and are more frequent in the right ventricle [5]. This type of chamber-vessel commu-
nication was later studied by Wearn et al. [18] who further described and defined this and other
types of vessels, namely the arteriosinusoidal vessels and the arterioluminal vessels [5, 16,
18]. The arteriosinusoidal vessels provide a communication between a heart chamber and a
myocardial sinusoid and are irregularly shaped short branches (diameter from 50 to 350 μm)
composed of just an endothelial layer [5, 18]. The arterioluminal vessels are smaller vessels
(diameter from 40 to 200 μm) that provide a direct communication to a heart chamber (more
frequently the left ventricle), presenting a morphology similar to arterioles [5, 18]. Although
previous studies have demonstrated the presence of these special vessels, their clinical
significance is still debatable [5].
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3. Microcirculatory physiology

3.1. General considerations

The physiologic behaviour of the coronary circulation is inherently linked to a balance between
the blood supply and the metabolic demand of the heart [19]. Furthermore, the physiological
responses in the microcirculation seem to depend on the vessel size and type and appear to
vary within the microcirculation itself and from those in the macrocirculation [19–21].
Physiologically, the coronary microcirculation is able to respond to a wide range of stimuli,
such as growth and physical exercise, through adaptive processes, essential to the maintenance
of its physiology [19]. In fact, vessels present a high adaptation ability and may undergo both
acute and chronic adjustments. The acute adjustments involve changes in the vascular smooth
muscle tone, while the chronic adjustments involve wall structure changes [19].

The vascular tone is defined as the ratio between baseline and maximal vessel diameter and is
determined by the vascular smooth muscle function [19]. In turn, this is regulated by several
mechanisms, such as (a) the myogenic tone, which is an intrinsic property of the VSMC, (b)
the metabolic control exerted by adjacent cells, (c) the endothelial function responding to
changes in the shear stress and (d) autonomic innervation and circulating factors, such as
hormones [19].

3.2. Myogenic tone

The myogenic tone is produced by the response of the VSMCs to changes in transmural pressure
that leads to stretching of the vessel wall [19, 22, 23]. This relation seems to be linear, that is
increasing transmural pressure leads to higher vasoconstriction (reduction in the lumen
diameter) [19]. The mechanism underlying this response appears to involve the opening of ion
channels, namely nonspecific cation channels, with an increase in intracellular sodium and
calcium and consequently the depolarization of the VSMCs [19]. Several receptors have been
implicated in the myogenic response, such as (a) integrins [24], (b) transient-receptor potential
channels (TRPs) [25, 26] and (c) G protein-coupled receptors [27].

3.3. Metabolic regulation

The coronary blood flow is intrinsically linked with metabolic demands of the myocardium,
namely of oxygen. At rest, the myocardial oxygen extraction averages 60–70%, which leads to
the coronary venous pO2 of about 20 mmHg [28]. During physical exercise, several mechanisms
of adaptation are triggered in the myocardium, pO2 seems to be kept constant, which highlights
the role of several pathways, namely the myocardial aerobic metabolism [28]. This energy
production is generally dependent on mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation pathways
[19]. Among several metabolites produced in these intracellular pathways, carbon dioxide
(CO2) and reactive oxygen species (ROS) seem to play an important role in physiological
conditions [19, 28].

As previously mentioned, CO2 production is linked to metabolic demands and therefore
dependent on the myocardium oxygen consumption [19, 28]. This metabolite results from two
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main metabolic pathways: (a) the pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction and (b) the citric acid
cycle [28]. The pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction converts pyruvate into acetyl-CoA, which is
a substrate for the production of citrate, according to the following reaction:

Pyruvate dehydrogenase
2Pyruvate CoA NAD Acetyl CoA CO NADH H+ ++ + ¾¾¾¾¾¾¾® - + + + (1)

After the conversion of oxaloacetate into citrate, the citric acid cycle involves several reactions
in chain. Some of them also involve the production of CO2, such as the production of α-
ketoglutarate (reaction 2) and succinyl-CoA (reaction 3).

Isocitrate dehydrogenase
2D - Isocotrate + NAD Ketoglutarate+CO NADH+Ha+ +¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾® - + (2)

α Ketoglutarate dehydrogenase
2α Ketoglutarate CoA NAD Succinyl CoA CO NADH H-+ +- + + ¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾® - + + + (3)

The increased production of CO2 may also induce a decrease in pH due to the increase in proton
concentration, as presented in the following reaction:

2 2 3CO  H O  H  HCO+ -+ « + (4)

This change in pH seems to promote the coronary vasodilation [28–30].

As can be seen in Figure 2, the metabolic production of ROS also plays an important role in
the metabolic regulation of the coronary blood flow involving a feedforward mechanism [19,
28]. Among the several ROS, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) seems to be one of the most important
metabolites being considered a feedforward vasodilator [31]. H2O2 results from the conversion
of superoxide anions (O2

⋅−) by the superoxide dismutase (SOD) [28]. In turn, the superoxide
anions result from the reduction in O2 by electrons released from mitochondrial complexes (I
and III) [28]. This pathway may be stimulated by shear stress in human coronary resistance
arteries [32].

The vasodilator properties of H2O2 have long been studied, but the precise underlying
mechanisms are not yet fully established [28]. Previous studies suggested H2O2 behaves as an
endothelium-derived hyperpolarizing factor (EDHF) [34, 35], as described in the following
subsection. However, other previous studies suggested the mechanism may involve the
stimulation of the nitric oxide (NO) production or be mediated by the guanylyl cyclase in
human coronary arterioles [36]. These pathways will be further discussed in the following
subsections.

Other studies have suggested additional mechanisms involved in the metabolic regulation
exerted by H2O2 on the coronary blood flow. The involvement of oxidation of thiol groups as
a pathway of coronary metabolic dilation in isolated coronary arterioles has been previously
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proposed [37]. The thiol groups are involved in many pathophysiological mechanisms and
play a key role in the biological protection against oxidative injuries [38, 39]. This oxidation
process promotes modifications in the protein conformation and includes the conversion of
protein-bound thiols (-SH) into sulfenic (SO−, reaction 5), sulphinic (SOO−) and sulphonic
(SOOO−) acids as well as disulphide bridges (S-S, reaction 6) [37, 39].

Figure 2. Feedforward reactive oxygen species-dependent metabolic regulation of coronary blood flow. The increased
metabolic demands of the myocardium trigger an increase in mitochondrial metabolism and flux, through the electron
transport chain (ETC), increasing the production of O2⋅− and subsequently of H2O2 by manganese SOD (MnSOD).
H2O2 then diffuses to the VSMC and activates voltage-dependent K+ (KV) channels promoting the hyperpolarization of
the VSMCs and thus the vasodilation in the coronary microcirculation. Adapted from Muller-Delp [33] and prepared
using Servier Medical Art (http://www.servier.com/).

2 2 2R SH H O R SOH H O- + ® - + (5)

2R SOH RSH R SS R H O- + ® - - + (6)

Furthermore, these modifications in the redox state of the cell may also affect the hyperpola-
rization mediated by thiol-dependent voltage-dependent K+ (KV) channels, which will be
further explored in the following subsection [40].

Other metabolic vasodilators may also be involved, such as adenosine (which concentration
is dependent on the metabolism) and potassium ions, which will be explored further below.

3.4. Endothelial function

The endothelial function plays a crucial role in the vascular physiology, especially in the
regulation of the vascular tone. The endothelium is responsible for the production of a number
of different vasoactive substances, such as: (a) endothelium-derived contracting factors (EDCFs),
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such as endothelin, prostanoids and 20-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid (20-HETE) and (b)
endothelium-derived relaxing factors (EDRFs), such as NO, prostaglandins (e.g. prostacyclin) and
EDHFs, for example H2O2 and epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs) [35, 41–47].

Vasoconstrictors. The stimulation of receptors in the endothelial cell membrane may trigger the
production of several EDCFs, namely prostanoids and endothelin, particularly endothelin-1,
among others (Figure 3) [35, 41]. The prostanoids are vasoactive substances that result from the
arachidonic acid pathway. Following the stimulation of specific membrane receptors, such as
muscarinic receptors for acetylcholine and purinergic (P2Y) receptors for adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP), the increase in intracellular Ca2+ promotes the production of arachidonic acid
from membrane phospholipids by phospholipase A2 [41]. The arachidonic acid is then
converted by the endothelial cyclooxygenase-1 (COX-1) to endoperoxides and ultimately to
prostanoids, namely thromboxane A2 (TXA2) and prostaglandins, such as prostacyclin (PGI2)
[41]. Additionally, the COX-1 activity might also promote the production of ROS [41]. Those
vasoactive substances (i.e. TXA2 and prostaglandins) may then diffuse to the smooth muscle
layer where they activate thromboxane-prostanoid (TP) receptors, promoting the contraction
of the VSMCs [41].

Figure 3. Multitude of pathways involved in the endothelium-dependent contraction. Abbreviations: 5-HT, 5-hydro-
tryptamine; ACE, angiotensin-converting enzyme; ACh, acetylcholine; ADP, adenosine diphosphate; AT-I, angiotensin-
I; AT1, angiotensin receptor; AT-II, angiotensin-II; ATG, angiotensinogen; BDK, bradykinin; COX, cyclooxygenases;
ECE, endothelin-converting enzyme; ET-1, endothelin-1; ETA, endothelin receptor A; ETB, endothelin receptor B; NO,
nitric oxide; eNOS, endothelial nitric oxide synthase; NOX, NADPH oxidase; PGs, prostaglandins; PLA2, phospholi-
pase A2; ROS, reactive oxygen species; TGFβ1, transforming growth factor; Thr, thrombin; TP, thromboxane-prostanoid
receptor; TXA2, thromboxane A2; VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cell; XO, xanthine oxidase. Adapted from Virdis et al.
[49] and prepared using Servier Medical Art (http://www.servier.com/).

Endothelin (ET) is considered a major vasoactive substance in the EDCF family and a major
vascular function regulator. In fact, this term refers to a group of peptides synthesized by the
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endothelin-converting enzyme (ECE) that may mediate vasoconstriction through the stimu-
lation of receptors, namely ETA and ETB receptors, in the VSMC membrane [48, 49]. Among
the several peptides, ET-1 is the most known, and its vasoactive properties have been exten-
sively researched. This peptide promotes a long-lasting vasoconstriction essential to the vessel
tone control in coronary arterioles, as reduction ET-1 induces an elevation of coronary blood
flow in increased demand situations, that is increased metabolism [50, 51].

20-HETE is a metabolite that results from the conversion of arachidonic acid by the 4A and 4F
families of cytochrome P450 mono-oxygenases (CYP), particularly in the VSMCs but also in
the endothelial cells [35]. This metabolite seems to play an important role in the regulation of
the vascular tone, behaving as a potent endogenous vasoconstrictor in several vascular tissues,
namely in the brain and in the heart [35, 52].

Vasodilators. NO is the most researched EDRF worldwide and is produced in the endothelial
cells by the endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS). This constitutive enzyme converts L-
arginine to L-citrulline and requires several cofactors, such as calcium, calmodulin, 3,4-
tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) [53].
The NO-mediated vasodilation primarily involves the conversion of guanosine triphosphate
(GTP) to cGMP by soluble guanylyl cyclase (solGC) [34]. However, other mechanisms may
also be involved in the NO-mediated vasodilation, namely the hyperpolarization of the
VSMCs [34, 54], which will be further explored below. The production of NO may be regulated
by several mechanisms, which have been previously explored and published [55]. In addition
to the stimulation of receptors on the endothelial cell membrane, the eNOS-mediated produc-
tion of NO may also be stimulated by shear forces exerted by the blood flow on the vessel wall,
as explored further below.

Figure 4. Pathways involved in the endothelium-dependent and endothelium-independent relaxation of the VSMC.
Stimulation of the endothelial cells by acetylcholine (ACh) or other agents (e.g. bradykinin and shear stress) results in
the formation and release of an EDRF identified as nitric oxide (NO). Substances such as adenosine, nitroprusside
(NP), H+, CO2 and K+ can be produced in the parenchymal tissue and elicit vasodilation by direct action on vascular
smooth muscle. Adapted from Koeppen et al. [58] and prepared using Servier Medical Art (http://www.servier.com/).
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Although NO is considered the major pathway of endothelium-mediated vasodilation in the
systemic circulation, multiple pathways may be involved in this physiological response, such
as the prostaglandins-induced vasodilation (Figure 4). The prostaglandins are constitutively
produced by cyclooxygenases (COX) [34]. The main substrate of these enzymes is arachidonic
acid, which is converted from diacylglycerol or phospholipids, respectively, by phospholi-
pase A2 and phospholipase C [34]. Several prostaglandins are produced by COX, although the
main vasoactive prostaglandin produced in the endothelium is PGI2 [35, 56, 57]. Similarly to
NO, PGI2 may diffuse from the endothelial cells to the VSMCs where they activate their (IP)
receptors and trigger the conversion of ATP into cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) by
adenylyl cyclase (AC) [34, 57]. This activation promotes the hyperpolarization of the VSMCs
and hence the vasodilation [34, 57]. However, these prostaglandins, namely PGI2, may also
elicit vasoconstriction in disease, as previously discussed [35, 41].

Several vasoactive substances have been included in the EDHFs family, such as H2O2, carbon
dioxide (CO2), hydrogen sulphide (H2S), C-natriuretic peptide (CNP), EETs, potassium ion (K
+), among others [34, 35, 54, 59]. Previous studies suggested these factors play a key role in the
VSMC hyperpolarization in smaller vessels rather than in larger ones [19, 34].

Figure 5. Hyperpolarization of the VSMC. Abbreviations: ACh, acetylcholine; BK, bradykinin; BKCa, large conductance
Ca2+-activated K+ channels; CaV, voltage-activated Ca2+ channels; Cx, connexin; EC, endothelial cell; eNOS, endothelial
nitric oxide synthase; IKCa, intermediate conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channels; KIR, inwardly rectifying K+ channels;
NO, nitric oxide; PE, phenylephrine; RyR, ryanodine receptor; SKCa, small conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channels; SP,
substance P, TRPC1, transient receptor potential canonical channel 1; TRPV4, transient receptor potential vanilloid
channel 4; VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cell. Adapted from Félétou et al. [35] and prepared using Servier Medical
Art (http://www.servier.com/).

The hyperpolarization of the VSMC may involve several ionic channels, such as the voltage-
activated Ca2+ (CaV) channels, which regulate the intracellular Ca2+ concentration, the KV

channels and the Ca2+-activated K+ (KCa) channels [35, 40]. The KCa channels may be subdivided
into small (SKCa or KCa 2.3 isoform), intermediate (IKCa or KCa 3.1 isoform) and large (BKCa)
conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channels, which are located in specific cellular and subcellu-
lar sites [35]. The hyperpolarization of the VSMCs may be triggered directly, through receptors
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on the VSMC membrane, or indirectly, through the hyperpolarization of the endothelial cells
[35].

As can be seen in Figure 5, the direct hyperpolarization may be promoted through the stimulation
of BKCa channels on discrete locations of the VSMC layer, that is smooth muscle plasmerosome,
associated with the TRP canonical channel 1 (TRPC1) and the TRP vanilloid channel 4 (TRPV4).
These signal complexes promote (a) the influx of Ca2+, which is then stored through ryanodine
receptor (RyR) on the endoplasmic reticulum and (b) the efflux of K+, contributing to the
formation of a potassium cloud in the intercellular space, which functions as a negative-
feedback mechanism. This ionic cloud may activate inwardly rectifying K+ (KIR) channels and
Na+/K+-ATPase promoting the influx of K+ to the VSMC, thus leading to the hyperpolarization
and vasodilation. This hyperpolarization also inhibits the Ca2+ influx through CaV channels
that may be stimulated by the binding of noradrenaline or phenylephrine to the adrenergic
receptors on the membrane of VSMCs. The stimulation of these receptors leads to the increase
in the intracellular Ca2+ concentration triggering the depolarization of the VSMC. Furthermore,
this increase in intracellular Ca2+ may subsequently activate KV and BKCa channels, which then
promote the efflux of K+ ions to the intercellular space, thus controlling the ionic balance and
contributing to the formation of the potassium cloud [35, 57].

Moreover, the VSMCs may be indirectly hyperpolarized through the hyperpolarization of the
endothelial cells [35]. Following activation of endothelial receptors and action of shear stress,
the increased intracellular calcium in the endothelial cell triggers the opening of SKCa (located
at the homocellular endothelial gap junctions and caveolin-rich domains) and IKCa channels
(preferentially located at the myoendothelial gap junctions or MEJ) leading to K+ efflux and
consequently to the hyperpolarization of the endothelial cell [35]. In turn, this may ultimately
lead to the hyperpolarization of the VSMCs by direct electric coupling through MEJs, which
consist of a cell-cell contact resulting from the projection of an endothelial cell or a VSMC
through the internal elastic membrane (Figure 5) [35, 60]. These contacts are essentially
established through connexins (Cx), namely Cx40 and Cx37 [35, 61]. Particularly, at the level
of the MEJs, the IKCa channels may be activated directly or through the generation of Ca2+

pulsars, contributing further to the potassium cloud in the intercellular space, eventually
promoting the activation of KIR channels and Na+/K+-ATPase involved in the hyperpolarization
of the VSMCs. The influx of Ca2+ from the intercellular space to the VSMC, through CaV

channels may be detected by Ca2+-sensing receptors (CaSR), which may activate IK1 gene,
involved in the hyperpolarization of the VSMC [35, 57].

Besides the hyperpolarization of the VSMCs, the EDHFs, particularly H2O2, may also promote
vasodilation through other mechanisms, namely by stimulating the production of prostaglan-
din E2 in the endothelial cell, thus promoting the endothelium-dependent vasodilation [62].

The relative importance of each pathway is still unestablished, but it has been proposed to
depend for example on the activation state of the VSMCs, the density of MEJs and the
expression of KIR and Na+/K+-ATPase [57].
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3.4.1. Shear stress

As previously mentioned, in addition to the stimulation of receptors on the endothelial cell
membrane, other factors may modulate the endothelial function, namely the forces exerted by
the blood flow on the vessel wall. There are two major forces: (a) one perpendicular to the wall
and (b) another parallel to the wall, known as wall shear stress that results from the friction of
blood flow on the endothelial cells [63]. These shear forces trigger several pathways, such as
(a) production, release and binding of bradykinin to endothelial cell membrane receptors and
(b) bradykinin-independent pathways, namely the activation of the Akt phosphorylation
pathway and the ROS-mediated hyperpolarization of the VSMC. The production and release
of bradykinin, which may bind to its Gq-coupled endothelial receptors, increases the activity of
eNOS thus promoting the synthesis of NO [64]. The activation of the Akt phosphorylation
pathway also promotes the production of NO by eNOS [64, 65]. In human coronary arterioles,
the shear forces exerted on the vessel wall may also promote the ROS-mediated hyperpolarization
of the VSMC through two main mechanisms: one involving the EETs and other involving the
direct stimulation of ROS production (Figure 6). First, the shear stress may induce the
production of EETs by triggering the cleavage of arachidonic acid from the cellular membrane
by phospholipases. The arachidonic acid then works as a substrate to CYP for the production
of EETs, which may activate the TRPV4 channels promoting an increase in intracellular Ca2+,
thus stimulating the mitochondrial production of O2⋅−. The production of ROS may also result

Figure 6. Flow-mediated dilation in the human coronary arterioles. Abbreviations: AA, arachidonic acid; BKCa, large
conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channels; cGMP, cyclic guanosine monophosphate; CuZnSOD, copper-zinc superoxide
dismutase; CYP, cytochrome P450; CYS 42, cysteine residue; EETs, epoxyeicosatrienoic acids; GC, guanylyl cyclase;
GTP; guanosine triphosphate; H2O2, hydrogen peroxide; KCa, Ca2+-activated K+ channels; MnSOD, manganese superox-
ide dismutase; NADPH, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate; NOX, NADPH oxidase; O2⋅−, superoxide
anion; PKG1α, protein kinase G 1α; PLA2, phospholipase A2; PLs, phospholipids; TRPV4, transient receptor potential
vanilloid channel 4. Adapted from Durand et al. [34] and prepared using Servier Medical Art (http://www.servi-
er.com/).
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from the direct stimulation of TRPV4 channels and NADPH oxidases. The O2⋅− produced
through both these mechanisms is then dismutated to H2O2, which diffuses to the VSMCs to
oxidize cysteine residues of protein kinase G 1α (PKG1α), activating this enzyme. The activation
of this enzyme promotes the opening of BKCa channels and the hyperpolarization of the VSMCs
resulting in vasodilation of coronary arterioles [32, 34, 66, 67].

Previous studies showed the sensitivity to these pathways of vasodilation increases with
decreasing vessel diameter thus assuming a particularly important role in the coronary
microcirculation [19]. Previous studies have also suggested the relative weight of these
pathways changes from childhood to adulthood and between healthy and pathological
conditions. In a preliminary study with human-isolated arterioles, Zinkevich et al. [68]
proposed the flow-mediated dilation (FMD) in infants was exclusively COX-dependent, that
is mediated by prostaglandins, while in adulthood the main pathway involved the NO.
However, in the presence of coronary artery disease (CAD), both these mechanisms seem to
remain as secondary pathways as the EDHF-mediated vasodilation (especially by H2O2) gains
importance, serving as backup mechanisms in disease [66]. In fact, low response to shear forces
and high mechanical stress seem to predispose to vascular dysfunction and disease [63].

3.4.2. Endothelium-cardiomyocyte interaction

The heart is a highly organized organ where several cells may be found, namely endothelial
cells and cardiomyocytes. Therefore, the physiological mechanisms depend on the communi-
cation between the several types of cells. Until today, many endothelial-derived cardio-active
factors have been identified and characterized (Figure 7). The cardiac modulator effects of
some of these factors, such as NO, PGI2, ET-1 and neuregulin-1 (NRG-1), have been previously
acknowledged. Other factors, namely Dickkopf-3 (DKK3), periostin, thrombospondin-1
(TSP-1), follistatin (FST), apelin and connective tissue growth factor (CTGF), also appear to

Figure 7. Communication between endothelial cells and cardiomyocytes. Abbreviations: CTGF, connective tissue
growth factor; DKK3, Dickkopf-3; ET-1, endothelin; FST, follistatin; NO, nitric oxide; NRG-1, neuregulin-1; PGI-2, pros-
tacyclin; TSP-1, thrombospondin. Adapted from Lim et al. [69].
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modulate the cardiomyocyte function, though with little evidence so far. These cardio-active
factors seem to be interdependent (additive, synergistic or inhibitory) as their modulator
effects may be exerted on the same target cell [69].

3.5. Autonomic innervation and circulating factors

The previously explored pathways are nowadays considered the major pathways of regulation
of the vessel tone. However, other mechanisms may also come into play, such as the autonomic
nervous system and circulating factors.

The innervation of the coronary circulation by the sympathetic and the parasympathetic
divisions of the autonomic nervous system have been previously shown [70]. The endothelial
production of vasoactive substances, namely NO, may be influenced by the stimulation of
specific receptors in the endothelial cell membrane, such as muscarinic receptors for acetyl-
choline [41, 70]. Furthermore, the coronary circulation may also be regulated through adre-
nergic receptors (i.e. α- and β-adrenergic receptors) in both the endothelial cell and the VSMC
membranes [70]. In general, the stimulation of the α-adrenergic stimulation seems to induce
vasoconstriction, with the exception for the α2 receptors which seem to elicit vasodilation.
Moreover, the stimulation of β-adrenergic receptors generally induces vasodilation with β2

receptors being the main population in the coronary microcirculation [19, 70, 71]. This
autonomic innervation provides a mechanism for vessel tone regulation, particularly impor-
tant during exercise. However, the role of the parasympathetic innervation remains debatable
in the human coronary microcirculation [70].

Moreover, several circulating factors may also modulate the coronary blood flow through the
regulation of the vessel tone, such as angiotensin II and other hormones (e.g. cortisol and
tiroxine, among others), adipokines (particularly adiponectin) and growth factors among
many others [19, 72].

4. Microcirculation pathophysiology

As previously discussed, the coronary microcirculation plays a key role in the myocardial
perfusion. Therefore, the presence of functional and/or structural abnormalities of this
circulatory pathway may impair the myocardial perfusion and be involved alone as the main
mechanism of myocardial ischaemia. These abnormalities are normally designated as coronary
microvascular dysfunction (CMD) [3]. The CMD may be assessed by several methods, though
one of the most used methods is through the determination of the coronary flow reserve (CFR),
which represents an integrated measure of coronary blood flow in both the macro- and
microcirculation. The CFR involves the maximal vasodilation of a vessel in response to an
endothelium-independent vasodilator, such as adenosine, thus reflecting the ratio of hyper-
aemic to baseline blood flow. This ratio may be measured through several methods, namely
echocardiography and positron emission tomography (PET) [3].
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CMD type Clinical setting Pathogenic mechanisms

In the absence of myocardial disease or

obstructive CAD

Cardiovascular risk factors (e.g. ageing, arterial

hypertension, smoking, diabetes)

Microvascular angina

Endothelial dysfunction

VSMC dysfunction

Vascular wall remodeling

In the presence of myocardial disease Cardiomyopathies (e.g. HCM, DCM)

Aortic stenosis

Vascular wall remodeling

VSMC dysfunction

Extramural compression

Luminal obstruction

In the presence of obstructive CAD Acute coronary syndrome

AMI

Endothelial dysfunction

VSMC dysfunction

Luminal obstruction

Iatrogenic microembolization Coronary reperfusion procedures (e.g. PCI)

Revascularization (i.e. CABG)

Luminal obstruction

Autonomic dysfunction

Abbreviations: AMI, acute myocardial infarction; CABG, coronary artery bypass grafting; DCM, dilated
cardiomyopathy; HCM, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; VSMC, vascular
smooth muscle cell. Adapted from Crea et al. [20].

Table 1. Classification of CMD according to the involvement of pathogenic mechanisms and the clinical setting.

CMD may present several pathogenic underlying mechanisms, depending on the source of
the abnormality, namely structural and functional (Table 1), which will be discussed in this
section. According to the underlying clinical setting, the CMD may also be classified into four
types: type 1, in the absence of cardiomyopathies or obstructive CAD; type 2, in the presence
of cardiomyopathies; type 3, in the presence of CAD; and type 4, iatrogenic [3, 20, 73, 74].

4.1. Functional abnormalities

The most common functional abnormalities are the dysfunction of the endothelial cells and/or the
VSMCs, involving cardiovascular risk factors or cardiomyopathies, and the autonomic nervous
system dysfunction, secondary to coronary reperfusion procedures.

4.1.1. Endothelial and/or VSMC dysfunction

As presented in Table 1, the traditional cardiovascular risk factors (i.e. ageing, gender, obesity,
smoking, hypertension, dyslipidaemia and diabetes) may impair the endothelial function by
several mechanisms, namely increased production of EDCFs and/or decreased production of
EDRFs [3, 73]. Furthermore, this impairment may also contribute to the dysfunction of the
VSMCs, which may also result from structural changes, derived from cardiomyopathies or
arterial hypertension, described further below.

Ageing is considered as one of the major cardiovascular risk factors that may influence the
endothelial function. This influence seems to primarily involve both functional and structural
changes, which will be discussed further below [42, 75]. Several mechanisms have been
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identified to mediate these changes and have been previously reviewed [55, 64, 76, 77]. In fact,
the imbalance between vasoconstriction and vasodilation seems to be a key mechanism
underlying ageing-induced vascular dysfunction.

Gender-associated differences related to hormones (i.e. oestrogens) have been previously
described for the vascular reactivity in several vascular beds [42, 65]. The stimulation of G
protein-coupled receptors by these hormones seems to promote an increased production of
EDRFs, especially NO, which could elucidate the lower incidence of coronary disease and
atherosclerosis in premenopausal women compared to men of the same age and postmeno-
pausal women. In fact, impaired expression of eNOS was previously reported in postmeno-
pausal women and suggested as a gender-specific risk factor in coronary surgery [78].
Moreover, Muir et al. [79] also showed differences in the endothelium-dependent vasodilation
between males and females. In the coronary circulation, oestrogens seem to promote a
decreased vascular tone, which promotes a reduced blood flow resistance and thus a higher
coronary blood flow [80].

Obesity has also been considered an important cardiovascular risk factor; thus, a healthy diet
and the regular practice of exercise have been proposed as important preventive measures.
The influence of obesity in the vasoreactivity involves several mechanisms, namely an
impaired regulation of vascular tone, a systemic chronic inflammation, induced by adipokines,
which are involved in CMD, an altered lipidic profile (i.e. dyslipidaemia) and increased
incidence of atherosclerosis and vascular oxidative stress [55, 80–82].

Cigarette smoking has been widely recognized as a major cardiovascular risk factor that induces
endothelial dysfunction. In the peripheral circulation, this effect primarily involves the
decreased production of EDRFs, namely NO, mainly through the impairment of eNOS
activity [79, 83]. Interestingly, this downregulation of NO-mediated vasodilation seems to be
exposure-dependent [84]. The ability to induce endothelial dysfunction may also manifest in
the coronary circulation, particularly in long-term smokers, independently of the presence of
atherosclerotic plaques [85]. Moreover, Kaufmann et al. [86] found CMD in asymptomatic
smokers in the absence of CAD. These patients presented a reduction in 21% of the CFR, which
could be restored with the short-term administration of vitamin C. These findings suggested
that the smoking-associated CMD may involve an increase in oxidative stress in the coronary
microcirculation [86].

Similarly to smoking, arterial hypertension is also considered a major cardiovascular risk factor.
Previous studies suggested the increased production of EDCFs as the main mechanism
underlying the hypertension-induced endothelial dysfunction [41]. This effect is primarily
triggered by an increase in intracellular Ca2+, stimulating a higher production of COX-derived
prostanoids (e.g. TXA2 and PGI2) and ROS, namely O2⋅− [41]. The prostanoids may then diffuse
to the VSMCs activating TP receptors, with subsequent influx of Ca2+, creating the conditions
to a predominant vasoconstriction [41]. The ROS may also influence the vascular function since
they may react with NO, reducing its availability, or even stimulate the influx of Ca2+ [41].

The vascular effects of dyslipidaemia, namely hypercholesterolaemia, are dependent on the
degree of atherogenesis. In fact, the accumulation and oxidation of low-density lipoproteins
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(LDLs) are considered major steps in the development of the chronic inflammatory process
that is atherosclerosis [87]. The accumulation of LDL in the subendothelial matrix depends on
the circulating LDL levels as the LDLs diffuse from the lumen to the vessel wall through
endothelial cell junctions [87]. Once in the subendothelial matrix, the LDLs may undergo
oxidation by reacting with endothelium-derived ROS, producing oxidized LDLs [87]. These
proinflammatory factors may mediate several effects on the vessel wall, mainly the impairment
of NO-mediated vasodilation and the atherogenesis [64]. In fact, oxidized LDLs may (a) trigger
the influx of asymmetric dimethyl-L-arginine (ADMA), which is a competitor substrate for
eNOS, (b) downregulate the NO production through the Rho kinase and protein kinase C
pathways and (c) promote the uncoupling of eNOS by upregulating the NADPH oxidase
production of ROS [64]. Previous studies in the human coronary circulation have revealed a
reduced CFR in asymptomatic patients with hypercholesterolaemia, which seems to be
reversible with a cholesterol-lowering therapy [88–91].

Diabetes is a known cardiovascular risk factor responsible for several effects on the cardiac and
peripheral vascular systems, which intermediate an increased morbidity and mortality [92].
In spite of the array of mechanisms involved, the relation between diabetes and CMD is not
yet fully understood [93]. Previous studies suggested several mechanisms involved in the
diabetes-induced vascular dysfunction, namely (a) impaired production of NO, due to BH4

deficiency, increased arginase activity, increased ADMA influx or downregulation of the Akt
phosphorylation pathway; (b) increased production of EDCFs, namely endothelin; and (c)
other NO-independent mechanisms, such as hyperglycaemia [55]. Chronic hyperglycaemia
has been previously suggested to play a key role in the diabetes-related CMD, as several
mechanisms may be involved [55], namely the endothelial-protein glycation through the
formation of advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) and subsequent stimulation of the
respective receptors (RAGE). In fact, previous studies suggested that diabetic patients (both
type 1 and type 2) present a marked reduction in the endothelium-dependent and endotheli-
um-independent coronary vasodilation [94].

The impairment of the vasodilator response of the coronary microcirculation may also be
present in patients with angina-like chest pain but without evidence of obstructive CAD or
myocardial disease. This situation is usually known as microvascular angina or coronary
syndrome X. The literature seems to be contradictory as some studies suggest no changes in the
coronary blood flow and in the CFR [73], while others showed the presence of CMD through
impairment of the endothelium-dependent and endothelium-independent vasodilation [95],
reduction in the coronary blood flow and CFR [96] and evidence of myocardial ischaemia [97,
98]. However, the precise pathogenic mechanisms involved in these changes are not yet
completely understood as this situation seems to be multifactorial [99].

4.1.2. Autonomic nervous system dysfunction

The autonomic nervous system dysfunction, following acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and/
or coronary reperfusion procedures, may also contribute to the CMD. In fact, increased
coronary vasoconstriction has been previously shown, after AMI and successful percutaneous
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coronary angioplasty, both at the site of stenosis and distal to it, suggesting abnormal coronary
vasodilator response [73, 100].

After AMI, the CMD may result from autonomic dysfunction and luminal obstruction,
discussed further below. The autonomic dysfunction in the AMI-associated CMD involves
increased sympathetic activation with increased vasoconstriction. These findings were
confirmed by Gregorini et al. [101], who showed this impaired autonomic function might be
reverted with α-blockers, such as phentolamine (nonselective α-blocker) and urapidil (α1-
selective blocker), which may improve the recovery of myocardial perfusion after coronary
stenting in patients with AMI [101–103]. Autonomic dysfunction secondary to percutaneous
coronary angioplasty was also showed by Gregorini et al. [104] who linked the left ventricular
macro- and microcirculatory dysfunction in patients with transient ischaemia. In this study,
phentolamine and urapidil were similarly used to block the α-adrenergic neurotransmission
and propranolol (nonselective β-blocker) and the β-adrenergic neurotransmission, and the
results showed that the increased coronary vasoconstriction, secondary to percutaneous
coronary angioplasty, may be prevented with α-adrenergic receptor antagonists as no effect
was demonstrated for the β-adrenergic blockade. Moreover, this study suggested that CFR
may still be decreased for 7 days to 3 months after the procedure [104]. In a similar study,
Kozàkovà et al. [105] confirmed the potential usefulness of urapidil to improve the left
ventricular function in the angioplasty follow-up. Moreover, persistent yet reversible CMD
after coronary revascularization was also previously showed [106].

4.2. Structural abnormalities

In addition to functional abnormalities, structural abnormalities, namely vascular remodel-
ling, vascular rarefaction, perivascular fibrosis, luminal obstruction and infiltration of the
myocardium and vascular wall, may also contribute to CMD [3, 73].

4.2.1. Vascular wall remodelling

The remodelling of the vessel wall involves persistent modifications which may result from
several remodelling signals, such as (a) the wall shear stress (which mechanisms have been
previously discussed), (b) the circumferential wall stress (resulting from the stretch of the
smooth muscle layer) and (c) specific metabolic signals [19, 107]. As mentioned above, the
physiologic metabolic control of coronary blood flow mainly involves CO2 and ROS. In a
pathological setting (i.e. myocardial ischaemia) however, the metabolic control may involve
several mediators, such as oxygen, adenosine, prostaglandins, nitric oxide and protons [28].
In the presence of myocardial ischaemia, the decreased pO2 is detected by (a) the cardiomyo-
cytes triggering the production of adenosine (which promotes the VSMC hyperpolarization
through its receptors A2A and A2B) and NO, by (b) the endothelium, inducing the production
of prostaglandins and by (c) the VSMCs, where KATP and CaV channels are activated leading
to the hyperpolarization of these cells and to the vasodilation [28]. These remodelling signals
promote, on one hand, the increase in the luminal diameter and, on the other hand, the VSMC
plasticity and matrix remodelling, inducing the wall thickening [19, 108]. However, in the
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presence of certain factors, such as ageing, arterial hypertension and cardiomyopathies, these
mechanisms of adaptation may be impaired leading to pathogenic changes.

In addition to the functional changes, ageing may induce these structural modifications, namely
the proliferation of VSMCs and increase the inflammation status in the vascular wall, which
is linked to atherogenesis, leading to the remodelling of the vessel wall and to the decrease in
the luminal diameter [75].

Other situations may also contribute to the vascular remodelling, especially arterial hyper-
tension and cardiomyopathies. Previous studies have suggested that arterial hypertension may
promote the thickening of the smooth muscle layer, by stimulating the proliferation of VSMCs
and collagen fibres [3, 73].

Furthermore, cardiomyopathies (especially hypertrophic cardiomyopathy) may also contribute
to the vascular remodelling. According to Maron et al. [109], “cardiomyopathies are a hetero-
geneous group of diseases of the myocardium associated with mechanical and/or electrical
dysfunction that usually (but not invariably) exhibit inappropriate ventricular hypertrophy or
dilatation and are due to a variety of causes that frequently are genetic. Cardiomyopathies
either are confined to the heart or are part of generalized systemic disorders, often leading to
cardiovascular death or progressive heart failure-related disability”. The cardiomyopathies
are usually classified into primary and secondary, based on the American Heart Association
classification [109]. On the basis of the management of cardiomyopathy with a morphofunc-
tional phenotype, the European Society of Cardiology proposed in 2008 the classification of
cardiomyopathies into the hypertrophic (HCM), dilated (DCM), restrictive (RCM), arrhytmo-
genic right ventricular (ARVC) and unclassified varieties [110]. Each of these groups was
subdivided into familial or genetic and nonfamilial or nongenetic forms [110]. In 2014, another
classification was proposed by the World Heart Federation, involving a descriptive genotype-
phenotype nosology system, the MOGE(S) classification [111]. Vascular remodelling in
coronary arterioles has been previously associated with both HCM and DCM [73]. Similarly
to arterial hypertension, the remodelling of these vessels also involves the thickening of both
the smooth muscle layer and the intimal layer. These morphological changes may contribute
to the CMD associated with HCM, as patients with this cardiomyopathy showed a marked
decrease in vasodilator response in the endocardium, proportional to the degree of hypertro-
phy [3, 73]. Relatively to DCM, the degree of CMD may be considered an independent
prognostic factor for cardiac events [73, 112, 113].

4.2.2. Vascular rarefaction and perivascular fibrosis

The coronary microvascular function may also be influenced by modifications in the vascular
density, particularly by vascular rarefaction, that is the reduction in the number of microcir-
culatory vessels, which may also be recognized as hypotrophic remodelling [19]. The presence
of arterial hypertension and the extravascular compression, observed in aortic stenosis and
cardiomyopathies, induces vascular rarefaction leading to the reduction in the CFR. In addition
to the vascular rarefaction, both situations may also induce perivascular fibrosis promoting
structural modifications of the vessel wall [73, 114].
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4.2.3. Luminal obstruction

CMD may also be characterized by luminal obstruction originated from (a) obstructive CAD
or (b) iatrogenic microembolization [73].

According to the mechanisms underlying the associated CMD as well as the clinical findings,
the obstructive CAD may be divided into stable CAD, unstable CAD and AMI [73]. Changes in
the CFR were previously showed in patients with both stable CAD and acute coronary
syndromes.

In patients with stable CAD, the CMD distal to a coronary stenosis seems to be triggered
through two main pathways: (a) increased prearteriolar and arteriolar constriction, increasing
the blood flow resistance and decreasing the myocardial perfusion and (b) impaired prearter-
iolar dilation in the presence of increased myocardial oxygen demands [73]. Although in the
presence of coronary stenosis (for example during exercise), the transmural myocardial
perfusion tends to be redistributed, with an increase in the subendocardial perfusion. The
impairment of this mechanism in patients with stable CAD may lead to increased microvas-
cular vasoconstriction, which might promote a critical stenosis and thus capillary derecruit-
ment distal to the stenosis, ultimately contributing to CMD [73].

Similarly to stable CAD, unstable CAD (i.e. acute coronary syndromes without ST-segment
elevation) may also involve a CMD distal to a critical stenosis which might play a role in the
severity of the myocardial ischaemia. In addition to the mechanisms described for stable CAD,
this type of acute coronary syndromes also involves other mechanisms, such as thrombogen-
esis [73]. In fact, Marzilli et al. [115] suggested that the blockade of the platelet glycoprotein
IIb/IIIa receptor with abciximab might improve the microvascular function in patients with
unstable CAD. Moreover, the inflammation status may also come into play as suggested by
previous studies that showed a direct relation between CMD and the systemic levels of C-
reactive protein, a marker of inflammation independent of the cardiovascular risk factors [116,
117]. Both of these factors may contribute to the luminal obstruction observed in patients with
unstable CAD.

Luminal obstruction is a key characteristic of the AMI. Early after a myocardial infarction,
patients may present a marked reduction in the CFR that could significantly impair the
contractility of the myocardium in the infarction region [73]. In addition to the autonomic
dysfunction (previously explored), this impaired myocardial contractility might also be
reverted with α-blockers [73, 101]. Even after reperfusion procedures, the CMD involving
luminal obstruction in the stenotic and poststenotic areas may be responsible for the failure of
the reperfusion, situation usually known as “no-reflow” phenomenon. This phenomenon is
characterized by the lack of morphological and functional integrity in the microcirculation, in
spite of successful reperfusion procedures [12, 73, 118, 119] and is associated with clinically
significant decreased prognosis. The pathogenesis of the “no-reflow” phenomenon seems to
be multifactorial; thus, a classification has been previously proposed which divides this
phenomenon into (a) structural and (b) functional types. The structural type involves irrever-
sible changes in the wall of the microvessels, while the functional type includes morphologi-
cally intact yet functionally compromised microvessels. The functional changes include
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impairment of the endothelium-dependent vasodilation, autonomic nervous system dysfunc-
tion and extravascular compression due to interstitial oedema, among others [73, 120, 121].
Recently, O’Farrell et al. [12] proposed a key role of pericytes in the pathogenesis of this
phenomenon (Figure 8), suggesting that these cells irreversibly constrict the coronary micro-
circulation impeding the adequate reperfusion after AMI.

Figure 8. Role of pericytes in healthy and ischaemic microvessels: (a) normal blood flow in coronary arterioles and ca-
pillaries covered with pericytes; (b) in ischaemia, the pericytes may constrict the coronary microcirculation compro-
mising the coronary blood flow and leading to coronary microvascular dysfunction; (c) after reperfusion procedures,
the coronary microvascular dysfunction may block the re-establishment of the normal blood flow, situation usually
known as no-reflow phenomenon.

As previously mentioned, CMD may also be originated from iatrogenic microembolization after
coronary reperfusion procedures or coronary artery bypass grafting. During or after these
procedures, plaque rupture may occur thus releasing plaque content into the blood which in
turn might lead to luminal obstruction in the microcirculation [73].

4.2.4. Vascular wall infiltration

In addition to the previous explored structural changes, the infiltration of the vessel wall with
metabolic deposits may also be found. This infiltration is commonly found in infiltrative
diseases, such as Anderson-Fabry disease and other metabolic disorders. The Anderson-Fabry
disease involves a genetically linked (X chromosome) deficiency of lysosomal α-galactosidase
A, which leads to damages in several organs, namely the heart, through the deposition of
glycosphingolipid in cardiomyocytes and in the vascular wall [73]. In turn, this infiltration
promotes the hypertrophy and fibrosis of cardiomyocytes as well as CMD and perivascular
fibrosis [73]. In fact, Elliott et al. [122] demonstrated these patients present a marked decrease
in CFR, confirming the presence of CMD in the pathogenesis of the cardiomyopathy induced
by this disease.

5. Conclusions

This review provides an insight on the morphology, physiology and pathophysiology of
the cardiac microcirculation. As discussed, the heart is one of the most nutrient and oxygen
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5. Conclusions

This review provides an insight on the morphology, physiology and pathophysiology of
the cardiac microcirculation. As discussed, the heart is one of the most nutrient and oxygen
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demanding organs as this demand needs to be satisfied with an adequate vascularization
of the myocardium through an extensive macro- and microvascular network. Although
most of the cardiac diseases, such as the acute coronary syndrome, are commonly associat-
ed with the coronary macrocirculation (i.e. epicardial coronary arteries), the coronary mi-
crocirculation also seems to play a key role in the coronary pathophysiology. This role
involves both molecular and clinical aspects that should not be overlooked and that consti-
tute potential diagnostic and therapeutic targets, particularly important in the early patho-
genesis of these diseases.
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Abstract

Skeletal muscle is a major metabolic organ that plays a critical role in regulating glucose
homeostasis and lipid utilization. Impaired muscle metabolic response is evident in
diseases  such  as  diabetes,  obesity  and  cardiovascular  diseases,  and  is  also  often
associated with microvascular dysfunction. Here, we investigate the changes that can
occur  in  the  muscle  microvasculature  and the  profound impact  they can have on
metabolism.

Under basal conditions, vasoactive compounds are able to affect metabolism in muscle
by providing more glucose and oxygen to resting muscle. Insulin and exercise increase
the perfusion of muscle, and thus provide more microvascular surface area, increasing
the delivery of these metabolites to muscle. Endothelial dysfunction can therefore
impair the delivery of oxygen, glucose and hormones to muscle, both through effects
on blood flow distribution and the transport of these factors across the endothelium,
leading to a decrease in oxygen consumption and glucose metabolism. Obesity and
diabetes are associated with endothelial dysfunction and are accompanied by
underlying changes in metabolism and reductions in insulin sensitivity.

The muscle is a highly metabolic organ, and the vasculature is essential to maintain
appropriate metabolic response; therefore, the muscle microcirculation may be a target
for treating metabolic disease.

Keywords: Skeletal muscle, blood flow, capillary, transendothelial transport, diabetes,
endothelium, perfusion, exercise, insulin, vasodilation, vasoconstriction
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1. Introduction

Skeletal muscle is normally thought of in the context of exercise or posture, and its ability to
contract to generate force or motion is an essential part of mobility. It is a highly metabolic organ,
responsible for breakdown and storage of glucose and fat in order to provide the energy required
for these contractions. In addition, skeletal muscle is the primary tissue responsible for the
increased glucose metabolism during hyperinsulinemia and exercise [1]. The vascular system
in skeletal muscle is essential in metabolism and exercise, and can directly affect its ability to
generate the energy needed for contraction and movement, and to appropriately dispose of
glucose. Here, we will discuss the structure and function of the muscle microcirculatory system,
and the role that microvascular function plays in muscle metabolism. We will discuss the effects
of diet and obesity on vascular function, how these effects may translate to impaired muscle
metabolism, and the possibility of targeting the microcirculatory system in order to treat both
vascular and metabolic disease.

2. Muscle microcirculatory system

As is common in other tissues, the vascular network in skeletal muscle consists of arteries
branching into smaller and smaller vessels. In skeletal muscle, a terminal arteriole gives rise
to groups of capillaries that run parallel to muscle fibres, and each muscle fibre can be supplied
by several different groups of capillaries from independent terminal arterioles [2]. Vascular
casts of the rat hind limb have demonstrated that the muscle capillaries are long and tortuous
[3], and thus have a lot of contact with myocytes (Figure 1). Original methods to assess the
structure and location of the microcirculatory system in skeletal muscle used microscopy to
gain 2D images from fixed or frozen tissues. However, the skeletal muscle is particularly
sensitive to certain artefacts when freezing [4], and limitations to counting capillaries in 2D
include lack of estimation of capillary length, tortuosity or fibre size [5]. More recent advances
in 3D visualization in vivo supply more spatial information about the relationship between the
microcirculation and the muscle tissue, as capillaries are found to be embedded in grooves in
the sarcolemma of muscle fibres [6].

Figure 1. Muscle microcirculatory system. Arteries feed into the muscle, supplying arterioles, each of which controls a
capillary network. Blood is then removed from the capillaries through venules and veins. (Grey: muscle fibres. Red:
artery, arterioles and capillaries. Blue: venules and vein).
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Blood flow through these capillaries can be controlled through dilation or constriction of the
blood vessel network. Most of this regulation does not occur at the capillary level, as the
capillaries are not associated with an underlying smooth muscle network required for dilation
and constriction. While subject to changes in blood flow, as well as being in direct contact with
factors in the blood, the capillary itself does not usually regulate blood flow. Instead, the vessels
that have smooth muscle surrounding the endothelial wall, such as the arteries, precapillary
arterioles, post‐capillary venules and veins, are responsible for vasoconstriction and vasodi‐
lation. Factors that are vasoactive throughout the body also affect the muscle microvasculature.
Nitric oxide (NO), endothelium‐derived hyperpolarizing factor and prostacyclin are known
vasodilators, and more recently carbon monoxide and hydrogen sulphide have been included
in this list [7], and there are a range of hormones that can cause vasoconstriction, including
endothelin, angiotensin, serotonin and others. The effects can vary depending on where the
vasomotion is taking place. For example, vasoconstriction in the precapillary arteriole will
induce low pressure in the capillaries, whereas venular constriction will increase blood
pressure in the local capillary environment, and may increase shear stress.

Resting blood flow is low, approximately 5–10 ml/min/100 g [7], but increases rapidly by a
factor of up to 20 (up to 80–100 ml/min/100 g) during exercise [8]; however, this can be highly
variable depending on the muscle. In resting skeletal muscle, it is estimated that only about
25% of the capillaries are perfused at any time [9], but that this can increase to 100% with
exercise; however, some recent publications suggest that no capillaries are unperfused at rest,
and instead capillary surface area is recruited by exercise [10]. A coordinated response between
the terminal arterioles has been shown, and capillary perfusion can increase through broad
regions of a muscle [2]. Early studies by Lindbom and Arfors using intravital microscopy
showed that oxygen partial pressure itself in the rabbit tennuisimus muscle could increase
perfusion. This is likely mediated through the nervous system [11], which is thought to
maintain a low‐level vasoconstriction in muscle microvasculature. Thus, the sympathetic
nervous system is likely to be important in blood flow regulation [12].

Measurement of functional capillary density in skeletal muscle has been made possible by
advances in imaging techniques. Contrast‐enhanced ultrasound (CEU) technology is used in
perfusion studies in a variety of tissues, and showed that physiologic hyperinsulinemia can
increase human skeletal muscle perfusion and microvascular volume [13]. This technique can
also detect microvascular complications [14]. However, an in vitro study designed to more fully
understand the data acquired from CEU has shown that while alterations in the filling rate of
the microvascular volume can be detected, CEU cannot discriminate between different flow
patterns that reflect changes in capillary perfusion in vivo [15]. This may be explained by new
developments to the capillary recruitment theory, whereby instead of recruiting previously
unperfused capillaries, capillary surface area is recruited by elevating capillary haematocrit
and extending the length of the capillary available for exchange [10].

There are several other techniques that have been used to estimate functional capillary density
or capillary recruitment. Earlier methods used laser Doppler fluxmetry (LDF) at the muscle
surface, and showed effects of different vasoconstrictors to either increase or decrease the
capillary surface area [16]. Further studies demonstrated an increase in LDF signal by insulin,
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but not by adrenaline, which increases bulk flow without effect on capillary recruitment [17],
suggesting that LDF does indeed reflect changes in capillary recruitment, and not bulk flow.
Skeletal muscle perfusion can also be assessed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) arterial
spin labelling, which has been validated as a method with strong spatial and temporal
resolution [18], and can be combined with assessments of muscle oxygenation and energy
metabolism [8]. Positron emission tomography (PET) utilizes short‐lived radioisotopes to
measure blood flow and its distribution, and also offers the ability to measure oxygen con‐
sumption and extraction. This technique has been used to show that NO is involved in
maintaining resting skeletal muscle blood flow [19]. In addition, the PET technique demon‐
strated that exercise can recruit capillaries [20]. Near‐infra red spectroscopy (NIRS) is a non‐
invasive method that has been used in skeletal muscle to measure blood flow and oxygen
consumption [21], and can be used to show differences in oxygen consumption in tissue, which
may indicate the distribution of blood flow through skeletal muscle. NIRS has been used to
link tissue oxygenation to blood flow in a range of conditions from critically ill patients to
athletes [22, 23].

The microvascular endothelium functions as a barrier between the blood and the underlying
tissue [24]. In skeletal muscle, there is a continuous endothelial barrier with tight junctions
between the endothelial cells, and thus the molecule’s ability to reach the muscle is restricted.
In comparison, an organ with a discontinuous endothelium or one with large pores in the
endothelial barrier, such as liver, has a greater direct contact with molecules in the blood. These
differences make the muscle microvasculature highly regulated; thus, the constitution of the
plasma is very different to the muscle interstitium. Our own results have shown very different
concentrations of insulin and lipid in the muscle interstitium when compared to plasma [25],
and the endothelial barrier may account for a lag time of 5 min between plasma and interstitial
glucose levels [26], in spite of the fact that glucose is a small molecule thought to easily diffuse
across the endothelium. Plasma is therefore substantially different from the interstitial fluid
[27, 28]; and as the interstitial environment is largely modified by supply from the blood, or
removal through the lymph, the endothelial barrier is an important component of regulating
the muscle microenvironment.

In addition to the basic structure of the endothelium, the endothelial glycocalyx is an approx‐
imately 1 μm thick layer on the luminal side of the vascular endothelial cells, which consists
of a mesh of polysaccharide structures, which provide a layer of protection for the endothelial
cells, regulating access of molecules in the plasma based on molecular size, charge and
structure [29]. The glycocalyx is a dynamic addition to the endothelial barrier [30–32] and,
while perhaps not directly involved in regulating blood flow or metabolism, is a structural and
functional barrier that may alter the composition of the muscle interstitium.

Sampling the interstitial environment is difficult, with many techniques inducing inflamma‐
tion, allowing only small sample sizes, or being unable to provide a dynamic measure of
changes in response to certain stimuli [28]. Our own studies use lymph sampling [25, 33–36],
which does not induce inflammation at the sampling point, and allows studies of temporal
changes. The lymph vessel is highly permeable and has a slow flow rate, allowing equilibration
with the interstitial fluid. However, the volume sampled is quite small, restricting this
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technique to larger animals. In addition, there may be some modification of the lymph fluid,
which may alter results [37]. Other techniques can indirectly sample the interstitium, such as
microdialysis. For larger molecules, this technique can have a low recovery, providing only a
dilute sample, and the insertion of the probe may induce inflammation. However, this
technique has been used in many human applications [38–44]. In general, the consensus is that
the muscle interstitium is substantially different from plasma, and the muscle microvascula‐
ture is an important component of the regulation of the muscle microenvironment.

3. Skeletal muscle metabolism

Metabolism in muscle provides working muscle with energy, and metabolic processes are
increased in times of need. Muscle can utilize both glucose and fat for energy, and typically
relies on fat oxidation during both increased energy expenditure (exercise) and decreased
energy intake (fasting) [45], but is also the primary tissue for insulin‐mediated glucose uptake
[1]. Plasma free fatty acids typically supply most of the fuel for skeletal muscle under low and
moderate levels of exercise [46]; however, rates of glycogen utilization also increase with
contraction [47]. The fuel selection is dependent on not only the intensity of exercise but also
the type of muscle fibre recruited for exercise and the availability of fuels [48].

Metabolism of both fat and glucose requires mitochondria to generate energy through aerobic
respiration. Within the mitochondria, glucose, fats and proteins are broken down through a
series of enzymatic reactions, and the products feed into the electron transport chain, causing
oxidative phosphorylation and the generation of ATP (energy) (Figure 2). Skeletal muscle is
heterogenous, and the mitochondrial content of different muscle fibre types is a major
component of the metabolic preference of each muscle fibre type. Red muscle contains a high
number of mitochondria, thus providing a very high level of oxidative capacity. These red
fibres (Type I) are useful in endurance type activities, and are served by an extensive vascular
network in order to supply the oxygen required for oxidative phosphorylation and thus
efficient production of ATP, which provides the energy for all forms of muscle work [49]. In
contrast, Type II muscle fibres, known as white fibres, have lower levels of mitochondria and
vessel density. This muscle is typically used for very short maximal intensity activities, such
as sprints: it is more glycolytic, such that instead of undergoing full oxidation, glucose is broken
down to lactate to give a quick release of energy (Figure 2). Recent studies have shown that
red fibres have a larger capillary to fibre ratio, a greater capillary density and more tortuous
capillary pathways than white [50]. Thus, vascularization is tightly tied to metabolism in
skeletal muscle—vascularized muscle is more oxidative, and leads to more complete metab‐
olism of glucose, and less vascularized muscle supplies less oxygen to the myocyte leading to
anaerobic respiration and production of lactate [49]. However, studies have shown that
capillary density in some muscles has a greater relativity to muscle fibre size, rather than the
oxidative capacity of the muscle fibre [5]. Glancy et al. concluded that the embedding of the
capillaries in the sarcolemma increased oxygen delivery to the myocyte. Interestingly, the
mitochondrial pool was located close to embedded capillaries, though the authors believe that
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while this increased oxygen delivery to the myocyte, it was not associated with mitochondrial
oxygen access [6].

Figure 2. Role of microcirculation in muscle metabolism. Glucose and fats are the main source of energy for muscle
fibres (A). Glucose is broken down to pyruvate, which can be metabolized without oxygen to lactate, producing 2ATP,
a pathway used preferentially in white muscle fibres. Alternatively, pyruvate can be transported into the mitochondria
of the muscle fibre (B), where both pyruvate and fats can be converted to acetyl‐CoA. This enters the Krebs cycle and
activates oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS), requiring the delivery of oxygen from the blood. This method is com‐
mon in red muscle fibres: it produces much more ATP than anaerobic production of lactate, but also produces carbon
dioxide, which must be removed by the blood. Thus, the microcirculation is essential for delivering glucose, fats and
oxygen, and removing carbon dioxide from the muscle.

Exercise requires more ATP [49], which can be derived both anaerobically for short‐term
activity or aerobically using the electron transport chain in mitochondria (Figure 2). A model
has been generated to predict this transition from rest to work, and has shown the importance
of myoglobin in oxygen delivery to working muscle [51]. Exercise causes increases in blood
flow primarily to red muscles [52]: muscles consisting of more red fibres showed a quicker
increase in blood flow than white, and, interestingly, the red muscles also showed a quicker
return to rested blood flow levels than the white [53]. The maximal metabolic rate is related to
both mitochondrial size and number as well as capillary volume [54], emphasizing the
importance of the microvasculature in metabolism.

Aerobic exercise training has been shown to double skeletal muscle mitochondrial content, yet
maximal whole body oxygen uptake only increased approximately 15% [55]. As these effects
of exercise on mitochondrial content and oxygen consumption are not proportional, some
conclude that the ability to deliver oxygen to mitochondria is in fact limiting to aerobic
respiration, rather than mitochondrial content [6, 56]. This contribution of the vasculature may
include both the presence of blood vessels and also their function, specifically their ability to
redirect blood flow through the muscle.

4. Blood flow distribution affects muscle metabolism

As already discussed, there can be changes in the distribution of blood flow through muscle
by altering functional capillary density. This redistribution of flow can directly alter metabo‐
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lism: some vasoconstrictors and vasodilators can alter oxygen consumption and glucose
uptake independently of any direct effects on muscle metabolism [16, 57]. This was demon‐
strated by showing that the effects of vasoactive substances on metabolism in perfused skeletal
muscle were not replicated in incubated skeletal muscle, implicating the essential role of the
microvasculature in mediating those changes in metabolism [58, 59]. Vessel surface area, the
distance for the factor to travel, and the concentration gradient can all alter the rate of diffusion
according to Fick’s equation. Vasodilation allows a greater surface area for exchange, and
conversely vasoconstriction reduces the surface area for diffusion. However, as discussed
above, the areas of the blood vessel responsible for exchange are typically the capillaries, which
themselves do not undergo vasomotion, but are controlled by the larger surrounding vessels.
Thus, a larger effect on diffusion of oxygen and other metabolites can be induced by vasomo‐
tion that alters the distribution of flow through muscle, which will decrease the distance for
the factor to travel from the blood vessel to all areas of the muscle, as shown in Fick's equation
[60]. When a greater number of capillaries are perfused, as occurs with capillary recruitment,
each myocyte is supplied with a great amount of oxygen and glucose, and metabolism is
increased. This is independent of extra work being performed by the muscle (such as during
exercise), and demonstrates that changes in blood flow even during resting conditions may
influence metabolism [60].

4.1. Factors that can induce capillary recruitment

There are several known factors that can increase the number of perfused capillaries. From a
physiological perspective, exercise and reactive hyperaemia are both associated with a
substantial increase in perfusion. Exercise also induces a major increase in blood flow: while
muscle only uses approximately 15% of the cardiac output at rest, this increases to 88% during
maximum exercise [49], mainly to muscles consisting predominantly of red fibres [53]. There
is also an increase in capillary recruitment with exercise [61–64], and this was associated with
an increased perfused capillary density of 1.5‐ to 3‐fold [65]. It is possible that both exercise
and reactive hyperaemia induce their blood flow effects through the sympathetic nervous
system [11]; however, alternative models of local blood flow regulation have also been
postulated [66]. NO does not appear to be involved in exercise‐induced capillary recruitment
[67], and in fact inhibiting NO during exercise can increase local muscle oxygen uptake, but
seems to decrease glucose uptake [19, 67]. As discussed, NO is considered a vasodilator;
however, there are some inconsistencies with regards to its effects on metabolism. In resting
muscle, inhibition of NO synthesis causes free fatty acid uptake, increased oxygen uptake, but
not glucose uptake [68], and the authors proposed a possible contribution of an inhibitory
effect of NO on mitochondrial respiration to explain their data; thus, the contribution of NO
to basal metabolism may be slight. PET has been used to show that NO is involved in main‐
taining resting skeletal muscle blood flow, and suppresses resting muscle oxygen uptake, likely
because NO competes with oxygen and inhibits mitochondrial respiration [19]; further studies
demonstrated that NO may contribute to the regulation of free fatty acid metabolism at rest
[68]. Thus, while NO is a known vasodilator, its role in metabolism is unclear. These divergent
results may reflect differences depending on the dose of NO inhibitor used, but also may
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indicate a role of NO in the mitochondrial function of working muscle, as it can inhibit
oxidative phosphorylation [69].

While many hormones are themselves vasoactive, including serotonin, epinephrine, norepi‐
nephrine and angiotensin, many do not appear to change muscle perfusion. GLP‐1 (Glucagon‐
like peptide‐1) increases capillary perfusion, though the involvement of NO in this process is
so far controversial [70–73]. GLP‐1 receptor agonists have beneficial effects on the vasculature
[74–78] and metabolism of glucose [70, 71, 79–81]; though whether this reflects a direct effect
on glucose metabolism, an indirect effect through blood flow changes, or a combination of
these is not clear. GLP‐1 induces angiogenesis, consistent with increasing functional capillary
density, though this is a long‐term adaptation rather than an acute increase in the perfusion of
skeletal muscle [74]. This effect of angiogenesis, or increasing the size and number of capilla‐
ries, has been shown to protect against metabolic disease [82].

There are two classes of vasoconstrictors determined based on their general effects on metab‐
olism. Type A vasoconstrictors, including angiotensin, vasopressin, and low doses of norepi‐
nephrine and endothelin increase oxygen consumption and perfusion pressure in the constant‐
flow pump‐perfused hindlimb [3, 83, 84]. Type B vasoconstrictors reduce muscle metabolism,
such as serotonin (5‐hydroxytryptophan) [3, 85]. Studies have shown that vasoconstrictors
from these different groups may control different areas of vascular flow in the muscle, as
evidenced by both washout of red blood cells that had been trapped in the muscle, and by
corrosion casting of the arterial tree [3], a technique which uses a polymer to fill the perfused
vascular area, the tissue is then corroded away to form a 3D model. Serotonin was shown to
reduce the available capillary surface area, and is associated with a reduction in metabolism
measured by oxygen uptake [85].

Angiotensin II (Ang) is often associated with hypertension, and is a vasoconstrictor that can
have different effects on metabolism depending on which receptor type it engages. Ang
receptor 1 is associated with reduced metabolism, while Ang receptor 2 can recruit the
microvasculature [86], and similar effects have been detected in cardiac muscle [87]. In
addition, Ang may have effects on blood vessel permeability, which may separately alter the
metabolism through increased delivery of oxygen and nutrients [88]. Ang II increases blood
flow, but appears to impair insulin‐mediated glucose metabolism, without altering the access
of insulin to the muscle interstitium [89]. These data on insulin access are not consistent with
other published data, indicating that Ang II can reduce the number of insulin receptors on
endothelial cells, which may lead to a reduction in receptor‐mediated transcytosis [90], if
insulin transport is indeed receptor‐mediated. Some of these inconsistences may be due to the
time of exposure to the vasoconstrictor: one study has shown that short‐term Ang II can
increase NO production, but long‐term can reduce NO bioavailability [91]. Acute Ang receptor
blockade has been shown to improve microvascular responses in hypertensive individuals
[92], who may have elevated levels of Ang: Ang receptors are therefore considered to be
involved in both metabolic and microvascular actions in vivo [93].

Endothelin is a vasoconstrictor released in response to insulin [94, 95], and at low doses behaves
as a type A vasoconstrictor; increases in glucose uptake and oxygen consumption indicate
augmented metabolism in the muscle. However, at high concentrations, this vasoconstriction
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continues to lead to high blood pressure, and also reduces oxygen consumption and glucose
uptake by the muscle [83]. Thus, the concentrations of vasoconstrictors in the system are an
important component of their effects on metabolism. However, it is important to realize that,
in vivo, the plasma does not contain just one vasoconstrictor, but a mix of several vasoactive
compounds, and the interactions among these molecules may be complex. Data have shown
that adiponectin [96] and insulin [83] can prevent the vasoconstriction induced by endothelin.
These results appear to depend on a prior vasodilation before endothelin‐mediated vasocon‐
striction, and yet NO itself is able to prevent the increased pressure after exposure to endo‐
thelin [96]. This may perhaps be due to the systemic introduction of NO‐donors to the system
in comparison to the local action of insulin or adiponectin. The ability of insulin to dilate against
endothelin‐mediated constriction, and limit effects on pressure and oxygen consumption, has
not been observed against any other vasoconstrictor. Thus, there is a very complex balance
between a number of hormones and vasoactive molecules that act together to regulate
metabolism.

4.2. Insulin's hemodynamic effects also alter metabolism

Insulin is known as a metabolic endocrine hormone; however, amongst its varied effects on
nutrient disposal and storage, insulin also has hemodynamic effects and was first noted to
increase blood flow at supraphysiological concentrations [97]. Later, physiological concentra‐
tions of insulin were found to induce vasodilation of blood vessels [98], and the release of the
vasoconstrictor endothelin [94]. It is thought that the combination of the vasodilation by NO
and the low dose of endothelin may combine to cause capillary recruitment [94, 95], as many
studies have indicated that insulin is capable of inducing capillary recruitment in healthy
individuals in skeletal muscle [13, 17, 99–102] and in skin, which is used as a surrogate measure
of muscle [103]. Capillary density is directly correlated with insulin sensitivity in human skin
[103], reinforcing the idea that capillary recruitment is an important process in insulin‐
mediated glucose uptake [13, 17, 99–103].

As we show above, altering muscle perfusion is sufficient to change basal metabolism without
a direct effect on the myocyte; however, the increased perfusion induced by insulin‐mediated
capillary recruitment is also hypothesized to assist in the delivery of insulin to the myocyte,
thus augmenting insulin's metabolic response. In a study by Miles et al. [104], the half time to
maximum response for glucose disposal in dogs exposed to insulin infusion was not signifi‐
cantly different to that of interstitial insulin, yet the effects on arterial insulin were much
quicker. This temporal relationship confirms that the time required for insulin to reach the
interstitial space is the limiting factor for insulin‐mediated glucose uptake, which agrees with
results suggesting that insulin rapidly causes glucose uptake in cell culture [105]. Only once
insulin is present at the cell surface can it bind to receptors to cause glucose uptake. In fact, the
correlation between insulin levels and glucose uptake is strongest when using lymph insulin
concentrations to represent the interstitium than the vein or arterial concentrations [33]. The
study by Chiu et al. differs from that of Miles et al. because the focus is specifically on the
muscle—local glucose uptake across the leg correlates with muscle lymph insulin concentra‐
tions, while Miles et al. used thoracic lymph, which is likely to be representative of the whole
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body, and corresponds well with the whole body glucose disposal rate [104]. Therefore, the
concentration of insulin at the cell surface, rather than in the blood, is a better predictor for the
rate of insulin‐mediated glucose uptake, thus increasing insulin delivery to the muscle is
shown to improve insulin's metabolic effects.

As mentioned, insulin can increase the available surface area to augment its access to mus‐
cle, but it is possible that there may be other delays in the access of insulin to the interstitial
space that are also altered by the microcirculatory system. The effects on metabolism occur
during passive diffusion of oxygen, and probably glucose, in muscle. However, there can
be regulated steps in transendothelial transport. Transport of insulin across the endothelial
barrier is controversial: some studies have shown that transport is saturable, and as such
must be receptor‐mediated, yet others have shown no saturation, even at high concentra‐
tions, claiming that there is no evidence for receptor‐mediated transport. The insulin recep‐
tors present on endothelial cells are suggested to be an important part of the trafficking of
insulin across the endothelial barrier [106, 107]. However, these studies may be of limited
relevance as they use a macrovascular cell type rather than a representative cell of a capilla‐
ry. A knockout mouse model of endothelial IRS‐2 is insulin‐resistant and showed decreased
access of insulin from the blood to the interstitium [108], implicating insulin signalling in
transendothelial insulin transport. However, studies of microvascular cells demonstrated
that fatty acids impair insulin transcytosis, and interestingly the insulin receptor and insu‐
lin signalling pathways did not appear to be involved [109]. There have also been studies
showing that insulin itself can increase the accessibility of the glycocalyx in muscle, consis‐
tent with reports of insulin effects to increase blood volume [30], and the authors posit that
structures within the glycocalyx are involved in insulin transport through the glycocalyx
towards the endothelium for subsequent transport to the muscle interstitium. Thus, any de‐
fect in endothelial function may have severe implications for metabolism, particularly in
the case of insulin and metabolic disease.

5. Vascular dysfunction in metabolic disease

The prevalence of diabetes has been increasing steadily in the United States and in many parts
of the world. In 2010, 25.8 million individuals in the United States were diagnosed with
diabetes, almost double the rate of ten years earlier [110]. In fact, 11.3% of the adult population
was estimated to have diabetes, either diagnosed or undiagnosed. Diabetes is one of the leading
causes of death and disease in the world currently, and is linked with a variety of cardiovascular
diseases, including heart disease, stroke and hypertension [110]. The links between a metabolic
disease such as diabetes and cardiovascular disease are not always readily apparent; however,
as we have discussed here, the microcirculation is intrinsically tied to metabolism. Below, we
will investigate various aspects of the metabolic syndrome, and how the muscle microvascu‐
lature may be affected.
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5.1. Hypertension

Hypertension is often characterized by excessive vasoconstriction, which may be driven by
dysregulation of the Ang system, excess amounts of endothelin, or changes in the autonomic
nervous system. Microvascular dysfunction can occur due to functional issues as discussed
here, but also structural impairments of the arterioles or capillaries, which may lead to capillary
drop‐out: this combined with arteriolar constriction increases peripheral resistance and thus
blood pressure [111]. In addition, some forms of hypertension show a decreased capillary
permeability, preventing hormone and nutrient access to the underlying tissue [112]. Excessive
vasoconstriction by endothelin in hypertension and the metabolic syndrome may prevent
appropriate insulin‐mediated haemodynamics and also impair basal metabolism [83]. Further,
we have shown that high levels of endothelin‐1 can also reduce exercise capacity in muscle,
likely due to the fact that oxygen and fuel access to the muscle is impaired with excessive
vasoconstriction [113].

Some treatments for hypertension also have effects on metabolism. A recent study investigat‐
ing the use of renal denervation to treat resistant hypertension has demonstrated a simulta‐
neous improvement in metabolic parameters [114]. Recent studies showing negative results
of renal denervation on metabolism also did not confirm effects on blood pressure [115, 116],
which bring into question the technique of catheter‐based renal ablation [117]. Some claim that
renal denervation may have beneficial effects on the microvasculature [118], and the original
findings posited that the skeletal muscle may be a primary site of improved metabolism [114],
but have not yet been confirmed. Further, other studies have found no improvement in
endothelial function as measured by peripheral arterial tone (PAT) using Endo‐PAT [119],
though these studies acknowledge that many of the patients did not have impaired endothelial
function initially, thus no improvement may be detectable.

Regardless of the suitability of renal denervation in restoring endothelial function, other
hypertensive treatments are known to restore microvascular function, including acute Ang
receptor blockade [92]. Hypertension may therefore be linked to metabolic disease, including
muscle metabolism, through effects on the microvasculature [111].

5.2. Obesity

Obesity is typically associated with excess caloric intake, or decreased energy expenditure.
Our own studies have indicated that a high fat diet can increase both visceral and subcutaneous
fat depots and also impair muscle metabolism [120]. Elevated levels of fat can induce inflam‐
mation [121] typically through Toll‐like receptor 4. This inflammation has been detected in a
number of tissues, including the muscle and the vasculature [122], and the type of fats are likely
to affect the level of inflammation. Trans fats have been found to be particularly pro‐inflam‐
matory [123]. Saturated fatty acids, such as palmitate, activate an inflammatory response in
microvascular endothelial cells; however, the related mono‐unsaturated fatty acid did not
[109]. In one study that used palmitate to induce inflammatory pathways in microvascular
endothelial cells, transcytosis of insulin was reduced, and there was increased monocyte
migration into the tissue [109]. While these studies were carried out in microvascular endo‐
thelial cells from adipose tissue, it is possible that a similar effect occurs in muscle. These in
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vitro studies used palmitate, as it is the most abundant saturated fatty acid in the western diet
—whether these effects could also occur in vivo must be confirmed. In association with obesity,
perivascular fat accumulation in obesity may prevent appropriate vascular function, either
through mechanical impairment, vasocrine signalling or the associated inflammation [124,
125].

While there are many studies demonstrating inflammation due to lipid and high fat diet, some
show that there may be gender differences, as women do not seem to experience changes in
inflammation with lipid infusion, and also experience a lower impairment in insulin sensitiv‐
ity [126]. Yet, it is still generally accepted that plasma lipid induces endothelial dysfunction
[127], and as such, regardless of inflammation, fat may directly alter endothelial function [128]
and thus metabolism. Generally, lipids are known to cause endothelial dysfunction [129] and
to impair muscle microvascular responses [130], and obesity is associated with blunted
microvascular responses in humans [131]. Further, both visceral and subcutaneous adipose
tissue are associated with impaired capillary recruitment [132]. A number of adipokines have
been associated with effects on muscle metabolism. Adiponectin and leptin improve skeletal
muscle metabolism [133], yet perhaps counter‐intuitively, levels of adiponectin are inversely
related to fat volume. Interestingly, adiponectin can also have beneficial effects on endothelial
cells [134]. Leptin can stimulate fatty acid oxidation, and thus protect against fat deposition
[135]. However, high levels of leptin with high fat diet [136] can lead to leptin resistance,
including in endothelial cells [137]. Proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF‐α (tumour
necrosis factor‐alpha) [138] and C‐reactive protein are secreted from adipocytes and may cause
insulin resistance at high levels [139]. An effect of TNF‐α on endothelial cells is also known
[134]. Other proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin‐6 (IL‐6) have variable effects on
endothelial function and skeletal muscle metabolism [140], and thus overall effects on
metabolism are unclear. Alterations in the secretion of adipokines and interleukins from fat
depots have been implicated in the progression of both metabolic and vascular disturbances
associated with obesity [124], and visceral fat depots have been linked to a pro‐inflammatory
state and impaired capillary recruitment in skin [132], which may reflect impaired perfusion
in skeletal muscle. Thus, obesity is associated with impaired capillary recruitment, which puts
endothelial function as a potential link between obesity and metabolic disease.

Obesity is associated with a muscle fibre type switch, promoting a more ‘white’ muscle [141].
The number of lipid droplets within muscle fibres was twice as abundant in obese compared
to lean individuals [142], and intramyocellular lipid is associated with impaired metabolism
in vivo [143]. This increased fat content may be associated with mitochondrial dysfunction
[144]; however, lipid accumulation itself may not alter metabolism [145]. For example,
endurance athletes typically have more red muscle fibres, associated with a high capillary
density, but also high intramyocellular lipid content. Obese individuals also have high
intramyocellular lipid, but less red muscle fibres and a lower capillary density, so it is likely
that intramyocellular lipid is only associated with impaired metabolism when the lipid supply
is in excess of need. While the energy and lipid oversupply in obesity may impair mitochon‐
drial function [146], the possibility that appropriate blood supply is lacking may also drive the
switch to a less efficient muscle fibre type. Obesity as measured by body mass index (BMI) is
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associated with a reduced capillary density [147], and both capillary density and muscle fibre
type are linked to metabolic disease in humans [148].

Therefore, the exact stimulus for the muscle fibre type switch in obesity is not clear—does a
change in the metabolic requirements of white muscle cause capillary drop‐out, or does the
capillary rarefaction in fact decrease the transport of oxygen and nutrients to the muscle, and
thus reduce metabolism? An interesting correlate exists in adipose tissue, where hypoxia due
to a low level of blood vessel density was originally thought to be a method to limit adipose
tissue expansion [149]. However, recent results have suggested that increased mitochondrial
content and angiogenesis in fact alter adipose metabolism to be more energy‐efficient [82]. A
similar situation may exist in skeletal muscle, such that increased capillary density and
function, as well as increases in mitochondria, may prevent an obesity‐induced switch to white
muscle fibres, and thus assist in preventing metabolic disease.

5.3. Insulin resistance and diabetes

A mixed meal increases flow to muscle capillaries in healthy lean people, and perhaps more
importantly increases muscle perfusion, yet this effect is blunted in obese individuals [150].
As the degree of microvascular surface area is related to insulin sensitivity [103, 151], this
impaired perfusion is likely to be responsible for impaired glucose disposal after the meal. In
fact, in dogs fed a high fat diet, the ability of insulin to increase the dispersion area of insulin
is impaired, and is associated with impaired glucose disposal [152]. Impaired insulin‐mediated
capillary recruitment has been detected in a range of disease models, including inflammation
[138, 140], hypertension or excessive vasoconstriction [92, 153], dyslipidemia [129, 132, 154]
and obesity in both rodents [138, 155, 156] and humans [147]. In a model of experimental insulin
resistance achieved by pancreatic venous diversion in dogs, glucose disposal rate was sup‐
pressed, the time for insulin to move into the lymph was delayed and insulin receptor activity
was impaired. The authors conclude that transendothelial transport was impaired, and was
responsible for one third of the insulin resistance observed in these animals, cellular defects
being responsible for the remaining insulin resistance [157].

In general, vascular dysfunction has been observed in prediabetes [158, 159], diabetes [99, 128,
160] and offspring from individuals with type 2 diabetes [161], which may have profound
effects on metabolic responses to insulin, as discussed above.

5.4. Complications of diabetes

As mentioned above, many of the leading causes of death associated with diabetes are related
to cardiovascular disease. While heart disease and stroke are major macrovascular complica‐
tions of disease, diabetes has many microvascular co‐morbidities, including diabetic retinop‐
athy, peripheral neuropathy and nephropathy. The endothelium has been implicated in
diabetic nephropathy [162], and the blood vessels formed in response to reduced perfusion in
retinopathy show abnormal structure and function [163]. Because of this association, diabetes
is the leading cause of kidney failure, non‐traumatic lower‐limb amputations and new cases
of blindness in adults in the United States [110]. Around 60–70% of people with diabetes have
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mild to severe nervous system damage, with 30% exhibiting impaired sensation in hands and
feet, which can lead to non‐traumatic amputation in extreme cases. Impaired blood flow may
be one of the early signs of this diabetic neuropathy [164], and denervation of the skeletal
muscle can cause muscle atrophy [165]. However, as the nervous system is partly involved in
regulating microvascular function [12], through direct or hormonal means, neuropathic
changes may also directly alter endothelial function, and therefore muscle metabolism [166].
Targeting endothelial dysfunction is therefore a viable treatment for preventing vascular
complications associated with diabetes [167], and may help prevent muscle atrophy.

6. The vascular system as a target for treatment of metabolic disease

Since insulin resistance and its associated pathologies exhibit endothelial dysfunction; it
follows that restoring blood flow patterns to normal would ameliorate at least some of the
negative outcomes. For example, several studies have suggested that insulin's haemodynamic
effects may account for a substantial amount of the metabolic outcome [168], and be impaired
in disease and obesity, contributing to the metabolic deficit [97]; therefore, restoring endothelial
function could help to improve insulin sensitivity.

Several drugs are also known to have effects on capillary recruitment. As discussed above,
Ang can alter metabolism by vasoconstriction, and thus the disruption of the Renin‐Angio‐
tensin‐Aldosterone system is likely to be a good target for treatment of any associated
metabolic disease, whether by using angiotensin receptor blockers or through angiotensin
converting enzyme inhibitors [169]. The differential expression of Ang receptors may provide
local or tissue specific effects. Irbesartan, an Ang receptor blocker, improves microvascular
responses to insulin in hypertensive individuals [92], however does not appear to induce
capillary recruitment alone. While angiotensin receptor blockers also have effects in other
tissues such as the pancreas [170], it is possible that their measured effects on insulin sensitivity
may arise from effects on the muscle microvasculature, leading to alterations in metabolism.
In support of this, studies have shown that Ang receptor blockade using losartan increases
microvascular perfusion, leading to increased insulin delivery to muscle, and protecting
against lipid‐induced insulin resistance, thus protecting insulin's metabolic effects [171]. It is
also important to note that these effects may not just be driven by plasma levels of vasocon‐
strictors, but also the receptor expression, as a change in expression of Ang receptor subtypes
may alter endothelial function [86], and thus indirectly alter metabolism [93].

Phosphodiesterase (PDE) inhibitors were originally investigated as a possibly microvascular
treatment that may increase metabolism. Studies on sildenafil have shown an effect to increase
NO and induce arteriolar dilation [172], an effect that is now used in treatment of erectile
dysfunction. Tadalafil, a PDE‐5 inhibitor, increased capillary recruitment and also increased
forearm glucose uptake in women with type 2 diabetes, possibly due to its effects on the
microvasculature, though had no effect in healthy women [40]. These microvascular and
metabolic effects have led to the proposal that tadalafil may be investigated as a treatment in
insulin resistance [173], and this class of drugs have also been investigated in the setting of
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forearm glucose uptake in women with type 2 diabetes, possibly due to its effects on the
microvasculature, though had no effect in healthy women [40]. These microvascular and
metabolic effects have led to the proposal that tadalafil may be investigated as a treatment in
insulin resistance [173], and this class of drugs have also been investigated in the setting of
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muscular dystrophy; however, some have shown a direct effect on the myocyte to alter
metabolism [174], so studies using this drug to link muscle microvascular function and
metabolism are limited.

Some drugs, such as the thiazolidinediones, are known to have effects on blood flow and
vasodilation [175, 176]. Some of this class of drugs can increase capillary density through
angiogenesis [177], which may contribute to the beneficial metabolic effects of these drugs.
However, while improvements in NO bioavailability are seen, this causes only minor effects
on skeletal muscle blood flow [178]; and one review has indicated that while the effects of this
class of drugs on macrovascular disease are well known, the microvascular effects, particularly
to prevent the development of microvascular complications of diabetes, are less impressive
[178]. While the thiazolidinediones may be protective in early cardiovascular disease, effects
in end‐stage atherosclerosis are deleterious [179] and so far data are lacking to indicate any
substantial effects on the muscle microvascular to improve metabolism.

The glycocalyx may be considered another target for treatment. This dynamic structure is
proposed to be involved in regulating metabolism [30–32], and is impaired by hyperglycemia,
ischemia and other aspects of aging and type 2 diabetes [31, 32, 180, 181]. Thus, some have
highlighted the glycocalyx as a potential therapeutic target for treatment in the acute care
critical situation, long‐term vascular health [182], as well as potentially in regulating metabo‐
lism; however, specific interventions are so far limited. Methods of protecting or restoring the
damaged glycocalyx include synthesis of components or protection against enzymatic
degradation, as well as blocking free radical production [182]. Some suggested pharmacolog‐
ical interventions have included infusion of albumin to maintain stability, inhibiting TNF‐α,
preventing enzymatic attack through use of anti‐thrombin, or inhibition of mast‐cell degra‐
nulation, though these strategies require further investigation [182].

A recent potential target for treatment of metabolic disease and energy excess is brown adipose
tissue (BAT), which dissipates excess energy as heat from the body. BAT is scarce in humans,
yet browning of white adipose tissue to form beige fat increases energy expenditure. Factors
that affect brown adipose tissue, such as exercise, cold exposure and PGC1a (Peroxisome
proliferator‐activated receptor G coactivator‐1 alpha), also can induce changes in skeletal
muscle, and some studies have suggested that skeletal muscle may actually play a large role
in these increases in energy expenditure [183]. There are several important components to
increase the thermogenic capacity of a tissue: there must be an increase in mitochondria to
metabolize glucose, uncoupling or proton leak to dissipate the energy, and an adequate supply
of oxygen and glucose to cause this aerobic respiration. The angiogenesis that occurs during
adipose tissue browning increases oxygen delivery, and we therefore hypothesize that blood
vessels are an essential component of increased thermogenesis. This role of angiogenesis has
not been completely studied; however, it has been shown that vascular endothelial growth
factor‐A (VEGF‐A) overexpressing transgenic mice have increased vascularization and
upregulated uncoupling protein‐1 (UCP‐1) and PGC‐1a in BAT, and improves deleterious
effects of high fat diet on metabolism [184]. From a metabolic perspective, overexpression of
VEGF in adipose tissue protects against obesity and insulin resistance [82], even in the absence
of changes in mitochondrial content and uncoupling, increased functional capillary density
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by angiogenesis can increase metabolism. Skeletal muscle may undergo a process similar to
browning of fat, leading to greater energy expenditure, and thus may be a target for treatment
of obesity and its metabolic complications. In general, angiogenesis is likely to be a key player
in increased oxidative capacity and energy expenditure in adipose tissue and muscle. If
angiogenesis were also linked to increased mitochondrial content, causing a switch to a more
‘red’ muscle, and with potential effects on uncoupling in muscle, even greater energy con‐
sumption would occur.

Thus, there are many drugs and possibly other interventions that may target the muscle
microvasculature, but simultaneously impact metabolism in muscle. In addition, factors that
can change the basal or stimulated metabolic rate in muscle, by promoting angiogenesis or
increased capillary density, may also have the potential for treating diseases associated with
obesity and energy excess.

7. Conclusion

Metabolism in skeletal muscle, and in many other tissues, relies on appropriate delivery of
oxygen and metabolites by the blood. The microvascular system is a major component in the
delivery of any hormone, and should be considered in any endocrine disease. The muscle
microvasculature is a dynamic system that can be altered by a wide range of factors, including
vasoconstrictors and vasodilators, the nervous system, inflammation, obesity and other disease
states. Thus, endothelial function is integral to regulating metabolism, in skeletal muscle and
other tissues, and may be a target for treating not just diseases of the vascular system and
cardiovascular disorders but also for treatment of metabolic diseases such as diabetes.
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Abstract

Appropriate  regulation  of  microvascular  blood  flow  in  the  neonate  is  crucial  for
cardiorespiratory stability  and survival  in  the period immediately following birth.
Inappropriate  microvascular  dilatation  in  the  first  few days  of  extrauterine  life  is
associated with poor outcomes in preterm neonates. Male very preterm neonates (≤28
weeks completed gestation) have significantly higher flows than females of the same
gestational age. This is of clinical importance as preterm males are twice as likely to die
as females. Very little is known about the mechanisms underlying microvascular tone
regulation in the perinatal period. Previous studies suggest a role for the gasotransmit‐
ters nitric oxide and carbon monoxide; however, differences in levels of these molecules
do not account for all the variation observed, suggesting another player. In this chapter,
the role of the third gasotransmitter—hydrogen sulphide—as a potential mediator of
microvascular (dys)function in the preterm is explored.

Keywords: microcirculation, preterm, neonate, gasotransmitters, vasodilatation

1. Introduction

The newborn period represents a time of high mortality and morbidity. In the developed and
developing world, perinatal mortality is the major contributor to infant, and thus child mortality
[1],  with the preterm infant at  the greatest  risk of  poor outcomes.  In Western countries,
approximately 10% of infants are delivered prematurely (defined as less than 37 completed
weeks of gestation) [2]. Both mortality and morbidity increase substantially with decreasing
gestation at birth, as does the risk of long‐term disability. Thus, the neonatal period, and
prematurity in particular, represents a significant burden for the infant, the family and society.
There is a marked sex difference in many of these outcomes, with males doing significantly
worse, the causes of which are not fully elucidated. Studies of the microcirculation may be
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important in understanding both the general and sex-specific risks as peripheral blood flow is
subject to considerable changes during the first days of postnatal life, a period of marked
circulatory vulnerability, especially in preterm infants.

2. Circulatory transition

There is an increasing body of recent work demonstrating the relationship between peripheral
microvascular blood flow and measures of neonatal physiological and cardiorespiratory
stability during the transitional period. These studies have shown that the evaluation of the
peripheral microcirculation is useful for the assessment of cardiovascular changes within the
initial extrauterine period [3, 4]. In the newborn, the skin represents a significant microvascular
bed, both because of its size and functional perinatal changes. Measurement of cutaneous
microvascular behaviour may be more useful at identifying individuals at risk of cardiovas-
cular compromise than traditional blood pressure monitoring, as decreases in peripheral blood
flow can be identified before blood pressure drops in states of compensatory peripheral
vasoconstriction. Peripheral blood flow may increase early in vasodilatory shock, despite
stable systemic blood pressure for some time after onset [5]. This suggests that peripheral
microvascular tissue flow evaluation may be useful for early detection of cardiovascular
compromise. In addition, the regulatory mechanisms of the peripheral microcirculation
contribute to (and may reflect) the underlying neuroendocrine responses to cardiovascular
compromise [6, 7]. Finally, the skin allows non-invasive microvascular measurement, a
prerequisite for human newborn studies of the microcirculation.

In adults, blood enters the skin through small arterioles, penetrating the subcutaneous tissue
toward the skin surface. One artery often branches into several precapillary arterioles (30–
80 μm), which pass into the venous plexuses that are organized parallel to the skin surface.
Each arteriole can divide into eight to ten capillary loops orientated perpendicular to the skin
surface, with one to three loops perfusing each skin papilla [8]. In neonates, however, this is
much less organized and the arteriolar-venular anastomoses, and the capillary loops are
immature, with a less defined network. Capillary loops are not detectable (outside the nail
beds, palms, or soles) until 2 weeks post-partum (and even then, are not distinguishable in all
sites until 14 weeks postnatal age or more) [9]. Development and refinement of the vascular
network continues until the formation of a more “adult-type” network at approximately 4
months postnatal age. Despite this structural immaturity, the cutaneous microvasculature of
both term and preterm infants is capable of responding to external stimuli, such as occlusion
or local heating, from shortly after birth [4, 10].

2.1. Preterm infants

Circulatory transition is a period of marked circulatory vulnerability, especially in preterm
infants. The preterm heart is structurally and functionally immature and is not capable of
adapting to relatively small changes in preload and afterload in order to function effectively
and deliver oxygen and nutrients to tissues. Animal studies in neonatal pigs have demon-
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strated that the preterm heart requires significantly higher levels of preload than term hearts
in order to function effectively [11, 12]. Thus, abnormal regulation of vascular resistance, with
net effects on preload and/or afterload, may play a major role in the development of cardio‐
vascular compromise in preterm infants [4, 13, 14].

The peripheral microcirculation undergoes rapid and considerable change during the initial
extrauterine period [15, 16]. Studies examining microvascular behaviour in the first 3 days of
life have reported that peripheral microvascular blood flow is significantly higher in very
preterm infants (≤28 weeks gestational age [GA]) as compared to infants born moderately
preterm (29–36 weeks GA) [4] or at full term [17]. This increased peripheral blood flow is
associated with low blood pressure, physiological instability, and adverse outcome in the initial
extrauterine period [4, 18]. Very preterm male infants, those at the greatest risk for poor short‐
and long‐term outcomes [19], have greater baseline microvascular blood flow than female
infants of the same gestational age at 24 h age [20], suggesting sex‐specific differences in the
neonatal ability to control vascular tone.

These studies demonstrate a strong relationship between microvascular flow and mean arterial
pressure. Taken together, they suggest that a large proportion of the blood volume is being
taken up by the capacitance vessels and the microcirculation in (male) preterm newborns,
leading to “functional hypovolaemia” and decreased preload. This may explain why males
are more at risk of complications in the first 24–48 h of life [19, 21].

3. Control of microvascular tone in the newborn

During rapid postnatal growth, autoregulatory mechanisms play a major role in maintaining
adequate perfusion of developing tissues. Neural and myogenic control of skin blood flow
must be rapidly established following birth to allow an effective thermoregulation in the
newborn and to ensure that metabolic demands of tissues are met [22]. It is well established
that the autonomic nervous system, particularly peripheral sympathetic nervous system
activity, plays a central role in the regulation of vascular tone in the transitional circulation of
term neonates [23]. The myogenic response contributes to autoregulation of tissue blood flow
and is not dependent upon neural innervation or the endothelium in the adult vasculature.
However, the myogenic response of juvenile arterioles isolated from Wistar rats is significantly
reduced following endothelial removal, suggesting that in juvenile arterioles endothelium‐
derived factors normally augment myogenic activity over a wide range of pressures [24]. Thus,
the endothelium may be more important in the regulation of vascular tone in the transitional
circulation compared to the more mature individual. This is likely to be even more important
in the preterm infant, where the balance of parasympathetic (vagal) tone to sympathetic drive
is relatively increased compared to term infants [25].

Endothelial cells coordinate the release of vasoactive substances which act directly upon
vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) and thus elicit constriction or dilation of the blood
vessel [26]. How various vascular mediators may interact in the initial extrauterine period is
unknown at present, but elucidation of this interplay and the underlying mechanisms may
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help to understand microvascular dysfunction and cardiorespiratory instability in the early
neonatal period.

3.1. Vasoconstriction

Peripheral vascular resistance is known to correlate with the degree of sympathoadrenal
activation at birth [27]. This is due to the fact that autonomic nervous system activity is an
essential component of circulatory transition and adaptation to extrauterine life. The periph‐
eral sympathetic nervous system plays a central role in regulation of vascular tone during this
period largely via the action of norepinephrine, the main sympathetic neurotransmitter
regulating the cardiovascular system in the neonate and eliciting vasoconstriction [28]. Its
metabolite, normetanephrine, is excreted in the urine and has been used as a measure of total
body sympathoadrenal activity [29] with levels shown to be higher in female than male
newborns [23]. In that study, normetanephrine was inversely related to both baseline micro‐
vascular blood flow and physiological instability immediately following birth in preterm
neonates.

Endothelin (ET)‐1 is a primary vasoconstrictor in the pulmonary vasculature of the foetus and
neonate. ET‐1 is produced by endothelial cells in response to a number of stimuli, including
shear stress, hypoxia and ischemia [30]. ET‐1 binds to one of the three receptors: ETA, ETB1 or
ETB2 receptors, located in the underlying VSMCs. Studies in neonatal pigs suggest that all three
ET receptor subtypes are highly expressed following birth, and play distinct roles in the
newborn: in line with previous studies, ETA andETB2 receptors appear to be responsible for the
vasoconstrictive action of ET‐1, whereas binding of ET‐1 to ETB1 receptors elicits vasodilatation.
Importantly, these receptors follow a distinct expression profile: the pro‐constrictive ETA and
ETB2 receptors are more abundant in proximal vessels [31], for example, in the pulmonary
arteries and veins, respectively [32]; whereas ETB1 receptors are more abundant in the distal
vasculature, with relatively low expression in arteries [31, 32]. Evidence from newborn piglets
suggests that receptor‐affinity for ET‐1 is higher in veins than arteries, suggesting that in the
immediate postnatal period at least, the majority of the ET‐1 vasoconstrictive effect is mediated
through ETB2 receptors [32].

ET‐1 can also elicit vasodilatation through endothelium‐derived nitric oxide (NO) and
prostacyclin, by binding to endothelial ETB1 receptors. Endothelial ETB receptors are expressed
more highly in the distal than the proximal vessels [31, 33]. In the pulmonary vasculature,
ETA‐mediated contraction decreases and ETB1‐mediated NO‐dependent relaxation increases
with advancing postnatal age [34], suggesting a switch from a constricted to dilated state,
which follows the known decrease in pulmonary vascular resistance following birth, allowing
for blood oxygenation [35]. In line with this, plasma ET‐1 levels peak immediately after birth
and then gradually decrease, with concentrations in healthy term newborns more than
threefold greater than at 5 or 30 days postnatal age [36–38]. In a recent study of preterm
newborns [23], a significant increase of ET‐1 after birth was observed in very preterm neonates,
but not in more mature neonates. Interestingly, umbilical arterial ET‐1 was significantly higher
in female preterm neonates, which is of interest given the well characterised sexual dimor‐
phism in the development of respiratory distress [39]. Plasma ET‐1, however, did not correlate
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vasculature, with relatively low expression in arteries [31, 32]. Evidence from newborn piglets
suggests that receptor‐affinity for ET‐1 is higher in veins than arteries, suggesting that in the
immediate postnatal period at least, the majority of the ET‐1 vasoconstrictive effect is mediated
through ETB2 receptors [32].

ET‐1 can also elicit vasodilatation through endothelium‐derived nitric oxide (NO) and
prostacyclin, by binding to endothelial ETB1 receptors. Endothelial ETB receptors are expressed
more highly in the distal than the proximal vessels [31, 33]. In the pulmonary vasculature,
ETA‐mediated contraction decreases and ETB1‐mediated NO‐dependent relaxation increases
with advancing postnatal age [34], suggesting a switch from a constricted to dilated state,
which follows the known decrease in pulmonary vascular resistance following birth, allowing
for blood oxygenation [35]. In line with this, plasma ET‐1 levels peak immediately after birth
and then gradually decrease, with concentrations in healthy term newborns more than
threefold greater than at 5 or 30 days postnatal age [36–38]. In a recent study of preterm
newborns [23], a significant increase of ET‐1 after birth was observed in very preterm neonates,
but not in more mature neonates. Interestingly, umbilical arterial ET‐1 was significantly higher
in female preterm neonates, which is of interest given the well characterised sexual dimor‐
phism in the development of respiratory distress [39]. Plasma ET‐1, however, did not correlate
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with peripheral microvascular blood flow or illness severity, suggesting that while ET‐1 may
play a significant role in the regulation of pulmonary vascular tone, it does not appear to exert
a dominant effect over systemic or peripheral microvascular tone [23].

Isoprostanes (prostaglandin‐like bioactive molecules generated by free radicals and reactive
oxygen species) are also vasoconstrictive in a number of vascular beds in the foetus and
neonate. Under normal conditions in the adult, isoprostanes are present at nanomolar
concentrations. In the newborn, however, levels are significantly higher due to the oxidative
stress of the adaptation to a rapid increase in blood oxygen tension that occurs during the
transition from fetal to neonatal life. The isoprostanes elicit vasoconstriction through a number
of pathways, including activation of prostanoid and thromboxane receptors, and tyrosine
kinase and Rho kinase pathways [40, 41]. As preterm infants are more susceptible to oxidative
stress, they have greater isoprostane concentrations, with an inverse correlation between
isoprostane levels and gestational age being observed [42]. At term, umbilical cord arterial
isoprostane concentrations are higher in male neonates compared to females of the same age
[43], which is consistent with the known vulnerability of males to oxidative stress compared
to females [44]. Whether this relationship exists at earlier gestational ages is unclear, however,
it seems unlikely that this is a major contributor to peripheral vascular tone regulation in the
preterm neonate, as it is well documented that these neonates have a loss of peripheral vascular
tone (vasodilatation) [20]. Isoprostanes, along with prostaglandins, play a major role in the
closure of the ductus arteriosus after birth, suggesting these molecules may play a more
significant role in central, rather than microvascular, vasoactive effects during circulatory
transition [41].

Overall, the balance of vasoconstrictors to vasodilators in the immediate postnatal period
appears to be relatively increased in females and more mature infants and is associated more
with the control of central than peripheral vascular tone.

3.2. Vasodilatation

Whilst the above suggests that microvascular dysregulation in the preterm newborn may be
associated with impaired vasoconstriction, there is also a potential role for abnormal peripheral
vasodilatation leading to the development of cardiovascular compromise and poor outcome
[45]. Changes in enzyme expression, receptor density, ion channel activity and intracellular
signalling pathways are all likely responsible for the changes in vascular tone regulation
observed during circulatory transition. Studies have shown, for example, that the mechanisms
mediating endothelium‐dependent vasodilatation in the femoral artery of piglets undergo a
maturational change during the first weeks of life [46].

Additionally, there are considerable variations in the contribution of vasoactive substances to
endothelium‐dependent relaxations in different tissues—it appears that nitric oxide (NO) is
the principal vasodilator in conduit arteries, whereas other mediators, such as endothelial‐
derived hyperpolarising factors (EDHF), make a significant contribution at the level of the
resistance arteries [47, 48]. Despite this clear role for other mediators, NO is the most exten‐
sively studied vasodilator in the preterm newborn [49–53], partly due to its therapeutic use for
the treatment of persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn.
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Vasodilatation of cerebral arterioles in the newborn pig is largely mediated by endothelial
prostanoids, with endothelial NO assuming a progressively greater role in vascular tone
regulation during subsequent postnatal maturation. Underlying this difference is a twofold to
threefold increase in both the expression and activity of endothelial nitric oxide synthase
(eNOS) between birth and 3–4 months postnatal age in cerebral microvessels [54–57]. In the
cerebral arteries of newborn sheep, NO plays a major role in endothelium‐dependent dilatation
during the first week of life [58, 59]. Interestingly, it has also been shown that in newborn lambs,
the contribution of NO to peripheral vascular tone is relatively low compared to its contribu‐
tion in the cerebral circulation [60]. This suggests a role for the involvement of other factors
regulating systemic vasodilatation, either independently or in concert with NO, during
circulatory transition; and that considerable interspecies and regional differences in vasodila‐
tor mechanisms exist. Human studies of the perinatal cerebral microvasculature rely on non‐
invasive measures such as near infrared spectroscopy or minimally invasive techniques such
as xenon cerebral blood flow assessment. Neither has been assessed in this age group in relation
to the mediators and their interactions described earlier.

3.2.1. Gasotransmitters

As the gasotransmitters, NO, carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen sulphide (H2S) appear to
be crucial to the dilatory component in the newborn circulation these will each be dealt with
in the following sections.

3.2.1.1. Nitric oxide

NO is known to play a central role in maintaining vascular homeostasis in the transitional
circulation [61]. Hypoxic events occurring at birth are known to upregulate eNOS expression
leading to increased NO production, eliciting vasodilatation in the systemic microvasculature
of the newborn [62, 63]. It has been hypothesised that the overproduction of NO in the perinatal
period may lead to poor control of blood flow throughout the peripheral microcirculation of
preterm infants, increasing their risk of circulatory compromise [64]. Blood pressure in the
preterm neonate is inversely correlated to cGMP levels [61]. A role may exist for NO, it’s
substrates or second messengers as potential regulators of peripheral blood flow in the preterm
infant [61, 65].

Our group, however, has previously shown that changes in human skin microvascular blood
flow in the first 3 days of life are not associated with changes in systemic NO production [45].
Additionally, it has been hypothesised that the rate of NO production by eNOS in the endo‐
thelium of peripheral microvessels is lower than would be required to activate the downstream
sGC pathway in VSMCs responsible for the excessive vasodilatation seen in premature
neonates [66, 67]. This has led to the speculation that other mechanisms may be involved in
both the production of NO in the microvasculature and its vasoactive effects on VSMCs during
the transition from fetal to neonatal circulatory systems, with NO contributing primarily to
the maintenance of baseline tone throughout this period, rather than the pathophysiological
variations that are seen in microvascular tone.
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3.2.1.2. Carbon monoxide

Carbon monoxide (CO) is produced endogenously in endothelial cells and VSMCs as a result
of catabolism of heme by the enzyme heme oxygenase (HO) [68]. Two functional HO isoforms
have been identified in humans and other species—HO‐1, the inducible isoform which is
upregulated by various stress stimuli (oxidative stress, cytokines, endotoxin and hypoxia) [69]
and plays an important role in cellular defence, and HO‐2, the constitutive isoform. Vasodila‐
tation by CO is thought to be through similar pathways to NO, with CO inducing VSMC
relaxation by the activation of cGMP‐dependent pathways [70]; however, evidence of cGMP‐
independent pathways also exists—with several papers now suggesting that CO‐induced
vasodilatation is also mediated by large conductance calcium‐activated potassium channel
(BKCa) activation leading to VSMC hyperpolarisation [71, 72].

HO‐1 plays an important role as an antioxidant, anti‐inflammatory and anti‐apoptotic
mediator in prenatal and postnatal development and in the transitional circulation of neo‐
nates [69, 71]. HO‐2 expression in the cerebral vasculature is developmentally regulated, with
significant increases in expression observed with advancing gestational age [73, 74]. HO‐2 is
highly expressed in cerebral blood vessels in the newborn piglet and in these studies CO was
shown to be a potent vasodilator in this microcirculatory bed [71].

CO is thought to play a role in maintaining vascular homeostasis in the fetal circulation, and
endogenously produced CO is known to play a role in maintaining the patency of the ductus
arteriosus (DA) in utero [75]. We have previously shown that CO is relatively increased in
males and younger infants, that is, those who exhibit increased vasodilatation and adverse
clinical outcomes [45]. However, the CO findings only explain a proportion of the difference
present in early vasodilatation events (r=0.495 at 24 h postnatal age), with differences in NO
levels apparently occurring beyond the crucial early period, suggesting at least one other
vasodilator is involved.

3.2.1.3. Hydrogen sulphide

In adults, interest is increasing in the role of a third gasotransmitter, H2S, as a vascular mediator
important in regulation of microvascular tone. H2S is produced endogenously in the vascula‐
ture in amounts capable of causing vasodilatation and thus may play a role in the regulation
of vessel dilatation and control of blood pressure [76–78]. The majority of endogenous H2S
synthesis occurs by two pyridoxal‐5′‐phosphate (PLP)‐dependent enzymes in the transsul‐
phuration pathway: cystathionine‐β‐synthase (CBS) and cystathionine‐γ‐lyase (CSE). The
substrates for these enzymes include the amino acids cysteine, homocysteine and cystathio‐
nine [79]. A third non‐PLP‐dependent enzyme 3‐mercaptopyruvate sulphurtransferase (MST)
also contributes to H2S production by the metabolism of mercaptopyruvate.

In contrast to NO and CO, H2S is proposed to exert the majority of its vasodilatory effects
through the activation and opening of transmembrane ATP‐sensitive potassium channels
(KATP) in VSMCs [80]. In VSMCs, opening of KATP channels leads to hyperpolarisation of the
cell membrane, inactivating voltage‐dependent calcium channels and resulting in VSMC
relaxation [81]. Thus, H2S has been implicated as a crucial physiological mediator of vascular
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tone that represents an alternative pathway of vascular tone control to NO and CO. Like all
the gasotransmitters, H2S is lipophilic, ensuring rapid diffusion of the gas throughout the
endothelium and VSMCs, despite its intrinsic reactivity with a diverse range of substrates [82,
83]. This diffuse production across the vessel wall and its mechanism of action qualify H2S as
an EDHF [84].

The H2S producing enzyme CBS is expressed in multiple tissues during development. In the
adult, many of these tissues, including the heart and lungs, do not express CBS [85]. In
comparison, many studies have suggested that CSE is not expressed during early mammalian
development—in human liver, CSE activity is not detectable in fetal liver or in premature or
full‐term neonatal liver samples and is not detected until several days postnatal age, with levels
comparable to that in the adult reached by 3 months postnatal age [86, 87]. Recent studies,
however, suggest that this developmental expression pattern may not be consistent across
different tissues and vascular networks. Baragatti et al. [82] have recently demonstrated gene
expression of CSE, CBS and MST in the ductus arteriosus in fetal mice (MST expression was
very low compared with CSE and CBS). The expression of CSE and CBS was localised to the
ductus with a specific distribution: CSE staining was more intense in the endothelial layer (45%
higher than in the smooth muscle layer). Conversely, CBS staining was 15% higher in the
smooth muscle layer compared to the endothelium. This supports an endothelial, CSE‐derived
source of H2S in the mammalian foetus. Leffler et al. [88] showed that H2S may also be important
in the transitional cerebral circulation of newborn piglets with endogenous H2S produced by
CSE, but not CBS, in concentrations capable of eliciting pial arteriolar dilatation.

Until recently, very little was known about the role of H2S in the transitional circulation of the
neonate. The above studies demonstrated at least some activity of both CBS and CSE in the
transitional circulation of the preterm newborn [89]. CBS expression, and to a lesser extent CSE,
is crucial for the survival of newborn animals: CBS‐deficient mice (Cbs–/– knockout) display
endothelial dysfunction, severe growth retardation and profound lethality at weaning age, as
well as the features of homocysteinemia seen in human CBS‐deficient patients [90, 91]. CSE
may be important in protecting against oxidative stress in the preterm newborn; Cth–/– mice
display greater sensitivity to oxidative stress, despite normal serum biochemistry (for example,
levels of bilirubin and glutathione) and the absence of histological abnormalities [90, 92].

Studies have now shown evidence of a role for H2S in physiological microvascular tone
regulation during circulatory transition in human infants, with higher production potentially
associated with dysregulation in the human preterm male neonate [93, 94]. In preterm neonates
(29–36 weeks completed gestation), total body turnover of H2S (measured as urinary thiosul‐
phate) positively correlates with peripheral microvascular blood flow and negatively corre‐
lates with blood pressure, supporting both a role for H2S in microvascular tone regulation [93].
This increased total body turnover of H2S was shown to be related independently to all the
major risk factors for poor outcome: gestational age, postnatal age and male sex. In these
studies, thiosulphate differences were not present in the first few hours immediately after birth,
which suggests that very preterm neonates are not born with inherently higher levels of H2S
production, but that this increases significantly following birth [93]. Potential triggers for this
could include oxidative stress [95] or inflammation [96], both of which are increased in preterm
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neonates [97]. The positive relationship of H2S turnover with microvascular blood flow, and
the inverse relationship with blood pressure in more mature neonates, suggests a physiological
role of H2S in this age group, perhaps as a counter to the increased vasoconstrictors (see above)
[98], or as a reflection of an organ specific vascular dilatation, such as in the pulmonary
circulation [99, 100].

The contribution of H2S to vasodilatation via different pathways to those of NO and CO, or
interactions with these mediators, may represent a crucial role for this gasotransmitter in
regulation, or dysregulation of microvascular tone in the neonatal microvasculature.

4. Interactions of the gasotransmitters in the neonate

It is becoming increasingly evident that the complexity of hemodynamic microvascular control
is not through the activity of single factors working in isolation, but by the interaction of all
these elements [101, 102]. This includes interactions between the three gasotransmitters in the
neonatal microcirculation (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Structural equation modelling of gasotransmitter and microvascular flow interactions in the preterm new‐
borns (males and females combined). NO promotes H2S production (Interaction 4; overall p = 0.002; males p = 0.06,
females p < 0.0001), whilst CO inhibits H2S only in female infants (Interaction 2; overall p = 0.18, males p = 0.84, females
p < 0.0001). The net result is a mild increase in the effect of all vasodilators acting on the microvasculature in males
(Interaction 5, p = 0.006) compared to the effect of H2S in isolation (model not shown). In females the model predicted a
lower contribution of H2S on microvascular blood flow when CO and NO were included in the model compared to its
effect in isolation. The model predicted covariance in the levels of NO and CO (Interaction 1) but CO had no direct
effect on microvascular blood flow (Interaction 3). Inclusion of this pathway, however, improved goodness of fit, most
markedly in females (with CO effect χ2 = 0.03, without χ2 = 0.29). The inclusion of a direct effect of CO on flow addi‐
tionally increased the predicted blood flow effect of H2S in the overall model in both sexes, suggesting a synergistic or
permissive action between these molecules. Adapted from Dyson et al. [94].

Knecht et al. [103] found in neonatal pig pial arterioles that CO responses are biphasic:
dilatation occurred in response to an acute elevation, such as that produced by inducible HO
activity following birth [104], while prolonged or sustained CO exposure caused constriction
via NOS inhibition. They speculated that such interaction between CO/HO and NO/NOS could
form a negative feedback system for the regulation of cerebrovascular tone. Importantly, the
balance of NO and CO systems is different in neonatal and adult cerebrovascular circulations
[103]. The role of NO in cerebrovascular control is less in newborn piglets compared to juvenile
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pigs, consistent with findings in human newborns [45, 55, 57, 61]. In contrast, the pial arteriolar
response to CO is greater in newborn piglets compared to older pigs or adult rats. Additionally,
they showed that whilst CO‐induced dilation in older pigs and rats occurred independently
of co‐factors, NO and prostacyclin were required for CO‐mediated vasodilatation to occur in
the newborn [71].

In the mature circulation endogenous production of H2S appears to be enhanced by NO. H2S
is also known to promote endothelial cell NO release, leading to a threefold increase in
vasorelaxation [105, 106]. In adult rats with pulmonary hypertension, the administration of L‐
arginine (the pre‐cursor for NO) increases CSE expression in pulmonary artery VSMCs and
also plasma H2S concentrations [107]. It is unclear whether L‐arginine itself or its metabolites
induce this upregulation but evidence that NO upregulates CSE expression and H2S synthesis
in VSMCs exists [105]. H2S can also induce an upregulation of HMOX1—the gene coding for
HO‐1. By upregulating HO‐1 expression, H2S can thus increase CO production eliciting further
vasodilatation. Conversely, administration of an inhibitor of CSE leads to a decrease in CO
synthesis [108, 109].

In preterm newborns, a significant positive relationship exists between NO and H2S [94].
Previous studies have reported that NO inhibits H2S production via CBS [110, 111] but induces
CSE H2S production [105]. This may suggest that in the human preterm newborn, CSE
expression is significantly modulated by NO. Evidence from animal models of prematurity
suggest that increases in H2S associated with microvascular dysregulation are driven by CSE‐
dependent mechanisms: in preterm animals, H2S increases during fetal‐to‐neonatal transition,
with significantly higher levels of H2S produced by tissues collected at 24h postnatal age
compared to fetal tissues. Additionally, CSE contribution to total H2S increases postnatally.
H2S produced by the vasculature (both total H2S and CSE‐derived H2S) correlates with
microvascular blood flow at 24h postnatal age [112]. This suggests that CSE‐dependent
mechanisms drive the observed increase of H2S production, and potentially the increased
microvascular blood flow and decreased blood pressure, over the first 3 days of life in preterm
human neonates [93]. In modelling known interactions of the gasotransmitters in human
preterm neonates, a lower contribution of H2S to microvascular tone regulation in females was
predicted when the other gasotransmitters were added into the model [94]. This suggests that
the effects of either NO or CO, singly or in combination, negate the effect of H2S in these female
infants to such a degree that there is no net effect on vascular tone. This may be primarily due
to CO, which is inversely correlated with H2S and may reflect an inhibitory action of CO on
H2S [94], in line with published reports [113–115]. Thus in the preterm neonate, because of
these dimorphic responses, comparable levels of CO could be associated with microvascular
dysregulation and cardiovascular compromise in males but help protect against inappropriate
vasodilation in females [45].

4.1. Proposed mechanism of gasotransmitter-regulated microvascular vasodilatation in the
newborn

We propose a model of gasotransmitter‐dependent vasodilation in the preterm newborn,
including a role for oxidative stress in driving dysregulation. It is now evident that all three
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gasotransmitters may protect against oxidative damage, but may also be cytotoxic via their
inhibition of cellular respiration (through inhibition of mitochondrial respiratory chain
cytochrome‐C‐oxidase) and through their marked pro‐inflammatory effects [116]. As in the
studies performed by Knecht et al., an acute increase in CO, driven in part by the HO‐1 response
to birth and exposure to high‐concentration oxygen during resuscitation [117], drives CO‐
mediated vasodilatation in the male preterm newborn. Due to lowered antioxidant defences,
HO‐1 upregulation persists, and the prolonged CO production inhibits NO [103]. This would
account for the transient nature of both the CO rise and increased microvascular blood flow
observed in the preterm newborn around 24 h postnatal age, which has been shown to not be
associated with NO [45]. Additionally, the transsulphuration pathway is upregulated by
oxidative stress to produce the antioxidant glutathione. H2S production is increased by this
response, driving aberrant vasodilatation and contributing to hypotension and cardiovascular
compromise in the preterm newborn.

We propose varying roles for the three gasotransmitters, allowing for regional and temporal
control of blood flow:

• Taking into account gasotransmitter level time course and actions, we propose that NO
during circulatory transition is responsible for the maintenance of basal vascular tone—as
it is in adults [118, 119]. Levels are relatively stable in the first few days of life, with increases
occurring outside the crucial early period of the first 24–48 h following birth [45]. NO in the
transitional neonate is not, however, correlated with aberrant peripheral microvascular flow.

• CO has been shown to be a crucial regulator of vascular tone in the cerebral circulation
during circulatory transition [71, 120]. It may also explain a proportion of the variance
observed in early peripheral vasodilator events [45, 94], both directly and via the sexually
dimorphic effects on other vasodilator pathways. The cerebral circulation effects of a CO
increase, such as that observed by Stark et al [45], could contribute to the greater incidence
of cerebral injury in preterm males.

• Based on our more recent studies, including metabolite measurement, production enzyme
assays and interaction modelling, we suggest that H2S is a key player in the systemic
microvasculature in the sick or preterm newborn. Further we propose that H2S is produced
by the peripheral vasculature, particularly via endothelial CSE, and that this closely
regulates microvascular tone during this critical period [112].

5. Summary

The microcirculation is structurally and functionally different in the neonate. The ability of the
newborn to appropriately distribute blood flow to key vascular beds and to maintain adequate
cardiac output is strongly linked to their survival. As cardiac function in the neonate is strongly
influenced by both preload and afterload, sex differences in peripheral vascular function in
preterm neonates may lead to differences in cardiac function, contributing to physiological
instability and thus poor outcomes. In support of this, sexual dimorphism in the functional
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integrity of the microvasculature, including appropriate control of vasodilatation, is observed
in very preterm neonates and is linked to outcome. Gestational age, postnatal age and sex all
exert significant effects on peripheral microvascular function, dysregulation of which is
associated with clinical illness severity in the neonate; however, the mechanisms by which
these factors exert their effects are largely unknown. The gasotransmitters NO, CO and H2S
represent novel mediators which may play a significant role in the regulation of microvascular
tone in the newborn: both through their individual roles but also through their potential
interactions. The studies outlined above suggest that the gasotransmitters and their interac‐
tions could influence the adverse cardiovascular outcomes seen in this population.

6. Conclusions

Cardiovascular compromise is associated with poor outcome in the preterm neonate, with
gestational age and male sex as independent risk factors for the development of hypotension
and cardiovascular compromise, amongst several other morbidities. A growing body of work
has highlighted the importance of the microvasculature in the development of cardiovascular
compromise in the preterm newborn, and thus the importance of understanding the contri‐
bution of inappropriate peripheral vasodilatation to hypotension, cardiovascular compromise
and poor neonatal outcomes.

Potential therapies aimed at either preventing or ameliorating cardiovascular compromise in
the preterm neonate must consider the role of microvascular dysfunction, driven by an
imbalance in vascular tone mediators, including the gasotransmitters, NO, CO and H2S.
Understanding the aetiology of cardiovascular compromise is crucial for the development of
better strategies for monitoring, prevention and treatment of these at risk infants.
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Abstract

Arachidonic  acid  (AA)  metabolites  have  an  important  role  in  mediating  vascular
reactivity to various stimuli, affecting tissue perfusion and tissue supply. In addition,
they exert proinflammatory or anti-inflammatory effects on vessels. AA is metabolized
by cyclooxygenases (COX) 1 and 2 to prostaglandins (PGs) and thromboxane (TX), by
lipooxygenase  to  leukotrienes;  by  cytochrome  P450  (CYP450)-hydroxylase  to  20-
hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid (20-HETE) and by CYP450-epoxygenase to epoxyeicosa-
trienoic acids (EETs). Increased vascular oxidative stress may induce non-enzymatic
production of isoprostanes from AA, which, together with vasoconstrictor metabolites
of AA underlie endothelial damage and impaired vascular function. The balance among
vasodilator and vasoconstrictor metabolites of AA may be disturbed in cardiometabolic
diseases.  (e.g.  hypertension,obesity,diabetes)  Dietary  habits  significantly  affect  the
metabolism  of  AA,  particularly  excessive  kitchen  salt  (NaCl)  intake.  Control  of
environmental risks factors, good maintenance of the occurring diseases and balanced
nutrition with restricted salt intake can significantly improve the metabolism of AA and
alleviate microvascular dysfunction and subsequent organ damage. Current research
on pharmacological manipulation of certain components of the AA pathways (such as
20-HETE  production  inhibition  or  prolongation  of  the  life  of  epoxyeicoatrienoic
acids(EETs) by inhibitors of soluble epoxide hydrolaze (sEH)promises effective therapy
of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases in the future.

Keywords: microcirculation, endothelium, arachidonic acid metabolites, 20-HETE,
EETs
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1. Arachidonic acid metabolites and their receptors

The polyunsaturated omega‐6 fatty acid 20:4(ω‐6), arachidonic acid (AA), is a major component
of cell membranes which is released from the cell membrane phospholipids primarily by
phospholipase A2 (PLA2). Phospholipases can be activated by stimulation of vascular endothelial
cells with various substances, such as acetylcholine (ACh) or shear stress [1]. AA can be
metabolized by series of enzymes to numerous biological active metabolites termed “eicosa‐
noids” or be transformed by reactive oxygen species (ROS) in nonenzymatic manner into
isoprostanes  [2].  The  endothelium has  a  crucial  role  in  maintenance  of  their  circulatory
homeostasis by producing and releasing different vasoactive substances, which regulate the
tone of the underlying vascular smooth muscle.

Endothelial cells metabolize AA by three enzymatic pathways: cyclooxygenase (COX),
lipoxygenase (LOX), or cytochrome P450 (CYP450) pathway, presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Metabolism of arachidonic acid. COX, cyclooxygenase; CYP 450, cytochrome P450; EETs, epoxyeicosatrienoic
acid; LOX, lipoxygenase; PGs, prostaglandins; ROS, reactive oxygen species; TXA2, thromboxane A2; 20‐HETE, 20‐hy‐
droxyeicosatetraenoic acid.

2. COX pathway

The released AA can be metabolized by COXs into prostanoids, which comprise prostaglan‐
dins (PGs) and thromboxanes (TXs). COXs convert AA into endoperoxides (PGH2), the
intermediate of the prostanoid biosynthesis, which can either act as an endothelium‐derived
contracting factor (EDCF) per se, or be further transformed into prostaglandin PGI2 (prosta‐
cyclin) by prostacyclin synthase, or TXA2 by thromboxane synthase. It could also be trans‐
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formed to various other prostaglandins, including PGD2, PGE2, and PGF2α [3]. There are two
isoforms of COXs, COX‐1 and COX‐2, both expressed in physiological and pathological
conditions, but their roles, levels of activation, and affinity to AA could be different [2, 4]. In
most tissues, COX‐1 is constitutively expressed and generates dilator prostaglandins, whereas
COX‐2 is believed to be primarily an inducible enzyme, activated by pro‐inflammatory
conditions [2–5]. Oxidative stress can also serve as an initiator of increased COX‐2 activity [6].

Numerous studies emphasize the importance of COX‐derived metabolites in vascular
reactivity regulation: PGs and TXA2 have a key role in vascular tone expression in both
physiological and pathophysiological conditions [2, 7, 8]. The endothelium is the primary
source of increased COX activity since endothelial cells contain up to 20 times more COX than
vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) [9].

3. Prostaglandins and their receptors

Prostanoid receptors, based on their action and signal transduction, can be grouped into three
categories: the contractile receptors, the dilatory receptors, and the inhibitory receptors.
Prostaglandins and their receptors are presented in Table 1 [10–13]. The contractile receptors
(thromboxane‐prostanoid, TP; prostaglandin F, FP; and prostaglandin E1, EP1 receptors)
mediate Ca2+ mobilization and induce smooth muscle contraction. The relaxant receptors
(prostacyclin receptor, IP; prostaglandin D2, DP; prostaglandin E2, EP2; and prostaglandin E4,
EP4) mediate increases in cAMP and induce smooth muscle relaxation. The EP3 receptor is an
inhibitory receptor that mediates decreases in cAMP and inhibits smooth muscle relaxation
[14]. Vasodilatory PGs, including PGI2, PGE2, and PGD2 have an important role in regulating
renal function; they increase renal blood flow and glomerular filtration rate. PGE2 is a key
regulator of sodium reabsorption in the distal tubules [15]. Therefore, these COX‐mediated
factors are crucial in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular and kidney diseases.

Prostaglandin I2 (PGI2) binds to the prostacyclin receptors (IP) that are located on platelets and
vascular smooth muscle cells and mediate inhibition of platelet aggregation and smooth
muscle cells relaxation, thus reducing the risk of thrombosis [2, 16, 17]. PGI2 may represent a
compensatory mechanism of vasodilation when the production of nitric oxide (NO) is
reduced [18].

The expression of IP receptors was observed by in situ hybridization in various mouse organs
showing expression in brain (indicating that IP may be involved in the mediation of pain), in
megakaryocytes and the smooth muscles of arteries (consistent with the action of PGI2 in the
cardiovascular system), in afferent arterioles of the glomerulus (indicating its role in regulation
of the glomerular filtration rate), and in the thymus and spleen (expressed in mature thymo‐
cytes and splenic lymphocytes) [19]. Interaction of PGI2 with IP receptor plays a central
nociceptive role in inflammation. Mice lacking the IP receptor display altered pain perception
as well as inflammatory response [20].
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AA

metabolite 

Receptor  Location  Function in health and in the disease

TxA2 TP‐G protein

coupled

receptor

TPα Lung, spleen, uterus,

placenta, aorta, heart,

intestine, liver, eye,

thymus,

kidney, spinal cord,

brain

Thrombosis/hemostasis, modulation of the

immune response—acute myocardial

infarction, inflammatory lung disease,

hypertension, nephrotic disease

TPβ Human endothelium

PGD2 DP1 Blood platelets,

VSMC and nervous

tissue, including the

central nervous

system,

gastrointestinal SM,

uterine SM

Inhibition of platelet aggregation, SM

relaxation, possibly inhibition of autonomic

neurotransmitter release
DP2

PGE2 EP1 Human

myometrium, kidney,

lung

Contraction and relaxation of SM, inhibition

and enhancement of neurotransmitter

release, inhibition of lipolysis, gastric acid

secretion, inflammatory mediator release, Ig

expression, immunoregulation, inhibition,

and enhancement of nonacid (water)

secretion—inflammation, allergy, parturition,

and tumorigenesis (colon cancer), endometriosis

EP2 SM, ileum, thymus,

lung, spleen, heart,

and uterus

EP3 SM of

gastrointestinal,

uterine, and vascular

origin, gastric

mucosa kidney,

thymus, spleen, lung,

and brain

EP4 SM, endothelium,

endometrium

PGF2α PGF (FP)‐G

protein

coupled

receptor—the

F prostanoid

receptor

FPA Ovary, myometrium,

ocular vasculature, iris

sphincter, ocular

circular muscles

Renal distal

convoluted tubule,

cortical collecting duct,

juxtaglomerular

apparatus

Luteolysis, parturition, uterine contraction,

aqueous humor homeostasis, water, and

electrolyte reabsorption

Renin secretion, blood pressure regulation—

pregnancy‐induced hypertension, pulmonary

and myocardial fibrosis, arrhythmias, myocyte

hypertrophy, VSMC hypertrophy,

vasoconstriction, atherosclerosis

FPB
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AA

metabolite 

Receptor  Location  Function in health and in the disease

Lung and cardiac

fibroblasts;

cardiomyocyte, VSMC

PGI2 IP IP1 Blood platelets, VSMC,

sensory afferent

nerves, thymus

(medulla), spleen,

heart/aorta, lung

Local control of vascular tone, platelet

aggregation—hypertensionIP2

TXA2, thromboxane A2; TP, thromboxane receptor; PGD2, prostaglandin D2; DP, prostaglandin D2 receptor; PGE2,
prostaglandin E2; EP, prostaglandin E2 receptor; PGF2α, prostaglandin F2alpha; FP, prostaglandin F receptor; PGI2,
prostacyclin; IP, prostacyclin receptor.

Table 1. Eicosanoids and their receptors.

The distribution of EP1 receptors is restricted to kidney, lung, and stomach. In kidney, they are
mainly expressed in collecting duct and can be detected in glomerular mesangial cells,
podocytes, and proximal tubule cells. The relationship between EP receptor and blood
pressure (BP), indicated by Stock et al. [21] in EP1 null mice, results from the observed increased
concentrations of renin and aldosterone, ongoing activation of the renin‐angiotensin system
(RAS) and disrupted response to angiotensin II [22].

The EP2 receptors can be found in vascular and interstitial compartments of the kidney and
they are the least abundant among the EP receptors but effectively activate in response to
stimuli. PGE2 evokes contractile and/or relaxant responses of vascular smooth muscles in vitro.
Lack of EP2 receptor and dysfunction of PGE2 pathway may be involved in elicitation of the
salt‐sensitive hypertension in EPP/2 mice (mice lacking EP2 receptor). Their results indicate
that PGE2, produced in the body in response to a high‐salt (HS) diet, evoked considerable
hypertension. It is proposed that the absence of the EP2 receptor abolishes the ability of the
mouse vasculature to vasodilate in response to PGE2 and unmasks the contractile response via
the vasoconstrictor EP receptor(s). EP2 receptors and EP4 can also be found in endometrium.
The amount and localization of these receptors change during pregnancy, which may corre‐
spond to changes in uterine contraction during fertilization and implantation [14].

EP3 receptors are expressed in smooth muscle layer and kidney. Renal EP3 is mostly recognized
for its pressor effects and its diuretic role opposing vasopressin. It is highly expressed in the
distal nephron (mostly in the cortical and medullary collecting duct) [23].

DP is the least expressed receptor found in very low levels in small intestine and brain in
humans [24] and moderately expressed in the ileum, lung, stomach, brain, and uterus [25] in
mice. FP receptors are mainly expressed in corpus luteum and found to be variable during the
estrous cycle indicating a close relationship between FP gene expression and luteolysis.
PGF2α is a physiological inducer of luteolysis in pregnancy. Independent of estrous cycle,
expression of mouse FP mRNA was found in the kidney, heart, lung, and stomach [26, 27].
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Thromboxane A2 (TXA2) is a potent vasoconstrictor and a pro‐aggregatory substance. The
balance between PGI2 and TXA2 in the circulation is important for cardiovascular homeostasis
[17]. TXA2 binds to the thromboxane‐prostanoid (TP) receptors which are located on platelets
and their activation causes platelet aggregation, while in vascular smooth muscle cells, TXA2

causes vasoconstriction and smooth muscle cells proliferation [4, 5].TP receptors appear to be
solely responsible for endothelium‐dependent contractions. Endoperoxides (PGH2) and
higher concentrations of prostacyclin (in vascular smooth muscle lacking IP receptor sensitiv‐
ity) and isoprostanes activate this receptor with a varying range of potency. Role of TP receptors
in hypertensive process was shown by Tian et al. on renovascular hypertensive (RVH) rats.
They showed that TP receptor hyperresponsiveness to vasoconstrictors and IP receptor
insensitivity leads to endothelial dysfunction [6].

4. LOX pathway

The LOX pathways (5, 12, and 15‐LOX) of AA metabolism generates eicosanoids (hydroxyei‐
cosatetraenoic acids, HETEs: 12 (S)‐HETE, 12 (R)‐HETE, and 15 (S)‐HETE), lipoxins (LXs), and
leukotrienes (LTA4, LTB4, LTC4, LTD4, and LTE4) [28]. All of these metabolites have crucial role
in pulmonary responses to asthma, inflammation, and atherosclerosis [29–31]. 5‐LOX products
have been found to be harmful factors in pathological conditions, including cardiovascular
and renal diseases [32]. Leukotrienes produced by 12‐LOX and 15‐LOX cause dilatation, while
the 5‐LOX generated leukotrienes (LTs), the major LO metabolites associated with vasocon‐
striction, increased pro‐inflammatory cytokines production and also behave as chemotaxins
in the blood vessels by recruiting inflammatory cells. LTs are established mediators of pulmo‐
nary inflammation and in allergic and pseudoallergic reactions [33] also known as slow‐
reacting substances of anaphylaxy (SRS‐A) which can be produced in basophils and mast cells.
Research over the past two decades has established that LTs modulate inflammation in
pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) [34]. Since LOX pathway does not have much
influence on the peripheral vascular function, and pulmonary circulation and pulmonary
hypertension are not in the focus of this chapter, the further effects of LOX pathway of AA
metabolism will not be discussed here. For comprehensive reading, one may explore many
interesting papers, including [35–37].

5. CYP450 pathway

In addition to COX and LOX, CYP450 enzymes (with their numerous isoforms) represent a
crucial path in AA metabolism, catalyzing epoxidation reactions (producing EETs) and omega
(ω)‐hydroxylation reactions (producing 20‐HETE) [38]. Two distinct enzymes: CYP‐hydroxy‐
lase enzymes (CYP4A and CYP4F) generate HETEs (16‐, 17‐, 18‐, 19‐, and 20‐HETE) while CYP‐
epoxygenase enzymes generate EETs (5,6‐, 8,9‐, 11,12‐, and 14,15‐EET). The CYP epoxygenases,
members of CYP2C (predominant in mammals) and CYP2J classes of enzymatic proteins, are
primarily located in endoplasmic reticulum of endothelial cells. They convert AA to EETs by
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adding an epoxide across one of the four double bonds in AA and produce the four mentioned
EET regioisomers. CYP epoxygenases demonstrate a very high sequence homology among
different species (e.g. human CYP2C8, rat CYP2C23 and mouse CYP2c44) [39–41]. Beside
CYP2C8, human arteries and arterioles express CYP2C9, CYP2J2, and soluble epoxide
hydrolases (sEH) enzymes [42, 43]. sEH converts EETs to their corresponding diols, dihydrox‐
yeicosatrienoic acids (DHETs), which represent the main EET catabolic pathway. EETs
produced by the endothelium hyperpolarize vascular smooth muscle cells VSMCs by open‐
ing Ca2+‐activated K+ (KCa) channels leading to vasodilatation. In contrary, 20‐HETE is found
to be a vasoconstrictor that inhibits the opening of KCa.

Key vascular effects of CYP epoxygenase‐derived EETs, besides regulating vascular tone and
angiogenesis, include autocrine anti‐inflammatory actions, limitation of leukocyte adhesion
and reducing VSMCs proliferation. They have been found to exhibit protective effects in
myocardial and cerebral ischemia and in hypertension‐induced renal damage [44].

EETs are also able to modulate vascular responses to other stimuli, such as hormonal and
paracrine agents. For instance, vasopressin‐induced increase in cytosolic Ca2+ in renal mesan‐
gial cells is amplified by EETs and reduced when EETs synthesis is inhibited [45]. The responses
of afferent arterioles to angiotensin II, endothelin‐1, and noradrenaline increase when EETs
synthesis is inhibited [45]. In transgenic rats with angiotensin II‐dependent hypertension, EETs
were shown to be antihypertensive and cardioprotective [46]. Inhibition of EETs synthesis
reduces glutamate‐induced increase in cerebral blood flow response [47]. Streptozocin‐
induced diabetes in rats (a model for type 1 diabetes mellitus, DM) reduces the levels of
protective EETs, and reduced EETs levels lead to exacerbation of stroke [48]. A similar
protective role of EETs was demonstrated in diabetic nephropathy [49], atherosclerosis [50],
and cardiac ischemic reperfusion injury in diabetic rats [51]. Reduced CYP activity and EETs
production caused by high glucose (through elevated superoxide levels) in coronary endo‐
thelial cells has also been implicated in impaired endothelium‐dependent vasodilation of
coronary arterioles [52]. EETs might constitute a key link between insulin resistance and
endothelial dysfunction [53]. Upregulation of the CYP2J group of isoforms in mice (which
catalyze EETs formation) leads to attenuation of diabetic nephropathy induced by streptozo‐
cin [54].

Both EETs and HETE exert numerous biological signaling effects, including important roles in
the vasculature, vessel diameter regulation, and tissue perfusion. EETs function as endotheli‐
um‐derived hyperpolarizing factor and show mostly vasodilator properties, with their
vasodilator effects comparable to that of ACh [46], but some EET subtypes can also mediate
vasoconstriction—for example, in kidneys where they can cause constriction of the afferent
arterioles [46, 55]. 20‐HETE is a potent vasoconstrictor and plays an essential role in the
myogenic and tubuloglomerular feedback responses in the afferent arteriole, participating in
blood pressure control [56].

Many evidences suggest that alteration in EET pathway contributes to the pathophysiology of
hypertension, including BP elevation, endothelial dysfunction, and end‐organ damage [44].
Also, EETs have anti‐inflammatory and angiogenic function [32]. Imbalance of vasoactive
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eicosanoids leads to ischemia, thrombosis, coagulopathy, myocardial infarction, and stroke as
discussed further in the chapter.

6. Nonenzymatic metabolism of AA

ROS are produced in all layers of the vascular wall by all vascular cell types (endothelium,
smooth muscle, and adventitial cells) and by perivascular adipocytes. ROS generated by
endothelial cells are superoxide (O2·), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), hydroxyl radicals (HO), and
others. Potential sources of endothelial ROS generation include mitochondria, xanthine
oxidase (XO), uncoupled NO synthases (NOS), lipoxygenases, cytochrome P450 enzymes, and
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NAD(P)H) oxidases [57]. ROS are formed on
sites of inflammation and injury; at low concentrations, ROS can act as a signaling molecule
involved in the regulation of fundamental cellular activities such as cell growth and cell
adjustments and regulation of endothelial function, while at higher concentrations, ROS can
cause cell injury and death. Increased concentration of ROS is associated with changes in
endothelial signal transmission and redox‐regulated transcription factors in inflammation
which may be related to endothelial dysfunction and activation of pathological mechanisms
[58]; for example, the development of hypertension. This includes promoting the growth of
VSMCs, increased contractility and invasion of monocytes and inflammation, increased
permeability of vascular endothelium and enhanced adhesion of leukocytes [58].

ROS can induce peroxidation of AA, which gives rise to the isoprostanes. Several scavenger
systems are counteracting the ROS, including enzymes such as superoxide dismutase (SOD),
catalase (CAT) and glutathione peroxidase (GPx), and nonenzymatic antioxidants such as
vitamin E, vitamin C, β‐carotene, and heme‐binding proteins, and major of them is SOD [59].

ROS can directly act as endothelium‐derived contracting factor (EDCF) [60] or indirectly
potentiate EDCF‐mediated responses by reducing the bioavailability of NO [61] and activating
COX in the VSMCs [3]. Their overproduction leads to increased oxidative stress and develop‐
ment of endothelial dysfunction [62]. Thus, endothelial dysfunction impairs vascular function
in various diseases, cardiovascular and endocrine‐metabolic disorders. Oxidative stress is
characterized by reduced bioavailability of NO and enhanced production of ROS [63] which
can exhibit both activating and inhibitory effects on the eicosanoid metabolism, and PGI2

synthesis is more sensitive then TX and LOX pathways. In blood vessel, production of PGI2 is
selectively inhibited by ROS, whereas TXA2 synthase is unaffected [64]. ROS can modify
vascular tone directly by acting as EDCF or indirectly by reducing the bioavailability of NO
which potentiate EDCF‐mediated responses.

Urinary isoprostane levels are used as biomarkers of oxidative stress in ischemic‐reperfusion
injury, atherosclerosis, and hepatic disease. An accumulated body of evidence suggests that
there is a cross‐talk between 20‐HETE and ROS production in response to flow‐ and pressure‐
induced stimuli in human and experimental animal microcirculation [65, 66]. Novel data show
an association between increased CYP4A activity and oxidative stress in human subjects with
hypertension. Increased urinary 20‐HETE excretion correlated positively with markers of
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oxidative stress and with elevated BP [67]. Similarly, patients recovering from acute ischemic
stroke have increased plasma 20‐HETE concentrations and elevated plasma oxidative stress
markers compared to healthy controls [68].

7. Endothelial dysfunction and metabolites of arachidonic acid

Eicosanoids play an important role in maintenance of vascular reactivity under physiological
conditions, but they become deleterious to endothelial function and BP regulation in some
conditions with imbalance in the PGI2/TXA2 system, in chronic activation of CYP4A and
enhanced production of 20‐HETE or lack of EETs, as well as in high oxidative stress conditions.
At the beginning of the endothelial dysfunction development, there is a compensatory
endothelial mechanism of prostacyclin and/or endothelium‐derived hyperpolarizing factor
(EDHF), which maintains vascular function (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The role of AA metabolites’ disbalance in endothelial dysfunction. EETs, epoxyeicosatrienoic acid; PGI2,
prostacyclin; ROS, reactive oxygen species; TXA2, thromboxane A2; 20‐HETE, 20‐hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid.
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Except reduced NO bioavailability and increased ROS production, in some pathological
conditions such as hypertension, diabetes, and obesity, there is an overproduction of COX‐2‐
derived prostanoids. Endothelial dysfunction is a hallmark of most cardiovascular and
endocrine/metabolic diseases.

8. Obesity

Obesity is associated with microvascular endothelial dysfunction in experimental animal
models as well as in obese humans [69, 70]. Human studies have shown that endothelial
function of visceral adipose tissue vessels is more damaged compared to subcutaneous adipose
tissue vessels [70, 71], and that visceral microenvironment is intrinsically more toxic to the
vasculature. Also, COX‐derived vasoconstrictors partly contribute to endothelial dysfunction
[71, 72]. There is a large body of evidence that endothelial dysfunction precedes and predicts
clinical disease [73, 74], suggesting that endothelial dysfunction and impaired vascular
reactivity is an initial step in the development of cardiovascular complications caused by
obesity. Therefore, endothelial dysfunction in adipose tissue may be a strong prognostic factor
for future cardiovascular events [75].

In obesity, chronic exposure of endothelial cells to high levels of circulating fatty acids increases
the formation of ROS, which further leads to a disbalance between vasodilation and vasocon‐
striction leading to net vasoconstriction. Vascular production of PGs can be also altered in
obesity because endothelial production of the superoxide anion contributes to enhanced COX
expression [76].

Vasodilation in response to flow is reduced in visceral compared to subcutaneous arterioles,
and the COX metabolites have been shown to participate in the mechanisms of endothelium‐
dependent dilation in subcutaneous adipose tissue resistance arteries [70, 71]. Furthermore,
ROS (mainly H2O2) participate in that response, while the metabolites of the CYP450 partially
contribute to dilation of microvessels from both subcutaneous and visceral adipose tissues [70].

In pathological conditions, such as cardiovascular disease and obesity, NO bioavailability is
reduced and other endothelium‐derived dilator substances compensate for the lack of NO
release during flow or agonist activation [70, 77]. The inhibition of NOS augments the contri‐
bution of CYP450 metabolites to vasodilation [78], suggesting that EDHF may function as a
compensatory mechanism when NO synthesis is impaired in obesity. It is also possible that
CYP450 metabolites and COX enzymes are sources of ROS [79], whose production is enhanced
in obesity and cardiovascular disease [70, 77].

Taken together, data suggest that endothelium‐derived dilator substances other than NO (i.e.
H2O2 and metabolites of CYP450) may contribute to vasodilation in obesity [70]. Previous
studies in the coronary circulation have shown that the P450 component to dilation is present
during coronary disease when NO levels are reduced [80]. Therefore, it is possible that the
P450 component to dilation in adipose tissue is conserved during disease in the presence and
the absence of NO‐dependent vasodilation.
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9. Arachidonic acid metabolites and hypertension

High BP represents a major risk factor for coronary artery disease, stroke, heart failure,
peripheral vascular disease, vision loss, and chronic kidney disease [81, 82]. Reduced releasing
of NO and enhanced production of EDCF increase contraction and lead to vascular diseases
such as hypertension [83]. Chronically increased arterial BP presumably can cause premature
aging of the intima, arterial remodeling, and smooth muscle cells dysfunction. Proper func‐
tioning of the endothelium and delayed appearance of vascular complications caused by
hypertensive process can be managed by increasing the availability of NO, favoring the EDHF‐
mediated responses, and preventing the release or action of EDCFs.

Ever since the 1990s when the COX‐pathway‐independent EDHFs were discovered, substan‐
tial number of studies demonstrated CYP450 metabolites of AA to be that other source and
these newly discovered EDHFs (EETs and HETEs) were proven to have influence in patho‐
physiology of many diseases including hypertension. Production of vasoconstrictor cycloox‐
ygenase products, especially ROS, contributes to the development of endothelial dysfunction
in hypertension [84, 85]. Until today, wide array of techniques and different types of blood
vessels have been comprehensively investigated to discover EET‐mediated VSMC signaling
mechanisms. Prevailing conclusion of these studies is that EETs activate K+ channels in vascular
smooth muscle cell and in particular the large‐conductance KCa channels causing cell mem‐
brane hyperpolarization [86–88]. Another consistent finding has been increase in cAMP in
response to EETs, and this signaling pathway has been associated with vasodilation [86–88].
To achieve vasorelaxations, EETs and other EDHFs also require a guanine nucleotide binding
protein (protein G) [89, 90]. Capdevila and Falck showed in their study that the EDHF‐
mediated response (therefore EETs) becomes evident only in the state of reduced NO bioa‐
vailability meaning that physiological concentration of NO is adequate to moderate EDHF
generation and, under physiological conditions, endothelium‐dependent vasodilatation seems
to be mainly dependent on NO production [91]. EETs are also contributing to shear stress‐
dependent hyperpolarization and dilation of skeletal muscle arterioles in mice [92–94]. eNOS‐
deficient mice have had intact vasorelaxation to shear stress and a reduced vasodilation to ACh
also suggesting that EETs can possibly enlarge their contribution to attenuate vascular
resistance when NO levels are reduced demonstrating inhibitory interaction between NO and
EETs [95]. Another study on essential hypertensive patients showed also connection between
impaired NO availability and alternative mechanism of endothelium‐dependent vasodilata‐
tion, related mainly to compensatory CYP2C9‐derived EDHF [96]. Experimental findings in
humans have also determined that NO and CYP epoxygenases regulate arterial stiffness in
response to flow variations [97]. Early observation on the possible contribution of EETs to BP
control and hypertension came from studies on rats treated with an epoxygenase enzyme
inhibitor who became hypertensive when fed high salt [98–100]. Study in transgenic mice
which expressed human CYP2J2 and CYP2C8 epoxygenases in endothelium and increased
endothelial EET biosynthesis has proved that endothelial CYP epoxygenases regulate BP [101].
In fact, these mice exhibit enhanced afferent arteriolar dilation, lower BP, and attenuated
hypertension‐induced renal injury compared to wild type [101]. These findings suggest the
potential therapeutic utility of antihypertensive strategies that may increase CYP‐derived
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EETs. Recently, a protective role of CYP2J2‐derived EETs was found in heart failure [102],
suggesting that CYP2J2‐derived EETs may be a target for the development of drugs to prevent
cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyocyte apoptosis in heart failure [44]. Sinal et al. showed that
mice lacking the sEH gene (epoxide hydrolase 2, Ephx2‐/‐) have significantly higher circulating
EET levels and lower BP compared to wild‐type mice. Renal production of DHETs was
decreased and EET formation increased in the Ephx2‐/‐mice, also suggesting an important role
for epoxygenase metabolism in the regulation of BP [103]. In addition, the administration of a
sEH inhibitor (sEHI) significantly lowers BP in various rodent models of hypertension [103,
104]. The administration of a single dose of an sEHI (N,N‐dicyclohexylurea, DCU) to ANG II‐
infused rats greatly increased the level of EETs, decreased the urinary DHET excretion, and
lowered systolic BP, thus reversing the hypertensive phenotype typical of the spontaneously
hypertensive rats (SHR) [105, 106]. However, adverse events may occur in the pulmonary
vasculature. EETs, generated in VSMCs of pulmonary blood vessels, increase intracellular
Ca2+, thus inducing vasoconstriction and increasing pulmonary artery pressure [107].

10. Role of 20‐HETE in hypertension

20‐HETE is a CYP450–derived omega‐hydroxylation metabolite of arachidonic acid and plays
a complex role in blood pressure regulation. 20‐HETE biosynthesis is primarily localized to
the VSMCs [108], with the exception of endothelium in the pulmonary circulation which may
also produce 20‐HETE [109]. In physiological conditions, NO, carbon monoxide (CO) and
superoxide inhibit the formation of 20‐HETE by binding to the heme binding site of the CYP450
pathway enzymes. A role of 20‐HETE in NO homeostasis was first suggested by Frisbee et al
[110]. They showed that 20‐HETE decreases the effect of ACh‐induced relaxation in cremasteric
arterioles. Studies using endothelial cells demonstrated that 20‐HETE stimulates superoxide
production by mechanisms that include eNOS uncoupling and activation of NAD(P)H
oxidase‐dependent and ‐independent pathways [110–113]. The rate of 20‐HETE biosynthesis
is inversely proportional to the blood vessel diameter [114]. 20‐HETE is not detected in large
conduit vessels [115].Therefore, it is largely believed that 20‐HETE is an eicosanoid of the
microcirculation [116]. In the microvasculature, 20‐HETE has been shown to play a pressor
role by sensitizing VSMCs to constrictor stimuli and increasing myogenic tone and by acting
on the endothelium to further promote endothelial dysfunction and endothelial activation
[116].While the formation of 20‐HETE in VSMC is stimulated by angiotensin II and endothelin
and is inhibited by NO CO, inhibition of 20‐HETE synthesis attenuates the vascular responses
to angiotensin II, endothelin, noradrenaline, NO, and CO [115]. Other autacoids can also
stimulate 20‐HETE production, for example, serotonin (5‐hydroxytryptamine, 5‐HT], and
other growth factors [117, 118]. Liu et al. showed that inhibitors of COX‐2 increase the levels
of 20‐HETE [119]. The report by Sacerdoti et al. [120] was the first to implicate 20‐HETE in the
pathogenesis of hypertension showing that depletion of renal CYP450 normalizes BP in SHR
rats. ANG II‐mediated hypertension in rats can be decreased by 40% by inhibition of 20‐HETE
synthesis [116]. Contribution of 20‐HETE to blood pressure regulation include diet‐, age‐, and
sex‐specific alterations in the expression of CYP enzymes that produce 20‐HETE [121]. In
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arterioles. Studies using endothelial cells demonstrated that 20‐HETE stimulates superoxide
production by mechanisms that include eNOS uncoupling and activation of NAD(P)H
oxidase‐dependent and ‐independent pathways [110–113]. The rate of 20‐HETE biosynthesis
is inversely proportional to the blood vessel diameter [114]. 20‐HETE is not detected in large
conduit vessels [115].Therefore, it is largely believed that 20‐HETE is an eicosanoid of the
microcirculation [116]. In the microvasculature, 20‐HETE has been shown to play a pressor
role by sensitizing VSMCs to constrictor stimuli and increasing myogenic tone and by acting
on the endothelium to further promote endothelial dysfunction and endothelial activation
[116].While the formation of 20‐HETE in VSMC is stimulated by angiotensin II and endothelin
and is inhibited by NO CO, inhibition of 20‐HETE synthesis attenuates the vascular responses
to angiotensin II, endothelin, noradrenaline, NO, and CO [115]. Other autacoids can also
stimulate 20‐HETE production, for example, serotonin (5‐hydroxytryptamine, 5‐HT], and
other growth factors [117, 118]. Liu et al. showed that inhibitors of COX‐2 increase the levels
of 20‐HETE [119]. The report by Sacerdoti et al. [120] was the first to implicate 20‐HETE in the
pathogenesis of hypertension showing that depletion of renal CYP450 normalizes BP in SHR
rats. ANG II‐mediated hypertension in rats can be decreased by 40% by inhibition of 20‐HETE
synthesis [116]. Contribution of 20‐HETE to blood pressure regulation include diet‐, age‐, and
sex‐specific alterations in the expression of CYP enzymes that produce 20‐HETE [121]. In
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pregnancy‐induced hypertensive women, the urinary excretion of DHETs is increased
compared to healthy pregnant women, which may implicate an increased degradation of
EETs [122].

On the contrary, 20‐HETE is contributing to antihypertensive mechanisms too; it is involved
in the regulation of the pressure‐natriuretic response by inhibitory acting on sodium reab‐
sorption and promoting natriuresis in the kidney tubules [123]. HET0016, which is cytochrome
P450 ω‐hydroxylase inhibitor, attenuates cerebrovascular inflammation, attenuates oxidative
stress, and improves vasomotor function in spontaneously hypertensive rats [124].

RAS is the crucial in regulation of body fluid volume and blood pressure [125]. ANG II
increases blood pressure by (1) vasoconstriction via AT1R activation, increased sympathetic
tone, and the release of arginine‐vasopressin and (2) modulation of renal sodium and water
reabsorption by stimulating renal AT1R, the production and release of aldosterone, or the
sensation of thirst in the central nervous system [116].

ANG II stimulates 20‐HETE synthesis in renal microvessels and decreases EET levels by
downregulating epoxygenases and increasing their degradation by increasing expression and
activity of sEH [117, 126, 127]. In conditions, such as renovascular disease (RVD), there is an
increase in the expression of the renin‐angiotensin system, associated with enhanced lipid
peroxidation related to activation of the renin‐angiotensin system [125], elevated levels of ANG
II, which parallels an increase in plasma 20‐HETE and a decrease in EET plasma levels that
supports a pivotal role of EETs in vascular homeostasis [125]. RVD is a relatively rare form of
secondary hypertension [128, 129]. The interactions between 20‐HETE and the RAS occur at
several levels. Increased production of 20‐HETE in the peripheral vasculature contributes to
the acute vasoconstrictor response to ANG II, whereas acute and chronic inhibition of 20‐HETE
synthesis attenuates the renal pressor response to ANG II and the development of ANG II‐
dependent hypertension [116], respectively. The infusion of angiotensin II (ANG II), a potent
vessel constrictor, elevates blood pressure in various animal models [106].

In RVD, plasma 20‐HETE significantly correlated with plasma renin activity, thus suggesting
its role in the elevation of blood pressure through the possible increase of vasomotion and
vascular reactivity [130]. All of presented studies suggest that there is a communication
network among various eicosanoids. In physiological conditions, eicosanoids are important
in the maintenance of vascular tone and reactivity, but in chronic activation of CYP4A/20HETE
system or lack of EETs and high oxidative stress, they become deleterious to endothelial
function and blood pressure regulation.

11. Arachidonic acid metabolites and high‐salt diet

It is well known that increased NaCl intake is an important risk factor for development and
progression of hypertension [131, 132], while a reduction in dietary sodium is associated with
lowering of BP in many patients with essential hypertension [133]. Furthermore, some studies
on normotensive animal models have shown that changes in NaCl intake determined vascular
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responses to various physiological stimuli, in conduit vessels and resistance arteries, as well
as in the microcirculation [134–136].

In contrast to studies which demonstrated deleterious effects of high levels of ANG II and RAS
activation on the BP levels [125], there are studies demonstrating that decrease in ANG II
circulating levels leads to impaired microvascular endothelial function. This has been recently
extensively reported in the paper by Boegehold et al. [137]. One of the most deleterious effects
of HS intake is impaired endothelial function [132], and it is crucial to evaluate the altered
vascular function in microcirculation because it is a target of the pathological events. In animal
models, even a short‐term HS diet impairs vascular function by altering the responses to both
vasoconstrictor and vasodilator stimuli in different vascular beds [134–136], that is associated
with overproduction of vasoconstrictor factors, TXA2, and PGF2α [134, 136].

In their study, Cavka et al. have shown that one week of HS diet increased plasma levels of
potent vasoconstrictor, TXB2, and that the nonselective COX antagonist indomethacin restored
blood flow, whereas the selective COX‐2 inhibitor did not cause any change in the impaired
hyperemic blood flow in healthy young women [138]. Further, both inhibitors reduce plasma
TXA2 levels, suggesting that some other vasoconstrictor dominantly derived by COX‐1 may
play important role in impaired microvascular reactivity in subjects on the HS diet. Short‐term
exposure to a HS diet alter AA metabolism, and COX enzymes (mainly COX‐1) play an
important role in the development of microvascular endothelial dysfunction [138].

As already mentioned, in vascular pathogenesis, there may be a disbalance where COX‐
derived constrictors become dominant over the prostacyclin which is usually responsible for
vasodilatation under physiological conditions [3, 139]. In endothelial dysfunction, endothelial
cells became a source of COX‐derived constrictors and enhanced oxidative stress may modify
COX‐dependent function leading to damaged vascular tone [9] due to decreased NO bioa‐
vailability and an increased formation of EDCFs [140]. In animal models, COX‐1 metabolites
are responsible for endothelium‐dependent contractions, but with aging or disease, COX‐2 can
be induced contributing to EDCF‐mediated responses [140, 141].

HS‐induced endothelial dysfunction is caused by decreased plasma concentration of ANG II
which leads to increased oxidative stress [139, 142, 143], as demonstrated in SS.BN13 consomic
rats studies [139], leading to impaired relaxation of middle cerebral artery (MCA) in response
to hypoxia and ACh due to decrease in vascular antioxidative capacity [144]. Importance of
ANG II is further supported by intravenous infusion of suppressor dose of ANG II during HS
diet which restores normal vascular relaxation and restores ROS concentration to normal
values [145].

Antioxidative systems are very important in the maintenance of cellular redox homeostasis
and prevent excessive accumulation of O2

‐· and its reactive metabolites [146]. Reduced activity
of antioxidant mechanism, alone or in combination, with increased O2

‐ production, may
contribute to increased vascular O2

‐· level associated with a high intake of salt [144]. Several
ubiquitous primary antioxidant enzymes such as SOD, catalase, and peroxidase catalyze the
conversion of ROS in more stable molecules such as O2 and water. Until now, research of the
influence of high salt intake was based exclusively on changes in the level of SOD isoforms.
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Lenda et al. presumed that HS diet decreased the protein expression or activity of the antiox‐
idant enzymes (SOD isoforms) leading to increase oxidative stress, and consequently, reduced
dilatation of blood vessels [143, 147]. However, this effect is not uniform at each vascular bed;
for example, HS intake has no effect on the expression of CuZn SOD or MnSOD in mesenteric
arteries [146] or the expression of CuZn SOD in the arteries of skeletal muscle [141]. Studies
on Ren1‐BN congenic rats showed that a short‐term increase in dietary salt intake reduces the
expression of the Cu/Zn SOD and Mn SOD in the cerebral vasculature and that ANG II infusion
prevents the reduction of Cu/Zn SOD expression, but not Mn SOD expression, in HS‐fed
animals [143]. Recent studies showed that, except for reduced protein levels of SOD isoforms,
HS intake also significantly reduced the level of mRNA expression of glutathione peroxidase
4 GPx4, very important enzyme in maintaining reduced levels of lipid peroxidation and
oxidative stress [142]. Treatment with TEMPOL [136, 148] (which is a SOD mimetic) returns
the NO level to the concentrations similar to the ones in the animals on a normal salt diet which
indicates that the O2‐· is responsible for the oxidation of NO under these conditions. HS diet
promotes increased generation of superoxide anion from NOS in spinotrapezius muscle
arterioles of C57BL/6J mice, thus impairing endothelium‐dependent dilation through reduced
NO bioavailability [149].

There are several possible sources of O2
‐· in the vascular wall such as mitochondrial respiratory

chain, NAD(P)H xanthine oxidase, COX, CYP‐450 enzyme, and the NOS [150]. When the
bioavailability of NO is greatly reduced, as is the case during HS diet, endothelium activates
various compensatory physiological pathways. Impaired endothelium‐dependent vasodila‐
tion is maintained partially by the production and release of other endothelial vasodilator other
than NO, such as prostanoids (prostacyclin) and other endothelium hyperpolarizing factors
(EDHFs). In endothelial dysfunction, besides ROS, other harmful metabolites of the arterial
wall are formed, that is, TXA2 and PGH2 [151]. Endothelial dysfunction is related to patho‐
genesis of thrombosis and atherosclerosis [151, 152]. mRNA expression of COXs (COX‐1 and
COX‐2) showed a significant reduction of both isoforms in the brain blood vessels after a week
of HS intake [153]. New functional studies demonstrated that the flow‐mediated dilatation in
isolated cerebral arteries of Sprague‐Dawley (SD) rats on a high salt is not mediated by COXs
neither with EETs [154], which is a further evidence of the abovementioned results of the
molecular studies.

Lombard et al. reported that the production of TXA2 and PGI2 was altered by HS diet, TXA2

contributed to impaired vascular response to reduced oxygen partial pressure (PO2) in animals
on HS diet, and that MCA of animals on a HS diet decreased the production of PGI2 in hypoxic
conditions [155].

Taken together, there is a cross‐talk between the enzymes producing the vasoactive metabolites
and ROS—ROS may be the side‐product of impaired activation of COX, NOS, or CYP450
enzymes together with NAD(P)H oxidase activation, and simultaneously, ROS may affect the
production of vasoactive metabolites of COX, shifting the production of them from vasodila‐
tors to vasoconstrictors and affecting the bioavailability of NO [153, 156, 157] (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Schematic overview of the influence of high salt intake to increased oxidative stress and reduced vasodila‐
tion. Ang II, angiotensin II; CAT, catalase; COXs, cyclooxygenases; CYP 450, cytochrome P450; EETs, epoxyeicosatrie‐
noic acid; GPx 4, glutathione peroxidase 4; NO, nitric oxide; PGI2, prostacyclin; ROS, reactive oxygen species; SOD,
superoxide dismutase; TXA2, thromboxane A2; VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cell; 20‐HETE, 20‐hydroxyeicosatetrae‐
noic acid.

12. Arachidonic acid metabolites and diabetes mellitus

It is clearly recognized that elevated plasma concentration of glucose is responsible for the
pathogenesis of vascular complications associated with DM; hyperglycemia can modify
vascular function—it compromises the endothelium‐dependent relaxation, increases the
contractile response of vascular smooth muscle and the development of inflammatory,
thrombotic, and atherosclerotic events.

Impaired endothelium‐dependent vasodilatation has been shown in various vascular beds of
different animal models and in human with DM [62]. In patients with DM type 2 and in diabetic
mice, reduced production on NO, increased generation of ROS, and enhanced vasoconstrictor
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tone were related to impaired endothelium‐dependent vasodilation [158]. This attenuated
vascular response includes multiple mechanisms, but it seems that increased oxidative stress
is the first alteration that triggers more others. Similar to findings in hypertension and high
salt diet, endothelial dysfunction in diabetes could also be related to the release of vasocon‐
strictor mediators, for example, increased production of 20‐HETE leading to activation of ROS
through an NAD(P)H‐dependent pathway. This may have an important therapeutic potential
in the treatment of diabetic vascular complications, for example, nephropathy [159].

The impaired endothelium‐dependent dilation to ACh in diabetic animals is due to the
accompanying release of EDCF and can be attributed to the exposure of the endothelial cells
to high blood glucose level, causing increased oxidative stress and overexpression of both
COX‐1 and COX‐2 [160]. Also, as previously mentioned in the paragraph on COXs metabolites
and ROS, increased ROS production may determine vasoconstrictor response. Exogenous
administration of AA in diabetic dogs induces TXA2‐mediated contraction, while increases the
prostacyclin‐mediated vasodilation in the arteries of control dogs [161]. ACh‐induced vaso‐
dilation of diabetic aortas, mesenteric arteries, and femoral arteries is reduced, but COX
inhibitors improve that response [162]. Some studies have shown that hyperglycemia increases
the expression of COX‐2, in large blood vessels and in microcirculation, leading to increased
production of vasoconstrictor prostanoids which modify vascular reactivity [162]. Numerous
data indicate that there is an increase the release of ROS from endothelial cells in DM, especially
superoxide anion, which is thought to be particularly responsible for the increased COX‐2
expression [62]. Hyperglycemia increases the release of AA, modifies the formation and
function of prostanoids, and thus induces modification of vasomotor tone [62].

Other enzymes, which metabolize AA, are affected by diabetes. Diabetes alters CYP expression
and 20‐HETE formation, leading to upregulation of CYP4A isoforms and to elevated levels of
20‐HETE [115]. The 20‐HETE inhibitor HET0016 attenuates the development of diabetes‐
induced vascular dysfunction, suggesting a contribution of 20‐HETE to endothelial dysfunc‐
tion in diabetes and other insulin‐resistant conditions [163]. Recent findings also suggest that
20‐HETE impairs insulin‐stimulated vasodilator effects that are mediated by the IRS‐1/
PI3K/AKT/eNOS pathway [163]. Elevated levels of CYP‐derived 20‐HETE in diabetic patients
with cardiac ischemia are associated with dysfunction of circulating endothelial progenitor
cells and angiogenic capacity [164]. On the other hand, experiments have indicated that in
streptozocin‐induced diabetic rats (with impaired endothelial function and contractile
responses), the vascular CYP2E1 is significantly increased, leading indirectly to a reduction in
the levels of the potent vasoconstrictor 20‐HETE (by inhibiting CYP4A enzymes). Preincuba‐
tion of vessels in vitro with 20‐HETE rescued contractile functions, suggesting that the role of
20‐HETE in diabetes‐induced vascular dysfunction is complex, although those experiments
were conducted on aortic vascular models and not in microcirculation [165].

In experiments conducted on two animal models (streptozocin‐treated rats) with different
levels of glucose metabolism impairment—glucose intolerance model and diabetic model, the
expressions of CYP enzymes involved primarily in production of EETs (CYP2J4, CYP2C23)
and HETE(CYP4A2 and CYP4A3) were compared, as well as sEH (which degrades EETs) [166].
In the glucose intolerance model, increased degradation of EETs by elevated expression of
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soluble epoxide hydrolase might contribute to endothelial dysfunction. Findings in the
diabetic model suggest a different mechanism, primarily a shift in the balance between EETs
and 20‐HETE production caused by changes in CYP2J4 and CYP4A3 expression [166–168].

13. Arachidonic acid metabolites and stroke

In recent years, studies suggest that hypertension, a risk factor for stroke, is associated with
an increased production of 20‐HETE in the wall of cerebral vessels [169]; 20‐HETE has a crucial
role in cerebral blood flow regulation [170] and is a well‐described mediator or neural tissue
damage in stroke [169]. 20‐HETE increases the production of ROS [171–174], has a role in
increasing vasospasm following subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), and also affects infarct
volume after t‐MCAO in rats. Its inhibitors, such as HET0016 [175], reduce vasospasm after
SAH and reduce stroke volume and neurological outcome after stroke. Dunn et al. showed
that in spontaneously hypertensive rats the CYP4A expression and 20‐HETE production were
raised in the cerebral vasculature and that inhibition of 20‐HETE production noticeably
reduced the infarct size and endothelial dysfunction presented in stroke [169]. In humans,
excretion of 20‐HETE is associated with hypertension and endothelial dysfunction. Ward et al.
showed that plasma concentrations of 20‐HETE, EETs, and DiHETEs were elevated in patients
with acute ischemic stroke and increased oxidative stress was present noticeable by increased
plasma F2‐isoprostanes [68]. It is considered that free radicals formation that accompanies
ischemic brain injury is an acute response [68].

Pretreatment and treatment with 20‐HETE inhibitors have been proposed as a new potential
approach for stroke treatment [176]. Recently, beside 20‐HETE, other metabolites of AA, such
as EETs, have been shown to have a potential to alleviate the impairment of tissue perfusion
and detrimental outcome of stroke [177–179]. Several studies demonstrated that stabilizing the
levels of EETs is important, and that the inhibition of sEH is cerebroprotective against ischemic
stroke and SAH [177, 178]. Thus, CYP metabolites could play an important role as new targets
for the pharmaceutical industry in managing brain damage that occurs with cerebral ischemia
and stroke [180].

14. Conclusion remarks

In conclusion, it is obvious that metabolites of AA play an extremely important role in the
mechanisms of microvascular responses and microvascular regulation of tissue blood flow and
perfusion. Balance between vasodilator and vasoconstrictor metabolites of AA may be
disturbed in various cardiometabolic diseases (such as hypertension, stroke, obesity, diabetes)
and underlies endothelial dysfunction which is related to many complications accompanying
these diseases. Dietary habits significantly affect the metabolism of AA, particularly excessive
NaCl intake or high blood glucose levels lead to endothelial dysfunction, as well. Control of
environmental risks factors, good maintenance of the occurring diseases, and balanced
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nutrition with restricted salt intake can significantly improve metabolism of AA and alleviate
possible microvascular dysfunction and subsequent organ damage. Current research on
alternative pathways of AA metabolism and pharmacological manipulation with certain
components of the AA pathways (such as 20‐HETE production inhibition or prolongation of
the life of EETs by sEH inhibitors) promises effective therapy of cardiovascular and cerebro‐
vascular diseases in the future.
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Abstract

Sympathetic system hyperactivity and depression are related to cardiac remodelling in
Black men. We investigated whether sympathetic system hyperactivity and depressive
symptoms are related to retinal vascular dysregulation. A total of 76 Black and 83 White
men (23–68 years of age) from the SABPA study were included. Depressive symptoms,
24h pulse pressure (PP), fasting blood and 24-hour urinary catecholamine data were
obtained.  Retinal  vascular  calibre  was  quantified  from  digital  photographs  using
standardized protocols. Black men demonstrated increased (p < 0.05) hyperpulsatile
pressure (PP > 50 mmHg), hypertension (78.9 % vs 48.4%) and depression (34.2% vs.
13.3%)  prevalence  compared  to  White  men.  Despite  lower  epinephrine  levels,
epinephrine was associated with arteriolar narrowing and venular widening in the
Black men [Adj R2 −0.37 (95% CI: −0.66, −0.09), p=0.013; Adj R2 0.35 (95% CI: 0.13, 0.57),
p=0.003]. This might suggest ß-adrenergic hyporesponsivity to epinephrine, which was
accompanied by hyperpulsatile blood pressure in the Black group. In the White group,
depressive  symptoms  and  norepinephrine  were  associated  with  retinal  arteriolar
narrowing.  A  profile  of  ß-adrenergic  hyporesponsivity,  indicative  of  a  chronically
challenged sympathetic system, was associated with retinal vascular remodelling in
Black men. ß-adrenergic hyporesponsivity as a result of chronic stress emphasized
central control of the brain on the circulatory system irrespective of the vascular bed.

Keywords: Africans, retinal microvascular calibre, 24 h urinary epinephrine, depres-
sive symptoms, ethnicity
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1. Introduction

South Africa is facing an epidemic of hypertension (HT) and vascular disease but there still
is inadequate information on the physiological factors that are contributing to this process
[1, 2]. Microvascular disease seems to play an important role in the development of HT,
arterial stiffness and structural remodelling [3]. Currently, HT is regarded as the most
important modifiable risk factor for stroke and major macrovascular cerebral complications,
but it may also predispose to more subtle cerebral processes based on, amongst others, the
microcirculation [4, 5]. Both the ophthalmic artery and the anterior cerebral artery originate
from the internal carotid artery and most likely will share common characteristics [6].
Therefore the retinal microvasculature may be an ideal structure to study these abnormalities
[7]. Longitudinal studies have shown that an inverse association exists between reduced
retinal arteriolar calibre and HT in ageing populations, whilst retinal venular dilation is
associated with stroke risk [7, 8]. A higher ratio from either wider retinal arteriolar calibre
or narrower retinal venular calibre or both is an index of a better retinal vessel profile [9].
Ref. [8] found racial differences in retinal microvascular calibre of various Asian population
groups but whether that is also true for Black and White African men is not clear [8]. In a
study using Doppler imagery and iontophoresis of acetylcholine and sodium nitroprusside,
it was, however, reported that, after correcting for skin resistance in a Black African group,
endothelium-independent microvascular function of Black Africans is attenuated compared
to that of White Africans [10]. This might be a contributing factor to the ethnic differences
in microvascular disease risk in South Africa.

Enhanced peripheral resistance vascular α-adrenergic responses on exposure to a labora-
tory stressor, i.e. the handgrip test, were shown in Black Africans during urbanisation
when compared to their rural counterparts [11]. Thus overstimulation of the sympathetic
nervous system (SNS) and the sympathetic adrenal cortex and medullary stress hormone
pathway may explain some of the observed ethnic differences [11–13]. Intense emotional
stress may induce sympathetic hyperactivity with persistent increases in catecholamine
and cortisol levels, which is detrimental to normal physiological processes [13]. However,
during chronic stress this initial hyperactivity may be followed by autonomic exhaustion
or depression, receptor hyporesponsivity and decreases in catecholamines and cortisol
[14–18]. Phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (PNMT) is an enzyme found in the
adrenal medulla which converts norepinephrine to epinephrine. PNMT is known to be
regulated by glucocorticoids synthesised in the adrenal gland [19]. One-way PNMT ex-
pression can be regulated is by corticosterone’s positive influence on the maintenance of
PNMT mRNA [20]. Chronic depression has been related to attenuated cortisol levels
which will lead to a decrease in the synthesis of epinephrine [21]. These alterations in
autonomic function are of importance as they have been associated with both depression
and cardiovascular pathology [14, 15]. Moreover, chronic psychosocial stress often pre-
cedes depression [22] which, in turn, has recently been acknowledged as a risk factor for
cardiac remodelling and poor prognosis in patients with coronary heart disease [23].
Indeed, decreased cortisol and catecholamine metabolite responses to a mental stressor
were risk factors for the development of vascular diseases in a Black African cohort
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exhibiting symptoms of depression [24]. There still  remains no clear cut or generally
accepted model for cortisol responses in depression, as both blunted and increased cor-
tisol activities have previously been noted [21, 25]. Blunted cortisol responses were ap-
parent in individuals with depressive symptoms after  exposure to the Stroop test [13].
This could imply that the presence of depressive symptoms sensitises the individual to
stress and the subsequent development of vascular disease and/or other lifestyle illnesses.
Blunted cortisol responses to laboratory and psychosocial stressors have been demon-
strated in both clinical and subclinical depression [26, 27]. However, it could be specu-
lated that since depression is a constant state of perceived stress, further exposure to a
challenging urban environment or psychosocial stress may result in habituation of the
neuroendocrine pathways [28].

The 24 h urinary catecholamines and depressive symptoms might, therefore, indicate a chal-
lenged SNS associated with retinal microvascular calibre in an urban-dwelling cohort.
Whether sympathetic innervation of the retinal vessels exists, is still being debated although
it was recently demonstrated that the choroid of the uvea is densely innervated by the sym-
pathetic system and that both α- and β-adrenergic innervations were demonstrated in the
preocular central retinal artery (CRA) in humans [29]. The optic canal is a regular conduit
for autonomic nerves of the internal carotid plexus to the eye. However, the possible distri-
bution of α- and β-adrenergic receptors in the arterioles of the CRA is still unknown. Gener-
ally, in resistance vessels, vasoconstriction is mediated via α1- and α2-adrenergic receptors
whilst β2-adrenergic receptors mediate vasodilation [2]. It was recently shown that the CRA
receives adrenergic and cholinergic innervation supporting autoregulation of intra-retinal
vessels [29]. Systemic sympathetic transmitter spillover (epinephrine and norepinephrine) in
the carotid and retinal vasculature may thus impact on retinal perfusion. Indeed, Ref. [30]
reported associations of psychosocial risk factors and depression with retinopathy signs
(microaneurysms, retinal or vitreous haemorrhages, soft or hard exudates or intra-retinal
microvascular abnormalities) and suggested the presence of adrenergic receptors in retinal
vessels.

They further demonstrated that heterogeneity in psychosocial effects could result from greater
vulnerability of subjects with diabetes and HT due to underlying vascular damage associated
with these conditions. This appeared to be the case for symptoms of depression, which had a
stronger association with retinopathy in subjects with HT compared with those without, 60%
versus 30% greater odds of retinopathy [30].

Chronic  stress,  as  presented by  depressive  symptoms,  may thus  induce  chronic  stimu-
lation  of  the  SNS and initial  hyperactivity  may be  followed by  autonomic  exhaustion,
receptor  hyporesponsivity  and decreases  in  catecholamines  resulting  in  hyperkinetic
blood pressure (BP) values and receptor hyporesponsivity and decreases in catecholamine
levels  [15,  16,  31].  The  main  purpose  of  this  study was,  therefore,  to  assess  the  associ-
ations between retinal microvascular calibre, as primary endpoint and systemic adrenergic
neurotransmitters and depressive symptoms, in a bi-ethnic cohort of South African men.
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2. Main body of paper

2.1. Materials and methods

2.1.1. Design and participants

Urban Black and White African teachers were recruited as part of the prospective Sympathetic
activity and Ambulatory Blood Pressure in Africans (SABPA) study [32]. All participants of
the first phase of SABPA (2007–2008) were invited to participate in the follow-up. Their ages
varied between 23 and 68 years. Of the initial 204 male participants in the first phase, 180 men
reported for the second phase where, additionally, retinal blood vessel measurements were
obtained. Men are more prone to the development of cardiovascular disease (CVD); therefore,
only men were included in order to obtain a homogenous high CVD risk cohort [1, 2].

We excluded one participant with a history of epilepsy and 20 participants who did not have
usable retinal microvascular images. Finally we included a total of 76 Black and 83 White
Africans in the study. Participants were fully informed about the objectives and procedures of
the study prior to their recruitment. All participants provided written, informed consent. The
study conformed to the Helsinki Declaration (2007) and was approved by the Ethics Review
Board of the North-West University, Potchefstroom Campus (approval number 0003607S6).

2.1.2. Assessment of health behaviour

Participants were in a semi-recumbent position from 07 h15 for at least 2 h during which the
12-lead ECG (NORAV PC 1200) registration was performed followed by blood sampling.
Physical activity was assessed with the Actiheart® (GB0/67703, CamNtech Ltd., Cambridge-
shire, UK) monitors considering resting metabolic rate. The 12-lead ECG resting heart rate was
used to calculate the sleep heart rate required by the Actiheart programme. Quantitative
assessment of some markers was done to determine smoking status (cotinine, a nicotine
metabolite) and alcohol consumption levels (gamma glutamyl transferase, γ-GT) [33]. All
anthropometric measurements were performed in triplicate by registered level II anthropo-
metrists according to standardised procedures. The body mass index (BMI) as well as body
surface area (BSA) was calculated. BSA was based on the Mosteller formula [34]. Intra- and
inter-variability was less than 5%.

2.1.3. Depressive symptoms

The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) was used to determine the depressive symptom
score of the participants [35]. The PHQ-9 is a measure of depressive symptom severity and has
been validated in various ethnic groups including sub-Saharan Africans [36]. The question-
naire is designed for use in primary health-care settings adapting diagnostic criteria from the
DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition). Each item of
the PHQ-9 evaluates the presence of one of the nine DSM-IV criteria of major depression [35].
In the current study, the Cronbach alpha-reliability index for the total PHQ-9 score was 0.80.
Items on the questionnaire are scored to reflect the frequency of symptom occurrence during
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the prior two weeks on a scale of zero to three, with zero reflecting “not at all” and three “nearly
every day,” thus providing continuous score between 0 and 27 [35]. Examples of questions are:
“Feeling down/depressed/hopeless; feeling bad about yourself OR that you are a failure/that
you have let yourself or your family down, thoughts that you would be better off dead/of
hurting yourself in some way” [35]. The recommended and established PHQ-9 cut-off point
of ≥10 was used to indicate the presence of depressive symptoms [35].

2.1.4. Cardiovascular measurements

On the morning of the first clinical assessment day, ABPM and 2-lead electrocardiograph
monitors were attached to participants on the non-dominant arm at their workplace between
07 h00 and 07 h30 (Meditech CE120 CardioTens®; Meditech, Budapest, Hungary). The ABPM
was programmed to measure BP at time intervals shown for assessing sympathetic activity at
30-min intervals during the day (07 h00–22 h00) and every hour during night time (22 h00–
06 h00) [37]. The successful inflation rate over this period was 85.8% (±9.14) in Africans and
90.4% (±8.61) in Whites. Hypertensive status and CVD risk were classified from 24 h ABPM as
systolic blood pressure (SBP) ≥ 130 mmHg and/or diastolic blood pressure (DBP) ≥ 80 mmHg
[38]. Hyperpulsatile pulse pressure (PP) was defined as 24 h SBP–24 h DBP > 50 mmHg [39].
The apparatus was removed after the last BP measurement at 07 h30 the next day.

2.1.5. Measurement of retinal vascular calibre

Static retinal microvascular measurements were performed in a well-controlled light and
temperature regulated laboratory using an Imedos Retinal Vessel Analyser (Germany) with a
Zeiss FF450Plus camera and the VesselMap 1 Version 3.10 software. No intake of food or caffeine
containing beverages, alcohol, smoking or exercise was allowed one hour prior to retinal vessel
measurements. Participants were introduced to the procedure and screened for Acute angle-
closure glaucoma risk with a small light source by a trained registered nurse. Mydriasis was
induced in the right eye of the participant by means of a drop containing tropicamide 1% and
benzalkonium chloride 0.01% (m/v). In the event of previous injury to the right eye, the left
eye was used (Black men N = 3; White men N = 1). Retinal vascular calibre was measured in
the monochrome images by manually selecting first-order vessel branches in a measuring zone
located between 0.5 and 1.0 optic disc diameters from the margin or the optic disc. Upon
selection of the vessel, the VesselMap 2, Version 3.02 software, automatically delineated the
vessels’ measuring area. The colour photograph was used as a reference to ascertain correct
identification of venules and arterioles. Identification of vessels was done by two experienced
scientists who had to agree on the vessel type before selection. Automated software calcula-
tions, based on the Knudtson revision of the Parr-Hubbard formulas, determined estimates
from the six largest arterioles and venules and were summarised as the central retinal arterial
equivalent (CRAE) and central retinal venular equivalent (CRVE), respectively [40]. AVR was
also calculated (CRAE/CRVE). Arterio-venular nicking was defined when a small arteriole
crossed a small venule and resulted in the compression of the vein with bulging on either side
of the crossing. A higher ratio from either wider retinal arteriolar calibre or narrower retinal
venular calibre or both is an index of a better retinal vessel profile [9]. As the image scale of
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each eye was unknown, the values of CRAE and CRVE were expressed as measuring units
(MU). 1 MU is equivalent to 1 μm when the dimensions of the eye being examined correspond
to those of the normal Gullstrand eye. Reproducibility was computed for a randomly selected
cohort with a correlation coefficient of 0.84. The ICC analysis involved a mixed-model
framework, whereby random effects were assumed for subjects and fixed effects were assumed
for the graders. The Cronbach’s alpha-reliability index for the AVR was 0.91 for this randomised
cohort. Retinal pathology as seen in hypertensive/diabetic retinopathy and including optic
nerve cup/disc ratio and arterio-venular nicking was diagnosed by a registered ophthalmolo-
gist.

2.1.6. 24 h urinary catecholamines

A three-litre container, washed with 9 ml of 20% HCl, ensured preservation of urinary
metanephrines and an accurately 24 h timed specimen (Sarstedt®, Nümbrecht, Germany).
Sampling began and ended with an empty bladder and participants were instructed to
complete a 24 h diary to indicate voiding time, volume and fluid intake.

2.1.7. Biochemical analyses

Sodium fluoride blood samples, serum and whole blood EDTA samples were analysed for
glucose, lipids, C-reactive protein (CRP), cotinine, γ-GT and glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c),
using Unicel DXC 800 (Beckman and Coulter, USA), Modular ROCHE Automized (Switzer-
land) and the KonelabTM 20I Sequential Multiple Analyzer Computer (ThermoScientific,
Vantaa, Finland), respectively. An acidified sample from the 24 h urine collection was stored
at −80°C until analysis within one year after collection [41]. Urinary epinephrine and norepi-
nephrine values were determined using the 3-Cat Urine ELISA Fast Track kit (LDN, Nordhorn,
Germany). Intra- and inter-assay coefficients for epinephrine were 5.50% and 9.62%, respec-
tively, and for norepinephrine 2.70% and 8.59%.

2.1.8. Statistical methods

Data were analysed using Statistica® software version 12.0 (Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, USA, 2012).
Skewness of data was tested and γ-GT and CRP values were logarithmically transformed.
Independent T-tests determined participant characteristic differences. A priori covariates
which are implicated in higher sympathetic activity and CVD risk included age, BSA, physical
activity, log γ-GT, log CRP and cholesterol [33, 38]. Chi-square (χ2) statistics compared
proportions. General linear model analyses, independent of a priori covariates, were computed
to test interactions with race for depressive symptoms, norepinephrine-to-creatinine ratio
(NECR), epinephrine-to-creatinine ratio (ECR) and potential cardiovascular risk markers (i.e.
PP) and retinal vasculature markers, and, as a result of the high correlation between CRAE
and CRVE, CRAE was adjusted for CRVE and vice versa [42]. ANCOVA’s determined
significant differences by comparing ethnic male groups from least square means analyses
whilst adjusting for covariates (age, BSA, physical activity, log γ-GT, log CRP, cholesterol).
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Sampling began and ended with an empty bladder and participants were instructed to
complete a 24 h diary to indicate voiding time, volume and fluid intake.

2.1.7. Biochemical analyses

Sodium fluoride blood samples, serum and whole blood EDTA samples were analysed for
glucose, lipids, C-reactive protein (CRP), cotinine, γ-GT and glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c),
using Unicel DXC 800 (Beckman and Coulter, USA), Modular ROCHE Automized (Switzer-
land) and the KonelabTM 20I Sequential Multiple Analyzer Computer (ThermoScientific,
Vantaa, Finland), respectively. An acidified sample from the 24 h urine collection was stored
at −80°C until analysis within one year after collection [41]. Urinary epinephrine and norepi-
nephrine values were determined using the 3-Cat Urine ELISA Fast Track kit (LDN, Nordhorn,
Germany). Intra- and inter-assay coefficients for epinephrine were 5.50% and 9.62%, respec-
tively, and for norepinephrine 2.70% and 8.59%.

2.1.8. Statistical methods

Data were analysed using Statistica® software version 12.0 (Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, USA, 2012).
Skewness of data was tested and γ-GT and CRP values were logarithmically transformed.
Independent T-tests determined participant characteristic differences. A priori covariates
which are implicated in higher sympathetic activity and CVD risk included age, BSA, physical
activity, log γ-GT, log CRP and cholesterol [33, 38]. Chi-square (χ2) statistics compared
proportions. General linear model analyses, independent of a priori covariates, were computed
to test interactions with race for depressive symptoms, norepinephrine-to-creatinine ratio
(NECR), epinephrine-to-creatinine ratio (ECR) and potential cardiovascular risk markers (i.e.
PP) and retinal vasculature markers, and, as a result of the high correlation between CRAE
and CRVE, CRAE was adjusted for CRVE and vice versa [42]. ANCOVA’s determined
significant differences by comparing ethnic male groups from least square means analyses
whilst adjusting for covariates (age, BSA, physical activity, log γ-GT, log CRP, cholesterol).
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Multiple linear regression analyses were computed in the total male cohort and in separate
race groups. Unadjusted associations between retinal vessel calibre markers, depressive
symptoms and catecholamines were computed in the male cohorts. Forward stepwise multiple
regression analyses were performed in various models based on significant interactions for
race. Dependent variables were AVR, CRVE and CRAE. Independent covariates included age,
BSA, physical activity, log γ-GT, log CRP, cholesterol 24 h PP, depressive symptoms, NECR
and ECR. As a result of the high correlation between CRAE and CRVE, CRAE was added as
covariate for CRVE and vice versa.

Sensitivity analyses: Forward stepwise regression analyses with similar dependent and
independent covariates were repeated in several models in both ethnic male groups, by (a)
excluding HIV-positive status participants (N = 16) (b) including only 24 h hypertensive
participants and (c) adding HT medication users, cotinine and/or serum glucose as independ-
ent covariates. Significance was noted as p ≤ 0.05.

2.2. Results

General linear model analyses showed ethnic differences for principal variables investigated,
NECR and ECR (F1.151 = 20.66, p < 0.0001), depressive symptoms (F1.165 = 4.45, p = 0.04) as well
as AVR (F1.150 = 9.09, p = 0.003), independent of a priori covariates.

Table 1 shows unadjusted baseline characteristics of the Black and White men. The Black men
displayed lower waist circumference, BSA, BMI and physical activity but a larger metabolic
risk with higher glucose, HbA1c, cholesterol, CRP and γ-GT than their White counterparts.
They also had a higher depressive symptom score with 34.2% of the Black men above the cut-
off point for modestly severe depressive symptoms [36] compared to 13.3% of the White men.
Despite their higher depressive symptom score, the Black men had lower 24 h urine NECR
and 24 h urine ECR ratios than the White men. The Black group had higher BP, PP, arterio-
venular nicking, optic nerve cup/disc ratio and CRVE values, whilst their retinal AVR was
smaller compared to that of the White group.

Black men (N = 76) White men (N = 83) P

Lifestyle and biochemical variables

 Age (years) 45.4 ± 6.9 48.8 ± 10.2 0.016

 BMI (kg/m2) 28.4 ± 5.77 30.4 ± 5.24 0.026

 BSA (m2) 1.99 ± 0.22 2.24 ± 0.21 <0.0011

 Waist circumference (cm) 98.3 ± 14.8 106.2 ± 13.2 <0.001

 Physical activity (kcal/24 h) 3464.2 ± 1284.5 4101.2 ± 1859.2 0.015

 Cholesterol (mmol/L) 4.63 ± 1.02 4.22 ± 1.00 0.012

 HDL cholesterol (mmol/L) 0.93 ± 0.35 0.84 ± 0.22 0.054
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Black men (N = 76) White men (N = 83) P

 Glucose (mmol/L) 5.75 ± 1.71 4.65 ± 1.30 <0.001

 Glycated haemoglobin (%) 6.18 ± 1.40 5.70 ± 0.88 0.010

  γ-Glutamyl transferase (U/L) 71.7 ± 61.9 36.7 ± 41.2 <0.001

 C-reactive protein (mg/L) 5.91 ± 12.2 2.84 ± 10.0 0.084

 Cotinine (ng/mL) 48.3 ± 97.8 29.5 ± 98.7 0.232

 Depressive symptoms score 7.59 ± 4.51 4.86 ± 4.23 <0.0011

 Depressive symptoms (PHQ-9 ≥ 10) N (%)) 26 (34.2) 11 (13.3) <0.001

24 h endocrine variables

 24 h urine norepinephrine/creatinine ratio (nmol/mmol) 15.3 ± 10.7 28.4 ± 20.5 <0.001

  24 h urine epinephrine/creatinine ratio (nmol/mmol) 2.61 ± 1.70 4.71 ± 3.17 <0.001

Cardiovascular variables

 24 h SBP (mmHg) 137 ± 15 128 ± 11 <0.001

 24 h DBP (mmHg) 87 ± 10 80 ± 7 <0.001

 24 h PP (mmHg) 51 ± 8 48 ± 6 0.034

 24 h heart rate (beats/min) 78 ± 9 72 ± 10 <0.001

 Central retinal arterial equivalent (MU) 147.9 ± 13.2 150.4 ± 11.9 0.218

 Central retinal venular equivalent (MU) 251.4 ± 19.2 237.9 ± 18.6 <0.001

 Retinal arteriolar-to-venular ratio 0.59 ± 0.06 0.63 ± 0.04 <0.001

 Optic nerve cup/disc ratio (right eye) 0.37 ± 0.19 0.28 ± 0.24 0.011

 Hypertensive/diabetic retinopathy (%) 75.0 36.3 <0.001

 Arterio-venular nicking (N (%)) 59 (77.6) 20 (24.1) <0.001

 HT (SBP > 130 and/or DBP > 80 mmHg) (N (%)) 60 (78.9) 40 (48.4) 0.001

 HT medication (% of hypertensives) 36.6 34.1 0.274

Data presented as unadjusted means with standard deviation or percentages. Where BMI, body mass index; BSA, body
surface area; PHQ, Patient Health Questionnaire; 24 h SBP, 24 h systolic blood pressure; 24 h DBP, 24 h diastolic blood
pressure; 24 h PP, 24 h pulse pressure; HT, hypertension; MU, measuring units, equal to μm in the normal Gullstrand
eye.

Table 1. Comparing unadjusted mean (±SD) baseline characteristics of Black and White men.

In Table 2, principal variables were compared considering a priori covariates. In the Black male
cohort, a similar trend was revealed with increased hyperpulsatile PP (>50 mmHg) accompa-
nied by more depressive symptoms, lower AVR and also lower urine NECR and ECR values
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compared to their White counterparts. However, only the AVR was smaller in the Blacks whilst
neither CRAE nor CRVE was different between the race groups.

Black men (N = 76) White men (N = 83) P

24 h SBP (mmHg) 140 (137, 144) 126 (123, 130) <0.001

24 h DBP (mmHg) 88 (86, 90) 79 (77, 81) <0.001

24 h PP (mmHg) 52 (50, 54) 47 (45, 50) <0.001

Central retinal arterial equivalent (MU) 147.4 (144.0, 150.8) 150.9 (147.6, 154.1) 0.21

Central retinal venular equivalent (MU) 248.0 (242.9, 253.1) 241.2 (236.4, 246.1) 0.11

Retinal arteriolar-to-venular ratio 0.60 (0.58, 0.61) 0.63 (0.61, 0.64) 0.01

24 h urine ECR (nmol/mmol) 14.3 (9.76, 18.9) 30.0 (25.7, 34.3) <0.001

24 h urine NECR (nmol/mmol) 2.08 (1.14, 3.02) 5.82 (4.94, 6.69) <0.001

Depressive symptom score 7.11 (6.02, 8.21) 4.71 (3.84, 5.79) 0.006

Comparing adjusted mean (± SD) pulse pressure, retinal vessel calibre, depressive symptoms and 24 h urinary
catecholamines in a cohort of Black and White men. Values were adjusted for age, body surface area, physical activity,
log γ-glutamyl transferase, log C-reactive protein and cholesterol. Where 24 h SBP, 24 h systolic blood pressure; 24 h
DBP, 24 h diastolic blood pressure; 24 h PP, 24 h pulse pressure; MU, measuring units, equal to μm in the normal
Gullstrand eye; 24 h NECR ratio, 24 h urinary norepinephrine-to-creatinine ratio; 24 h ECR ratio, 24 h urinary
epinephrine-to-creatinine ratio.

Table 2. Comparing adjusted mean (±95% CI) baseline characteristics of Black and White men.

Forward stepwise linear regression analyses (Table 3) revealed expected patterns of associa-
tions between the dependent retinal microvascular calibre variables (AVR, CRAE and CRVE)
and independent variable, PP, in the total group (Model 1). AVR and CRAE were negatively
associated with PP, whilst CRVE showed a positive association with PP. In the total group,
negative associations were found between AVR, CRAE and depressive symptoms, whilst no
associations were found between any of the retinal microvascular variables and NECR or ECR.
In the separate ethnic groups, AVR was negatively associated with PP in both racial groups.
CRAE was negatively associated with PP in the White men whilst positively associated with
CRVE in the Black men. In the White group, AVR and CRAE were negatively associated with
depressive symptoms, whilst AVR was, rather unexpectedly, positively associated with NECR.
In the Black group, AVR and CRAE were negatively associated with ECR, whilst a positive
association existed with CRVE. No unadjusted or adjusted associations between depressive
symptoms and the catecholamines were revealed (data not shown).

No changes in the outcome of the data occurred with sensitivity analyses after excluding HIV-
positive status participants or including 24 h hypertensive participants. Adding HT medication
users, cotinine and serum glucose as independent covariates also did not alter any of the
associations.
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Model 1: Total group (N = 159)
AVR CRAE CRVE

Adjusted R2 0.28 0.36 0.39
β (95% CI)

Race 0.16 (0.002, 0.32), p = 0.049 – −0.20 (−0.36,−0.04), p = 0.017

24 h PP (mmHg) −0.24 (−0.38,−0.10), p = 0.001 −0.24 (−0.38,−0.11), p = 0.001 0.17 (0.04, 0.31), p = 0.014

Depressive symptoms −0.19 (−0.34,−0.05), p = 0.014 −0.23 (−0.30,−0.15), p = 0.001 –

24 h urine ECR – – NS

24 h urine NECR – NS –

Model 2: Separate ethnic groups
Black men
(N = 76)

White men
(N = 83)

AVR CRAE CRVE AVR CRAE CRVE
Adjusted R2 0.24 0.15 0.29 0.27 0.59 0.52
β (95% CI)

24 h PP
(mmHg)

−0.24
(−0.46,−0.01),
p = 0.048

– 0.23
(0.01, 0.45),
p = 0.045

−0.30
(−0.48,−0.11),
p = 0.003

−0.22
(−0.36,−0.08),
p = 0.003

–

Depressive
symptoms

– – – −0.27 (−0.46,−0.08),
p = 0.007

−0.18 (−0.32,−0.04),
p = 0.014

–

24 h urine
ECR
(nmol/mmol)

−0.35
(−0.57,−0.12),
p = 0.004

−0.37
(−0.66,−0.09),
p = 0.013

0.35
(0.13, 0.57),
p = 0.003

– –

24 h urine
NECR (nmol/
mmol)

– NS – 0.19 (0.0, 0.38),
p = 0.050

–

Covariates included age, body surface area, physical activity, log γ-glutamyl transferase, log C-reactive protein and
cholesterol. In models with CRAE as a dependent variable, adjustment for CRVE was made and vice versa. Where
AVR, arteriolar-to-venular ratio; CRAE, central retinal arterial equivalent; CRVE, central retinal venular equivalent;
24 h PP, 24 h pulse pressure; ECR, epinephrine-to-creatinine ratio; NECR, norepinephrine-to-creatinine ratio; NECR,
norepinephrine-to-creatinine ratio.

Table 3. Forward stepwise regression analyses predicting relationships between the 24 h urinary catecholamine levels,
depressive symptoms and retinal vessel parameters.

2.3. Discussion

The aim of this study was to evaluate the association between the retinal microvascular calibre
as primary endpoint and systemic adrenergic transmitters and depressive symptoms as
independent variables, comparing a Black and White male cohort from South Africa.

The main novel finding suggests a cardiometabolic vulnerable profile in terms of more
depressive symptoms, PP, arterio-venular nicking, optic nerve cup/disc ratio and CRVE values,
whilst their retinal AVR was smaller in the Black men. Despite lower catecholamine levels,
epinephrine was positively associated with arteriolar narrowing, venular widening and
hyperpulsatile BP (indicative of arterial stiffness) in the Black men.
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The main novel finding suggests a cardiometabolic vulnerable profile in terms of more
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whilst their retinal AVR was smaller in the Black men. Despite lower catecholamine levels,
epinephrine was positively associated with arteriolar narrowing, venular widening and
hyperpulsatile BP (indicative of arterial stiffness) in the Black men.
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2.3.1. Ethnicity and retinopathy

Although cultural differences exist between the Black and White groups, all the participants
were teachers with the same educational background, income and working conditions. Despite
these similarities, the Black group clearly exhibited a poorer health profile than their White
counterparts with regard to cardiometabolic and mental health characteristics. They presented
with increased cardiometabolic risk markers such as hyperglycaemia, cholesterol, inflamma-
tion, alcohol consumption and depressive symptoms. The Black group’s mean BP values were
above the cut-off point for HT (ABPM ≥ 130/80) [38], which reflect in the HT prevalence of
nearly 80% in this group. Elevated BP and PP are associated with structural microvascular
changes and our findings are in line with those references [43, 44]. Indeed, elevated BP and PP
were associated with attenuated retinal arteriolar and increased venular diameter values and
consequently also the AVR. This may impact on vascular wall remodelling as is evident from
the presence of arteriolar narrowing, AV nicking, retinopathy [45] and possibly progression
towards subclinical atherosclerosis. If the effect of elevated glucose as well as HbA1c levels is
added which, in the case of the Black men, are both, according to the American Diabetes
Association, above the cut-off point indicative of a prediabetic state, changes in the retinal
vessels comparable to those in diabetic subjects could be expected. The prevalence of AV
nicking and hypertensive/diabetic retinopathy is a clear indication.. that the retinal vasculature
is showing signs of structural changes and reduced microvascular health in both groups but
especially in the Black group.

2.3.2. Retinal vessel calibre and depressive symptoms

Depression has recently been acknowledged as a major risk factor for poorer prognosis in
patients with coronary heart disease by the American Heart Association [23]. The depressive
symptom score of the Black men was significantly higher than that of the White men with 34 %
of the group exceeding the cut-off point for moderately severe depression, thereby worsening
their CVD risk. Although underlying stress levels, as assessed using the depressive symptoms
risk score, were elevated in the Black men, both their 24 h ECR and NECR levels were lower
compared to their White counterparts. During chronic stress the initial hyperactivity may be
followed by autonomic exhaustion, receptor hyporesponsivity and decreases in catechola-
mines and cortisol [14–18]. PNMT converts norepinephrine to epinephrine and is regulated
by glucocorticoids synthesised in the adrenal gland [19]. One way that it can regulate PNMT
expression is by corticosterone’s positive influence on the maintenance of PNMT mRNA [20].
Therefore a reduction in cortisol will lead to a decrease in the synthesis of epinephrine. These
alterations in autonomic function are of importance as they have been associated with both
depression and cardiovascular pathology [14, 15]. It is known that depression is often preceded
by psychosocial stress [22] which might, therefore, also be associated with the risk for cardiac
remodelling as well as a poor prognosis in individuals with coronary heart disease [23]. This
notion is enhanced by the finding that in a Black cohort with symptoms of depression,
attenuated cortisol and catecholamine metabolites were identified as risk factors for the
development of vascular diseases [24]. Even though depression [46], diabetes and HT are
associated with activation of the SNS [31], we could not replicate these findings.
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Our results, therefore, oppose the findings from Ref. [47], showing a positive association
between NECR excretion and moderate depressive symptoms. As more depressive symptoms
and a hypertensive state are evident in the Black men, the SNS and adrenal medulla may
present neural fatigue or “burnout.” Our findings could, therefore, indicate a possible down-
regulation of norepinephrine and epinephrine secretion as a consequence of long-term
overstimulation of the SNS and possible β-adrenergic hyporesponsivity in the Black men. In
support of this notion, depressed heart rate variability (HRV) was associated with increased
parasympathetic dominance albeit cardiac contractility (24-h heart rate and SBP) in the current
African men at baseline, rather suggesting β-adrenergic receptor activation [1, 48]. Conversely,
increased SNS activity and a possible vagal-impaired HR profile may however contribute to
disturbed endothelial function, possibly because of activation of β-adrenergic receptors [49].
When α-adrenergic responsiveness though prevails [48], dysregulation or desensitisation of
β-adrenergic receptors may occur. This was evident in the clustering of increased 24-h heart
rate, SBP and depressed HRV values which indicated a possible diminished β-adrenergic
responsiveness and vagal-impaired response [1]. A plausible explanation may be that de-
pressed HRV as a reflection of α-adrenergic sympathetic overdrive could also be due to poor
ventricular performance as was observed in another study [50].

It supports previous findings in these SABPA Black men, where blunted neuroendocrine
responses were associated with vascular wall remodelling concurring with a profile of
autonomic exhaustion and emotional distress [14, 16]. Our subsample of White men showed
a 13% prevalence of depressive symptoms which were inversely associated with the retinal
vessel calibre. Findings from the ARIC study compare favourably with the White group where
the depressive symptom score was associated with retinal arteriolar narrowing. In contrast,
we could not replicate these findings in the Black group. Clearly prospective studies are needed
to determine causality [30].

2.3.3. Retinal microvascular calibre and catecholamines

SNS activation is present in both diabetes and HT [31] and may be associated with microvas-
cular calibre. Increased perfusion pressure enforces…. contraction in the ocular arteries, which
are resistance vessels and regulated by myogenic mechanisms (Bayliss effect) [51]. Retinal
microvascular calibre associations with the adrenergic transmitters revealed different profiles
in the two ethnic groups. Chronic SNS activation will desensitise the baroreceptors with
compensatory increases in BP and PP as was shown in the Black group [1]. In the Black group,
the smaller CRAE and a larger CRVE are both associated with epinephrine but not with
norepinephrine levels. This may imply that epinephrine will reduce blood flow to the retina
by stimulating arteriolar contraction but also increasing the draining of blood away from the
retina by stimulating venular dilation. Myogenic tone may however be impaired in Blacks and
increase retinal venular widening especially during chronic pressure overload with increased
hyperpulsatility. An overactive sympathetic system and/or chronic depression symptoms
might therefore explain part of the mechanism. Presently, instead of epinephrine’s normal
arterial vasodilatory response [52], it induces vasoconstriction, which may suggest hypores-
ponsivity or down-regulation of the β2-adrenergic receptors as was also shown previously [1].
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arterial vasodilatory response [52], it induces vasoconstriction, which may suggest hypores-
ponsivity or down-regulation of the β2-adrenergic receptors as was also shown previously [1].
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Therefore, this hyporesponsivity may be a homeostatic reaction to protect the retina from SNS-
stimulated increases in hyperpulsatile pressure in a cohort who has more depressive symp-
toms. This may be true for both the retina and the brain as emotional stress can also provoke
reversible cerebral vasoconstriction similar to retinal vasoconstriction [53].

Both a smaller AVR and a larger CRVE are associated with a greater risk for stroke mortality
[7]. This also suggests that β-adrenoceptor hyporesponsivity due to SNS hyperactivity as
reflected in lower catecholamine levels might constitute an increased risk for vascular hyper-
trophy and eventually stroke in the Black male cohort. The same associations were not seen in
the White men, maybe as result of their lower depressive symptom scores as well as their lower
BP and PP levels. The prevalence of depressive symptoms and possible down-regulated
catecholamine profile presuming chronic distress in the Black men compared to their White
counterparts, therefore, may explain the differences or lack of association between the
catecholamine levels and AVR in the Whites.

2.3.4. Retinal microvascular calibre and local or systemic sympathetic activation

Whether local or systemic catecholamine levels are associated with retinopathy is hotly
debated [29, 30]. Recently, both α- and β-adrenergic innervation was demonstrated in the
preocular CRA in humans [29]. It seems clear that some aspects of sympathetic transmission
regulate choroidal and CRA blood flow by way of changes in vascular smooth muscle tone [54].
The inverse association between AVR and ECR may support a vasodilatory (venular) or
vasoconstrictive (arteriolar) tone in the retinal vessels. A notion for vasoconstriction is
suggested as a hypertensive state increases peripheral vascular resistance in the retinal
arterioles [7]. Therefore, increased or hyperpulsatile PP exerting mechanical stress on the vessel
walls may contribute to a diminished β-adrenergic albeit an augmented α-adrenergic respon-
siveness in Black men [1, 33] and subsequent risk of vascular hypertrophy [1] and possibly
arteriolar narrowing. The profile of β-adrenergic hyporesponsivity in Black men emphasises
central control of the brain on the circulatory system irrespective of the vascular bed.

Several limitations should be noted. The cross-sectional design of the current study prevents
us from being able to infer causality. Studies showing direct evidence of sympathetic tone and
retinal vascular remodelling in human models could greatly contribute to our knowledge in
this field. Larger sample sizes and more diverse data on autonomic and endothelial function
are needed to delineate possible physiological mechanisms and the role of the ageing process.
Only an indirect measure of SNS activity via 24 h catecholamine concentrations was measured
and more direct measurements should be implemented, along with the determination of the
corticosteroid profile. A more representative sample of the whole population is necessary to
draw generalised conclusions.

2.4. Conclusions

A profile of β-adrenergic hyporesponsivity was evident in Black men. They revealed more
depressive symptoms, indicative of a chronically challenged SNS, which were associated with
retinal vascular remodelling and possible vascular hypertrophy. Whether these changes
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precede or result from hyperpulsatile pressure impacting on retinal autoregulation is still
debatable.
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Abstract

Leukoaraiosis (LA) represents the most common phenotype of cerebral small vessel
disease. It is of undoubted significance regarding its vast prevalence and neuropsychi‐
atric consequences, such as cognitive impairment, higher risk for ischaemic stroke and
death. It has been associated with increasing age and conventional vascular risk factors
(VRF). Despite huge efforts,  LA pathogenesis is still  incompletely understood. The
hypotheses of ischaemia and malfunctioning blood‐brain barrier seem to oppose each
other. Hence, the focus has turned to endothelial dysfunction, through which both
aforementioned mechanisms could be coupled. The VRF, which are almost universally
present in patients with LA, have a detrimental impact on endothelium on their own.
However, in LA there may be an additional or even primary endothelial dysfunction at
play. This seems to be at the core of LA pathogenesis, leading to chronic ischaemia in
cerebral  white matter and blood‐brain barrier  dysfunction culminating in LA. The
genetic susceptibility to harmful effects of VRF on endothelial function seems to play
an important role. Regarding the burden of LA, interventional approaches should be
aimed at decelerating or even halting the progression of the disease. These should focus
on strict management of VRF and strategies to enhance endothelial function.

Keywords: cerebral small vessel disease, endothelial dysfunction, leukoaraiosis,
pathogenesis, L‐arginine

1. Introduction

Leukoaraiosis (LA) represents the most common phenotype of cerebral small vessel disease
(CSWD) [1]. It is of undoubted clinical significance regarding its vast prevalence (10–27% in
otherwise healthy subjects between 50 and 75 years of age) and neuropsychiatric consequences,
such as cognitive impairment, higher risk for ischaemic stroke and death [2]. It has been associated
with increasing age and conventional vascular risk factors (VRF), such as arterial hypertension
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(AH). Despite huge efforts, LA pathogenesis is still incompletely understood. The hypotheses
of ischaemia [3] and malfunctioning blood‐brain barrier (BBB) [4] seem to oppose each other.
Hence, the focus has turned to endothelial dysfunction, which may explain both aforementioned
mechanisms [5]. The VRF, which are almost universally present in patients with LA, have a
detrimental impact on endothelium on their own. LA pathogenesis mirrors the interplay between
various factors. Endothelial dysfunction seems to be at the core of LA pathogenesis, leading to
chronic ischaemia in cerebral white matter (WM) and BBB dysfunction culminating in LA. The
genetic susceptibility to harmful effects of VRF on endothelial function seems to play an important
role besides the presence and the extent of VRF [6]. Endothelial dysfunction could even be the
primary event in LA pathogenesis [7]. Regarding the clinical and socioeconomic burden of LA,
interventional approaches should aim at decelerating or even halting the progression of the
disease. In the author’s view, these should focus on strict management of VRF and strategies to
enhance endothelial function in patients with LA.

This chapter outlines the different concepts of LA pathogenesis. The LA pathophysiology will
be thoroughly presented, covering basic principles, such as cerebral microcirculation, autore‐
gulation and blood pressure regulation, the interplay between VRF and LA, the role of
endothelial function, various functions of nitric oxide (NO) and L‐arginine. The differences in
LA pathogenesis in different WM regions will be presented. The alternative hypotheses of LA
pathogenesis will also be covered. The proposed genetic mechanisms putatively involved in
LA pathogenesis will also be mentioned. To conclude, the interventional approaches with the
aim of actively influencing the natural path of the disease will be outlined.

2. Definition of cerebral small vessel disease

2.1. Leukoaraiosis

Cerebral small vessel disease is a frequent finding on neuroradiological imaging in elderly
population. Leukoaraiosis is a common term denoting diffuse confluent changes of WM with
often irregular margins in elderly population with VRF [8]. The changes are hypodense on
computer tomographic images (CT) and hyperintensive on T2‐weighted and flow‐attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) magnetic resonance images (MRI). Their appearance directly
reflects a higher proton density and water content in the affected WM. The term was used for
the first time in 1987 to describe changes in subcortical WM on CT [9]. The WM changes were
bilateral, symmetric, diffuse and restricted to periventricular regions extending to semioval
centre. The first recognition of CSWD dates back to the late nineteenth century (Binswanger
and Alzheimer), but from today’s perspective their patients probably had diseased cerebral
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than 60 years, one‐sixth of the population develops dementia and another sixth stroke. Taken
together, one‐third of the population is affected. Leukoaraiosis is more prevalent in patients
who have already sustained a stroke. It is also known that the presence of LA represents a risk
factor for the first and consequent strokes. The association between LA and stroke can be
regarded in two different ways. Stroke and LA share the same VRF. In LA there is a chronic
WM perfusion impairment, which is more prone to the development of a frank ischaemic
infarction. There is a strong association between LA and lacunar infarctions (LI), which are
both part of the wide spectrum of CSWD and frequently coexist in the same patient. Leukoar‐
aiosis is also associated with cerebral atrophy. The progression of LA is associated with
declining WM and cerebral grey matter (GM) mass; consequentially, the cerebral ventricles
enlarge. Atrophy of GM could be regarded as the consequence of deafferentation, because the
loss of subcortical WM leads to the interruption of corticosubcortical connections.

2.2. Other manifestations of cerebral small vessel disease

Lacunar infarctions develop due to the occlusion of small perforate arteries and represent the
second manifestation of CSWD, albeit with different pathophysiology. Enlarged Virchow‐
Robin perivascular spaces are a frequent finding in CSWD and normally appear in the vicinity
of the affected vessels. On CT they can easily be confused with LI, but one can definitely
distinguish them from LI on MRI. Cerebral microbleeds are small intraparenchymal bleeds in
perivascular spaces and represent the leakage of blood constituents through the affected vessel
wall and can frequently be encountered in LA, especially in cerebral amyloid angiopathy and
also in patients with untreated AH. They may harbour a greater risk for frank cerebral
intraparenchymal bleed, especially if patients are prescribed anticoagulants.

3. Risk factors for developing leukoaraiosis

Although some studies have not revealed the association between LA and VRF, the former is
more frequently found in patients with a history of stroke and putative vascular cognitive
impairment. The most significant risk factors for LA are cerebrovascular and cardiovascular
diseases [12]. The prevalence of LA typically rises with age. There is a close, albeit not exclusive,
association with AH and antihypertensive therapy. A very significant risk factor for LA is
advancing age. Although LA should be regarded as a pathological entity, it could at least partly
be a process of normal ageing. It is not clear at what age LA begins to develop. There are no
conclusive data on the “normal” extent of LA for any given age. According to the majority of
studies, at least scant WM changes could be expected in subjects older than 50 or 65 years.
Systematic review of studies has not revealed significant differences in LA prevalence among
sexes. Possibly, LA is more prevalent in blacks compared to Caucasians mainly due to higher
prevalence of AH in blacks, whereby it is usually also less well treated with resultant higher
absolute values of arterial blood pressure (ABP). Blacks could even be more prone to the
harmful effects of AH. Arterial hypertension is the strongest modifiable risk factor for LA [12].
According to different studies, it is present in 24.6 to 54.9% of LA patients [13]. Both higher
systolic and diastolic pressures contribute. There is no threshold level of ABP above which LA
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starts to emerge, but merely the association represents a continuum. Diurnal swaying of ABP
is also important. Recently published data from the United States revealed that higher pulse
pressure has a significant influence on progression of cognitive impairment in people over 45
years of age [14].

Diabetes mellitus (DM) has been implicated especially in the formation of periventricular LA.
Higher blood glucose fasting levels are associated with LA. The finding that higher levels of
insulin were found in patients with DM and LA may suggest that insulin resistance could be
a risk factor for developing LA. However, the pathophysiological mechanisms are presently
unknown. On the other hand, many studies have not found a significant correlation between
LA and DM. Dyslipidemia (especially elevated LDL level) is an important risk factor for
atherosclerosis of large vessels, whereas its influence on developing LA is less well known. In
some studies, lower HDL values and hypertriglyceridemia were associated with higher risk
for developing LA, in others obviously not. Smoking tobacco has been associated with LA in
some studies only.

The association between LA and atherosclerosis of large vessels is controversial. Some studies
have failed to demonstrate any significant association, whereas in others the association
between the two existed [15, 16]. The possible common denominator might be VRF, meaning
that atherosclerosis and LA occur independently but contemporarily. On the other hand, it is
known that narrowing of lumina of large vessels leads to higher risk for chronic ischaemia and
LA [1]. The association between ischaemic heart disease (IHD) and LA could not be regarded
as causative but merely as the consequence of the fact that the two share the same VRF. Some
studies have succeeded in showing the association between LA and IHD, whereas others have
not [17, 18]. The association between lower values of vitamin B12 and especially periventricular
LA has been shown in some studies. It is known that lower values of vitamin B12 and hyper‐
homocysteinaemia, which can be the consequence of vitamin B12 depletion, could be associated
with LA [19]. However, there are no relevant data, which suggest that supplementing vitamin
B12 and/or lowering homocysteine levels would improve LA or decelerate its progression.

Cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarctions and leukoencephal‐
opathy (CADASIL) manifests with LA as well, although it is a very infrequent cause of LA in
population [20]. Small arteries in brain, skin and peripheral nerves show granular osmiophilic
deposits in tunica media, with arterial lumen being narrowed due to high electronic density
deposits [21]. Normal autoregulatory mechanisms are disturbed due to structural changes in
smooth muscle cells leading to WM malfunction. Genetic factors may play an important role
in LA according to studies where the association between LA and polymorphisms of numerous
genes, for instance for angiotensin convertase and apolipoprotein(a) have been found [22].
Such factors are not necessarily directly associated with the presence of LA but could determine
subject’s proneness to the development of risk factors for LA or his/her susceptibility to develop
end organ damage as the consequence of that risk factor. The susceptibility to develop AH and
LA as the consequence of AH is partially genetically determined. Far less commonly, LA could
be brought about by many different pathological mechanisms such as neurodegenerative
diseases (Alzheimer’s, inherited amyloid angiopathies), infections (HIV), inflammations
(multiple sclerosis, neurolupus), traumatic head injuries, brain irradiation, cerebrospinal fluid
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disturbances, chemotherapeutics and metabolic disease, including mitochondriopathies,
leukodistrophies and others (e.g., Fabry’s disease).

4. Pathophysiology

4.1. Cerebral blood flow and autoregulation

Brain is a highly metabolic organ with autonomous autoregulation, which enables constant
cerebral blood flow (CBF) despite fluctuations in mean arterial pressure (MAP). Cerebral
autoregulation is in the domain of small cerebral arteries and arterioles. Cerebral autoregula‐
tion is divided into mechanoregulation and chemoregulation. Mechanoregulation depends on
transmural pressure and endothelial vasodilatation, whereas chemoregulation depends on
serum CO2 level [23]. Endothelial vasodilatation in cerebral vascular bed is of much greater
amplitude compared to other regions [24]. Mechanoregulation seems to be the main regulatory
mechanism of CBF. On the other hand, chemoregulation has an important influence on CBF
during metabolic disturbances and is, unlikely to mechanoregulation, independent of
fluctuations in MAP [23]. Both autoregulatory mechanisms function independent of each other.
Although their cellular mechanisms are not completely understood, NO seems to play the
crucial role, since it is needed for maintaining chemoregulation of CBF [25]. A significant
mechanism of regulation of majority of vascular beds is preserved endothelial function.
Disturbed function of cerebral endothelium results in diminished release of endothelial NO,
culminating in attenuated relaxation of vascular smooth muscle cells of small arteries. Animal
and human studies have revealed that mechanoregulation is not diminished despite ageing
and other diseases affecting endothelium [26]. Contrary to this, many studies have shown that
chemoregulation of CBF depends on the integrity of endothelium. Attenuated chemoregula‐
tion has been found in patients with cerebral endothelial dysfunction [27].

4.2. Arterial blood pressure deregulation

It is known that all symptomatic patients with LA do not have AH. Arterial blood pressure
deregulation is very complicated, putatively adding to the pathogenesis of LA [12]. Patients
with LA had higher levels of ABP and distinct circadian rhythm of ABP with large daily
fluctuations or absence of nocturnal physiological fall of ABP [28]. Frequent periods of
hypotension in symptomatic patients with LA speak in favour of disturbed cerebral autore‐
gulation in patients with AH and higher burden of periventricular LA. Cerebral autoregulatory
mechanisms maintain constant CBF in the MAP interval between 60 and 150 mmHg despite
swaying of systemic ABP. Unlike other bodily regions, great intracranial arteries as well as
extracranial parts of carotid arteries play an important role in regulation of vascular resistance
of cerebral circulation. We should not overlook physiological responses of small cerebral
vessels, which are crucial for autoregulation. Their response to ABP depends on their diameter.
In cats, fluctuations in MAP between 110 and 160 mmHg provoke only pial arteries wider than
200 μm to respond. Arterioles narrower than 100 μm only dilate at MAP less than 90 mmHg
[29]. In MAP less than 70 mmHg, the rate of their widening is larger than in wider vessels.
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We presume similar mechanisms are at play in humans. In patients with AH and arteriolo‐
sclerotic arteries, fall of ABP brought about by cardiac arrhythmia or disturbed autoregulation
can lead to fall of CBF due to the inability of sclerotic vessels to dilate [30]. In patients with
AH, autoregulatory boundaries are shifted upwards [31]. Quick fall of ABP in physiological
boundaries can significantly lower CBF in WM of patients with chronic AH [32]. In this way,
WM of AH patient develops ischaemia at ABP levels which could still be regarded as normal
in normotensives [32]. Furthermore, autoregulatory responses of vessels in WM of experi‐
mental animals are less efficient as in GM vessels, so at lower values of ABP, falls of CBF are
more pronounced in WM compared to GM [33].

4.3. Pathological hallmarks of leukoaraiosis

Oedema, ischaemia and degenerative changes of subcortical WM are principal pathologic
characteristics reflecting LA on CT or MRI. Ischaemia probably involved in LA formation
includes transitory events characterised by falls of regional CBF culminating in incomplete
infarction, a scenario which can be tested in experimental models. Histopathologic studies on
rat brain show that oligodendrocytes and myelinated axons are very prone to ischaemic
damage. Chronic cerebral hypoperfusion leads to progressive rarefaction and glial activation
of WM. Occlusion of rat middle cerebral artery lasting more than 24 hours leads to swelling
of oligodendrocytes in subcortical WM after 30 minutes [34]. After 3‐hour duration of the
occlusion, oligodendrocytes already show irreversible signs of injury like pyknosis and
rupture of plasmalemma. Vacuolisation of WM is the consequence of spaces which emerge by
the separation of internal myelin sheath from axolemma and also from an increase of extrac‐
ellular space and swelling of astrocytic processes. All changes described appear prior to
irreversible neuronal injury with eosinophilia which implies that early damage of WM is
independent of injury to the neuronal perikaryon. In rat models with bilateral occlusion of
internal carotid arteries, two consistent types of WM changes have been noted, namely reactive
astrogliosis and unspecific rarefaction of WM [35]. It is very important that increased accu‐
mulation of extracellular fluid and astrogliosis are also two main pathohistological changes in
those areas where CT and MRI reveal LA in humans.

4.4. Leukoaraiosis in different regions of cerebral white matter

Progression of LA follows a uniformed pattern. In the beginning, periventricular lesions on
top of horns of lateral ventricles develop (capping) progressing around the ventricles. The LA
changes in deep WM initially appear in frontal lobes, then parietooccipital lobes, far less
frequently in brainstem and basal ganglia. They very seldom affect temporal lobes, which are
typically affected in CADASIL. At first the changes are punctiform, single, but in time they
merge and become confluent affecting the whole area. The mechanisms of LA development
depend on local blood circulation of a particular subcortical WM region.

4.4.1. Blood supply of different parts of cerebral white matter

The majority of cerebral hemispheric WM is supplied by long penetrant arteries stemming
perpendicularly from subarachnoid arteries of pial network on the brain surface. They
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travel through cortical layers perpendicularly relative to brain surface and enter WM to‐
gether with myelinated fibres [12]. Penetrant arteries are 20–50 mm long and 100–200 μm
wide [12]. They give rise to tiny branches supplying a cylindrical section of WM, known as
metabolic unit [12]. Juxtaventricular WM is supplied by ventriculofugal branches of sube‐
pendymal arteries, which are 15 mm in length, stemming from choroid arteries or end
branches of striatal arteries.

4.4.2. Juxtaventricular leukoaraiosis

This form of LA is up to 3 mm away from lateral ventricles and starts ventricularly where there
is redundant blood supply, so it is not primarily caused by ischaemia, but demyelination with
resultant subependymal gliosis and disruption of ependyma, less frequently granular epen‐
dymitis or venous congestion due to collagenosis of veins. Studies support the hypothesis of
“leaking” of ventricular walls. Comparable type of LA around horns of lateral ventricles
develops in patients with hydrocephalus.

4.4.3. Periventricular leukoaraiosis

Ventriculofugal branches supplying parts of basal ganglia, internal capsule and thalamus stem
from arteries of circle of Willis [36]. Ventriculofugal branches travel towards penetrant
centripetal arteries of the pial system but seldom, if ever, form anastomoses with them [37].
Leukoaraiosis more than 3 mm away from lateral ventricles is normally ischaemic in origin
and emerges as the consequence of microcystic infarctions and local myelin rarefactions [38].
Periventricular WM 3–13 mm away from lateral ventricles represents the border zone between
ventricular and cortical blood supply, which is prone to ischaemic impairment due to local or
systemic lowering of CBF [39]. Arteriolosclerosis, tortuosity and arterial elongation in elderly
people with AH are a probable cause for decrease of CBF in WM [40]. Periventricular WM is
prone to ischaemia already at moderate falls of CBF due to the scarcity of anastomoses between
the branches of long medullary penetrant arteries [37]. Such periventricular LA is often
associated with large vessel disease, atherosclerosis of the aorta or internal carotid artery,
smoking, hypercholesterolemia, myocardial infarction or peripheral artery disease [41].

4.4.4. Leukoaraiosis in deep white matter and juxtacortical leukoaraiosis

Deep WM more than 13 mm away from lateral ventricles is supplied by medullary arteries
stemming without collaterals from cortical branches of middle cerebral arteries and are
substrate of CSWD pathologically associated with fibrohyalinosis and arteriolosclerosis due
to hyperhomocysteinaemia and AH [42]. Lacunar infarctions are more frequent in this part
of WM than elsewhere. White matter directly beneath cerebral cortex and up to 3 to 4 mm
away (U fibres) is supplied by medullary as well as corticomedullary arterioles and arteries
showing juxtacortical LA [43]. Mechanisms of its development are far more diverse (de‐
myelination) and not always of ischaemic origin. In ischaemic LA, the U fibres are typically
spared [12].
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4.5. Ischaemic hypothesis

A strong epidemiologic association between LA and many cerebrovascular diseases speaks in
favour of ischaemia playing a significant role in LA emergence and progression [12]. Ageing,
chronic AH and DM share a common substrate for the type of changes these conditions trigger
in small penetrant WM arteries and arterioles. These changes include substitution of smooth
muscle cells with fibrohyalinous material together with thickening of vessel wall and narrow‐
ing of vessel lumen (arteriolosclerosis) [44]. Arteriolosclerosis found almost universally in LA
areas is probably one of the reasons for altered blood flow in WM leading to localised ischaemic
regions of necrosis and cavitations—lacunar infarctions—or diffuse rarefaction of WM‐LA. In
LA, diminished CBF in WM has been found. Some authors describe changes of CBF in the
whole brain or only in the GM of patients with LA [12]. There are, however, only few studies
comparing regional CBF in areas with and without LA. One of these found lowered CBF in
regions of LA compared to normal WM [45]. Similarly, diminished regional CBF has been
found applying SPECT and xenon CT imaging [46]. Decreased regional CBF in LA regions
needs to be proven at first. This leaves an open question whether fall of CBF is the cause of LA
or just reflects lower metabolic needs of WM, which has atrophied due to other reasons.
Therefore, it is difficult to claim whether lower CBF is the cause or just a consequence of tissue
damage. Decreased CBF in non‐demented patients with LA has been found in frontal and
parietal WM but not in occipital lobes [47]. This may reflect the fact that LA pathogenesis
probably depends on its topographic localisation in the brain. In patients with less extensive,
localised LA, the changes of CBF have not been shown; probably due to the fact that patho‐
genesis of initial LA stages differs from that of extensive diffuse lesions. It is interesting that
CBF in WM measured by MRI perfusion was decreased even in the regions where there are
no changes in T2‐sequences [3]. Hence, the whole picture is much more complex than one
might think at the first glance. Applying new imaging techniques, significant alterations of
WM integrity have been discovered in regions appearing normal on T2‐weighted sequences
[48]. Structurally normal WM does not necessarily imply it functions properly, so it is possible
that CBF is decreased secondarily.

4.6. Hypothesis of a leaky blood-brain barrier

The second hypothesis states that malfunctioning BBB leads to injury of WM due to the toxic
effects of serum proteins [4]. The diseased endothelium enables serum proteins to enter into
the vessel wall causing its swelling leading to hyaline degeneration and fibrosis. This further
leads to thickening of vessel wall, narrowing of vessel lumen, decreased blood flow and chronic
ischaemia of WM. On the other hand, endothelial dysfunction leads to decomposition of BBB
[49]. The plasma constituents to which BBB is normally impermeable can now pass through
BBB and enter cerebral interstitium and brain parenchyma, harming neurones and glial cells.
These regions manifest as LA on CT/MRI and in pathologic specimens. In regions of LA, WM
was full of extravasated serum proteins like IgG, complement and fibrinogen [50]. This may
show that the diseased WM can be the place where BBB is leaking. Magnetic resonance imaging
with contrast medium showed diminished integrity of BBB which is associated with the stage
of LA expression [51]. What is more, BBB permeability is enhanced even in those regions not
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showing frank LA on imaging [50]. In longitudinal studies, new LA areas have been found in
the regions with abnormal blood perfusion or altered BBB permeability [52].

4.7. Endothelial hypothesis

4.7.1. Endothelium

Vasomotor role of endothelium has already been proven. Mediators of cerebral endothelium
have been determined functioning through endothelial G‐protein coupled receptors (acetyl‐
choline, bradykinin, ATP), intermediary mediators, like NO, some prostanoids and endothe‐
lially derived hyperpolarising factor (EDHF). Endothelium releases not only vasodilator but
also vasoconstrictive substances, such as endothelin‐1. It is not surprising that in light of the
complexity of endothelial vasomotor activity, one can conclude that any endothelial injury may
lead to its aberrant function. The preserved endothelial function is crucial for undisturbed
function of cerebrovascular circulation. Endothelial dysfunction is best researched in patients
with VRF such as AH and DM. Both conditions have detrimental impact on endothelially
derived NO [53]. It is clear that defective endothelial release of NO is the main indicator of
endothelial dysfunction. The same holds true for the influence of ageing on endothelial
dysfunction, which could represent an important part of LA pathogenesis. Recently, focus has
turned to immune response playing a significant role in LA (neuroinflammation) [52]. It has
been shown that cerebral tissue in the vicinity of LA regions includes many foamy macro‐
phages, activated astrocytes and microglia, which speaks in favour of vivid communication
between astroglia, pericytes and endothelium [54]. Increased expression of inflammatory
indicators in these areas like apolipoprotein E, alfa2‐microglobuline and IgG possibly adds to
pathophysiological processes leading to LA [55].

4.7.2. Endothelial dysfunction

Recently, the role of endothelial dysfunction in different vascular diseases has been highly
debated. It is known that endothelial dysfunction can be brought about by different VRF,
metabolic diseases, systemic and local inflammation [7]. Even in LA, there are more and more
data showing that endothelium is implicated in its beginning and progression. Hypotheses of
decreased blood flow in WM and diseased BBB are mutually exclusionary but could be coupled
through endothelial dysfunction. Endothelial dysfunction might play an important role and
can be one of the first steps in developing ischaemia due to CSWD [56]. Probably endothelial
dysfunction is not specific to LA and occurs in other cerebrovascular diseases as well [57].
Endothelial dysfunction leads to BBB malfunction, diseased autoregulation of CBF and
prothrombotic changes. During endothelial activation, some molecules are released to the
blood in higher quantities. These can be determined laboratorially, such as intercellular
adhesion molecule 1, thrombomodulin and tissue factor and tissue factor pathway inhibitor
[58]. Indicators of endothelial dysfunction are lipoprotein‐associated phospholipase A2,
myeloperoxidase and high‐sensitivity C‐reactive protein, as well as tumour necrosis factor
alpha and interleukin‐6 [59]. Inflammation in vessel wall obviously plays an important role in
formation and progression of LA [60]. Asymmetric dimethylarginine is a circulating endoge‐
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nous inhibitor of NO and as such implicated in endothelial dysfunction, especially together
with hyperhomocysteinaemia [61]. Homocysteine concentrations correlate with the degree of
LA. Hyperhomocysteinaemia is an independent risk factor for LA, since homocysteine is toxic
to endothelium [19]. Some studies mention the role of endothelial germ cells implicated in
repairing endothelium. A special type of haptoglobin (phenotype 1‐1) was associated with
decreased ability of endothelium to repair its damage [62].

In a preliminary study conducted by the author of this review and his co‐workers, it was found
that cerebrovascular reactivity to L‐arginine (CVR), an estimate of cerebral endothelial
function, and flow‐mediated dilatation (FMD) of the right brachial artery, an estimate of
systemic endothelial function, were significantly diminished in patients with LA compared to
control subjects with identical VRF without LA [7]. Moreover, CVR and FMD correlated
positively in LA patients and the degree of cerebrovascular as well as systemic endothelial
dysfunctions correlated with the degree of LA [7]. Overall, these results suggest that in patients
with LA, both cerebral and systemic endothelial functions are impaired to the degrees that are
much higher than could be expected based on present VRF. These results seem to reveal a so
far unreported, more than expected additional impairment of cerebral endothelial function
alongside systemic endothelial function, which is probably involved in LA pathophysiology.

4.7.3. L-arginine

Up until now, some studies have been performed about the effects of L‐arginine on cerebral
vasculature, in majority of cases on animal models [63]. L‐arginine serves as a donor of NO
through NO synthetase (NOS). L‐arginine is also known as the most potent vasodilator and is
the primary determinant of vascular tone, especially in cerebral vasculature [63]. Among the
three isoforms of NOS, the endothelial (eNOS) seems to be of utmost importance in NO‐
mediated dilatation of cerebral arteries and arterioles [63]. NO forms endogenously as well as
exogenously in vivo. L‐arginine is the main source of endogenous NO. Contrary to endogenous
L‐arginine, exogenously derived L‐arginine not only releases NO in this way but also through
releasing other vasoactive substances [64]. The main exogenous sources of NO are NO donors
releasing NO through NOS‐independent mechanisms. Examples are organic nitrates and
sodium nitroprusside. Endothelially derived NO is released constantly in basic quantities
(tonically), whereas diverse stimuli dynamically increase its formation. After forming, NO
merges with the nearby vascular smooth muscle and other cells. NO effect is short‐lived due
to quick inactivation. In target cells, NO activates guanylate cyclase with resultant rise of
intracellular concentration of cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP). Higher concentration
of cGMP leads to lower intracellular calcium concentration in vascular smooth muscle cells
and resultant vasodilatation.

L‐arginine influences vascular endothelial cells and consequentially blood flow. L‐arginine
infusion causes vasodilatation and enhanced blood flow in many vascular beds [49]. Animal
and clinical studies have shown that L‐arginine not only leads to vasodilatation through
endothelially derived NO but also decelerates thrombotic activity, cell proliferation, inflam‐
mation and other processes, which culminate in cardiovascular diseases. L‐arginine prevents
and diminishes the consequences of already present atherosclerosis, decelerating adhesion of
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monocytes on endothelium, lowers ABP in some patients with AH and returns normal
endothelial function in hypercholesterolemia [65]. Its application seems to be safe [66].

4.8. Alternative hypotheses of leukoaraiosis pathophysiology

Patients with normotensive hydrocephalus (NTH) have a high prevalence of WM changes.
Experimental hydrocephalus in dogs leads to reversible WM changes after shunting has been
performed [12]. This was the base for hypothesising that disturbances in cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) circulation may play an important role in pathogenesis of LA, especially of extensive
periventricular changes [67]. The increased accumulation of CSF in ventricles leads to higher
interstitial pressure in periventricular parenchyma and resultant ischaemia of WM. This is
supported by observations that in NTH, blood flow in WM returns to normal values after CSF
shunting with resultant diminishing of intraventricular pressure. Leaking of CSF into adjacent
brain parenchyma may be the consequence of structural changes of ependymal cells.

White matter changes similar to those in LA (myelin pallor sparing U fibres with reactive
astrogliosis and thickened small vessels) have been described in circumstances where brain
oedema represents a precursor of LA [12]. In this way, transitory cerebral oedema might be
additional cause of WM changes. Higher content of interstitial fluid in WM of patients with
LA giving the appearance of hypodensity on CT images can be the consequence of AH and
resultant changes of BBB becoming more permeable. In AH patients, capillary permeability to
proteins may also be increased. Simultaneously, apart from long‐term effects of AH, even short‐
lived hypertensive outbursts may provoke transudation of fluid and transfer of proteins into
brain interstitium [12].

It is known that a substantial proportion of patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has
radiological and pathohistological changes of WM resembling LA, albeit to a lesser degree
compared to patients with cerebrovascular diseases [68]. It is highly unlikely that LA in AD
only reflects Wallerian degeneration due to cortical neuronal loss. It is known that histological
markers of Wallerian degeneration such as lipid‐laden macrophages are missing in the
majority of LA lesions. The mismatch between the degree of changes in adjacent cortical GM
and WM speaks against this hypothesis. In AD patients, LA can be the consequence of
ischaemia due to structural changes in small cerebral vessels in the scope of amyloid angiop‐
athy present in 90% of AD patients [69]. The hypothesis of amyloid angiopathy in AD being
causally associated with LA is further supported by the fact that LA has been found in patients
with cerebral amyloid angiopathy without changes typical of AD.

5. Intervention studies: a possibility to influence the natural path of
leukoaraiosis

In the light of undoubted clinical consequences, understanding LA pathophysiology is
important from the viewpoint of its prevention and decelerating its progression [70]. Patients
with risk factors for LA could be treated with medications to prevent its occurrence. It is
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presently thought that LA changes already present seem to be irreversible. It is believed that
in order to prevent LA occurrence and decelerate its progression, optimal control of all VRF
in a given person is crucial [71]. There is at present relatively scarce evidence that any type of
intervention would decelerate or halt the progression of LA. These data come mostly from
observational studies and far less frequently from controlled randomised studies. Antihyper‐
tensives turned out to postpone the occurrence of LA and decelerate its progression regarding
the results of the EVA MRI study [72]. In the PROGRESS study, treatment with diuretic and
ACE inhibitor was efficient in halting or decelerating the rate of LA progression in patients
with baseline extensive LA [73]. For the time being, there is no compelling evidence that
lowering ABP triggers ischaemia in WM alongside disturbed autoregulation.

Regarding the association between stroke and LA, it seems reasonable to lower the risk for
stroke by standard medications in its secondary prevention, namely antiaggregation agents
and statins. Statins have long been known for their enhancement of endothelial function and
cerebral vasomotor reactivity, but there is little clinical evidence for their efficacy in LA. Statins
turned out to be associated with deceleration of LA progression at already progressed LA but
not in cases with mild initial stages of LA [74]. On the other hand, in the PROSPER study,
beneficial effects of pravastatin on LA progression in elderly patients with high risk for vascular
complications were not found [75]. Some recent studies report beneficial effects of low doses
of fluvastatin and valsartan on the compliance of large arteries or arterial aging [76–78]. In
these studies, the research focused on large arteries, whereas in LA small cerebral vessels are
affected. Despite this, there is a growing body of evidence that large vessel disease character‐
ised by decreased compliance of vessel wall reflects in pathological changes of cerebral small
vessels. This is summed up in the concept of pulse‐wave encephalopathy [79]. One could
hypothesise that enhancing the compliance of a large artery may lead to halting effects on LA
progression. This may offer sound basis for future intervention studies in LA.

The use of acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) inhibiting cyclooxygenase has potential benefits in LA.
Cyclooxygenase catalyses biochemical reactions in which superoxide free radicals form inside
endothelial cells. In this way, ASA may decrease endothelial impairment and simultaneously
inhibit matrix metalloproteinases which are probably involved in progression of LA changes
[21]. Dipyridamole, an antiaggregation agent together with its vasodilator effect, may be
involved in decelerating LA progression since it lowers ABP [80]. However, at present, relevant
data showing undoubted efficiency of antiaggregation agents on LA progression or improved
clinical outcomes in LA patients are missing. Substituting L‐arginine has been safe and efficient
in many other vascular diseases. On the basis of L‐arginine’s known effects, it is an interesting
presumption that long‐term oral administration of high doses of L‐arginine could result in
decelerating LA progression as well as having a positive influence on clinical consequences
[81–83].

6. Conclusion

Leukoaraiosis represents the most common phenotype of CSWD of undoubted clinical
significance. It has been associated with increasing age and conventional VRF. Despite huge
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efforts, the LA pathogenesis is still incompletely understood. The hypotheses of ischaemia and
malfunctioning BBB seem to oppose each other. Endothelial dysfunction seems to be at the
core of LA pathogenesis, leading to chronic ischaemia in WM and BBB dysfunction. The genetic
susceptibility to harmful effects of VRF on endothelial function seems to play an important
role. Interventional approaches should aim at decelerating or even halting the progression of
the disease.
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Abstract

The present chapter highlights the most important information about microcirculation
and its evaluation using contrast-enhanced ultrasonography (CEUS). In the beginning
it  outlines  some  general  considerations  about  microcirculation,  together  with  its
morphological  and  physiological  particularities  under  normal  and  pathological
circumstances. The ultrasonographic (US) evaluation of vascularity is based on the
Doppler technique and the harmonic technique using contrast agents. Then it presents
briefly the Doppler ultrasound (DUS) and discusses its most important current and
emerging indications. CEUS is presented extensively, covering the fundamentals of
sonographic contrast agents, harmonic imaging and quantification techniques. A special
focus is placed not only on the current and emerging indications of CEUS but also on
the advantages and limitations of the method. This chapter also incorporates informa-
tion  about  experimental  CEUS  applications  and  future  perspectives.  CEUS  is  the
recommended US method for the characterization of microcirculation. The results of
the examination are displayed in real-time, under the eyes of the examiner, while the
quantitative assessment of the contrast agent kinetics parameters is easy to perform.
This method allows a precise definition of the healthy or pathologic state of an organ
and the follow-up of treatment response.

Keywords: microcirculation, contrast agent, ultrasonography, Doppler ultrasonogra-
phy, microvascular kinetics
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1. Introduction

1.1. Microcirculation: general considerations: morphological and physiological
particularities under normal circumstances

Microcirculation (MC) represents the segment of the circulatory system that includes vascular
structures with a diameter <150 μm; it is present in all tissues and organs (except for cornea
and intervertebral disks). This dimensional threshold corresponds to small arteries, arterioles,
capillaries and venules. The consensus on this definition is still under debate, therefore in the
case of the small arteries (anatomically defined as small, but with a caliber >150 μm) it is unclear
whether they should be regarded as part of the MC [1]. The capillaries are organized as a
circulatory network (bed)  which provides an enormous access area for  the blood to the
parenchyma (Figure 1). There is an ordered distribution pattern of the capillaries, which is
also organ-specific. The ordered spatial distribution of the capillaries, correlated with the
degree of specialization of the structured cells into the parenchyma, represents the premise
for the complex functions specific to each organ: liver, spleen, kidney, thyroid, etc. The main
function of MC is to allow and modulate the transfer of nutrients and oxygen to the tissues
according to their needs.  An adequate operation of this process is a prerequisite for the
structural and functional integrity of various tissues and organs. Another function of MC is
to prevent the variations of hydrostatic pressure at the level of the capillaries, variations which
interfere with normal tissue exchanges. Under normal circumstances, there are significant
variations of the vessel caliber and blood volume. These are determined by a number of
physiological parameters, such as temperature, arterial pressure, physical and mental activity,
age. Other factors that influence MC are feeding, stress, medication, smoking and finally
pathological changes. MC alterations include various pathological processes since they may
represent both the determining factors and their consequences.

Figure 1. Microcirculation outline. A – arteriole; V – venule; C – capillaries.

1.2. Morphological and physiological particularities under pathological circumstances

Microcirculation, as described above, is an important element of the ensemble that makes up
the different tissues and organs. Pathological states have a significant influence on MC.
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Inflammation represents the first line of defense against traumatic, pathogenic or toxic injuries
and is based on a complex local process that involves microvascular structures, cellular and
immunological events. The consequences of these local changes may have an impact at a
systemic level. During acute inflammation the alterations of the vascular caliber and blood
flow occur immediately after the injury. The transient vasoconstriction of the arterioles
represents the initial change and is followed by vasodilation and thus increased blood flow.
Increased vascular permeability causes afterwards the slowing of the blood flow, stasis and
interstitial edema. The extension of the inflammatory process in time (weeks, months) is
characteristic for chronic inflammation. Within this process the active inflammatory altera-
tions, tissue damage and tissue repair happen simultaneously (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Inflammation of the skin. Dilation (arrowhead) and increased permeability of the vessels are shown (arrows).

Angiogenesis (formation of new vessels) is a central phenomenon in chronic inflammation and
represents the development of new vessels from the pre-existing vascular structures. The event
is complex and involves various types of cells, growth factors, cytokines, adhesion molecules
and signal transformation processes [2]. These factors thus contribute to blood vessels
development, maintenance and remodeling.

In physiological processes such as wound healing or during menstrual cycle, angiogenesis is
temporarily activated. On the other hand, it also plays an important role in the onset, devel-
opment and spread of malignancies [3, 4]. Tumors under 1–2 mm receive oxygen and nutrients
by diffusion, but their further growth requires the development of new feeding vessels.
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Without angiogenesis tumors cannot grow beyond this size and cannot metastasize. The
development of benign tumor masses also requires a transient activation of angiogenesis. In
their case the resulting vessels have a relatively linear pattern and ordered ramifications.
Conversely, the progression of malignant tumors involves a permanent activation of angio-
genesis in order to sustain tumor growth. As a result, new vessels are quickly multiplying and
developing chaotically, forming a wide, tree-like spatial structure. This structure penetrates
into the tumor and ensures a large diffusion area, in contact with the neoplastic cells. Even
though the tumor vasculature originates from the normal vessels of the host tissue, the
architecture is significantly different. Tumors present an anarchic, inhomogeneous, vascular
network, often with dilated, saccular, tortuous structures and irregular ramifications
(Figure 3). Tumor cells may be found in the endothelium and the blood flow is chaotic,
bidirectional and unsteady [5–7]. From a functional point of view, the vessels present an
abnormal permeability for large macromolecules, while tissue oxygenation and metabolic
residue removal are inefficient. The perfusion rate in many of these tumors is slower than in
normal tissues and the average flow rate of erythrocytes may be one level of magnitude lower
than in physiologic conditions [8]. Unlike in normal vessels, in neoplastic vessels the charac-
teristic relationship between vessel size and the erythrocyte flow rate is missing. Blood flow
through the tumor bed is restrained by the increased downstream resistance and focal leakage.
The heterogeneous features of tumor vascularity generate obstacles for the penetration of
therapeutic agents and contribute to the development of the abnormal tumor environment. In
this way the efficiency of various therapies is reduced while the most aggressive and potentially
metastatic cancerous cells are being selected [8].

The main promoter of angiogenesis is the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). In normal
circumstances it is suppressed by the Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) protein, while in the case of
tumors it is overexpressed [9]. With the use of immunohistochemistry methods, the CD34
endothelial antigen is marked with specific antibodies and a parameter called microvascular
density (MVD) is calculated by means of automatic measurement methods. This is an indicator
of the degree of angiogenesis, and some studies indicate a correlation between MVD and cancer
patients’ survival [10]. The emerging use of MVD is represented by the evaluation of the
tumor’s response to systemic treatment. Studies performed to this date revealed the utility of
MVD for the measurement of the effect of tumor angiogenesis disrupting therapies [11]. These
therapies, called antiangiogenic therapies, are designed to reverse vascular and tumoral
environment abnormalities and to determine the “normalization” of the tumor vessels’
function [12]. As a consequence, there is an improvement in the cytotoxic agents’ penetration
and the radiation therapy outcome.

Ischemia represents the partial reduction (chronic ischemia) or complete suppression (acute
ischemia) of the arterial flow in an organ or anatomical region. The causes are manifold:
circulatory alterations such as embolism and thrombosis; degenerative and inflammatory
arterial conditions—atherosclerosis and arteriosclerosis; arterial spasm; arterial hypotension.
In acute ischemia there is a sudden and complete suppression of the circulation and the
evolution toward infarction is variable, depending on the existence of collateral circulation.
Chronic ischemia begins with the reduction of the capillaries caliber and blood flow in a more
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or less well-defined area, depending on the feeding arterial network which may or may not be
terminal. There are also associated phenomena to collateral feeding vessels formation. Within
the necrotic, infarction area, there is no circulatory bed, only a more or less liquefied tissue,
completely or partially replaced by fibrotic structures.

Figure 3. Angiogenesis outline. A small tumor (T) receives nutrients and oxygen by diffusion (a). As the tumor grows
normal adjacent vessels (V) multiply quickly and penetrate into the tumor (b, c).

2. Current ultrasonographic techniques used for the evaluation of
microcirculation: Doppler ultrasonography

2.1. General principles

This technique detects blood flow down to velocities of 2 cm/s, allows the color coding of the
flow (“color flow map” technique – CFM; “power Doppler“- PD), velocity and flow measure-
ments (spectral Doppler). Only vascular structures with a diameter over 100 μm can be
analyzed [13, 14]. The physical principle that governs this method is the Doppler effect. For all
types of waves (including sound waves) it entails the change of the received signal frequency,
when the source of the wave and/or the receiver is moving toward or away from one another

Figure 4. Doppler effect outline. E – emitted sound wave fascicle; R – reflected fascicle; D – direction of movement of
blood cells; A – angle between sound wave fascicle and blood cells direction of movement.
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(Figure 4). The receiver’s movement toward a stationary source leads to the detection of higher
frequencies. If the receiver moves away from the source it encounters less cycles per second
and it will register a wave with a lower frequency than that emitted by the source. In ultraso-
nographic (US) equipment both the source and the receiver are positioned close to one another
inside the transducer. The emitted sound wave fascicle is reflected from the interfaces existing
between/in various tissues and afterwards these waves are received and represent the basis
for the formation of the US image (Figure 5). The movement of the blood cells toward the
transducer determines an increase of the reflected wave’s frequency, while the opposite
movement determines a frequency decrease.

Figure 5. Examples of spectral and color Doppler. On the left: the left testicle (black asterisk) is investigated by spectral
Doppler. The measurement sample (arrowhead) is placed inside an artery. The bottom portion of the image displays
the spectral Doppler waveform (Wf), in which blood flow velocity (in cm/s) within the Doppler sample is plotted ver-
sus time. On the right: a superficial tumoral mass (white asterisk) is investigated with CFM. Flow toward the transduc-
er is represented with shades of red and yellow, whereas flow in the opposite direction is indicated with shades of blue
(arrows).

The difference between the received and the emitted sound wave, called differential frequency,
is dependent on the emission frequency, propagation velocity of the waves into the tissues, the
velocity of the detector and the angle between the detector's direction of movement and the
sound wave fascicle. Placing a “measurement sample” inside a vessel will include groups of
cells moving at different velocities, each group determining a signal with a particular
differential frequency. Therefore, a complex US signal is generated from inside the blood
column, which can be analyzed using a specter of frequencies with the help of Fourier
techniques. The frequencies which compose the specter are then transformed into velocities
using the Doppler equation.

2.2. The applicability of Doppler ultrasonography for the evaluation of normal and
pathological circumstances

Within the limits of the spatial and temporal resolution offered by the latest equipment, DUS
allows the characterization of the circulatory bed. The normal circulatory bed consists of fine
vessels with a radial orientation, from the organ's hilum toward the capsule. This pattern is
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more obvious in the case of large organs such as the liver or the spleen. Other organs such as
the kidney, the thyroid and the testicle have a different appearance, also characteristic, of the
normal vascularity, easy to identify and describe.

The features of the circulatory bed during inflammation have been investigated in various
studies aimed to detect and measure vascular changes. Rheumatology is one of the beneficiary
fields of these US techniques. The common indications include the evaluation of the inflam-
mation, the appreciation of the therapeutic response and the differentiation between inflam-
matory and degenerative pathology. DUS may identify the augmentation of the blood flow in
the inflammation of the synovial and periarticular structures, tendon insertion and sheath. The
increase of the blood flow is associated with the histologic identification of the intra-articular
pannus [15]. For the time being the detection of the Doppler signal represents an integrated
part of the definitions of musculoskeletal conditions (Figure 6). Thus, synovitis is defined as
an abnormal, hypoechoic, intra-articular structure that is only slightly compressible and which
may present Doppler signal. A fluid collection is defined as an hypoechoic or anechoic intra-
articular structure which can be dislodged and does not present Doppler signal. Detection of
the Doppler signal is also included in the definitions of tenosynovitis and enthesopathy [15,
16]. The method provides high accuracy in showing active synovitis and accompanied by
contrast agent (CA) administration it correlates very well with other imaging methods such
as contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (CE-MRI) [17].

Figure 6. Example of hip synovitis in a child. Synovial thickening is indicated by the asterisk. Power Doppler identifies
augmentation of blood flow in the inflamed synovia (arrow).

Another established application of DUS is in the male genital pathology. An increased vascular
signal observed upon the CFM or PD examination of an enlarged, hypoechoic epididymis
reveals the hyperemia characteristic of acute epididymitis. A similar appearance is identified
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in the case of acute orchitis. Spectral Doppler shows a high velocity flow and low resistance in
these situations (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Different alterations of the vasculature identified by CFM. The left image presents a patient with orchitis
(acute inflammation). The testicle (asterisk) is examined with CFM and an increased vascular signal is observed (ar-
rows). The right image portrays the evaluation of angiogenesis in a malignant tumor (HCC). The tumor (asterisk) is
depicted in a superficial liver (L) segment and CFM identifies the tumor vasculature (arrows).

In tumors, DUS may identify specific circulatory patterns both in benign (e.g., focal nodular
hyperplasia [FNH]) and malignant lesions (for instance, the “basket” circulatory pattern is
specific to hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)) (Figure 7). The detection of malignancy through
DUS depends on the presence of an increased, asymmetric blood flow in a certain region, due
to the higher number and size of the vessels. Studies performed on different types of tumors
(e.g., skin melanomas) proved that DUS accurately identifies the process of neoangiogenesis
and may constitute a prognosis criterion for the recurrence potential of aggressive tumors [18,
19].

As regards the ischemic tissues, the lack of Doppler signal reflects the deficit or absence of
blood flow within the vessels of the affected area. This finding must be correlated with the
clinical status of the patient and with other investigations, because, for example, in the case of
renal infarction, the differentiation from a parenchymal pathology that evolves with hypo-
perfusion is difficult. This particular situation owes to the DUS limitations in identifying the
slow flow at the level of the capillaries when low-frequency US equipment is used (3–5 MHz).
Furthermore, the ischemic process is often associated and compensated with the development
of a secondary circulatory network which presents reversed flows. Power Doppler mode may
overcome this limitation, but it is excessively sensitive and nondiscriminative toward other
types of movement such as tissue vibrations and surrounding organs’ motility.

Nevertheless, there are situations when DUS may provide indirect information regarding the
capillary perfusion status. In a recent study a positive correlation has been established between
skin perfusion pressure at the level of the feet and Doppler flow measurements within tibial
arteries [20]. This finding has important implications both in the therapeutic approach of leg
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ulcers and in the evaluation of skin grafts’ viability [20]. The situation is identical in the case
of organ transplantation.

The quantification of renal vascularity through spectral Doppler is another area that is of
interest and up-to-date. There are numerous studies that have succeeded to correlate the
alterations of the Doppler parameters with various conditions. The resistivity index (RI,
calculated as [peak systolic velocity – end diastolic velocity]/peak systolic velocity) represents
the most frequently used parameter to describe the alterations of renal vascularity in relation-
ship with renal impairment. In adults the normal value at the level of the interlobar/arcuate
arteries is between 0.6 and 0.7. Renal vasoconstriction encountered in cases of complete
pyelocaliceal obstruction is reflected in the elevation of the RI above the normal limits.
Although nonspecific, RI > 0.8–0.9 has been demonstrated to be the strongest predictor for
renal graft dysfunctionality [21].

Another Doppler application, namely the laser Doppler imaging technique, is still subject to
continuous improvement. It is also based on the Doppler principle and uses a light fascicle
emitted by a laser source which is reflected by circulating erythrocytes and static tissue
structures. There are major advantages to this method in assessing the pathology of superficial
structures, such as the skin, since it can measure at 95–100% accuracy the depth of a burn – a
value that has not been reached by other methods, thus having implications in the therapeutic
conduct [22].

2.3. Limitations and advantages of Doppler ultrasound

Limitations of the Doppler technique consist mainly of the following:

a. the variability from one examination to another, as well as inter- and intraobserver
variability;

b. the difficulty in obtaining the Doppler signal from a single target vessel in certain
conditions such as a tumor with numerous feeding pedicles and a sinuous spatial
trajectory;

c. the dependence of spectral ultrasonography on the insonation angle (it has to be less than
60° in relation to the axis of the vessel);

d. the need to standardize the exploration by using more parameters that must be identical
during each examination (wall filter, color gain, scan frequency) in order to ensure the
reproducibility of the method [23].

There are ways to quantify the Doppler signal which contribute to the improvement of
reproducibility. The main measurable parameters in the case of the spectral method are blood
velocity, its relative volume and flow rate. The data obtained by the color-coded technique may
be postprocessed by quantifying the number of color pixels within a target area. In situations
where an adequate examination protocol is available this information allows the evaluation of
tumor response to chemotherapy. The percentage of colored pixels from the total number of
pixels present in the target area (called “vascularity index”) represents an approach similar to
the digital evaluation of MVD used in immunohistochemistry [24]. The new 3D color-coded
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Doppler techniques allow the creation of spatial models that illustrate tumoral circulation
characteristics [25].

The most important advantages of the Doppler method are:

a. it is noninvasive;

b. it is available on a large scale since most ultrasound machines are equipped with Doppler
functions;

c. it offers the possibility to study broad anatomical areas.

3. New ultrasonographic techniques in the evaluation of clinical
microcirculation. Intravenous contrast harmonic ultrasound

3.1. Contrast agents used in ultrasonography

Ultrasonographic contrast agents (CAs) are basically echoenhancers that are administered to
patients to improve the diagnostic yield.

Joyner mentioned the ultrasonographic contrast effect for the first time in 1960, and during the
initial experiments used standard saline solution as a contrast agent for the identification of
mitral valve echoes [26]. The saline solution is still used today to evaluate cardiac shunts.
Currently the contrast agents consisting of gas microbubbles encapsulated in a lipid, protein
or polymer shell are the most widespread and used. These remain strictly intravascular and
the encapsulation ensures a longer life of the microbubbles, up to several minutes, unlike the
unencapsulated ones which are rapidly dissolved into the blood pool. To ensure the slow
diffusion into the blood, gases such as perfluorocarbon, sulfur hexafluoride or nitrogen are
found in most of these agents. The size of the microbubbles ranges between 1 and 5 μm and
is comparable with that of erythrocytes. The CA is administered intravenously (i.v.), in a bolus
dose of 2.4 ml (SonoVue, Bracco, Italy) or by continuous infusion. The newer, more sensitive
equipment allows an efficient examination even with lower doses (e.g., 1 ml). For the injection,
a special kit is used in which the CA is prepared by mixing with a saline solution and strongly
shaking the recipient. The elimination of the CA components is made through the lungs and
by hepatic metabolization.

3.2. Harmonics based ultrasound imaging

The high-pressure fluctuations of the sound wave determine a disproportionate change of the
microbubbles’ radius, thus triggering a nonlinear response. In this situation, the ultrasound
waves reflected by the microbubbles are characterized by different frequencies compared to
the incident wave, both higher and lower. These are called harmonics, and the second harmonic
represents the foundation of “second harmonic imaging” techniques. These detect and convert
into image only the second harmonic signal from the scattered ultrasound. To obtain a better
contrast-to-tissue ratio, a low mechanical index (MI) is used (Figure 8). The MI is always
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displayed on the ultrasound machine since it is a critical parameter in contrast-enhanced
ultrasonography (CEUS). It represents the amount of negative acoustic pressure within an
ultrasonic field. The examiner can modify the MI which in turn will prompt different micro-
bubble responses and modulate the output signature of CAs.

Figure 8. Spectacle view of the testes (asterisks) after administration of CA. Harmonic imaging with low mechanical
index (MI = 0.1) sharply identifies testicular microcirculation (arrows).

3.2.1. Techniques with a variable mechanical index

These incorporate two different approaches, based on low and high MI. The low MI technique
(MI < 0.2) reduces the microbubble destruction and thus the evaluation of the perfusion can
be performed over a relatively long period of time. The high MI (MI > 0.4) approach enables a
more accurate characterization of the CA kinetics but could generate adverse biological
responses.

Techniques with a low MI include pulse inversion imaging; amplitude/power modulation;
power-modulated pulse inversion. The pulse inversion implies the emission down the same
transmit line of two consecutive pulses, the second one being identical but 180° inverted with
respect to the first pulse. Given the nonlinear response of the CA, the reflected ultrasound
waves will be nonidentical and their sum will cause the cancellation of the fundamental part
of the signal, the image being formed from the remaining signal. Although the technique has
the advantage of sparing the microbubbles, it has the disadvantage of a decreased frame rate
which is synonymous to a decreased temporal resolution.

The amplitude/power modulation technique requires the transmission of 2–3 pulses with
identical phase and different magnitude. The signals received are combined in such a way that
the sum of the pulses with low amplitude is subtracted from the high-amplitude pulse. Since
pulses with low amplitude are weak harmonic generators, the difference between the received
pulses is due to the nonlinear response of the CA. The technique of power-modulated pulse
inversion is a combination of the two techniques described above. The pair of pulses trans-
mitted in the same direction differs both in amplitude and phase, thereby providing a better
detection of the nonlinear signals.
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High MI-based techniques cause a rapid destruction of most of the microbubbles inside the
examination window. The low and high MI techniques are commonly combined (“destruction-
replenishment” technique); the examination starts with low MI and after the homogenization
of the CA perfusion, the high MI mode is activated.

3.3. The safety of contrast microbubbles

Ultrasonographic contrast agents present a high safety profile and a low incidence of side
effects. Compared to other imaging techniques (CT, MRI) they do not lead to renal toxicity and
do not alter the thyroid function. The incidence of anaphylactic reactions is very low (<0.002%)
[27]. The most important circumstances in which CA administration is forbidden are breast-
feeding; recent acute coronary syndrome; right-to-left shunts and unstable ischemic heart
disease. The in vitro studies have identified a number of possible biological effects resulting
from the interaction of the ultrasound wave with microbubbles and cells; as such sonoporation
(the appearance of small cracks in the cell membrane), hemolysis and cell death may be
encountered. Studies in animal models have shown that the use of high MI (≈0.4) may cause
glomerular hemorrhage, but in the current clinical practice MI is set around a value of 0.1 [28].
Mortality associated with CA administration is low (1: 500,000) and studies that included large
groups of patients concluded that there is no higher risk of death for patients who underwent
CA administration compared to controls [29, 30].

4. The evaluation of microcirculation using i.v. contrast-enhanced harmonic
ultrasound: experimental and animal models: clinical applications

4.1. General considerations

CEUS allows the assessment of microcirculation down to the level of very small diameter
vessels – such as 40 μm [31]. Although in the capillary bed the blood flow velocity is very low
and sometimes interrupted, CEUS allows the visualization of the CA even in these situations.

Before CA administration, the system is set as follows: MI between 0.09 and 0.11; the ‘Time
Gain Compensation’ buttons aligned in the middle position; the overall gain is reduced to the
value at which tissue echoes begin to disappear; a single focus set under the region of interest
(ROI) is used. The intravenous administration (e.g., through the cubital vein) of the extempo-
raneously prepared CA is followed by the administration of 10 mL of saline solution bolus.
The assessment of the ultrasound images is continuous, beginning from the time of injection
until the appearance of the first echoes – called “arterial phase” (10–20 s later), and afterwards
until the echoes disappear completely (called "late" venous, tissue or combined phase). The
use of the dual image, B mode and contrast mode, is recommended since it helps maintain the
area of interest within the insonation plane. To correctly assess the lesions, the examination
must be centered on a single structure which will be continuously evaluated for several
minutes. To obtain additional information on synchronous lesions, a new CA injection must
be administered (CA does not present toxic/lethal doses).
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4.2. The analysis of the CA progression

It consists of continuous and real time observation, of the CA transition pattern through the
ROI for at least 60–90 s, allowing the characterization of the CA kinetics, from the moment it
enters into the circulatory bed (wash-in) and ending with its complete exit (wash-out). The
separation between the two is given by the moment when the signal reaches maximum
intensity. The digital recording of the examination as video clips facilitates the CA kinetics
analysis through ROI, which can be quantified based on qualitative and quantitative param-
eters. Thus, the CA transition through the region of interest is divided into different temporal
phases. The first is the arterial phase (from 10–20 to 30–45 s), which is marked by an abrupt
increase of the signal intensity caused by the appearance of the microbubbles. The examination
continues with the venous phase, which begins 30–45 s after the injection, and during which
the signal intensity reaches a plateau and then gradually drops until it completely disappears.
With the exception of the liver and lungs, most organs have a single blood supply (arterial).
In the case of the liver the blood supply is ensured through the hepatic artery and the portal
vein. This means that after the arterial phase there is an additional vascular intake phase – the
portal venous phase (60–120 s) [32]. The liver and spleen display a particular behavior because
they have the tendency to retain more microbubbles than other organs. This is due to the
accumulation of CA at the level of the sinusoids (in the case of the liver) as well as its capture
by the reticulohistiocytic system (in the case of liver and spleen). Consequently, the CA washing
phase ('wash-out') is longer compared to other organs, and is called the late phase (up to 4–
6 min).

4.2.1. The semiqualitative analysis of the CA progression

Throughout a particular region it is performed by evaluating the following [33]:

a. the moment of arterial phase occurrence (depends on the cardiac activity as well as on the
distance between the vein wherein CA is administered and the organ subject to exami-
nation);

b. the celerity and length of the arterial phase (conditioned by the capillary bed compliance);

c. the direction of the CA penetration from the organ’s hilum toward the capsule;

d. the penetration and spatial distribution characteristics of the CA in the ROI (in relation
with the size and number of the feeding vessels and their spatial distribution);

e. the enhancement pattern (homogeneous or nonhomogeneous in relation to the permea-
bility of the capillary bed);

f. the time and speed of the contrast wash-out (in relationship with the arteriovenous shunts
that may indicate the malignant nature of the region of interest);

g. the wash-out direction;

h. the wash-out pattern.
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4.2.2. The quantitative analysis of the CA progression

It is based on the graphic representation of the variation in time of the CA signal intensity
within the blood column (Figure 9). This can be done using the ultrasound system or third-
party software (e.g., ImageArena, TomTec). The representation is achieved by applying an
equation adapted to the blood flow, which results in a time-intensity curve (TIC). The TIC is
traced with utmost accuracy when the ROI is stationary. Because in daily practice, with the
exception of superficial organ lesions (e.g., lymph nodes), most lesions are mobile during the
examination due to the respiratory movements, postprocessing applications were designed to
compensate these movements [34]. The TIC analysis is suitable both for techniques with a low
MI (CA administered in bolus) and high MI (CA administered in a continuous infusion coupled
with the “destruction-replenishment” technique), as it allows the examiner to set the time when
the various parameters of the curve are calculated. The microbubble destruction technique, in
the context of continuous infusion, leads to a more accurate characterization of the CA kinetics
and allows repeated measurements for the same ROI as well as for other regions. The relative
limitations of this technique are the lengthy examination time, the possible biological effects
of high MI and the need to use special perfusion pumps [35]. The detailed analysis of the TIC
curve is performed automatically by the software and is programmed to calculate mathemat-
ical parameters derived from the perfusion equation which are then integrated into the context
by the examiner. They provide useful information for determining [36]:

Figure 9. CEUS of a renal tumor. The tumor is depicted in the renal cortex and entirely outlined in green; a smaller
region of the tumor parenchyma is outlined in purple; the normal renal cortex is outlined in yellow. In the lower part
of the image the TICs were plotted for each of the abovementioned ROIs based on the timing and intensity of the ech-
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a. the circulatory bed volume – the maximum intensity of the signal referred to as "peak
intensity" (PI) and respectively the “area under the curve” (AUC);

b. the flow rate – the time elapsed from moment '0' until the point of maximum intensity –
"time to peak" (TTP);

c. the enhancement phase of the circulatory bed – "wash in time" (WIT – the time elapsed
from the time of 5% enhancement until 95% enhancement);

d. the wash-out phase of the circulatory bed – "wash out time" (WOT – representing the time
from the systolic ascension until the full exit of CA from ROI);

e. the rise time –“rise time” (RT);

f. the average transit time through the region of interest – “'mean transit time” (MTT).

4.3. Advantages and limitations of CEUS

Specific CEUS advantages consist of the following:

a. lack of ionizing radiation;

b. repeatability;

c. the possibility to perform a bed-side examination;

d. relatively low costs (as compared to other sectional imaging techniques);

e. time needed for examination is short;

f. the possibility to perform it on patients at risk or with contraindications to iodine agents
or gadolinium administration;

g. higher spatial and temporal resolution than CT or MRI;

h. the ability to detect vessels even at very low velocities has been shown in some cases to
be superior to contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) [37].

Moreover, CEUS is successful in providing hemodynamic information in areas where the slow
flow and insonation angle represent an impediment to Doppler mode.

The limitations of CEUS are:

a. the high costs of the systems able to operate in contrast mode (as compared to basic
ultrasound systems);

b. relatively steep and long learning curve;

c. specific artifacts;

d. the dependence on the patient’s habitus (especially for deep lesions).
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4.4. Experimental animal models

The development of the emerging CEUS applications often involves building a model that is
reproducible and based on easily controllable parameters. The animal models play an
important role in the development of new therapies, as well as in the validation of the imaging
techniques’ capability to evaluate the response to treatment. Implementing such a model is a
crucial step in the laborious process aimed for the final implementation of new diagnosis and
therapeutic strategies in clinical practice. Murine models are the most commonly used. This is
due to their relatively low cost, the possibility to obtain a wide range of transgenic animals
and the ease of CEUS application to this species. The CEUS examination of the rats follows the
same principles as in the case of human subjects. CA administration can be performed through
the lateral tail vein [38]. This approach may be sometimes inefficient due to the increased skin
rigidity and reduced vein caliber. Other authors have proposed alternative sites of adminis-
tration, such as intracardiac [39]. Real-time US monitoring of the catheter's progression allows
a precise placement of the needle tip and contributes to the success of the technique. This
administration route is not without drawbacks, since the rat’s accelerated heart rate can lead
to catheter displacement outside the heart. Contrast agents developed for humans can be used
effectively in animal models (e.g., SonoVue, Bracco Italy). There are also CAs specifically
developed for animal studies, such as Micromarker (Bracco, Geneva). They offer the possibility
to be combined with various components (e.g., Streptavidin), resulting in a molecular imaging
method that addresses specific structures expressed on the endothelium (e.g., VEGFR-2) [40].
One of the basic murine models, which can be easily obtained and has wide applicability, uses
the rat carcinosarcoma, known as the Walker 256 tumor. This can be grafted with high success
rates in both superficial and intracavitary sites (e.g., intraperitoneal). The application of CEUS
in these situations has implications for monitoring and quantifying the natural development
of tumor MC and for assessing the success of tumoricidal therapies (Figure 10) [39].

Figure 10. Appearance of an experimentally induced tumor by subcutaneous implantation in a Wistar animal model.
On the left the tumor (asterisk) is depicted in B-mode US. On the right the CEUS examination is displayed.
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4.5. Modern clinical applications

From 2004 onwards the European Federation of the Societies of Ultrasonography in Medicine
and Biology (EFSUMB) together with other entities such as The World Federation of Ultraso-
nography in Medicine and Biology (WFUMB) has made continuous efforts to publish guide-
lines and recommendations regarding the application of CEUS in hepatic and nonhepatic
pathologies [27, 32].

Its applications in rheumatology, in the form of contrast-enhanced Doppler ultrasonography
(Doppler CEUS) have been enhanced especially by the discovery of new treatments for active
rheumatoid arthritis that target the microvascularity [41]. Compared to the classic Doppler
technique, this application has significantly improved the detection of vascularity and the
therapeutic decision in inflammatory pathologies of the small and large joints [42, 43].
However, low MI CEUS is superior to Doppler CEUS in detecting intra-articular microvascu-
larity [44]. Also, the method provides valuable quantitative data through TIC, as revealed by
some studies that observed positive correlations between the peak signal intensity and
microvascular density (CD105+) in the case of psoriatic arthritis [45].

In the case of orchiepididymitis, the diagnosis is easily established by the clinical and DUS
examination of the patient. Additionally, CEUS may point out much earlier an abscess
formation, which appears as a nonenhancing structure, and consequently it improves the
therapeutic approach [46].

Figure 11. CEUS exploration of the intestinal wall in Crohn's disease, before (left image) and after treatment (right im-
age). The intestinal wall is outlined in green and before treatment it is strongly enhancing, as opposed to the posttreat-
ment findings where the enhancement pattern returned to a normal aspect. The adjacent fat (outlined in yellow)
presented similar patterns.

The applications in the pathology of the digestive tract and its glands are numerous and
diverse. One of these is the quantification of the intestinal wall vascularity in patients with
Crohn's disease [47, 48]. In this particular situation, where angiogenesis is the key element of
active disease, CEUS allows the assessment of the intestinal wall as well as of the adjacent fat,
the results being strongly correlated with those of the MR [49]. The CA enhancement pattern
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within the different bowel wall layers is correlated with the clinical parameters that charac-
terize the disease activity. The evaluation of CA behavior through TIC curves allows the
quantification of TTP, a parameter that is correlated with the values of the C reactive protein
(CRP), which is a surrogate inflammation marker – a short TTP reflects the increased values
of CRP encountered during the active stages of the disease [50]. Also, the elevation of TTP is
an indicator of the inflammatory changes resolution [50]. The development of strictures is one
of the possible complications of Crohn's disease in which CEUS can differentiate between the
inflammatory substrate (strong enhancement) and the fibrotic one (weak enhancement)
(Figure 11) [47, 51].

CEUS holds a distinct role in the appreciation of focal liver lesions since it is frequently
successful in establishing an accurate diagnosis or facilitates the decision of further investiga-
tions. Benign lesions present a specific and constant enhancement pattern during the arterial
and portal phases and no wash-out during the delayed phase [32]. Hemangiomas can be
accurately diagnosed in over 95% of the cases since they have a typical CEUS pattern – nodular,
peripheral enhancement during the arterial phase which progresses in a centripetal manner,
the uptake being partial or complete (Figure 12). During the portal venous phase there is
constant enhancement. A strong enhancement during the arterial phase is also found in focal
nodular hyperplasia (FNH), but the progression is centrifugal and during the delayed phase
the lesion may be hyper or isoenhancing compared to the adjacent parenchyma. During the
late phases the typical central scar may be identified as a hypoenhancing area (Figure 12)
[52].

Figure 12. CEUS of liver FNH and hemangioma. The FNH (arrows) presents hyperenhancement during the arterial (A,
B) and venous phases (C) that progresses centrifugally. The hemangioma (asterisk) shows intense peripheral enhance-
ment during the arterial phase (D) which progresses centripetally; the tumor is hyperenhanced in the late phase (E).
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In malignant liver tumors there is an early and abrupt uptake of the CA within the circulatory
bed followed by the CA wash-out from the region of interest in the end of the arterial phase
or the beginning of the venous phase. This phenomenon is explained by the existence of
arteriovenous communications. In over 97% of the cases HCC is hyperenhancing during the
arterial phase and becomes hypoenhancing during the late phase [32]. Highly differentiated
tumors may present delayed or absent wash-out, just like in the case of the well-differentiated
HCC which can be isoenhancing in these phases. Cholangiocarcinoma displays a different
behavior during the arterial phase, but during the subsequent phases a characteristic wash-
out is identified. CEUS has implications not only in the diagnosis, but also in the treatment of
tumors since it allows the guiding of local ablation techniques (ethanol injection or radio-
frequency ablation) by easily identifying the tumor and confirming the efficiency of coagula-
tion necrosis.

Renal tumors also benefit from this method. CEUS allows the differentiation between pseu-
dotumors and tumors and allows the diagnosis of benign and malignant cystic masses [53].
The sensitivity of the method in identifying enhancement at the level of the fine septa is
superior to that of CT, even though CT remains the standard method for the staging of
malignant cystic tumors. CEUS is also useful in the noninvasive diagnosis of bladder tumors
since it can differentiate between a blood clot and a mural tumor which is vascularized and
therefore enhances after CA administration.

Figure 13. CEUS aspect of testicular infarction. In the upper left image, a yellow ROI is placed inside the testicular
parenchyma and a blue ROI is placed upon the scrotal wall. The TICs for each ROI are plotted in the right half of the
image. The testicular parenchyma (yellow) shows no enhancement in contrast with the normally enhancing scrotal
wall (blue).

Regarding ischemic lesions, CEUS overcomes the limitations of DUS since it can differentiate
between a slow circulatory bed and an ischemic area. The accuracy of the method is similar to
that of contrast-enhanced CT and superior to DUS in the diagnosis of renal ischemia. Renal
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infarction appears as a triangular shaped area, with the base toward the renal capsule and
which does not enhance with CA, on the background of an enhancing renal parenchyma [54].
Infarction occurring in other organs provides similar CEUS findings (Figure 13).

5. Perspectives of the ultrasonographic evaluation of microcirculation

The discovery and use of new biological therapeutic agents not only for cancer treatment but
also for other conditions have created the need to evaluate the treatment response in a
noninvasive manner. In most cases, the effects of these therapies, especially in the early
treatment phases, elude the analysis capacity of the morphological imaging techniques.
Identifying the presence or absence of the therapeutic response in the initial phases of the
treatment influences decisively the therapeutic itinerary of the patient – functional imaging is
capable to assess these early changes. In the case of CEUS, the potential capability derives from
the quantitative analysis of TIC. The parameters obtained through TIC before and after the
initiation of a treatment with effects on microvascularity have the capacity to become surrogate
markers of the therapeutic answer. A series of clinical trials have focused on their analysis and
revealed relevant results [55]. For the low MI CEUS technique, the parameters that proved to
be useful are WIT; WOT; MTT and AUC [36, 55, 56]. The disadvantage of this method is the
lack of control on the CA concentration distributed at the level of the ROI, since it is manually
injected. High MI techniques (destruction replenishment) manage to overcome this limitation
by the automatic administration of the CA and by obtaining a stable plasmatic CA concentra-
tion. Other recent research directions have come to complete the ones already mentioned since
they demonstrated the potential of the TIC parameters to become surrogate markers of tumor
aggressiveness. The possibility to identify tumor aggressiveness in a noninvasive manner is
extremely important due to the potential impact on the efficient individualization of the
therapeutic strategy [56].

Recent technological discoveries allowed the development of 4D systems capable to follow the
CA kinetics in real-time. These present the advantage of an integrated assessment of the CA
kinetics within the whole tumoral mass or region of interest [57].

At the same time, the qualitative and quantitative data obtained through CEUS may be
subjected to automatic complex analyses, such as CART (Classification and Regression Trees)
that are based on artificial intelligence. They allow an integrated analysis of the CEUS
parameters together with those provided by DUS, B mode US, CT/MRI and the creation of a
complex, high accuracy, decision protocols [58].

The microbubbles used nowadays may be combined with various antibodies and therefore
the technique may target specific structures. The binding may be performed with multiple
antibodies at the same time. A recent study succeeded the triple marking of the CA against
αVβ-integrin, P-selectin and endothelial growth factor of the human breast cancer endothe-
lium and murinic angiosarcoma [59]. Binding the CA with biomarkers improves the visual-
ization of tumor angiogenesis and in the future these state-of-the-art methods will increase
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the sensitivity of CEUS in detecting and staging cancers and in evaluating the microcircula-
tion.

6. Conclusions

The ultrasonographic evaluation of vascularity is based on the Doppler technique and the
harmonic technique using CAs. CEUS is the recommended US method for the characterization
of microcirculation for which it provides a multivariate appreciation. The results of the
examination are displayed in real-time under the eyes of the examiner, while the quantitative
assessment of the CA kinetics parameters is easy to perform. These features allow a precise
definition of the healthy or pathologic state of an organ and the follow-up of treatment
response. The method is versatile and in the future it will open new perspectives for individ-
ualized, patient-centered therapy, with special benefits for oncologic patients.
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Abstract

This chapter presents the most important features of laser Doppler (LD) techniques: LD
flowmetry  (LDF)  and  LD  imaging  (LDI),  together  with  examples  of  their  clinical
applications in dentistry. LDF gives a constant estimation of blood flow at a specified
point, whereas LDI gives a ‘snapshot’ of perfusion at a given point. These methods are
non-invasive laser-based techniques for monitoring gingival and pulpal blood flow and
could be used as a diagnostic tool. In paediatric dentistry and odontology, LDF proved
to  be  an  atraumatic  real-time  method  used  for  determining  the  tooth  vitality  by
monitoring the pulp microcirculation in traumatized teeth, fractured teeth and teeth
undergoing different conservative treatments (e.g. bleaching, dental preparation for
prosthetic restorations, etc.). In periodontology, recent studies showed the ability of LDF
to evaluate the health of gingival tissue in different types of periodontal diseases. By
using  LDF,  it  is  also  possible  to  evaluate  the  outcome  after  different  periodontal
treatments. The laser Doppler line scanning can be used for recording the gingival
healing process after a surgical procedure in the anterior area of the oral cavity.

Keywords: microcirculation, dental pulp, gingiva, laser Doppler flowmetry, laser
Doppler imaging

1. Introduction

The microcirculation consists of vessels with the diameter less than 100 μm. The structure and
topological organization of the microcirculation located within organs differ from the larger
conduit vessels that distribute blood flow to the organs. The rheological properties of blood
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in the microcirculation differ from those in the large vessels due to the Fahraeus-Lindqvist
effect, which lead to diameter-dependent reduction in hematocrit and effective blood viscosity
in microcirculatory vessels [1]. The main function of the microcirculation is to deliver nutrients
to and remove waste products from the various tissues as well as support the exchange of
respiratory gasses. It also plays an essential role in fluid exchange between blood and tissue,
delivery of hormones from endocrine glands to target organs, and bulk delivery between
organs for storage or synthesis and provides a line of defence against pathogens [2]. An ideal
technique for measurement of tissue oxygenation should provide quantitative, accurate and
reproducible real-time information about oxygen supply and utilization in specific tissue beds.
For clinical applications, such a device should be safe, non-invasive and easy to use.

Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) and laser Doppler imaging (LDI) have been widely used to
assess tissue micro-vascular function. These techniques have functioned as clinical surrogate
markers. However, the lack of standardization in data expression limits the use of these tests
in routine practice. Nowadays, LDF is commonly used to assess tissue blood flow; yet, data
exhibit great spatial variability. Another way of getting around spatial variability could be to
evaluate tissue blood flow over wider areas by using LDI. Successful wound healing following
periodontal surgery is strongly influenced by revascularization rate as well as by preservation
and reconstruction of the micro-vascularity of the gingival tissues [3, 4]. Regular post-operative
assessment of flap perfusion by members of the microsurgery team trained in the use of laser
Doppler line scanning might, therefore, represent a practical alternative to more complex and
invasive monitoring techniques.

There are numerous applications where LDF was used to non-invasively monitor changes in
blood flow in living tissues. LDF has been used to assess blood flow for intact microvascular
systems such as the skin, the retina, gut mesentery, renal cortex and mucous membranes [5,
6]. Dental applications include LDF readings (LDFRs) of periodontal ligament [7], pulpal blood
vessels [8–12], gingival or sulcular blood flow in health and disease [13–18], evaluation of the
degree in healing and revascularization of surgical wounds [19], the effect of orthodontic
treatment [20] or the injection of vasoconstrictive anaesthetics on blood flow [21]. Single-point
LDF, the technique mentioned above, shows good temporal resolution, poor spatial resolution
and poor reproducibility in low capillary density tissue areas [22, 23]. This latter issue can be
overcome by using either integrated probes with several transmitting and/or receiving fibres
or full field techniques such as LDI. This technique shows excellent spatial resolution but poor
temporal resolution for most devices (especially when scanning large areas) [24], but it
provides a more valid measure of tissue blood flow [25].

2. Methods and results

The pulpal and gingival blood flows (GBFs) in the clinical situations described in this chapter
were monitored using a MoorLab Laser Doppler (LD) equipment (Moor Instruments Ltd.,
Axminster, UK) with a straight optical probe, MP3b, 10 mm. A double silicone impression
fixed perpendicularly on the buccal cervical surface of the tooth was used for stabilizing the
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overcome by using either integrated probes with several transmitting and/or receiving fibres
or full field techniques such as LDI. This technique shows excellent spatial resolution but poor
temporal resolution for most devices (especially when scanning large areas) [24], but it
provides a more valid measure of tissue blood flow [25].

2. Methods and results

The pulpal and gingival blood flows (GBFs) in the clinical situations described in this chapter
were monitored using a MoorLab Laser Doppler (LD) equipment (Moor Instruments Ltd.,
Axminster, UK) with a straight optical probe, MP3b, 10 mm. A double silicone impression
fixed perpendicularly on the buccal cervical surface of the tooth was used for stabilizing the
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probe. The Moor Instruments MoorLab LD monitor uses laser radiation generated by a semi-
conductor laser diode operating at a wavelength of 780 + 10 nm and a maximum accessible
power of 1.6 mW. The programmed bandwidth of the recorded LD signal was 20 Hz–20 kHz
while sampling frequency was 40 Hz. Calibration was performed according to the manu-
facturer instructions. LDF was recorded and analysed using MoorSoft MoorLab V2.01
software. The physical parameters assessed were flux, expressed in perfusion units (PU) and
perfusion measurement (DC). The term used to estimate blood flow is flux—a quantity
proportional to the average speed of the blood cells and their concentration. This is
expressed in arbitrary perfusion units (AU) that are linearly related to flux. DC gives an
indication of the backscattered laser light intensity. The DC signal indicates a correct
positioning of the optical probe, showing the reflected laser radiation level from the level of
concerned area. The DC signal is the one that indicates the mechanic stability of the optical
probe placed at the level of acquisition area. The data were processed using statistical
analysis software SPSS v16.0.1.

2.1. Microcirculation of the dental pulp

The tooth vitality preservation is one of the most important aims in conservative dentistry. This
is why the reliable vitality assessment of the dental pulp has always been problematic and
therefore, many methods have been suggested to test pulp vitality [26]. Pulp vitality tests
should attempt to examine the presence of pulp blood flow, offering a precise, objective and
quantitative assessment as opposed to the conventional tests that rely on the patient’s subjec-
tive sensitivity [27, 28].

It is reported in the literature that the LDF technique is reliable for measuring human pulpal
blood flow (PBF) to determine pulp vitality [29, 30]. The technique can measure perfusion
quantitatively in real time [31]. However, it has also been claimed that signals from human
teeth do not necessarily indicate pulpal blood flow and could be confused with a signal
obtained from nearby gingival tissues, suggesting that periodontium and other neighbouring
tissues can contribute to the signal [32–34]. Polat et al. [34] examined the scattering and
penetration properties of the laser used in LDF by using a camera with slow speed shutters.
They demonstrated that the laser can densely penetrate up to 4 mm in depth and less densely
for up to 13 mm. This also suggests that even with proper isolation of the tooth, some signal
contamination from the periodontium is inevitable. They also demonstrated that without
isolation, the laser light could scatter from the source tooth to the whole oral cavity, which can
also potentially contribute to signal contamination. Karayilmaz and Kirzioglu [35] indicated
that LDF could reliably discriminate the vitality of the teeth with a sensitivity and specificity
of 1.0 for studied sample. LDF was found to be a more reliable and effective method than pulse
oximetry (PO) and electric pulp tester (EPT) in assessing the pulpal status of human teeth.

The isolation method before LDF measurements is crucial for obtaining an accurate signal.
Therefore, many authors have used different isolation techniques, thus the different results.
This is why many studies suggest that 45–82% of the blood flow recorded with LDF from
human teeth may not be from the pulp [36–39]. Soo-Ampon et al. [33] found that up to 80% of
the LDF output signal in human incisors may be non-pulp in origin if attempts at tooth isolation
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are not made. Polat et al. [34] compared teeth that had undergone a pulpectomy with con-
tralateral healthy pulps as controls. They also found that approximately 70% of the LDF
readings from teeth with the pulps removed were non-pulp in origin. The results obtained by
our group [40] show that about 69% of the acquired LD signal is of non-pulp origin, consistent
with the existing literature [38, 39, 41, 42].

For this reason, in our studies investigating dental pulp blood flow, a silicone impression
combined with light cure periodontal liquid dam was used in order to reduce the signal
contamination. This method offered an excellent isolation certified by the DC values obtained
during the measurements. It has been shown that the light from a LDF probe placed at 2 mm
above the buccal cement-enamel junction is transmitted apically towards the radicular pulp
[41]. There are several studies that have reported the placement of the LDF probe at 1–1.5
[43], 2 [44], 2–3 [45, 46], ~3 [47] and 4–5 mm [48] coronal to the gingival margin. In our studies,
the probe was placed on the cervical third of the tooth, at 3 mm away from the gingival margin
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. The acquisition technique of laser Doppler signals. (a) Silicone holder with the optical fibre inserted in the
canal previously created and (b) intra-oral positioning of the silicone holder together with the stabilized optical fibre.

2.1.1. Bleaching and pulp microcirculation

The treatment of teeth whitening can be performed in the dental office, by the dentist, or at
patient’s home, and uses whitening agents, such as hydrogen peroxide gel (3–38%), carbamide
peroxide (10–30%) or a mixture of hydrogen peroxide and sodium carbonate. Tooth bleaching,
as one of the most required dental cosmetic procedures, must imply a consequent tooth vitality
assessment. Sensitivity is strongly related to concentration, time and rate of usage of the
bleaching gel [39, 42, 49–51]. In general, the activation systems have a role in increasing the
temperature of the whitening agent, which penetrates rapidly the dental hard tissues, an aspect
that favours the obtaining of an optimal result in a short interval of time but with the risk of
increasing the inner pulp temperature. Therefore, this procedure can cause a local irritation to
the dental pulp, which affects its micro-vascularization. In one of our studies, we chose the
1064 nm laser instrument for activating the bleaching gel and we compared it with the
conventional ‘in office’ bleaching procedure, using LDF measurements.
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In the Nd:YAG (1064 nm) laser-assisted bleaching, the pulp had a much better recovery
(Figure 2), suggesting that LDF is a suitable method for a continuous monitoring of the
dental pulp microcirculation [52].

Figure 2. Interval plot of mean recorded before, immediately after and 1 week after treatment, indicating the evolution
of the pulp blood flow over time for laser-assisted bleaching procedure.

2.1.2. Prepared teeth and pulp microcirculation

Determination of pulpal health represents an objective of endodontic diagnosis. It is important
to assess pulp vitality prior to undertaking extensive tooth preparation in order to improve the
prognosis of the restoration. It is also desirable to confirm periodically the pulp vitality in teeth
that have undergone pulp preservation procedures or have had extensive restorations [53].

Full crown preparation procedures are probably the greatest restorative injury to which the
dental pulp is subjected [54, 55]. The extensive cutting during crown preparation, desiccation,
thermal injury and bacterial contamination has been implicated in the injury associated with
tooth preparation [56]. Crown preparation without water spray causes about 95% reduction
in the pulpal blood flow by 1 h after preparation. In contrast, the use of water spray virtually
eradicates any alteration in pulpal blood flow. The reduction in coronal pulp blood flow is the
result of an increased blood flow through the apically positioned arteriovenous (AVA) shunts
and a redistribution of blood flow from the drilled side to the opposite side of the pulp [28, 57].

However, few reports were found in the literature regarding the use of LDF in assessing the
pulpal blood flow in teeth that underwent prosthetic preparations [58, 59]. That is why the aim
of our study was to evaluate how teeth preparation for full crown coverage may affect the
pulpal blood flow.
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The results obtained in our study show a linear increase in pulpal blood flow (PBF) values for
all samples after dental prosthetic preparation. The values recorded 7 days after the prepara-
tion were higher than those recorded at 24 h after the preparation (Figure 3), which suggests
that the increase in values does not relate only to optical changes due to the reduction of dental
hard tissue but rather to the establishment of proper PBF. As a consequence, it may be assumed
that a phenomenon of micro-irritation has appeared in the investigated area.

Figure 3. The PBF in time for the prepared teeth.

Only in one sample, the PBF recorded at 24 h was tremendously different from the initial
moment and even from the PBF recorded at day 7. The patient did not report clinical symptoms
of pulpal inflammation, such as pain and tenderness to percussion.

Yanpiset et al. [43] found LDF measurements to be extremely accurate in differentiating a
revascularized (vital) tooth from a necrotic tooth pulp. An exciting finding of their study was
that an accurate LDF reading of pulpal revascularization could be established at the fourth
week after treatment, which is much earlier than it would be expected from standard sensitivity
tests. This finding corresponds to those from the study by Skoglund et al. [60]. The LDF is
extremely accurate in non-vital teeth, with almost 100% accuracy, but not as good in vital teeth.
The blood vessels, fibroblasts and fibrous connective tissue that occupy the central portion of
the pulp chamber can be affected without having a significant inflammatory reaction. While
this tissue is vital and would give a radiographic picture of continued root development, the
amount of moving blood cells creating a Doppler shift would be minimal. Another reason is
that the revascularized teeth containing predominantly osteoid tissue may have a different
optical property and the flux value reading from a revascularized tooth may be different from
a normal tooth pulp. These teeth might give a false negative result [44]. Clinically, it has to be
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assumed that one may not rely solely on the LDF, but an estimation of signs of the pulpal or
periapical pathology would still be necessary, before initiating endodontic treatment.

2.1.3. Pulp capping and pulp microcirculation

Injuries to permanent anterior teeth account for the most frequent form of orofacial trauma at
a young age. According to various epidemiological studies, the permanent central incisors are
mostly involved in traumatic events, sustaining nearly 80% of all registered injuries [61, 62].

Crown fractures may be uncomplicated involving enamel and dentin, without pulp exposure,
or complicated, with pulp involvement. Therefore, an efficient clinical evaluation of an injured
tooth requires symptomatic, visual and radiographic assessment. This is where LDF steps in,
allowing a more accurate assessment of vascularization status in injured teeth whenever
required, meaning immediately after the traumatic episode, as well as during and after
treatment, justified by the method’s safeness and non-invasiveness.

In one of our studies, we aimed to investigate the use of LDF, the pulpal healing process in
complicated and uncomplicated crown fractures—with and without pulpal exposure when
laser-assisted therapy combined with calcium hydroxide was used. After rubber dam place-
ment, indirect pulp capping and preparation for resin composite restoration were performed
for the upper right (#1.1) and left (#2.1) central incisors using Er:YAG laser irradiation (wave-
length of 2940 nm; energy 240–80 mJ, SSP). Immediately after the treatment, the LDFRs were
analysed and the results showed an increase in PBF on both teeth especially for tooth 2.1. After
7 days, the LDFRs evaluation was performed, and it showed a decrease in PBF in both teeth.
The decrease was more notable in tooth 2.1 where the indirect pulp capping was performed.
The last LDFRs evaluation was performed after 6 weeks, which revealed the recovery of PBF
to a normal value, demonstrating that the pulp reached normal healthy status (Figures 4 and
5).

After 7 days, the pulp tissue was not restored to a healthy condition, with normal blood flow
as shown by LDFRs, but after 6 weeks, the PBF recorded by LDF and the clinical assessment
also showed almost a complete restoration of PBF. Vascular changes are essential to the
initiation of acute as well as chronic inflammation, and blood flow is essential to its resolution.
The inflammation process involves vasodilatation, thus increased circulation and perfusion.
Therefore, a successful pulp capping is obtained when the following clinical conditions are
met: uninflamed pulp, good antibacterial seal and the use of a capping material tolerated by
the pulp tissue; better outcome is mainly registered in young teeth. Consequently, the clinical
signs of inflammation correlated with the changes in PBF. LDF may therefore play a key role
in clarifying the importance of PBF dynamics in the treatment of young traumatized teeth.
Moreover, the recovery of PBF after laser indirect pulp capping was spectacular. This fact has
been attributed to laser treatment for preparing the area for a hermetic sealing of the pulp. The
practician must pay attention to the cavity preparation as well as to optimal placement of the
capping material, which is in the benefit of the formation of tertiary dentine. Laser-assisted
pulp capping represents a new treatment opportunity that improves the working conditions
and the biological quality of the irradiated surface, thus increasing the effectiveness of the
interaction between pulp tissue and capping agent.
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Figure 4. The descriptive graphic for LDFRs in traumatized tooth 1.1.

Figure 5. The descriptive graphic for LDFRs in traumatized tooth 2.1.

2.1.4. Traumatology and pulp microcirculation

LDF has been shown to be valuable in monitoring revascularization of teeth following severe
dental trauma. During follow-up examinations the traumatized tooth can be unresponsive to
traditional vitality testing during the first 6 months; however, LDF indicated that revasculari-
zation had occurred much sooner. Until recently, CO2 ice has been the most effective method
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for sensitivity testing in trauma cases but LDF is able to give the assurance that we could defer
invasive care during critical time period when the root canal therapy might have been initiated
for the patient [63]. The information obtained by LDF is of additional importance for the
treatment planning. Since the clinical examination of traumatized teeth is sometimes incon-
clusive, LDF could be regarded as a further diagnostic tool but it cannot replace the radiological
or clinical examination [64].

A prospective, cohort study conducted by Emshoff et al. [65] on patients with dental injuries
developed prediction rules for the treatment response related to the management of dental
injuries. Treatment response (success or failure) was categorized based on findings of clinical
and radiographic evaluation after 9 months. The most important variables were sub-luxation,
root fracture, baseline PBF level and a change in PBF level at 3-month follow-up. The results
show that the outcome following the management of dental injuries may be predicted from
variables collected with LDF and physical examination. Predictive modelling may provide
clinicians with the opportunity to identify ‘at-risk’ patients early and initiate specific treatment
approaches.

2.2. Microcirculation of the gingiva

There is quite little information in the literature about the vascular dynamics of the gingival
circulation in healthy and diseased sites. LDF emerged more than 30 years ago as a non-
invasive and real-time method for perfusion measurements [66]. The LD technique made it
possible to demonstrate that blood flow wave patterns differ consistently among gingival
tissue types [67, 68] and that there are no within-subject differences over time in LDFRs [16].

One of the earliest signs of any inflammatory process is the change in the vascular architecture
and microvasculature. This is also true for gingivitis [69]. The healthy gingiva is characterizes
by a sub-epithelial vascular plexus consisting of a capillary network with loops arching
towards the epithelium [70]. Gingival inflammation presents an increased vascularity with
larger vessel size, more capillary loops, [71] slowed blood flow [72] and a restriction of the
afferent blood vessels [73]. The capillary units are among the first vessels affected by inflam-
mation in the crestal gingiva [74]. If changes of the vascular morphology in inflammation are
related to blood flow changes, they may be the first sign to predict the onset of pathological
events in the gingiva [75]. Thus, gingival blood flow (GBF) may serve as a prognostic marker.
Gingival microcirculation (GM) has lacked exact evaluation for a long time. This was mainly
due to methodological difficulties. Different methods, such as impedance plethysmography
or the implantation of microspheres, have been employed to study GBF [76–82]. Unfortunately,
most of them were invasive or inapplicable to humans. Other studies on dogs have shown that
predictable morphologic changes occur in the blood vessels at the gingival margin with the
onset of inflammation. These vascular changes precede recognizable histopathological
alterations, starting as early as 2 days after the induction of gingivitis [36, 37, 83].

In our studies, in order to obtain a correct LDF measurement of the gingival blood flow, the
probe was positioned 4 mm above the cervical line of the upper incisors and was also distanced
using a gingival dam (LC Block-Out Resin, Ultradent Products, Inc.) before creating the silicone
holder. This distance was necessary in order to avoid pressure on the gingival tissue when
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applying and removing the silicone holder during measurements phases. A silicone rubber
holder was used in order to secure the gingival LDF probe in position at the studied site. A
small hole for the laser probe was placed in the holder at 4 mm away from the gingival margin,
using a high-speed handpiece and a 1.5 mm diameter fissure bur. After calibration and
disinfection, the laser probe was inserted into a rigid opaque plastic tube with a 1.5 mm
diameter and 0.1–0.2 mm longer than the fibre. The plastic tube was used to reduce the
movement artefacts of the fibre inside the impression, by increasing adherence and protection
of the active optic surface. The plastic tube was forcefully inserted in the canal carved in the
impression and positioned afterwards according to study protocol. With the purpose of
insuring the reproducibility of LD signal acquisition, a guiding mark was set on the fibre in
order to allow its placement in the same position for each testing.

2.2.1. Healthy and inflamed gingiva

Previous researchers have shown that an interaction between GBF and gingival health exists
[84]. One of our studies [18] aimed at evaluating the microcirculation in subjects with gingivitis
compared to healthy gingiva by using LDF. The subjects of the present study were young adults
in whom oral hygiene and dietary habits were well established. Ramsay et al. [85] indicated
that the reliability of blood flow measurements required accurate repositioning of the meas-
urement probe; that is why the technique used in the study aimed at achieving a correct
reproducibility of the LDF measurements.

The results showed that LDF could be a useful non-invasive, sensitive, reproducible and
harmless method for measuring GM in humans. LDF may therefore be an important element
in clarifying the role of GBF dynamics in clinical gingivitis as well as in understanding the
blood flow dynamics in the gingiva. At the seventh day, the gingiva was not restored to a
healthy condition, with normal blood flow as shown by LDFRs but after 14 days, the GM
recorded by LDF and the clinical assessment also showed almost a complete restoration of the
gingivitis group. Consequently, the clinical signs of inflammation correlated with the changes
in GBF (Figure 6).

Figure 6. The mean values of the gingival blood flow (GBF) recorded at various moments of time; interval plot of the
four moments of time in which the LDF measurements were carried out (SD = 74.9411); A. (a) sites with gingivitis; (b)
healthy gingival site; B. restored gingival health after 14 days.
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The results showed significant statistical differences between the four recordings in time. At
24 h after the initiation of therapy, the GBF was significantly increased compared to the baseline
values suggesting local inflammation of the tissues after the initial therapy. No significant
differences were noticed between initial moment and 7 days after the treatment and also
between initial moment and 14 days after. The GBF values at 14 days were not significantly
different compared to the control group (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Fisher individual 95% CIs. Comparison of GBF values of the gingivitis group among the four moments of
time recorded in the study. Showing that there are no statistical significant differences between the initial and the 7-day
groups as well as between the initial and the 14-day groups.

2.2.2. Laser periodontal surgery and gingival recovery

When performing gingivoplasty by conventional methods, there are limitations regarding
healing by secondary intention, post-operative bleeding, loss of keratinized gingiva and
inability to treat the underlying osseous deformities, which leads to the inability to complete
the treatment [87]. Performing surgical procedure using laser technology can solve most of
these limitations.

LDF found an excellent utility in the evaluation of the gingival recovery after surgery per-
formed with the high-end methods available today.

When using lasers, the depth and amount of soft tissue ablation are more precisely established
than with mechanical instruments [88, 89]. In particular, Er:YAG laser is very adequate and
useful for aesthetic periodontal soft tissue management because this laser is capable of
accurately ablating soft tissues using various handpiece tips, and therefore, the healing process
is faster and favourable due to the minimal thermal alteration of the treated surface [90].

Diode lasers act as a useful tool for cutting gingival tissue, producing good haemostasis and
reducing bacterial growth in periodontal surgery. There is evidence that this wavelength can
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reduce gingival inflammation and also the need for local anaesthesia during surgical proce-
dures.

In order to establish the efficiency of one laser in comparison with other, we decided to perform
a study where LDF was used to compare GBF after Er:YAG (Fotona Fidelis Plus II) and 980 nm
diode laser (Diode Laser Smile Pro 980 Biolitec) gingivectomy.

The evaluation was carried out on 20 anterior teeth that underwent reshaping of gingiva in
five female patients (four anterior teeth/patient), aged between 20 and 35, capable of adequate
compliance. The Er:YAG laser was used in Long Pulse: 600 μsec (LP) and Very Long Pulse:
1000 μsec (VLP) modes, 140–250 mJ, 10–20 Hz frequency, contact mode and using cylindrical
sapphire tips. The parameters were established according to previous research [26] and were
found suitable for soft tissue without causing visible major thermal damage to root dentin or
bone. The 980 nm diode laser was used in continuous wave mode, 4 W, contact mode and
cooling with saline solution using a 360 μm diameter quartz fibre as delivery system (Figure 8).

(d)

Figure 8. (a). Initial intra-oral status, (b) immediately after laser surgery, (c) 24 h after the laser surgery with indirect
provisional restorations, and (d) clinical intra-oral aspect 2 months after treatment with the final ceramic restorations.
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At first appointment, the initial measurements were carried out. Post-operative controls and
LDF measurements were accomplished after 24 h, 7 and 14 days to evaluate healing and wound
evolution on a total of eight points/patient (two points on each tooth) for each patient.

As for the gingival surgery with Er:YAG laser, significant differences in LDF recordings over
time were established between different times (p < 0.001 with a significant level α = 0.001,
Friedman test). The results showed that after 24 h the differences are significant compared to
the initial moment; 7 days after the treatment, with the Er:YAG, LDF was slightly raised
compared to the initial moment (p = 0.256), and after 14 days, LDF the values were insignifi-
cantly lower compared to pre-treatment (p = 0.431) (Figure 9).

Figure 9. The descriptive graphic for ‘Laser 1’ method applied at the four moments of time.

Regarding gingival surgery with the diode laser, significant differences between the four
tracings over different times were found (p < 0.001 with a significant level α = 0.001, Friedman
test). After 24 h, the differences were significantly lower compared to the initial moment;
whereas after 7 and 14 days, the recorded LDF values were significantly raised compared to
the initial moment (p < 0.001) (Figure 10).

The Levene’s test for equality of variances was used in order to establish the equal variances
assumed at the initial moment as well as after 14 days, and afterwards, the independent sample
test was used for comparing the values obtained for the Er:YAG area and for the diode area at
the initial moment (insignificant differences p = 0.897) and after 14 days (significant difference
p < 0.001). We established that after 14 days, the recorded fluxes for the diode area were
significantly higher compared to the values obtained for the Er:YAG area (p < 0.001).
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Figure 10. The descriptive graphic for ‘Laser 2’ method applied at the four moments of time.

The results obtained after the laser treatment on the free gingival area indicate a modification
in the micro-vascular blood flow response. Furthermore, our measurements, which are in
accordance with other studies [91], indicate that LDF technique can offer information regard-
ing the micro-vascular changes during healing period. These results showed an evident
decrease in perfusion for both areas in comparison with the baseline values 24 h after surgical
procedure. The micro-vascular blood flow increased significantly after 7 days in both areas but
mostly in the diode area. After 14 days, the blood perfusion returned to the initial value in the
Er:YAG-treated area. The results in the diode-treated area remained at a higher level, showing
that after 14 days, the healing in this area was not complete. The response after laser treatment
in both areas was an obviously hyperaemic one. The difference in haemodynamic changes that
occurred after 14 days can be explained by the differences in tissue interaction of the different
laser procedures applied in our study.

2.2.3. Mucositis and gingival blood flow

In a study [92] conducted by our group, we evaluated the immediate effects of radiotherapy,
more precisely, the oral and perioral soft tissue changes that appear after the radiotherapy
treatment period. Additionally, we measured the gingival blood flow using LDF, in order to
objectively determine any changes of the microvascular system of the gingiva.

Even after the first radiotherapy exposure, the blood flow values increased towards the
irradiated area and remained increased throughout the entire treatment. This suggests that
the periodontal tissue responds immediately to radiotherapy (as expected), and an inflamma-
tory state is established even after the first exposure and it persists during treatment. What we
found interesting was that this increase in vascularity preceded the clinical modifications,
which means that with the help of LDF, we can diagnose an inflammation and we can predict
the setting of the clinical side effects of radiotherapy. On the other hand, we did not find any
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numerical correlation between blood flow values and the severity of the clinical manifestation
of the radiation-induced side effects.

LD was a useful instrument in establishing the kind of dental procedures we can perform
during treatment. Based on our results, we recommend to perform, during this time frame,
mostly conservative measures, surgical measures should be performed keeping in mind that
the tissues are inflamed and that the bleeding would be greater than normal and wound healing
difficult. Prosthetic treatments, if performed, should be done with consideration towards the
periodontal tissue that should not be additionally irritated. The clinician should carefully wage
the advantages of the treatment against the possible complications that it could bring. The goal
of any dental treatment should be increasing the patients’ quality of life and decreasing the
risks of interrupting radiotherapy, due to the onset of the side effects that it causes.

2.2.4. Smokers and gingival microcirculation

One of our studies [93] aimed at investigating microcirculatory alterations of the gingiva
occurring after smoking tobacco compared the periodontal status of both smoker and non-
smoker patients and also the registered values between the sexes (Figure 11).

Figure 11. (a) Example of LDF recording from a non-smoker patient; (b) example of LDF recording from a smoker pa-
tient; (c) interval plot of flux values (AU) in smoker male group; and (d) interval plot of flux values (A.U.) in smoker
female group.

We found no significant differences (t-test) between non-smoker male group (I-M) and non-
smoker female group (I-F). On the other hand, LDF in the smoker female group (Group II-F)
was significantly elevated compared to the smoker male group (Group II-M). The Group II-M
LDF values were slightly increased compared to the Group I-M. The LDF values in the Group
II-F were significantly higher than the LDF values in Group I-F.

2.2.5. Laser Doppler imaging and gingival microcirculation

Essentially, LDI works by scanning a monochromatic laser across the surface of the tissue.
Light, which is backscattered from moving erythrocytes, undergoes a shift in frequency
proportional to its velocity, according to the Doppler principle. Most laser Doppler set-ups use
a helium-neon laser (RED, 632.8 nm), providing an estimate of perfusion up to a depth of 1–
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1.5 mm into the dermis of white skin and thus mainly measure the perfusion in arterioles,
venules and capillaries. LDI gives a ‘snapshot’ of perfusion at a given point.

The objective of one of our studies [19] was to evaluate the applicability of LD line scanning
in recording the gingival healing process after a surgical procedure followed by two types of
plastic provisional restoration. As a secondary objective, we also aimed at testing two different
techniques and materials for performing the plastic temporaries. The results were also
validated by clinical examination.

The moorLDI2-IR instrument, infrared diode laser 785 nm nominal, maximum power 2.5 mW
with a visible diode laser (target beam for infrared systems) 660 nm nominal, maximum power
0.25 mW, was used in our study. The microcirculation in the investigated areas suffered changes
in the analysed period (14 days) and was monitored with the Moor laser Doppler line scanner
(Figure 12).

Figure 12. Laser Doppler line scanning procedure.

LDI recordings were performed in the labial regions of the operated areas at the day of the
surgery, prior to local anaesthesia, after 24 h, after 7 days and 14 days following the interven-
tion. The scanner used in this study was placed so that it was directed to record the vessels
within the selected area. The differences between the four recordings clearly demonstrated
adjustments in the micro-vascularity of the region in the healing period. The initial images of
the area (Figure 13(a)) showed a certain perfusion map that differed completely from the LDI
images at 24 h after the surgical procedure and the cementation of the plastic temporaries. The
image at 24 h showed increased microcirculation as a reaction to the surgical procedure (Figure
13(b)). This situation is represented by an increase in the red colour of the affected areas in the
perfusion map. The LDI images, 7 days after the surgical procedure, showed an improvement
in the microcirculation healing in the interested area while the LDI images, 14 days after the
surgical procedure, confirmed healing by offering a perfusion map similar to the initial one.
The clinical examination asserted the changes observed on the perfusion maps in both cases.

With the aid of LDI, it was possible to obtain information regarding the impact of different
materials for aesthetic prosthetics temporary restoration after surgical treatment on GM. The
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two types of plastic materials had no negative influence on the healing process of investigat-
ed area.

Figure 13. (a) Initial LDI recording and (b) LDI recording at 24 h with an increase in the red colour of the affected areas
in the perfusion map.

The major advantages of LDI over LDF are the fact that there is no need for direct contact with
the tissue (max. distance 19 cm), the possibility to accomplish multiple measurements allowing
to obtaining many images in the area of interest (120 pixel/cm) and most importantly, it allows
a global analysis of blood flow in the area of interest.
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This technique has been shown to be easy to learn by surgeons. Regular post-operative
assessment of flap perfusion by members of the microsurgery team trained in the use of LD
line scanning might, therefore, represent a practical alternative to more complex and invasive
monitoring techniques. Issues of inter- and intra-examiner reliability have yet to be examined,
and in an area where only a low percentage of flaps undergo vascular compromise, this may
prove impractical.

One advantage that LDF has over LDI is that it gives a constant measure of blood flow at the
specified point, whereas LDI gives a ‘snapshot’ of perfusion at a given point.

2.3. Limitations

Although LDF has proved valuable for a variety of clinical applications, there are some
limitations to its use in oral medicine. A major drawback is that LDF can only detect red blood
cell movement in a small volume of tissue (1 mm3); thus, variables such as the number of vessels
with active flow, changes in vessel diameter and flow in individual micro-vessels cannot be
analysed. The small measuring area may also influence the reproducibility of the results due
to the fact that a minimal displacement of the optical probe would lead to a change in the
investigated area [20]. Another source of error in LDF measurements are the artefacts caused
by tissue motion in relation to the probe. Additionally, oral LDFRs have demonstrated
considerable intra- and inter-individual variability [94, 95]. A part of the limitations is being
solved by the fact that the velocity of PBF in humans is very low and that LDF modified for
the measurement of slow blood flow is appropriate for PBF measurement in humans [96]. One
of the most important limitations of the LDF is that each patient presents variation of blood
flow because the measurement is influenced by the thickness of the connective tissue and local
distribution of the vessels and also the recording site (free gingivae, inter-dental gingivae,
attached gingivae or alveolar mucosae) [35–37, 40]. Other limitation of LDF is that flow
readings are not only dependent on the blood flow in the measurement volume but also on
the scattering properties of the surrounding tissues. It has been reported that up to 80% of LD
blood flow signal recorded from an intact human pulp is of non-pulpal origin [41]. The same
could be anticipated for LDF measurements performed on the gingivae.

Originally, iontophoresis was used in conjunction with single-point LDF, as opposed to LDI
systems, which measure perfusion over a larger area and produce a detailed perfusion map.
Laser Doppler flowmetry typically measures within a small volume (∼1 mm3) and, as a result,
has often suffered from poor reproducibility, mainly due to the spatial heterogeneity of tissue
blood flow and movement artefacts [97, 98], although reproducibility has been improved
recently by the use of ‘integrated probes’. These uses multiple collecting fibres positioned in
a ring around a central light delivery fibre, thus increasing the spatial resolution. However,
the use of LDI still provides a larger surface area measurement and should be the preferred
choice in areas of tissues with high spatial variability, despite the significant difference in costs.
This could be detrimental if one is interested in the dynamics of the dilator response. This
problem can be partially solved by altering the time taken for a scan. This can be done in two
ways: by reducing the area to be scanned and/or increasing the scanning speed of the laser.
The latter has the slight disadvantage of producing a slightly less detailed image, but in most
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cases, it is a compromise worth making. Many studies are not closely concerned with the
dynamics of the cutaneous response and are instead focusing more on the maximum response
at a given dose, in which case LDI is adequate. The line-of-sight velocity of the moving
scatterers is directly proportional to the frequency of the fluctuations. This would suggest that
both techniques are linear with respect to velocity. In the case of Doppler, however, it has been
accepted for some 30 years that if you take the first moment of the power spectrum of the
fluctuations, then it scales linearly with both velocity and concentration (number of moving
scatterers) [99]. In the case of blood flow, this is a measure of perfusion. If a Doppler system
uses this algorithm (first moment of the power spectrum), then it should be linear with respect
to perfusion [100].

3. Conclusions

The major advantage of the laser Doppler techniques in general is their non-invasiveness and
their ability to measure the microcirculation flux of the tissue and fast changes of perfusion
during provocations. The LDF represents an important instrument to assess gingival and
pulpal microcirculation in the oral cavity. In this respect, it enables monitoring of the tooth
vitality, establishing the pulp revascularization before these data could be derived from
traditional sensitivity tests, which can also add more inflammation to the already irritated
pulp. LDF can be used to assess the degree and duration of the pulpal inflammation or ischemic
episodes, thereby identifying patients at risk for adverse reactions such as irreversible
inflammation, avascular necrosis and tissue loss. Further studies are warranted to assess the
validity of pulpal blood flow measurements by comparing them with histological tooth pulp
changes, and by determining how well the LDF diagnoses of pulp health may predict the
course of pre-prosthetic treatment.

In conclusion, LDF is a suitable technique for determining pulp vitality in most clinical
situations and can be used together with other indices to evaluate the marginal gingival health
status.
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Abstract

Human endothelial progenitor cells (hEPCs) are adult stem cells, located in the bone
marrow and peripheral blood. These cells can be differentiated into mature endothelial
cells, which are involved in processes of angiogenesis and vessel regeneration. Different
phenotypes and subtypes of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), such as early and late
EPCs, have been described according to their functionality. Thus, it has been shown that
early EPCs release cytokines that promote tissue regeneration and neovasculogenesis,
whereas  late  EPC and endothelial  colony forming cells  (ECFCs)  contribute  to  the
formation of blood vessels and stimulate tube formation. It has been demonstrated that
the number of circulating hEPC is decreased in individuals with hypercholesterolemia,
hypertension, and/or diabetes. In addition, the number and the migratory activity of
these cells are inversely correlated with risk factors such as hypertension, hypercholes‐
terolemia,  diabetes,  and  metabolic  syndrome.  On  the  other  hand,  the  number  of
circulating hEPC is increased in hypoxia or acute myocardial infarction (AMI). hEPCs
have been used for cell‐based therapies due to their capacity to contribute in the re‐
endothelialization of injured blood vessels and neovascularization in ischemic tissues.
This chapter provides an overview of the key role of hEPC in promoting angiogenesis
and their potential use for cell therapy.

Keywords: stem cell, endothelial progenitor cells, angiogenesis, vascular regenera‐
tion, cell therapy
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1. Introduction

Stem cells are characterized by their ability to proliferate and self‐renew in response to signals
or stimuli generated by the microenvironment. These signals can also induce the differentiation
of stem cells into diverse cell types with specialized features and functions [1, 2]. According to
their differentiation potential, stem cells can be classified as either embryonic or adult. The
characteristics of both cell populations are summarized in Table 1. In this chapter, we will focus
on adult stem cell. This subtype of stem cells is present in several tissues and is thought to be a
part of the natural tissue repair system (Figure 1). Adult stem cells can be present not only in
tissues with high regeneration potential, such as the skin, intestinal epithelium [3], and vascular
tissue [3] but also in tissues with lower cell turnover like the brain [4]. They are responsible for
tissue regeneration, and they can be classified as hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs), and endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs).

Characteristics Embryonic stem cells Adult stem cells
Proliferation capacity +++ +
Potential differentiation +++ ++
Cellular availability +++ +
Immunogenicity allogenic ++ +++
Teratogenicity Yes No
Ethical acceptability No Yes
Complexity of isolation +++ ++
Clinical practice No Yes

+++: high; ++: medium; +: low.
Adapted with permission from Smart and Riley [127] and Adams et al. [128].

Table 1. Main characteristics of human stem cells.

Figure 1. Types of stem cell and their potential differentiation.
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2. Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs)

HSCs are multipotent tissue-specific stem cells that give rise and maintain lifelong hemato-
poiesis [5]. HSCs only comprise approximately 0.001–0.01% of total bone marrow cells in mice
and approximately 0.01–0.2% of total bone marrow mononuclear cells in humans [6]. More-
over, HSCs express cytokines receptors, allowing them to respond to signals from immune
cells and to sense pathogens during inflammation or infection. This capacity allows them to
adapt their cycling and differentiation behavior according to the requirements of the body [7].

3. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)

MSCs are bone marrow–derived stem cells that have the capacity to form plastic-adherent
colony forming unit-fibroblasts (CFU-f) [8]. They exhibit a well-known phenotype
(CD73+CD90+CD105+CD34−CD45−), and they have the capacity to differentiate into osteoblasts,
adipocytes, and chondroblasts [9]. Furthermore, they can be also differentiated into numerous
cell types derived from all three embryonic layers, which include muscle, vascular, nervous,
hematopoietic, and bone cells, among others. MSCs can be isolated from bone marrow, adipose
tissue, synovium, skeletal muscle, dermis, pericytes, amniotic fluid, umbilical cord, and even
human peripheral blood [10–13]. These cells are indeed promising candidates for tissue
engineering and cell-based therapies not only because of their multipotent differentiation
potential but also due to their low immunogenicity [14].

4. Human endothelial progenitor cells (hEPCs)

hEPCs are adult stem cells characterized by the capacity to proliferate [15], self-renew and
repair endothelial tissue [16]. They have been successfully isolated from peripheral blood [16],
placenta, and bone marrow [17]. Several cell surface markers have been described to identify
hEPC, such as CD34 [18], vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) receptor-1 or Flt-1 [19,
20], CD133 or prominine-1 (surface glycoprotein), Tie-2 (endothelial receptor tyrosine kinase),
Von Willebrand factor, Nanog, and Oct-4 (Octámer-4) [21].

The original description of hEPCs by Asahara et al. was based on (1) the ability of hEPC to
adhere to fibronectin-coated surfaces and (2) the surface expression of both immature stem
cells (CD34, CD45, VEGFR2, or Flk-1) and mature endothelial cell (EC) markers (CD31, E-
selectin, and angiopoietin receptor Tie-2) [20]. In addition, the expression of endothelial nitric
oxide synthase (eNOS), the synthesis of nitric oxide (NO), and the ability to incorporate low-
density lipoproteins (LDL) have been also associated with differentiation of hEPC toward
endothelial cells [22].

4.1. Origin of hEPCs

To date, at least four cell sources of circulating hEPCs have been described: (1) HCSs (heman-
gioblast and myeloid cell), (2) bone marrow–derived MSCs, (3) hEPC not derived from bone
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marrow (fat and resident cells in tissues such as heart, liver, intestine, and nervous system),
and (4) mature ECs migrating from the vascular wall [16, 23]. The best‐characterized and most
abundant hEPC are hematopoietic‐derived hEPC, which can be isolated from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs), umbilical cord, and placenta [16, 24]. Despite the fact that
hematopoietic‐derived hEPC are identified in different tissues, they have similar features, for
example, hEPCs from umbilical cord exhibit the same surface markers (CD34, CD146, vWF,
and VEGFR2) as hEPC from peripheral blood [25]. Other similarities between hematopoietic‐
derived hEPC include the ability to uptake modified LDL and the capacity to form capillary
type structures in matrigel [26]. It has been shown that circulating monocytes have also the
potential to differentiate into a variety of cell types (transdifferentiation), including EPCs [27].
Schmeisser et al. showed that CD14+CD34− cells, isolated from PBMCs and cultured for 2–4
weeks on fibronectin‐coated plates with VEGF supplemented medium, were able to express
markers of ECs, such as von Willebrand factor (vWF) [20], vascular endothelial (VE)‐cadherin,
and eNOS [28]. In addition, these CD14+ cells changed their phenotype toward endothelial
morphology and were able to form capillary type structures on matrigel [29, 30]. The principal
surface markers of hEPC are shown in Table 2.

Hemangioblast Early hEPC Late hEPC Endothelial cell

CD 34+ CD 34+ CD 34+ CD 34+

CD 133± CD 133+ CD 31+ CD 31+

VEGFR2+ CD 31+ VEGFR2+ VEGFR2+

VEGFR2+ VE‐cad+ VE‐cad+

E‐selectin+ E‐selectin+

e‐NOS+ e‐NOS+

vWF+ vWF+

VEGFR2, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor; vWF, von Willebrand factor, eNOS, endothelial nitric oxide
synthase; VE‐Cad, vascular endothelial cadherin.
Adapted with permission from: Hur et al. [56].

Table 2. Surface markers of hEPC.

Hematopoietic‐derived hEPCs are maintained in a particular niche in the bone marrow, and
they can be released into circulation by cytokines such as VEGF or stromal‐derived factor 1
(SDF‐1), synthesized by ischemic tissues and hormonal stimuli. Once in circulation, hEPCs are
recruited to repair damaged endothelium and/or induce blood vessel formation. In target
tissues, they can be differentiated into mature ECs to lead re‐endothelialization processes and
neovascularization [16].

Circulating hEPCs can be isolated and cultured from PBMCs by three different methods:

a. Cell‐culture on fibronectin matrix in the presence of VEGF [20]. Under these conditions,
hEPCs are selected by their ability to bind fibronectin. After removing PBMCs in suspen‐
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sion, early hEPC can be identified after 3 days of culture, whereas late hEPCs are observed
after 2 weeks of culture.

b. Successive cell‐cultures on fibronectin matrix [31]. This method takes into consideration
a preliminary cell‐culture of PBMCs in fibronectin‐coated plates with medium without
VEGF for 48 h. After that, cells in suspension are cultured for 5 days in a second fibro‐
nectin‐coated plate to induce the adherence of hEPCs to the matrix and the generation of
colony forming units of endothelial cells (CFU‐ECs). Recent studies indicate that this
technique selects a mixture of hematopoietic cells, including monocytes, lymphocytes,
and progenitor cells [29].

c. Cell‐culture on collagen matrix. For this method, PBMCs are cultured in basal medium
for 24 h in collagen‐coated plates to induce the adherence of hEPCs to the collagen. hEPCs
are then recovered and cultured again for 14 days to obtain mature ECs with high
proliferative capacity called CFU‐ECs [31]. These cells were initially considered as “real”
hEPCs because they do not express myeloid or hematopoietic markers and have the ability
to form capillary‐type structures similar to mature ECs. CFU‐ECs express high levels of
CD34 and KDR and low levels of CD45 on their cell membrane. The origin of the ECFCs
has not been described yet, but it has been suggested that these cells could be derived from
the vascular wall [30].

4.2. Quantification of circulating EPCs

Since EPCs can be identified from peripheral blood samples, their detection, quantification,
and characterization may be considered as potential diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers
and as a novel therapeutic option for cardiovascular disorders. The main methods to quantify
EPCs in human studies can be divided into two approaches: flow cytometry and CFU assays;
these are also the two most widely used methods for EPCs quantification. Flow cytometry
offers the advantage of a multiparameter approach that allows the identification of both
endothelial and stem cell markers. However, the gating strategies used to interpret the flow
cytometric events are still highly variable and dependent on the criteria of each research group;
therefore, a well‐defined and uniform gating strategy to identify these cells has not been fully
established yet.

The quantification of EPCs by flow cytometry requires a combination of antibodies that
recognize antigens of both progenitor and endothelial cells. This technique has allowed to
identify that in vitro cultured CD34+/KDR+ cells home to sites of neovascularization. Based on
a review of studies using EPC phenotypes as biomarker in different diseases, the CD34+/KDR
+/CD45dim phenotype appears to be the best option to identify these cells in terms of sensitivity,
specificity, and reliability to quantify EPC in the clinical settings [32].

In terms of absolute quantification, it has been shown that peripheral blood samples from
healthy donors (n = 10) have a median value of 1.88 CD45dimCD34+VEGFR2+ EPCs per micro‐
liter. Similar data reported by Van Craenenbroeck et al. showed that the median value of
CD34+VEGFR‐2+CD133+ EPCs was 1.95 per microliter [33]. Other authors have reported similar
values of peripheral blood EPCs [34–36].
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The different absolute numbers obtained for circulating EPC quantification could be explained
by the use of different gating strategies and phenotypes to identify EPC subpopulation.

4.3. Migration, recruitment, and differentiation toward EPCs

In healthy individuals, hEPC correspond to the 0.0001–0.01% of the total cells in blood
circulation [37]. The majority of these cells are located in the bone marrow as stem cells in a
quiescent state. In this tissue, hEPCs are surrounded by stromal cells in a microenvironment
characterized by low oxygen tension and high levels of chemoattractant molecules [29, 38].
Different factors such as hypoxia, trauma, physical exercise, estrogen, or cytokines can access
to the bone marrow from circulation and induce the release of stem cells with the potential to
differentiate toward hEPCs. Once released, stem cells migrate via circulatory system to the
injury zone. How these cells reach the site of injury is not totally understood; however, it has
been described that cells can be guided by the concentration gradient of different chemoat‐
tractant molecules [39].

Figure 2. Recruitment and incorporation of hEPCs into ischemic tissue.

It has been shown that hEPC migration and mobilization is related to the secretion of angio‐
genic growth factors such as VEGF‐A, VEGF‐B, stromal cell‐derived factor 1 (SDF‐1), and
insulin‐like growth factor‐I (IGF‐1) that attract cells to the site of injury [40]. SDF‐1 is a potent
chemoattractant molecule released by platelets during endothelial damage [41], and its effects
are dependent on the activation of the CXCR4 receptor. VEGF exerts its effect via tyrosine
kinase receptors, VEGFR1 or VEGFR2, VEGFR3, which are mainly expressed in ECs from
blood and lymph vessels. VEGF is produced by different cell types, such as ECs and smooth
muscle cells, and is a potent angiogenic agent that regulates key steps in the process of
angiogenesis, including proliferation and migration of ECs [42] and hEPC [43]. Cytokines, such
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as tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF‐α), granulocyte‐macrophage colony‐stimulating factor
(GM‐CSF), granulocyte colony‐stimulating factor (G‐CSF), interleukin (IL)‐6, and IL‐3, trigger
the mobilization and recruitment of hEPC. In vivo studies by Jin et al. in animal models
subjected to ischemia demonstrated that the release of soluble proteins such as thrombopoietin
(TPO), sKitL hematopoietic cytokines (soluble ligand kit), erythropoietin (EPO), and GM‐CSF
induced the release of SDF‐1 from platelets, enhancing neovascularization via mobilization
of CXCR4+VEGFR1+ hemangiocytes [44]. Another study observed that there is an early vascular
response involving platelet adhesion to exposed subendothelium, which represents a critical
step in the homing of hEPCs to the site of endothelial disruption [45] (Figure 2).

As mentioned, hEPCs migrate and home to specific sites following ischemic via growth factor
and cytokine gradients. Some growth factors are unstable under acidic conditions of tissue
ischemia; therefore, synthetic analogues stable at low pH may provide a more effective
therapeutic approach for inducing hEPC mobilization and cerebral neovascularization after
an ischemic stroke [46, 47].

Also, the release of hEPC from the stem cell niche in the bone marrow has been associated with
the activation of proteinases such as elastase, cathepsin G, and matrix metalloproteinases
(MMP) [48]. It has been shown that stromal cells can maintain precursor stem cells or hEPCs
in the bone marrow via the interaction of c‐Kit ligand (cKitL), expressed on stromal cells and
their receptors expressed on precursor hEPCs. The mechanism of this interaction is under
investigation; however, it is known that stromal cells induce the synthesis of nitric oxide (NO)
and MMP‐9 in response to VEGF, SDF‐1, and GM‐CSF. The production of these two proteins
has been associated with the cleavage of cKitL in stromal cells, allowing the release of hEPCs
toward circulation [49–51].

4.4. EPCs and angiogenesis in vivo

Angiogenesis and re‐endothelialization are required for the maintenance of vascular homeo‐
stasis. Initially, it was thought that these processes occurred exclusively by the migration and
proliferation of mature ECs surrounding the endothelial injury. Nowadays, new vascular
repair mechanisms involving precursor cells from bone marrow, such as hEPCs have been
proposed [52–54]. In vitro studies conducted in matrigel angiogenesis have shown that hEPCs
have the ability to form capillary structures, depending on their maturation stage [55, 56]. For
example, early hEPCs can migrate into a tubular network already formed and secrete IL‐8 and
VEGF, but they cannot form new capillary structures [57]. On the other hand, late hEPC lose
their secretory capacity, but they can form capillary structures in vitro [56]. The ability of hEPC
to form capillary structures in vitro and in vivo allowed the development of new treatments for
vascular diseases. It has been demonstrated that cell therapy performed with in vitro‐cultured
EPCs, successfully promote neovascularization in ischemic tissues without the coadministra‐
tion of angiogenic growth factors [58]. Several studies have shown that hEPCs from peripheral
blood can induce endothelial cells turnover, via differentiation into functional mature ECs [59–
62]. Kalka et al. performed this therapeutic strategy of neovascularization for the first time in
2000 [63]. They showed improved neovascularization and functional recovery when hEPCs
were injected intravenously in immunodeficient mice suffering from ischemia in the lower
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limbs. In rat models of myocardial ischemia, the treatment with hEPC improved the migration
of cells into the neovascularization area, as well as their ability to differentiate into mature ECs,
which in turn was associated with the recovery of ventricular function and reduction of the
ischemic area size [64, 65]. In another study, Cui et al. injected green fluorescent protein‐tagged
EPCs (GFP‐EPCs) in murine models exhibiting damaged endothelium by ligation of the left
carotid artery. In these animals, GFP‐EPCs were detected at the site of injury contributing to
the process of re‐endothelialization [59]. The presence of GFP‐EPCs in the injury enhances re‐
endothelialization associated with decreased neointimal formation, demonstrating that EPCs
have an active role in tissue repair [59] (Figure 3). Other research groups have also shown that
EPCs have been associated with improvements in the re‐endothelialization and neointimal
formation in animal models [60, 62, 65].

Figure 3. Mobilization of hEPCs from the bone marrow.

All these studies have shown that hEPC are crucial for vascular repair, and it has been observed
that the number and migratory activity of these cells in blood are inversely correlated with the
presence of risk factors for coronary artery disease [66]. Therefore, an adequate number and a
correct functional state of hEPCs are required for the maintenance of the endothelium and
vascular remodeling.

4.5. Mobilization mechanisms of EPCs in ischemia

One of the main transcription factors induced during acute and chronic ischemia in response
to hypoxia is the hypoxia inducible factor 1 (HIF‐1). In general, the activation of the HIF‐1
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pathway has been associated with protective responses during ischemia. The mechanism of
activation of HIF‐1 has been extensively described by Agani and Jiang [67]. HIF‐1 is a tran‐
scription complex formed by two subunits, alpha (Hif‐1α) and beta (Hif‐1β). While Hif‐1β is
constitutively expressed, Hif‐1α levels are highly regulated by cellular oxygen partial pressure,
thus Hif‐1α‐mediated cellular responses depend on oxygen levels [68]. After Hif‐1α induction,
in response to low oxygen partial pressure, the ECs undergo prosurvival signals, which include
the increased expression of VEGF and angiogenesis. HIF‐1α is the main direct regulator of EC
function and its upregulation in EPCs promoted differentiation, proliferation, and migration
in a model of hindlimb ischemia [69].

HIF‐1α‐transfected EPCs exhibited higher revascularization potential, as increased capillary
density was observed at the site of injury. This study suggests that siRNA‐mediated downre‐
gulation of the HIF‐1 α gene can effectively sensitize EPCs to hypoxic conditions. It can also
significantly blunt early EPC growth and differentiation into ECs [70]. The underlying
mechanisms of the effect of HIF‐1α in EPC have been well described [69–72].

It has been shown that hypoxia‐induced HIF‐1 is reduced in patients with chronic heart failure
(CHF) [73]; however, it has been also observed that exercise transiently increases circulating
hEPCs in CHF patients. This transient effect can be sustained for approximately 4 weeks when
exercise is combined with statins and/or VEGF treatment [43, 63, 74, 75].

This evidence suggests that EPCs mobilization and recruitment could also be mediated by
hypoxic conditions via HIF‐1‐induced expression of VEGF.

4.6. Cardiovascular risk factors and hEPC function

hEPCs number and functional status are important for their repair capacity; however, these
parameters are greatly influenced by clinical condition and risk factors. Indeed, several studies
have shown that patients with cardiovascular risk factors such as age, gender, smoking habits,
hypertension, diabetes mellitus (DM), and dyslipidemia have reduced number and function
of hEPCs in peripheral blood. In contrast, some cytokines, hormones, drugs, and physical
activity can increase not only the circulating number of hEPC but also their function [30, 49,
74, 76] (Figure 4).

Vasa et al. showed that the number of hEPC inversely correlates with cardiovascular risk factors
(age and LDL cholesterol levels). According to these results, patients with higher cardiovas‐
cular risk factors have lower number of circulating hEPC compared with the control group
[66]. Studies by Hill et al. showed a positive correlation between hEPC colony numbers in
culture and endothelium‐dependent vasodilatation and a negative correlation between hEPC
colony number and the Framingham index [31]. Moreover, a negative correlation between the
severity of atherosclerosis and hEPC levels has been described, showing decreased circulating
hEPCs levels as an early risk factor of subclinical atherosclerosis [77]. Furthermore, reduced
number of circulating hEPCs has been found in patients with hypercholesterolemia, which
correlates with the fact that increased plasma cholesterol levels have been linked with
endothelial damage. In the same study, the number of hEPCs was negatively correlated with
total cholesterol and low‐density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol level [78]. On the other hand,
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it has been also observed that the number of circulating hEPCs increases significantly after
exercise [79] and in response to statins [80], antidiabetic (Pioglitazone, Sitagliptin) [81], and
antihypertensive drugs (Ramipril and Enalapril) [82, 83].

Figure 4. Mechanism of contributes EPC to the repair of injured vessels.

4.7. Correlation of EPC and clinical conditions

In addition, lower numbers of circulating hEPCs have been observed in individuals with stable
and unstable angina [84], erectile dysfunction [85], and atherosclerosis [86] compared with
healthy volunteers. Patients with type 1 and 2 diabetes also show lower number and func‐
tionality of hEPC than healthy individuals [87]. For instance, poor glycemic control, deter‐
mined by HbA1c levels, appears to be associated with a reduction in the number of circulating
EPCs, whereas an adequate control of glycemia seems to increase their numbers [88]. Several
mechanisms seem to be involved in that, including advanced glycation end products forma‐
tion [89], reduced activity of silent information regulator 1 (SIRT1), and increased synthesis of
platelet‐activating factor (PAF) [90].

Patients with familial hypercholesterolemia and hypertension [91, 92] also showed lower
number and function of circulating hEPC. However, this last effect was reversed when
angiotensin‐converting‐enzyme inhibitor (ACE‐inhibitor) was used, a phenomenon associated
with reduction in the progress of vascular damage [93]. Imanishi et al. have reported that
hEPCs senescence is accelerated in both experimental hypertensive rats and in patients with
essential hypertension, which may be related to telomerase inactivation [94, 95]. They also
found that the hypertension‐induced EPC senescence decreases vascular remodeling process
[95].
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Other conditions affecting the functionality of hEPC are ischemic heart disease and nonalco‐
holic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) [96]. Also, in patients with stable coronary artery disease
(CAD [66, 97]), heart failure deterioration has been correlated with low number of circulating
hEPC.

Furthermore, EPCs play an important role in the development and regulation of vasculariza‐
tion in pregnancy. Luppi et al. reported a progressive increase of circulating CD133+/
VEGFR‐2+ cells from the first trimester onwards, with a significant rise of CD34+/VEGFR+ cells
near‐term [98]. In preeclampsia for example, a pregnancy condition associated with hyper‐
tension, Matsubara et al. reported no difference in the number of circulating EPCs [99]. In
contrast, studies from Sugawara et al. and Lin et al. showed lower cell numbers of circulating
hEPCs in this condition compared with normal pregnancies [100, 101].

Conditions Number hEPC Function hEPC Reference

Rheumatoid arthritis in vitro Increased CD34+/CD133+/KDR+ Decreased migration [129, 130]

Atherosclerosis/heart attacks Increased colony forming units Increased migration in patients [131]

Gestational diabetes 3rd trimester Decrease in CD34+/CD133+ ND [132]

Diabetes mellitus type II Increased in CD34+ Decreased vasculogenesis and
adhesion capacity

[133, 134]

Erectile dysfunction Decreased number of CD34+/KDR
+ 

ND [135]

Exercising Increased in CD34+ cells in vitro Increased migration, proliferation [136]

Angiogenic capacity [137, 138]

Erythropoietin Increased CD34+ Increased migration [139, 140]

Angiogenesis [140]

Statins Increase proliferation Increased migration [66, 74]

Estradiol Increased CD34+ Increased mobilization [141]

Hyperhomocysteinemia Increased CD34+ in vitro Decreased proliferation,
migration, adhesion and
vasculogenic capacity

[76, 92, 142]

Acute myocardial infarct Increased colony forming units Increased migration and
proliferation

[43, 75]

Low‐density lipoprotein CD34+/KDR+ Decreased migration [31, 66]

Hypertension [31, 143]

Prostaglandin E Increased CD34+ Increased migration and improves
the function

[144]

C‐reactive protein Decreased CD34+ in vitro Decreased angiogenic capacity [145]

Table 3. Physiological and pathological conditions and their effect on hEPC.

Patients with obesity were reported to have reduced numbers of circulating hEPCs, and this
was inversely associated with an increased intima‐media thickness [102]. Obesity was a more
prominent predictor of the number of hEPC than any other cardiovascular risk factors, and
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weight loss was associated with an increased hEPC count and an improved brachial artery
flow-mediated dilation. Similar evidence suggests that overweight is associated with reduced
capacity to produce colony-forming units [103].

Altogether these studies support the idea that hEPCs play an important role in the maintenance
of vasculature homeostasis. Thus, new therapeutic strategies should aim to increase their
number and functionality in circulation. A summary of the main physiological and patholog-
ical conditions associated with functionality of hEPC is shown in Table 3.

4.8. Clinical translation of EPC therapy

Stem cell therapy holds great promise to restore damaged vessels. Researchers have made
significant progress in cell transplantation in preclinical and clinical settings. For example,
initial preclinical studies have reported favorable improvements in left ventricular function in
a rat model of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) after intravenous injection of ex vivo expanded
human CD34+ cells [104]. In another study, the intramyocardial injection of EPC in a swine
model of AMI reduced the scar formation and prevented the left ventricular dysfunction after
AMI, providing encouraging outcomes in favoring the application of EPCs as a potential
therapy in clinical trials [105, 106] (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Potential therapeutic features and the sources of their extraction of EPC.

In the human studies performed by Li et al. [108] and Lasala et al. [107] it has been shown that
intracoronary infusion of hEPC in patients with AMI were associated with the migration and
incorporation of hEPCs in the infarcted tissue, a reduction of infarct size, and secretion of
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angiogenic growth factors including VEGF, SDF‐1, and IGF‐1, which produced more capillar‐
ity and higher transdifferentiation of cells to cardiac progenitor cardiomyocytes [107, 108].
Moreover, these hEPCs also reduced apoptosis of endothelial cells and increased myocardial
viability in the infarcted area [109, 110]. Studies from Dobert et al. described increased
myocardial viability in patients receiving intracoronary infusion of peripheral blood bone
marrow‐derived hEPCs 4 days after myocardial infarction [111]. In addition, other studies
[112, 113] suggest that adhesion and differentiation of hEPC into mature ECs in infarcted tissue
is partially modulated by fibrin, which in turn promotes angiogenesis. Similar studies have
been conducted in patients with chronic critical limb ischemia of the lower extremities. In a
Phase II clinical study, patients who received CD133+ cells, obtained from peripheral blood and
mobilized with G‐CSF, experienced limb salvage, symptomatic relief, appearance of blood
flow, and significant functional improvement at the site of injury [114–116]. Similarly, treatment
with autologous G‐CSF‐mobilized peripheral blood CD34+ cells in nonhealing diabetic foot
patients have been promising [117].

Bone marrow‐derived EPCs may be mobilized to stimulate angiogenesis and may attenuate
tissue ischemia CAD and peripheral arterial disease (PAD). For instance, intramyocardial
transplantation of autologous CD34+ cells improved survival in patients with cardiovascular
diseases [118]. In another study, patients with refractory angina who received autologous
CD34+ cells showed a reduction of angina frequency and improvement of exercise tolerance
[119].

In addition, hEPCs may contribute to liver repair and regeneration by promoting the secretion
of supportive factors to induce host’s endogenous repair mechanisms [120]. EPC treatment has
been shown to halt the progression of liver fibrosis in rats by suppressing hepatic cell activation
by increasing the MMP activity and regulating hepatocyte [121].

Similar evidence has suggested that hEPCs are involved in the recovery after deep vein
thrombosis (DVT). DVT is characterized by a fibrotic vein injury with loss of venous compli‐
ance and subsequent venous hypertension [122]. In this disease, hEPCs were involved in blood
vessel recanalization in organized venous thrombi [123]. Human studies suggest that children
with idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH) had no severe adverse events after
hEPCs infusion and improved pulmonary functions [124, 125]. In animal models, Baker et al.
(2013) described the use of autologous bone marrow‐derived EPCs in a rat model of pulmonary
arterial hypertension (PAH) [126]. They found that EPCs reduced the hemodynamics and
ventricular weight, at the same time that they increased connexin, eNOS expression and
activity, Bcl‐2 expression, and the number of alveolar sacs and small lung arterioles.

5. Concluding remarks

Vascular regeneration is a dynamic area of research showing remarkable medical advances,
both in basic science and in the clinical application field. The preclinical and clinical studies
reviewed here strongly support a therapeutic potential use of EPCs in the treatment of
cardiovascular diseases; however, the very low number of these cells limits their use for cell‐
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based therapies. The number of EPCs needed for therapy in human adults is relatively large,
that is, about 3 × 108 to 6 × 108 cells, which means that 8.5–120 L of peripheral blood are required
to isolate an adequate number of EPCs. Therefore, protocols aimed to expand EPCs will be
needed for future therapies. However, EPCs can be used in the present as a biomarker to
identify the state of diverse diseases.

The mechanisms by which EPCs mediate vessel growth and repair could potentially be
ascribed to a variety of angiogenic factors produced by EPCs. However, optimal quality/
quantity of EPCs is essential to set up a successful therapeutic EPC‐based approach. In order
to get this, it is important to improve the isolation, characterization, and expansion methods
to obtain the optimal numbers and functionality of EPCs. In addition, it is also relevant to
improve the administration of these cells and the cellular application techniques such as
quantification of EPC. Finally, a positive clinical outcome will be the main indicative to
demonstrate whether these are able to repair the disease‐based dysfunction by the different
mechanism already mentioned in this chapter.
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Abstract

Impaired microcirculation secondary to underlying vascular endothelial dysfunction is
increasingly recognized to play a central role in the pathophysiology associated with
numerous postoperative complications. Noxious stimuli, including direct injury from
surgical trauma and hypoxia (e.g.,  ischemia‐reperfusion injury), trigger adrenergic‐
inflammatory‐thrombotic‐immune  cascades  to  impair  the  microcirculation,  with
consequent perfusion‐related postoperative complications. The endothelium, charac‐
terized by exquisite sensitivity to inflammation and low proliferative potential, has
limited self‐repair  capacity  that  is  dependent  on circulating  bone marrow‐derived
endothelial progenitor cells for regeneration. As such, the extent to which the endothe‐
lial  physical  and  functional  integrity  is  preserved  mirrors  not  only  underlying
cardiovascular health but is also an important factor in susceptibility to postoperative
morbidity.  This  review  explores  the  effect  of  perioperative  inflammation  on  the
microcirculation and some of the current protective strategies available to clinicians.
“Prehabilitation,” with preoperative exercise to improve the underlying endothelial
function and bone marrow responsiveness for endogenous endothelial repair mecha‐
nisms, and anti‐inflammatory strategies to limit activation of the endothelial‐throm‐
botic‐inflammatory  cascades  may  provide  clinical  strategies  to  preserve  the
microcirculation to engender optimal surgical outcomes.

Keywords: microcirculation, endothelial dysfunction, inflammation, perioperative,
surgery
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1. Introduction

With an estimated 234 million operations performed annually, surgical care is an integral part
of health care throughout the world [1]. Furthermore, the World Health Organization (WHO)
estimates that the incidence of trauma, predominantly requiring surgery, accounts for 10% of
deaths and 16% of disabilities worldwide—considerably more than malaria, tuberculosis, and
HIV/AIDS combined [2].

Confounding the underlying comorbidities that patients present with during surgery, patients
also suffer a significant biologic perturbation—the “surgical stress response”—a significant
stressor to the human body during the perioperative period. A variety of systems are involved
in this stress response, including the sympathetic autonomic nervous system, endocrine
system, and immune system [3]. Inflammatory mechanisms are intimately tied to the immune
system and contribute to direct defense against infection and promote postoperative wound
healing. This physiological reaction of the human body can be exaggerated by a systemic
inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) [4]. SIRS results from the release of endogenous
factors such as damage‐associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) or alarmins [4, 5] after surgical
tissue injury [6]. DAMPs activate the complement system, leading to a rapid generation of C3a
and C5a [7–9] and initiation of the release of a myriad of inflammatory mediators such as
adiponectin, leptin, C‐reactive protein, interleukins (IL‐8, IL‐10, etc.), soluble tumor necrosis
factor‐receptor 1(sTNF‐R1), and 8‐isoprostane.

Figure 1. The surgical pro‐inflammatory and pro‐oxidant milieu may result in both functional and structural altera‐
tions in the endothelium, resulting in hemostatic dysregulation and impaired microcirculation with consequent micro‐
vascular‐related postoperative complications (Illustration courtesy of Dr Marissa Ferguson).

Interestingly, these inflammatory mediators, described as a systemic “inflammome,” are
increased in obese patients presenting for bariatric surgery [10]. Hence, this suggests that a
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significant number of patients may present to surgery with an underlying pro‐inflammatory
state and is also seen in patients with inflammatory comorbidities, such as rheumatoid disease,
inflammatory bowel disease, and diabetes mellitus [11, 12]. This inflammatory burden
activates cellular processes at affected sites within tissues, with enhanced capillary permea‐
bility to soluble mediators, particles, and cellular trafficking. These systems are in a delicate
balance, which can be easily disrupted to exacerbate disease or organ dysfunction [13].

Impaired microcirculation, largely driven by vascular endothelial dysfunction, is increasingly
implicated as a central pathophysiological feature of postoperative morbidity. Microcircula‐
tion is affected by certain noxious stimuli, many of which are common to the perioperative
period, including direct injury from surgical manipulation or hemodynamic shear stress,
hypoxia (e.g., ischemia‐reperfusion injury), and through exposure to inflammatory cytokines
and endotoxins. Perioperative inflammation caused in reaction to surgical trauma causes a
pro‐inflammatory and pro‐oxidant milieu that results in both functional and structural
alterations in the endothelium. This may lead to microcirculation hemostatic dysregulation
with impaired local tissue perfusion and consequent micro‐ and macrovascular‐related
postoperative complications (Figure 1) [14, 15].

2. Physiology of the endothelium

The endothelial “organ” is estimated to weigh approximately 1 kg in adults and covers the
entire vasculature with a single layer of cells, covering a surface area of approximately 100–
150 m2 and comprising 10–60 trillion cells in a single layer.

For a long time, the endothelium was considered to be inert, tasked with passive maintenance
of a non‐thrombogenic blood‐tissue interface. In 1980, however, Furchgott and Zawadzki [16]
discovered the endothelium‐derived relaxing factor (nitric oxide), and since then our under‐
standing of the importance of the vascular endothelium has undergone a dramatic evolution.

The endothelium is now recognized as a complex tissue composed of key immunoreactive
cells that respond to environmental conditions. Sandwiched between the blood compartment
and the vascular smooth muscle cells, the single layered endothelium is ideally located to act
as a dynamic sensor‐effector organ. Most of the endothelial cell mass is found in the endothelial
lining of the resistance vessels and capillaries, thereby exposing a relatively large endothelial
surface to a small volume of blood (up to 5000 cm2/ml). This facilitates the exchange of nutrients
and metabolic products [17], and thus allows the endothelium to exert significant autocrine,
paracrine, and endocrine actions on smooth muscle cells, platelets, and peripheral leukocytes.
Endothelial cells, thereby, participate actively and reactively in the regulation of a number of
key physiological processes, including vascular tone, vascular permeability, hemostasis
(thrombosis, fibrinolysis, and platelet adherence), immune and inflammatory (leukocyte
adherence) reactions, angiogenesis, and maintenance of the basement membrane. This
dynamic “gate keeping” role of the endothelium, modulated through its metabolic and
synthetic functions (such as production of nitric oxide, endothelin, prostaglandins, cytokines,
growth factors, and adhesion molecules) and through the expression of endothelial cell
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receptors and glycoproteins on the abluminal surface, allows the healthy endothelium to
maintain a dominant state of vasodilation, anti‐thrombosis/pro‐fibrinolysis by inhibition of
platelet and leukocyte adhesion—a state that is indispensable for body homeostasis [18].

3. Pathophysiology of the endothelium

In contrast, endothelial dysfunction, activation, and injury are characterized by inhibition of
vasodilation, promotion of a pro‐thrombotic/anti‐fibrinolytic state, and promotion of platelet
and leukocyte adhesion. Altered release of endothelium‐derived factors appears to be pivotal
in pathophysiological changes that occur in disease states, such as atherosclerosis, thrombosis,
hypertension, pulmonary hypertension, eclampsia, hyperglycemia, diabetes, metastatic
disease, immune diseases, inflammatory syndromes, infectious processes, and sepsis. Indeed,
there is increasing evidence that perturbations in the vascular endothelium are directly or
indirectly involved in the pathophysiology of numerous disease processes, including postop‐
erative morbid events.

Figure 2. The phenotypic expression of the endothelium can be described as a dynamic “set point” that ranges be‐
tween a quiescent, activated, or dysfunctional state. Endothelial cell (EC) dysfunction caused by perioperative inflam‐
mation in response to an acute stressor (surgery, critical illness) is accompanied by microcirculatory hypoperfusion
that can lead to end‐organ dysfunction.

The crucial step in the progression of perioperative endothelial dysfunction is the change of
the endothelium from a quiescent into an active state. The endothelium, activated by exposure
to inflammatory cytokines, becomes prothrombotic, prone to vasoconstriction instead of
vasodilation, and more porous with increased fluid extravasation and increased cellular
trafficking to the intercellular space. A systemic response to major trauma, associated with a
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lowered ability to fight infection and susceptibility to sepsis, will further activate the destruc‐
tive inflammatory response [19].

In those patients presenting with underlying impaired preoperative microcirculatory function
now confounded by the pathophysiologic changes to the endothelium that accompanies the
surgical stress response will be at higher risk of deterioration of the endothelial reserve below
a critical “physiologic threshold” required to sustain microvascular integrity and perfusion
(Figure 2).

4. Endothelial regeneration

Through reconstitution of the endothelial layer, which generally occurs in the presence of
angiogenesis and vasculogenesis, endothelial function can be restored. Neovascularization is
mediated through migration and proliferation of endothelial cells within the vasculature.
Endothelial colony‐forming cells (CFCs) developing endothelial progeny is the key factor in
order for mature endothelial cells to proliferate and restore endothelial function [20–22]. For
adult vasculogenesis, endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) play an important role for the de novo
formation of blood vessels. Historically, the presence of circulating blood cells with the ability
to promote vascular repair and regeneration was first described in 1997 [23]. A variety of
seemingly endothelial‐specific cell surface antigens were displayed on the cells identified as
EPCs. Subsequently, numerous experimental studies have assessed the mechanism induced
by tissue ischemia, vascular trauma, tumor growth, and inflammation by which EPC are
released from the bone marrow, travel to the sites of active neovascularization, and initiate the
homing process in the endothelial layer. Furthermore, some studies suggest EPCs as a
biomarker for clinical disorders, such as cardiovascular disease [24], cerebrovascular disease
[25, 26], sepsis [27], and numerous types of cancer [28, 29]. Interestingly, there is an inverse
correlation between the number of bonemarrow released, circulating EPC and the postoper‐
ative complication risk. Subsequent experimental data from marrow transplantation demon‐
strated that these stem cells are recruited to sites of active neovascularization and differentiate
into vascular cells in‐situ. However, the frequency of this occurrence and the identification of
the cell type involved need to be fully determined [30].

5. Endothelial progenitor cell populations

A major limitation in this field has been the lack of specific markers and different methods
used to identify circulating EPCs. Different methods included flow cytometry, cell culture
methods, immunostaining, and consequently render comparison difficult. Three functional
populations of EPCs have generally been well defined. A cellular population that expresses
the phenotype CD34+ AC133+ KDR+ has gained wide acceptance as a measure of circulating
EPC in human subjects [31]. These cells, while being recruited to denuded vessels in ischemic
sites, do not become persistent vascular endothelial cells or display de novo in‐vivo vasculo‐
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genic potential, but rather exhibit potent paracrine properties to regulate new vessel formation
through angiogenesis [32, 33]. These cells are referred to as proangiogenic hematopoietic cells
[22, 34, 35]. Colony‐forming assays, in which plated human CD34+ peripheral blood cells form
cellular clusters on fibronectin‐coated dishes in‐vitro, have identified other populations of
EPC. Asahara et al. [23] described that CD34+ peripheral blood cells form clusters, bind
acetylated low‐density protein (acLDL) and differentiate into spindle‐shaped endothelial cells.
These cell clusters are referred to as EPC colony‐forming units (CFU). A third population of
EPCs, identified as yet another type of cell colony emerging from plated peripheral blood
mononuclear cells, form tightly adherent cells with a cobblestone appearance and are referred
to as endothelial colony‐forming cells (ECFC), late outgrowth cells (OEC), or blood outgrowth
endothelial cells (BOEC). These cells become part of the systemic circulation of the host and
have vessel‐forming ability [36] These ECFCs, with in vivo human vessel‐forming ability,
exhibit the greatest features consistent with human postnatal vasculogenic cells [37].

EPC enumeration correlates with cardiovascular risk factors, extent of coronary disease, and
risk of future cardiovascular events [24]. EPC enumeration and functional characterization
assess the reparative ability and propensity to cardiovascular injury, and thus greatly improves
the risk stratification of patients for postoperative morbidity. Given that peripherally circulat‐
ing EPCs and intrinsic stem cells play an important role in accelerating endothelialization and
tissue remodeling following vascular damage from both disease and toxic insults, we antici‐
pate that therapeutic attempts to stimulate mobilization and homing of bone marrow‐derived
EPC or exogenous administration of cell‐based (progenitor) therapies will likely emerge in
clinical medicine over the next decade [38–40]. Comorbid disease states and aging associate
with decreased regenerative ability by EPCs and may underlie the etiology of postoperative
complications and delayed recovery following surgery. For example, diabetes is characterized
by poor bone marrow mobilization and decreased proliferation and survival of EPCs [41].
Inhibiting oxidative stress has been shown to modulate EPCs and normalize post‐ischemic
neovascularization in diabetics. Similarly, EPC mobilization is also reported to improve with
insulin therapy in diabetic rats [42]. Whether this effect is mediated by insulin itself or through
improved glucose control needs to be clarified.

6. Impaired endothelium‐dependent vascular function in the clinical
setting

An intact microcirculation is key for the functional success of the cardiovascular system and
end‐organ perfusion. In the perioperative period, a wide range of microcirculatory alterations
associated with surgery itself, including factors such as anesthesia type, hypothermia,
hemodilution, inflammatory reaction, and microemboli formation [43,44], impair endotheli‐
um‐dependent vascular function to decrease blood flow and oxygen supply to the parenchy‐
mal cells. An improved understanding of the different types of microcirculatory alterations
may also contribute to reducing perioperative complications. Variants of impaired microcir‐
culation include impaired microcirculatory perfusion where obstructed capillaries are
observed next to capillaries with flow, often seen in clinical conditions such as sepsis or
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reperfusion injury; microcirculatory alterations characterized by increased diffusion distance
between oxygen‐carrying red blood cells and tissue cells, often seen in hemodilution that
accompanies cardiopulmonary bypass; microcirculatory tamponade, often associated with
excessive use of vasopressors and/or increased venous pressure. This fluid overload causes
tissue edema that consequently leads to a damage of endothelial cells and losses of hemody‐
namic coherence, glycocalyx barriers, and/or the compromise of adherence and tight junc‐
tions [45].

7. Impaired microcirculation during critical illness

Alterations of the cerebral microcirculation may represent a key component for the develop‐
ment of postoperative sepsis‐associated encephalopathy. Cerebral hypoperfusion is a common
complication of sepsis and its pathophysiology is complex and related to numerous processes
and pathways, while the exact mechanisms producing neurological impairment such as
delirium in septic patients is not fully understood. Cerebral hypoperfusion is caused by
vasoconstriction that may be induced by inflammation and hypocapnia. The underlying
endothelial dysfunction in sepsis leads to impairment of microcirculation and cerebral
metabolic uncoupling that may further reduce brain perfusion. The natural autoregulatory
mechanisms that protect the brain from reduced/inadequate cerebral perfusion can be
impaired in septic patients, especially in those with shock or delirium, and this further
contributes to cerebral ischemia if blood pressure drops below critical thresholds [46].

Postoperative brain dysfunction (delirium and coma) may relate to impaired microcirculation
following surgical trauma and the associated inflammation seen in the postoperative period.
Postoperative neurocognitive dysfunction is very prevalent, especially in the elderly surgical
patient population. It has been reported to independently associate with prolonged mechanical
ventilation, longer and more costly hospitalizations, delayed cognitive dysfunction that
persists for months after hospital discharge, and increased mortality [47–53]. Factors impli‐
cated in the pathogenesis of acute brain dysfunction, such as inflammation, abnormal cerebral
blood flow, and increased blood‐brain barrier permeability [54, 55], are known to impact
endothelial function. Similarly, critical illnesses, such as sepsis and multiple organ dysfunction
syndrome, states that circulating inflammatory cytokines affect endothelial nitric oxide
production and expression of adhesion molecules [56, 57]. This results in coagulation system
activation, altered perfusion, distorted permeability, and decreased ability for vascular repair
[58, 59]. In the brain specifically, structural and functional alterations of blood–brain barrier
endothelial cells secondary to inflammatory states have been associated with increased
microvascular permeability and impaired microcirculatory blood flow [60–63]. This relation‐
ship between endothelial dysfunction and brain dysfunction during critical illness is increas‐
ingly reported in critically ill patients. The observed impact of endothelial dysfunction and
injury on brain function will also likely reflect that seen in other end organs, including acute
lung injury following surgery [64] or during critical illness [65].
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8. Therapeutic options to improve perioperative endothelial dysfunction

Therapeutic modulation of underlying subclinical microvascular endothelial dysfunction
holds promise for a significant reduction in perioperative morbidity and specifically for
complications such as impaired wound healing and end‐organ dysfunction related to impaired
microcirculation following surgery. Perioperative inflammation can be targeted with non‐
steroidal anti‐inflammatory drugs to limit activation of the endothelial‐thrombotic‐inflamma‐
tory cascades with potential to improve perioperative outcomes [66–68]. Other therapeutic
interventions, including preoperative exercise capacity, which aim to improve endothelial‐
dependent vascular function before surgery in order to cope with the inflammatory burden
are currently under investigation in clinical studies [69, 70].

9. Mobilizing of endothelial progenitor cells with preoperative exercise

Numerous factors have an important role in the mobilization of EPCs [71, 72]. These include
growth factors (e.g., GM‐CSF, GCSF, VEGF, placental growth factor, erythropoietin, and
angiopoietin‐1), pro‐inflammatory cytokines, chemokines (e.g., stromal cell‐derived factor‐1),
hormones (e.g., estrogens, and lipid lowering and antidiabetic drugs), and physical activity
[73]. The stimulatory effect of exercise on EPC has been shown in highly trained athletes [74],
healthy subjects [71], and importantly also in patients with cardiovascular disease [75].
However, further research is required to understand the potential benefit of exercise to
endothelial health in patients with subclinical cardiovascular disease characterized by
endothelial dysfunction secondary to comorbidities, including metabolic syndrome or in
patients subjected to the acute inflammatory insult of surgery.

Exercise has been shown to improve exercise capacity, specifically the anaerobic threshold (AT)
and the maximum oxygen consumption (pVO2), and underlying endothelial reserve. In
healthy subjects, Laufs et al. [76] showed that moderate and intense running for 30 min (80–
100% velocity of individuals’ AT) increased circulating EPC levels, but this was not seen with
running occurred at short intervals (10 minutes). In elderly patients with coronary artery
disease, a 4‐week exercise program achieved significant upregulation of circulating EPCs.
More recently, this was achieved after an even shorter (15 days) cardiac rehabilitation program,
with an increase in EPCs that correlated with improved exercise capacity [73]. Other markers
of improved endothelial function from a cardiac rehabilitation program included: a two‐fold
increase in EPCs, a three‐fold increase in CFU, increased blood nitrite concentration, and
reduced EPC apoptosis [75]. The duration and the intensity of exercise that are needed to
adequately stimulate EPC mobilization and improve endothelial function require further
investigation [77]. Surgical injury induces the mobilization of EPCs, with significantly higher
circulating EPC and bone marrow EPC levels observed 24 hours after surgery in an animal
model [78]. The ability to mount an EPC response is also seen in critical illness, and the response
is significantly greater in patients that survive sepsis [27], and recover from illness, for example,
without fibrotic changes after pneumonia [40].
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Given that “responders” who mount a “cellular” stress response to injury, with increased EPC
mobilization, have improved organ recovery [40] and improved survival [27], it is increasingly
clear that a bone marrow‐derived cellular component must follow the surgical “stress re‐
sponse” to facilitate repair processes. In a recent pilot study, we were able to demonstrate that
patients scheduled for major surgery that exhibited an EPC response to the stressor of
preoperative exhaustive exercise with a single cardiopulmonary exercise test up to pVO2
suffered significantly fewer postoperative complications [69]. Whether strategies to improve
bone marrow capacity and responsiveness will influence a patient’s ability to withstand
surgical injury remains to be investigated. Increasing this bone marrow‐derived regenerative
response through preoperative exercise training may be one potential therapeutic option to
optimize patients’ health status prior to surgery.

However, discovering an inadequate EPC response during acute illness, such as impaired
wound healing, pneumonia, acute lung injury [64], or sepsis [65], is likely too late. Hence, using
a surrogate stressor, for example, exercise, to allow for early identification of at‐risk patients
prior to surgery will enable timely strategies to improve bone marrow responsiveness to be
implemented. Importantly, some of the endothelial dysfunction, particularly that acquired in
the perioperative period, may be transient or reversible and may not actually involve structural
change in the cells of the vascular endothelium, but more likely potentially reversible altera‐
tions in function—so these would not require new cells, just repair of a damaged process.
Importantly, whether this lack of EPC response is an epiphenomenon, a surrogate marker, or
indeed causative of increased postoperative complications, requires further study. The
causative nature is supported by animal studies that suggest that exogenous EPC administra‐
tion can rescue endotoxin‐induced acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), with reduced
inflammation, improved oxygenation, and improved survival [38, 39].

Jeong et al. [79], investigating whether diabetic neuropathy could be reversed by local
transplantation of EPCs, reported that motor and sensory nerve conduction velocities, blood
flow, and capillary density were reduced in sciatic nerves of streptozotocin‐induced diabetic
mice; with recovery after hindlimb injection of bone marrow‐derived EPCs that were shown
to engraft in close proximity to the vasa nervorum. This study demonstrated that bone marrow‐
derived EPCs could reverse manifestations of diabetic neuropathy, and that cell‐based
translational approaches may provide a novel and valid therapeutic alternative in the future.

Exercise [80] and tissue insult from surgery [78] are known to increase the mobilization of EPC.
In this manner, cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET) can be used as a catalyst to increase
the circulating population of EPCs and as a diagnostic tool of a patient’s ability to mount an
EPC response preoperatively. Additional gas exchange parameters obtained during a diag‐
nostic CPET (anaerobic threshold and peak VO2) can be used to determine patients’ individual
physiologic capacity and the amount of exercise needed in order to stimulate the population
of EPC. Preoperative exercise training could condition patients’ individual functional capacity
and to improve endothelial reserve by affecting EPC responsiveness. As such, Cesari et al. [73]
reported a significant increase in circulating EPCs in those patients that improved their exercise
capacity by more than 23%, as assessed by a six‐minute walk test, after completion of a
rehabilitation program.
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10. Exercise and inflammation

Regular exercise has been described to be involved in risk reduction of many chronic patho‐
logical alterations such as cancer, cardiovascular, and neurodegenerative diseases. One key
mechanism, which is frequently discussed in this context, is that exercise contributes to an
anti‐inflammatory environment, thereby counteracting a major risk factor of those diseases
[81–83]. This hypothesis is supported by a vast body of literature, indicating that acute exercise
induces a short‐term strong increase in the pro‐inflammatory cytokine interleukin‐6, which in
turn induces a long‐term depression of TNF‐α and the expression of anti‐inflammatory
mediators, such as interleukin‐10 and soluble receptors of interleukin‐1 [84]. Furthermore,
recent research suggests that regular exercise suppresses over a life‐span the permanent
expression of inflammatory cytokines via epigenetic mechanisms. Nakajima et al. [85] showed
that the DNA‐methylation in the promoter region of the ASC gene, the products of which
induce inflammation, is decreased in older subjects. An intermediate exercise intervention
resulted in a re‐methylation of this region; hence, the methylation pattern of 60‐ to70‐year old
was corrected to those of 30‐ to 40‐year‐old study participants.

The anti‐inflammatory effect of exercise is mediated by cells which secrete protective cytokines,
such as interleukin‐6, which is expressed by skeletal muscle‐tissue during physical activity.
However, little is known about the exact mechanism in which exercise triggers the anti‐
inflammatory component. Evidence rises that regular exercise and higher levels of cardiovas‐
cular fitness are related to an increased number of regulatory T‐cells. Since these cells have
strong anti‐inflammatory properties (e.g., by secreting Interleukin‐10), they may contribute to
the intermediate anti‐inflammatory effect of exercise [86].

Exercise is involved in multiple processes establishing an anti‐inflammatory environment,
which counteracts with perioperative inflammatory stress. Therefore, preoperative exercise,
which is feasible over a 1‐month time period, may contribute to a reduction of the inflammatory
burden that is present in patients undergoing surgery.

11. Other aspects of exercise promoting endothelium‐dependent vascular
function

Besides the mobilization of EPCs and its anti‐inflammatory properties, exercise is known to
regulate key factors of vascular functioning. Furthermore, exercise induces the expression of
the endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and increases the levels of VEGF [87–89]. The first
studies revealed that the regulation of these factors is at least partially driven by epigenetic
mechanisms. Wu et al. [90] revealed that exercise in rats results in a downregulation of the
microRNA155. Interestingly, the messenger RNA of eNOS is known to be inhibited by
microRNA155. One essential mediator may be displayed by shear‐stress which is also
associated with epigenetic modifications of the chromatin (histone modifications) in the eNOS
gene region [91, 92]. Fernandes et al. [93] found reduced levels of microRNA126 and 16 in
exercising animals. Both microRNAs were previously described to inhibit the expression of
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VEGF. Although the previous studies give a premature insight into the underlying mechanism,
they display that exercise truly contributes to the improvement of vascular function and
regeneration on the molecular level. Further research, especially in humans, is warranted to
get more information about the mechanism and dose–response relationship of exercise
contributing to endothelial and vascular regeneration.

12. Conclusion/Summary

Impaired microcirculation secondary to underlying vascular endothelial dysfunction is
increasingly recognized to play a central role in the pathophysiology associated with numer‐
ous postoperative complications. Noxious stimuli, including direct injury from surgical
trauma and hypoxia (e.g., ischemia‐reperfusion injury), trigger adrenergic‐inflammatory‐
thrombotic‐immune cascades to impair the microcirculation, with consequent perfusion‐
related postoperative complications.

The endothelium, characterized by exquisite sensitivity to inflammation and low proliferative
potential, has limited self‐repair capacity that is dependent on circulating bone marrow‐
derived endothelial progenitor cells for regeneration. As such, the extent to which the endo‐
thelial physical and functional integrity and bone marrow responsiveness, for the circulating
progenitor pool, is preserved mirrors not only underlying cardiovascular health but also as an
important factor in susceptibility to postoperative morbidity.

This review explores the effect of perioperative inflammation on the microcirculation and some
of the current protective strategies available to clinicians. “Prehabilitation,” with preoperative
exercise to improve underlying endothelial function and bone marrow responsiveness for
endogenous endothelial repair mechanisms, and anti‐inflammatory strategies to limit activa‐
tion of the endothelial‐thrombotic‐inflammatory cascades may provide clinical strategies to
preserve the microcirculation to engender optimal surgical outcomes.
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